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Chapter I

Introduction

This dissertation investigates the status of Italian clitics from the perspective
of a lexicalist theory such as Headtdriven Phrase Structure Grammar CHPSG~
CPollard Sz Sag lgHT~ Pollard óc Sag lJJ~I~t The phonological~ morphological
and syntactic properties of Italian clitics are consideredi given their characteris~
tics~ clitics represent a topic of central importance for the understanding of the
interaction of the different modules of the grammar~

In this introductory chapter~ I provide an informal presentation of some of
the crucial issues related to the study of clitics and the way they will be dealt
with in this dissertationt

LI What are cliticsT

Clitics have been the object of much discussion in the linguistics literature~ how~
ever their definition is still a topic of much debate~

Clitics are little words such as te in French je Vaime or the ~s in English the
girl~s dresst They are usually associated with certain properties such as the fact
that they occur in a special position within a sentence~ The following Italian
example shows this~

Cl~ Martina lo legge
Martina cl~Cacc~ reads

Wartina reads it~

In this case~ the accusative clitic lo occurs on the left of the finite verb~ while
usually direct objects occur on the rightt

Furthermore~ clitics cannot occur alone~ they need a host to attach to~ in
most Romance languages this host is represented by the verb~ As shown in the
example above~ this is also the case in Italiant
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Clitics occur in a fixed order and this order is usually different from that of
the corresponding full phrases~

CZ~ at Martina me lo spedisce
Martina cltCdat~ cl~Cacc~ sends

bt ~ Martina lo mi spedisce
Martina cl~Cacc~ clt~dat~ sends

Wartina sends it to me~

In Italian~ the direct object usually precedes the indirect object if they are both
represented by full phrases~ while the examples above show that this is not the
case if clitics are present~

Another property which is usually associated with clitics is that they cannot
be stressedi

ca~ a ~ Martina lo vuole
Martina cl ~C acc~ wants

b ~ I Martina LO vuole
Martina cl ~ Cacc~ wants
~ Martina wants it ~

Although these properties are considered the basic characteristics which distin~
guish clitics from other elements~ I have shown in Monachesi ~lJH ~ that even
within a single language like Italian and its dialectal variations~ elements which
have been traditionally considered clitics deviate from the properties mentioned
above in certain ways~

For example~ in Italian~ there is the third person plural dative clitic loro
~to them~ which~ like the other clitics~ occurs in a special position within the
sentence and it appears adjacent to the verbt On the other hand~ certain adverbs
can separate it from its host and it is stressed~

In Napoletano~ a southern Italian dialect~ clitics have properties similar to
those of Standard Italian~ namely they occur in a special position~ they attach
to a verb~ they follow a rigid order~ but differently from Standard Italian~ in this
dialect the combination of two clitics receives stresst

As pointed out in Van Riemsdijk Clsgb~ ~ a crucial question is whether it is
possible to reach a coherent and unified concept of clitics~ thus a clear definition
of what clitics are~ or if there is no unified category of cliticstl

In this dissertation~ I will argue that the behavior of Italian clitics shows
that they do not constitute a uniform classt Therefore~ instead of assuming the
existence of a special class clitics~ the elements of which exhibit different behavior~
I will try to decompose the properties of clitics and to assimilate them to those
of other well established categories~

Wan Riemsdijk ClgJS~ constitutes a clear and comprehensive discussion of the state of the
art in the research ofclitics which has been a source of inspiration for this introductory chaptert
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ltZ The status of clitics

Another issue which is still open for discussion is the one related to the status
of clitics~ namely the question of whether they should be treated as affixes or as
independent syntactic forms~ This is because clitics have a status which is neither
obviously that of an independent word~ nor that of an affixt

Within early works in generative grammar~ such as that of Kayne ~lglT b ~ ~ the
assumption that clitics are syntactically independent elements is not questioned~
More generally~ the problematic status of clitics with respect to the interaction
of syntax~ morphology and phonology was to a large extent neglected~ It is only
with the appearance of Zwicky ClgZZ~ that clitics are looked at from a broader
perspective and that a classification of clitic types which takes into account their
various syntactic~ morphological and phonological properties is proposed~ In
his typology~ Zwicky distinguishes two classes of clitics~ namely simple clitics~
which are syntactically normal elements that are phonologically dependent on an
adjacent word and special clitics~ which are elements whose placement cannot be
accounted for by the normal processes of syntax and for which specific rules must
be stipulatedt Developing further this view~ Klavans ClJSh~ proposes a typology
of clitics which is based on three different parameters along which cliticization
operations are defined~ namely dominance ~ precedence and phonological liaisont
The first parameter~ which has initial or final as values~ determines whether the
clitic adjoins to the final or initial constituent of a given phrase which is defined
as the domain of cliticization~ The second one~ with values before or after specifies
where the clitic attaches in relation to the relevant host~ while the last parameter
states the direction of phonological attachment of the clitic~ In her proposal~
Klavans claims that cliticization is actually phrasal affixation~ but in this way~
Romance clitics constitute an exception since they attach to a head~ namely
the verb~ Her conclusion is that Romance clitics represent just verbal features
and that they are becoming affixes since they have insertion requirements which
resemble those of other verbal affixes~

If Romance clitics are considered affixes~ the natural question is what kind
of affixes~ Miller ~lssZb~~ on the basis of the criteria developed in Zwicky óz
Pullum ClJSa~ to distinguish between clitics and affixes~ reaches the conclusion
that French clitics should be considered lexically attached inflectional affixest

In this thesis~ I suggest that these criteria can be adopted to show that Italian
clitics exhibit also properties of inflectional affixes~ Like affixes~ they are selective
with respect to the host with which they combine~ which is always the verb~
Furthermore~ similar to inflectional affixes~ they do not affect the lexical category
of the hostt In addition~ the rigid ordering which they follow can be also found
in the case of affixes in languages such as Swahili CStump lgJZ~ or Nimboran
CInkelas lJJa~ where affixes are assigned to different position classes~ Both affixes
and Italian clitics present arbitrary gaps in the set of combinations~ this is the
case both when clitics combine with each other and when they combine with the
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verb~ Furthermore~ like affixes they don~t have wide scope over a coordination of
verbs~

If Italian clitics share the behavior of affixes from a morpho~syntactic per~
spective~ the next question is whether they share the phonological properties of
affixes~ Previous literature such as Nespor óz Vogel ~lJÓfi~ and Scalise ~lsSfi~ have
denied that~ from a phonological point of view~ Italian clitics behave as affixest
Motivations for such a claim come from the fact that clitics behave differently
from affixes with respect to certain phonological rules and most crucially they
behave differently with respect to stress~

It is for these reasons that Nespor ót Vogel ClgHfi~ have introduced the con~
stituent Clitic Group within prosodic structure~ by postulating this particular
constituent~ they can account for the idiosyncratic phonological behavior of cli~
ticst

However~ I will argue that it is not necessary to introduce an ad hoc constituent
in order to obtain an appropriate representation of Italian clitics in prosodic
structuret As shown in Monachesi ClJJSb~~ Italian cliticization could be reduced
to affixation and to compounding~ Therefore~ I will distinguish between cases
where one clitic is present and cases where two or more clitics are attached to
the verb~ According to Prosodic Minimality CMcCarthy Sc Prince lJSO~~ a clitic
cannot constitute a prosodic word because it is monosyllabic~ therefore it adjoins
to the host and it forms a prosodic word with it~ If two or more clitics are
present~ they can merge together into a bi~jtrisyllabic unit which can constitute
a prosodic word that combines with the verb as in compounds~

In this way~ the behavior of Italian clitics can be accounted for by assimilating
their properties to those of other well established categoriest

LS The special position of clitics

As already mentioned~ Italian clitics are characterized by the fact that they occur
in a special position within the clause~ namely they appear attached to the verb~
furthermore~ this position is different from that of the related full complements~

Within the generative literature~ two kinds of approaches have been competing
in accounting for the special position of Romance cliticsz a movement approach
and a base generation approacht

The first to propose a movement analysis ~for French~ was Kayne ClJITb ~ ~ In
his treatment~ the clitic is generated in the argument position of the verb and
it moves from there to adjoin to the verbt The source position is analyzed as a
trace~ A motivation behind such a movement analysis is that in French~ clitics
and the related complements are in complementary distributionzz

zThe same holds for Itali an~
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C A ~ ~ Marie le connait Pierre
Marie cl~Cacc~ knows Pierre

Warie knows Pierre~

However~ a potential problem for an analysis such as the one proposed by Kayne~
is posed by languages which exhibit clitic doubling~ as in the following Spanish
example~a

Cb~ Lo vimos a Juan
Cl~Cacc~ see to Juan

~We see Juan~

In this construction there is a clitic attached to the verb and a full NP in the
argument position which is coindexed with it~ The existence of this phenomenon
has led to the formulation of base generation analyses put forward by Rivas
ClJTZ~ ~ Strozer ClsTfi~~ Jaeggli ~lsHti~ and Borer tlgS A ~t Under this view~ a clitic
is base generated in its surface position~ while the argument position is filled by
pro~ alternatively~ in the case of clitic doubling~ this position can be filled by the
relevant NP ~

In Sportiche ClJgJ~~ an attempt is made to reconcile the movement and the
base generation approach~ by assuming that clitics are base generated in preex~
isting slots~ namely they are Xo which head their own projections and that clitic
constructions may also involve movementt In particular~ he suggests that this
process should be decomposed into a first step which has properties of XP move~
ment~ while the second step should be considered Head movement~ Sportiche
argues for this type of analysis on the basis of motivations related to blocking
effects of intervening subjects on clitic placement~ past participle agreement and
the similarity of long NP movement and clitic climbing in restructuring environ~
ments~ Under this view~ in clitic doubling languages~ the XP which moves is
overt~ while in non clitic doubling languages it is covertt Therefore~ Sportiche
claims that his analysis can capture the advantages of both the movement and
the base generation approach while providing a uniform treatment of cliticization~

IA A lexical approach to cliticization

In this dissertation~ I will propose a lexical approach to cliticization which shares
some insights with the syntactic accounts discussed above~ in particular with the
base generation analyses and with the proposal of Sportiche ClgJJ~~

Given the affixal nature of Italian clitics~ I will not consider them lexical
items which are located in a specific position by the rules of syntax~ but as
featural information which is provided in the lexicon and used in morphology

sClitic doub li ng is in general not attested in Italian i it can only be marginall y acceptable
under specifi c circumstances~
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and phonology for the realization of the cliticized verb formt In this way~ clitics
exist only in the phonology~ as spell out of certain features~ However~ clitics
reduce the subcategorization requirements of the verb they attach to~ Therefore~
the alternation between mangia spaghetti Ceats spaghetti~ and li mangia ~cl~ eats~
is that between a transitive verb mangia and an intransitive one li mangia ~

The lexical approach I propose shares some insights with a base generation
analysisi in particular~ in both views the cliticized verb form is created in the
lexicont

However~ a different analysis will be proposed for the bisyllabic clitic loroi
in Monachesi ClJJba~ I have argued that this clitic has word like properties~ as
consequence of its phonological shapet Therefore~ differently from monosyllabic
clitics it should be considered a lexical elementt I will show that this distinction
accounts for the different distribution of monosyllabic clitics and loro while being
able to derive the common properties~

Italian clitics~ both monosyllabic clitics and loro~ have a peculiar property~
In certain cases~ they may appear on a verbal head of which they are not an
argument i

tfi~ Martina lo vuole leggere
Martina cl~~acc~ wants to read

~Martina wants to read it~

This phenomenon which goes under the name of clitic climbing is triggered in
Italian by a series of verbs~ namely auxiliary verbs~ modal verbs~ aspectual verbs~
motion verbs~ as well as causative and perceptual verbst Therefore~ if one of
these trigger verbs is present~ the clitic may appear attached to it instead of to
the infinitival verb that subcategorizes for itt~

Sportiche Clsg S ~ claims that clitic climbing is incompatible with a lexical
analysis of cliticization because in this construction the clitic bears no lexical
relationship to the main verb it is attached to~ but instead it is lexically related
to the embedded verbt However~ in Monachesi ClJJSd~ and Monachesi CIgJ Sb~ ~ I
have challenged such a claim by showing that a lexical analysis of clitic climbing is
indeed possible and desirable Ccf~ also Miller ói Sag ~lsgS~~t It is based on the idea
of argument composition according to which the subcategorization requirements
of the embedded verb are passed up to the clitic climbing trigger verb~b At an
abstract level~ the argument composition mechanism could be related to the XP
movement step in Sportiche~s analysis~

I will show that a lexical approach to clitic climbing can properly account for
the variation represented by certain southern Italian dialects like Napoletano and
Salentino~

sFiowever~ in Italian~ clitic climbing is optional~ therefore the clitic can also appear on the
infinitival verb~ I will show that this is not the case in certain southern Italian dialectst

sThe mechanism of argument composition was first proposed within HPSG by Hinrichs Bc
Nakazawa ~lgSO~ for the treatment of the German verb clustert
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ltS HPSG and the analysis of cliticization

HPSG is a synthetic~ constraint~based theory of grammari since a whole chapter
will be devoted to a discussion of its basic assumptions~ in what follows I will
just point out those properties which are relevant for the analysis of cliticization
developed in this workt

The aim of this dissertation is to consider cliticization not only from the
perspective of syntax~ but to take into account also the phonological and mor~
phological properties of clitics~ Therefore~ a sign~based theory such as HPSG
suggests itself as frameworkt In fact~ in HPSG ~ the sign is a fundamental object
which integrates several levels of descriptioni it encodes phonological~ morpholog~
ical~ syntactic and semantic informationt In this respect~ HPSG is a rreulti~level
theory because several levels of representation are posited~ but it is monostratal
because there is only one representation for each level~B

Strict lexicalism is one of the leading ideas of the HPSG theoryi given the
lexical character of the analysis of cliticization which I will propose~ it seems
natural to formulate it within such a framework~ In addition~ HPSG provides an
extended lexical representation and certain hypotheses about lexical organizationt
Lexical information is organized in terms of multiple~inheritance hierarchies and
lexical rulesi the hierarchical lexicon allows cross~cutting generalizations about
words to be expressed in a compact and efficient way~

The formal properties of formalisms based on sorted feature structures~ like
HPSG~ have been the topic of a certain line of researchi feature logics have been
proposed for specifying constraints on the feature structures used in linguistic
analysis~ Therefore~ HPSG has the advantage of providing the basis both for
theoretical linguistic work and for computational implementations~

ltfi Methodological issues

On the methodological side ~ I would like to point out that this study has made
crucial use of corpora to test the hypotheses made~ In fact~ the Italian Reference
Corpus has been particularly relevant in this study of Italian cliticization~ The
corpus consists of A million words from texts extracted from Italian newspapers~
magazines~ novels~ short stories ~ handbooks~ scientific texts and technical reports~
It was sampled by the Institute for Computational Linguistics in Pisa in the the
period lJHb~lJHStz In particular~ the corpus has been very fruitful in the study
of the clitic loro~ this clitic is disappearing from the spoken language~ therefore
speakers do not have clear intuitions on its use~ The corpus investigation has
been very useful in determining the usage of this clitic~ the constructions in

fiCft Ladusaw ~lggB~ for a distinction between level and stratum~
rI would like to thank Prof Antonio Zampolli for letting me use the corpus for this work

and Remo Bindi for helping me with the extraction of the relevant data~
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which it appears~ in discovering new data with respect to its distribution and in
assessing the analysis proposed~ Similarly~ the analysis of the corpus has been
rather helpful in determining all the possible combinations of Italian clitics~

An investigation of the CHILDES database has also been useful in determining
the way Italian children acquire combinations of clitics~ In particular~ the corpus
Calambrone has been analyzed~ it contains data from six subjects~ aged between
l and S yearst

LT Organization of the dissertation
In this section I will give an overview of the way this dissertation is organized~

In CHAPTER Z ~ I provide a brief description of the framework in which the
analysis of cliticization is formulated~ namely HPSG ~ After introducing the basic
notions which underlie the theory~ such as the use of features and sorts~ I will
turn to those subparts of HPSG which are relevant to this dissertation~ I will
first discuss how complementizers and adjuncts are accounted for in the theory
and I will then provide a brief summary of the way Pollard óc Sag ~lsg I ~ treat
Raising and Controlt The HPSG binding theory~ which is stated in terms of
relative obliqueness rather than in terms of c~command~ will be presented~ A
section is also dedicated to the role of the lexicon and how lexical information
is structured in HPSGi in particular sort hierarchies and lexical rules will be
discussed~ Lexical rules are particularly relevant since the analysis of cliticization
crucially relies on them~ The lexical analysis proposed by Pollard óz Sag tlJg~~
in order to deal with Unbounded Dependency Constructions will be presented~ as
well as the mechanism behind the treatment~ namely nonlocal features and the
Nonlocal Feature Principle~ The analysis of passive proposed in Pollard ói Sag
ClgST~ will also be discussed~

CHAPTER S introduces the central topic of this thesis~ namely Italian clitics~ It
addresses the issue of their status and in particular~ motivations win be provided
to show that they behave as affixesi the arguments presented are similar to the
ones proposed by Miller ClgJZb~ for French~ They are essentially based on Zwicky
óz Pullum ~lsS S ~ where criteria are proposed to distinguish between clitics and
affixes~ according to these tests~ Italian clitics exhibit properties of affixes~

The second part of the chapter is dedicated to the phonological representation
of Italian cliticst I will suggest that an appropriate representation of Italian clitics
in prosodic structure is possible without postulating a specific constituent such
as the Clitic Group CCHayes lJSJ~ ~ CNespor ói Vogel lJSfi~~ ~ I will propose a
distinction between cases where one clitic is present and cases where two or more
clitics are attached to the verb~ In the former case~ cliticization will be reduced
to affixation and in the latter case to compoundingt I will then show that the
phonological behavior of clitics in Napoletano constitutes additional evidence for
this proposaL
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In CHAPTER A~ I will propose a lexical analysis of Italian object clitics~ which
represents an alternative to traditional transformational accounts of cliticizationt
In this chapter~ I will be concerned with cliticization in sentences in simple tenses
while an analysis of Italian clitic climbing is postponed until chapter fi ~

I will also address the issue of clitic orderingi previous approaches to this
problem will be consideredt I will point out that a purely syntactic treatment
cannot provide the solution to the formation of the clitic cluster and that a
morphological approach is more adequatet I will suggest that the mechanism
advocated to account for the rigid ordering of affixes~ namely template morphology
CSimpson óz Withgott lgSfi~ ~ should be adopted also in the case of cliticst

This chapter also constitutes a contribution towards the understanding of the
formation of the Italian clitic cluster~ It contains the outcome of my investigation
in the Italian Reference Corpus to establish which combinations of clitics are
possible in Italian~ I believe that an accurate description of the Italian clitic
cluster is lacking in the literature~ this research is an attempt to fill this gap~

CHAPTER b deals with the analysis of two particular clitics~ namely si and loro~
whose behavior differs in certain respects from that of the object clitics~

The chapter is divided into two independent parts~ the former one deals with
the properties of si~ which can have several different uses~ It can occur with an
impersonal interpretation~ a reflexivel reciprocal interpretation~ a middle intert
pretation~ an ergative interpretation and can also be an inherent reflexive clitic~

I will propose an analysis of this clitic which will distinguish between an argument
and a non~argument usage of si~ In the reflexivelreciprocal and in the imper~
sonal interpretation~ the clitic si acts as an argument~ it fills the relevant slot in
the subcategorization requirements of the verb and it contributes to the seman~
tics with agreement informationt In the middle~ ergative and inherent~reflexive
interpretation~ clitic si is instead a grammatical marker of the relevant verb form~

The second part of the chapter is dedicated to the analysis of loro~ This
element has a rather unclear status~ on the one hand it exhibits a behavior similar
to that of the other Italian clitics since it occurs in a different position from that
of the related complement~ it cannot be coordinated and it cannot be modified~
but on the other hand it differs from the other clitics in several respects~ showing
properties of lexical words~ I will point out that this exceptional behavior of
loro could be related to its phonological shape~ since it is the only intrinsically
bisyllabic element in the Italian clitic systemt Therefore~ a distinction win be
drawn between Italian monosyllabic Clitics and the bisyllabic clitic lorot The
former exhibit affix~like behavior and will be considered not as lexical items~ but
as featural information which is provided in the lexicon and used in morphology
and phonology for the realization of the cliticized verb formt The latter exhibits
word~like behavior and it will be considered a lexical item~ In this way the
differences in distribution between Italian monosyllabic clitics and loro can be
easily derived~
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CHAPTER fi addresses the issue of Italian clitic climbingt I will challenge the
claim that a lexical analysis of cliticization is incompatible with clitic climbing by
showing that such an analysis is indeed possible and desirable~ Given the nonlocal
character of clitic climbing~ it would seem natural to account for it in terms of
nonlocal features and the Nonlocal Feature Principle~ which is the mechanism
used within HPSG to deal with long distance dependencies~ I will show that
this mechanism doesn~t account for clitic climbing in an adequate way and I win
propose a better alternative~ It is based on the idea of argument composition
according to which the subcategorization requirements of the embedded verb are
passed up to the clitic climbing trigger verb~

I will mainly focus on cases of clitic climbing which are triggered by the
presence of restructuring verbs ~Rizzi lsHti~Furthermore~ I will show that re~
structuring verbs behave as a class also with respect to other phenomena such
as long NP~Movement~ Tough Constructions and auxiliary selection~ and that an
analysis in terms of argument composition can provide a uniform account of this
fact~ In addition~ I will consider another environment where clitic climbing is
triggered~ namely in the presence of auxiliary verbs~

The lexical approach to clitic climbing can also properly deal with the varia~
tion represented by certain southern Italian dialects like Napoletano and Salentinot
The data from Salentino are especially interesting since in this dialect it is pos~
sible to have clitic climbing out of finite clausest

CHAPTER Í contains some concluding remarks and discusses lines for future re~
search~

Most of the material presented in this thesis is based on conference talks or pa~
pers that have appeared elsewhere~ Chapter S is based on Monachesi ~lggd~
and Monachesi ~lgsbb~ ~ while chapters A and fi are based on Monachesi ClJJSc~i
Monachesi ~lgsad~ and Monachesi ~lgg S b~ ~ Chapter S is based on Monachesi
ClssSa~~ Monachesi ~lJJl ~ and Monachesi ~lJJSa~t
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In this chapter I provide a brief introduction to the framework which I have
adopted to formulate the analysis presented in this thesis~ namely Head~driven
Phrase Structure Grammar CHPSG~ CPollard ót Sag lJHZ~ Pollard ós Sag lJgl ~ ~
In particular~ I will discuss the basic assumptions which underlie the theory
in section ti ~ l ~ while subsequent sections will be devoted to a presentation of
different linguistic phenomena and aspects of the theory which will be relevant
for the analysis proposed in this thesist I will discuss these different topics by
making reference to Italian~

Therefore~ the purpose of this chapter will be twofoldi on the one hand it
provides an introduction to the HPSG theory while on the other hand it creates
the basis for a formalization of the Italian grammar within this framework~

~M Theoretical background

HPSG is a constraint~based theory of grammar which has attempted to synthesize
ideas from other research traditions such as Government Binding CGB~~ General~
ized Phrase Structure Grammar CGPSG~~ Categorial Grammar CCG~ and Lexical
Functional Grammar CLFG~ ~

In addition~ it is a lexicalist theory which incorporates the Lexical Integrity
Hypothesis argued for by Bresnan ót Mchombo ClJgb~ ~ according to which word
structure and phrase structure are governed by independent principlest HPSG
employs rich lexical representations j however~ the use of multiple inheritance
hierarchies and lexical rules allows for a concise representation of lexical informa~
tiont In the hierarchical lexicon~ cross~cutting generalizations about words can
be expressed in a compact and efficient way~

In HPSG ~ the notion of sign is a fundamental one~ signs are modeled by
sorted feature structures which can be described in terms of attribute~value ma~
trices tAVMs~~ namely sets of pairs of attributes and their valuest In a system

ll
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which employs sorted feature structures~ the sorts are declared in an inheritance
hierarchy~ in addition it is specified which features are appropriate for each sort~
A sort indicates what kind of object is being describedt For example~ there are
linguistic objects of sort sign that give information about words and phrases
which are respectively of the sort word and phraset The appropriate features
associated with an object of sort sign are PHON and SYNSEMt

CÍ~ sign
PHON
SYNSEM

The former contains phonologic al information while the latter encodes both syn~
tactic and semantic informationt In this way ~ information from all linguistic levels
is encoded in one structured objectt

A feature structure of sort synsem is associated with the features LOCAL and
NONLOCAL~

CH~ sign
PHON

synsem
SYNSEM LOCAL

NONLOCAL
The LOCAL attribute specifies inherent syntactic properties of a sign C etg ~ the
subcategorization~ while the NONLOCAL information plays a crucial role in
the analysis of Unbounded Dependency Constructions ~ Its function is to specify
which constituent is missing from a phraset The information is nonlocal in the
sense that the kind of syntactic dependencies involved may extend over arbitrar~
ily long distancet For example~ in an unbounded dependency construction ~ the
information which is shared between the gap and the filler is local information~
but the fact that there is a missing element somewhere in the structure is nonlocal
information ~

LOCAL information is divided into CONTENT~ CONTEXT and CATE~
GORYt

Cs~ sign

synsem

local
SYNSEM CATEGORYLOCAL CONTENT

CONTEXT
The CONTENT attribute constitutes the word contribution to the semantic in~
terpretation of any phrase which contains it~ It is within this attribute that
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agreement information is handled and also information regarding semantic roles ~
The value of CONTENT is an object which can be of different sortst In the case
of verbs it will be of sort psoa ~ namely paramet rized state of affairs ~ and it win
consist of a relation and a number of roles ~ as in the following example for the
verb mangiare ~eat~ ~

~lo~ hoc
psoa

CONTENT
RELN eat

ARGl
ARGti

For a nominal element ~ such as the pronoun lui C he~ ~ the value of CONTENT is of
sort nom~obj ~ which will be associated with the attributes INDEX and RESTRt

íll~ ppro
ref

INDEX PERSON Srd
NUMBER sing

GENDER masc

RESTR j I

In this case ~ lui is a ppro ~ namely a personal pronoun which is a subsort of nom~obj ~
The INDEX value is of sort ref ~referential~ and it is specified for person~ number
and genderi it encodes the referential property of the noun and it ~anchors~ it to
a real entity~ Indices are assigned semantic rolesi therefore~ if two nominals are
coindexed~ this implies that their indices are token~identical or structure~shared~
As for the attribute RESTR~ it has psoa as value and in this case it is empty
since personal pronouns do not have descriptive content~

On the other hand~ common nouns contain nonempty restrictionsi this is the
case for bottiglia Cbottle~t

ClZ~ rnpro

ref

INDEX ~i
PERSON N rd

NUMBER sing

GENDER fem

psoa

RESTR RELN bottle
INST p
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In the feature structure above ~ the restriction requires the index to be anchored
to an instance of a bottle i the use of the tag íO indicates structure~sharing or
identity of valuest It should be noticed that ~ in this case ~ the CONTENT value
is of sort npro ~nonpronominal ~~

Turning back to LOCAL information~ the other v alues to be considered are
CONTEXT which is associated with context dependent linguistic information
and CATEGORY which contains information related to the syntactic category
of a word C or phrase~ and al so the grammatic al arguments it requirest

Within CATEGORY~ the attribute HEAD contains information about gram~
matical properties such as part~of~speech~ verbal form or caset The transmission
of head features from the head to the mother node is regulated by the Head
Feature Principle which sayst

ClJ~ Head Feature Principle
The HEAD value of any headed phrase is identical to the HEAD value of
the head daughter ~

The effect of this principle is to guarantee that headed phrases are really projec~
tions of their heads~

In Pollard ói Sag ClJJd~~ the feature SUBCAT is another of the possible
attributes associated with CATEGORYt In particular~ the SUBCAT value of
a sign represents the sign valence~ namely the complements that are necessary
for that sign in order to become saturated~ Complements are listed in order of
obliqueness~ namely SUBJ ~ OBJ ~ IOBJt The obliqueness hierarchy is essential for
HPSG Binding theory which is based on this concept~ The SUBCAT value is a list
of SYNSEM objects corresponding to the SYNSEM values of the complements
which are selected by a particular signt

In a revision of the theory presented in Chapter Ji following suggestions pro~
posed by Borsley ClJSIl~ and Borsley ClsHJ~ ~ the SUBCAT feature is replaced
by three valence features~ namely SUBJ Csubject~~ COMPS Ccomplements~~ SPR
Cspecifier~~ An advantage of this distinction is that it is possible to make refer~
ence to the notion of subject directly and that specifiers~ even though they are
nonheads~ are distinguished from subjectst In this work~ I will adopt this revision
of the standard versiont Therefore~ for a verbal form like mangia ~eats~~ there
will be the following entry~l

lThe notation NP ~nomjEflysng~ abbreviates an NP whose case is ~noml and whose index is

M ~ where M is specified as ~Per M and ~Num singl t
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cl ~I ~ loc
verb

HEAD VFORM fin
AUX ~

CAT
SUBJ ~NP~nom~~sgj ~

COMPS CNPf acQ

psoa

CONTENT
RELN eat
ARGl W
ARGZ M

IS

An object of sort verb wi ll have VFORM and AUX as head features~ in addition
a transitive verb like mangia will subcategorize for a subject and an object~ It
should be noticed that lexical heads select for the SYNSEM objects of their
complements~ subjects or specifiersi given the particular information which is
included in objects of this sort~ it follows that category selection~ head agreement~
case agreement and role assignment are all strictly locaL

Turning back to the entry above~ the structure sharing between the indices
of the NPs and those of the roles in the CONTENT of the verb accounts for
role assignment~ Semantic role assignment occurs within the lexical entry of the
verbi it should also be noted that it is not the complements themselves which are
assigned roles~ but their indicest Agreement is accounted for by having the verb
selecting a certain subject~ in this case it is a third singular subject~Z As for case
assignment~ this also occurs within the lexical entry~

Subcategorization is regulated by the Valence Principle which saysi

Clb~ Valence Principle
In a headed phrase ~ for each valence feature F ~ the F value of the head
daughter is the concatenation of the phrase ~ s F value with the list of
SYNSEM values of the F~DTRS value~

The effect of this principle is that of removing from the valence features of
the head those specifications that were satisfied by the complement daughterst
Structure sharing ensures that the information associated with each complement
daughter is unified with the subcategorization specification on the headt The Va~
lence Principle works much the same way as cancellation in categorial grammart
Consider a sentence like~

aHPSG distinguishes different types of agreement~ namely syntactic concord~ anaphoric
agreement and pragmatic agreementt For more details~ see chapter Z of Pollard dc Sag ~lSJ~~t
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Clfi~ Martina mangia spaghetti
Martina eats spaghetti
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The following is an example of how the two principles discussed above ~ namely
the Head Feature Principle and the Valence Principle operate z

HEAD UJ

S SUBJ ~ ~

COMPS

HEAD i

VP SUBJ CFlj~

COMPS C ~

I HEAD W ~finl

Martina V SUBJ C WNPtssngl~ p

COMPS ~WNP~

I
mangia spaghetti

In this example~ the verb mangia ~eats~ subcategorizes for a subject~ namely
Martina and for the object spaghetti~ The SYNSEM value of the object is struc~
ture shared with that of the single element in the COMPS list of the verb~ and
similarly for the subjectt Once the object is realized~ the Valence Principle
ensures that it is removed from the COMPS list~ therefore the VP has an empty
COMPS list while the SUBJ list still contains the information related to the
subject since this element has not yet been realized~ In a similar way~ once the
subject is realized it is removed from the SUBJ list of the St

It should also be noticed that the head value of the verb indicated by the tag
W is structure shared with that of the VP~ similarly the head value of the VP is
token identical to that of the Si this is the effect of the Head Feature Principle
which ensures that head features are transmitted from the head daughter to the
mother nodet

Phrasal signs are grouped together according to the constraints imposed by
the Immediate Dominance schemata~ which can be related to X~bar schemata in
GB theory~ The disjunction of the different ID schemata constitutes the Imme~
diate Dominance Principle ~IDP~t Two of the schemata proposed are relevant
for the example discussed above~ in fact~ SCHEMA l licenses phrases consisting
of a subject daughter and a phrasal head daughtert
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~lS~ SCHEMA I
XP ~ SUBJ~DTR~ HEADtDTRfCOMPS~ jJ

In the example above ~ the schema is employed to license the combination of the
subject with the VP~

SCHEMA ~ licenses phrases where there is a lexic al head daughter and any
number of complement daughters i in the example C lT~ above ~ it applies to license
the verb and its complement which together form a VP ~

~lJ~ SCHEMA Z
XP ~ HEAD~DTR~ COMP~DTRS

It should be noticed that the schemata presented above do not make reference to
the surface order in which constituents are realized i HPSG fo llows the proposal
advanced in GPSG ~Gazdar et alt lJHb~ that matters of word order should be
taken into account by means of Linear Precedence CLP~ constraints ~ Therefore ~
for each language there is a Constituent Ordering Principle specific to it~ it states
that the phonology of a phrasal sign is dependent on its daughters~ Speci fi c
constraints need to be formulated for each language ~ they win be of the form
X G Y which indicates that any daughter with property X precedes any of its
sisters with property Yt In the course of this work ~ several LP constraints wi ll be
formulated in order to account for constituent ordering in Itali an~ In particular ~
in the example above ~ the order mangia spaghetti is due to the LP constraint that
says that a lexical head should precede any of its sistersi

~ZO~ HEAD J LEX~J ~ ~ J
It accounts for the fact that the verb precedes its complementt On the other hand ~
if more than one complement is present ~ they should be ordered according to the
obliqueness hierarchy~ namely less ob lique complements precede more ob lique
ones~ While an LP statement like the followingi

~Zl~ X c HEAD~LEX~J

accounts for the fact that the subject precedes a phras al head~ which will be
marked as ILEX ~J~

ZtZ Complementizers

In HPSG ~ complementizers are not considered heads~ instead a new part of speech
is postulated which comprises them~ namely they are a subspecies of markersta

A marker is a function word which combines with a phrase of a given category
to yield a phrase of the same categoryt Markers are characterized by an attribute
which distinguishes them from each other and from other parts of speech~ namely

~ However ~ a GB analysis where complementizers are considered heads could be easily incor~
porated within HPSGt
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the attribute MARKING~ Appropriate values are marked and unmarked~ where
the latter is the default value assigned to all words which are not markers~

Even though markers are not considered heads~ they can select the phrase they
mark through the feature SPECIFIED ~SPEC~ ~ whose value is of sort synsem ~
Therefore~ the Italian complementizer che Cthat~ will have the following entry
associated with it~

CZZ~
HEAD

~SPEC

marker
r

SLfij

SUBJ C ~

ICOMPS ~ ~
MARKING che

It should be noticed that che doesn~t subcategorize for any complements ~ therefore
both the SUBJ and the COMPS lists are empty~ however ~ the information that
it combines with a finite S ~ namely a verbal projection with empty SUBJ and
COMPS lists~ is encoded as SPEC value~

More in general ~ it is the Specifier Principle which ensures that markers
only combine with phrases of the approp riate form i it states that the value of
SPEC should be structure~shared with the SYNSEM value of the sign with which
the marker combines ~~

Specifier Principle
If a non~head daughter in a headed structure bears a SPEC value ~ it is
token~identical to the SYNSEM value of the head daughter

The combination of a marker with a phrase is licensed by the following schema~

SCHEMA d
XP ~ MARKER~DTR~ HEAD~DTR

The schema describes phrases of the fo llowing form~

~It should be noticed that determiners also bear the SPEC feature~ In fact~ even though N ~
are heads which subcategorize for their determiners~ determiners select their N ~ sisters through
SPEC ~ Therefore the Specifier Principle plays a role also in the analysis of determinerst
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pb ~ HEAD g
SUBJ ~z

COMPS FBI
MARKING Fil

HEAD
marker
SPEC Os

SUBJ C ~

COMPS C ~
MARKING FE

HEAD ~i
NJ SUBJ M

COMPS g

lg

The percolation of the MARKING attribute from the marker to the mother node
is ensured by the Marking Principlet

~tifi~ Marking Principle
In a headed phrase~ the MARKING value is token identical with that of
the marker daughter if any~ and with that of the head daughter otherwise

Given the percolation of the MARKING value~ it is possible for a given verb
to select a sentential complement introduced by a certain complementizer~ In
particular~ one of the lexical entries associated with the verb volere would be the
following~

cZZ~

HEAD

SUBJ

COMPS

verb
VFORM fin
AUX ~

CNP~

~S ffin~ chel~

The verb subcategorizes for a sentential complement introduced by the comple~
mentizer che ~ Therefore~ a sentence like the followingt

CZg~ Martina voleva che Vito ritornasse
Martina wanted that Vito comes back

~ Martina wanted Vito to come back~

will receive a representation~ as in CZJ~~
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pg~ VP rHEAD íl
ILMARK OJ

HEAD W fVFORM fin
HEAD N

V COMPS ~S~fin~ chel ~ S MARK RIJ
MARK E unmarked

vollva
HEAD ~SPEC S~finll HEAD p fVFORM finl

MARK RI che LMARK unmarked

the Vito ritornasse

The MARKING value percolates from the complementizer to the mother node
according to the Marking principle ~ therefore the subcategorization requirement
imposed by the verb volere~ namely that its complement should be an S intro~
duced by che ~ is satisfied~ It should be noticed that~ according to the Marking
Principle~ if a marker is not present~ the MARKING value of the head daugh~
ter percolates to the mother nodet This analysis will rule out sentences like the
following~

CSO~ ~ Martina voleva che che Vito ritornasse
Martina wanted that that Vito comes back

~ Martina wanted Vito to come back~

This is due to the fact that the SPEC value of the complementizer should be
specified as unmarked ~ as suggested by Pollard ót Sag Clsg~l~

ZtS Adjuncts

The treatment of adjuncts in HPSG has undergone several revisions and it is still
the topic of much research~ in this section I will discuss different recent proposals
which have been made within the framework~ in order to present the state of the
artt

In their treatment of adjuncts~ Pollard Sz Sag ClsSIT~ have assumed that heads
select the adjuncts that modify them and that adjuncts can intervene as sisters
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of complementst However~ the analysis pursued there is mainly concerned with
the syntactic properties of adjunctst

Attempts to account also for their semantic properties have led Pollard SL Sag
ClgJl ~ to abandon their previous position and to propose instead that adjuncts
select the head they modifyt To this purpose~ they introduce the feature MODI~
FIED ~MOD~ ~ that has a function similar to that of SPEC which I have discussed
in the previous section with respect to markers~ In fact~ the value of MOD indi~
cates the syntactic and semantic information of the sign that is modifiedt

As noted in Kasper it is easier to account for the semantics of phrases
containing adjuncts if the adjunct selects the head~ instead of the other way
around~ This is because in general~ the semantic contribution of an adjunct
should incorporate that of the element it modifies~ Furthermore~ while an adjunct
modifies a single head~ the opposite is not true~ since a head can be modified by
several adjunctst In Pollard ót Sag ClJJ~I~~ adjuncts are considered semantic
headsi this follows from the Semantics Principle~

~ S l~ Semantics Principle
In a headed phrase~ the CONTENT value is token~identical to that of the
adjunct daughter if the DTRS value is of sort head~adj~struc~ and to that
of the head daughter otherwise~

Therefore~ if an adjunct is present~ the CONTENT value of the mother node is
inherited from the adjunct~

The following ID schema is responsible for the construction of a phrase~ given
an adjunct and the head it selectsi

SCHEMA S
XP ~ ADJCT~DTR f MOD M I~ HEAD~DTR~SYNSEM ~i ~

Schematically~ it gives rise to the following representationt

ps
~ I SYNSEM

~HEAD ~i ll
CONT z

JJ

SYNSEM
~MOD ~l ~SYNSEM a~HEAD Wll

f LCONT ~zJ~ J

The adjunct selects the element it modifies through the feature MOD whose value
is structure shared with the SYNSEM value of the head daughtert In addition ~
the CONTENT value of the adjunct is structure shared with that of the mother
node ~

A problem with this approach is that it doesn~t allow for adjuncts to intervene
among complements ~ which is a possibi li ty attested in Italian and in other lan~
guages ~ A solution to this problem is suggested in Kasper which presents
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a treatment for adjuncts in German~ Kasper proposes that complements and
adjuncts are sisters to the headi the complements satisfy the subcategorization
requirements of the head~ while adjuncts contribute to the semantics of the head~
Therefore~ the schema which licenses a head and its complements should be modt
ified in order to allow also for the presence of adjunctsi

~ SA ~ SCHEMA Za
X ~ HEAD~DTR~ COMPS~DTRS~ ADJ~DTRS

This schema allows for the presence of several adjuncts~ since the value of ADJ~
DTRS is a list of signst While it is quite straightforward to define the notion
of semantic head and the way the MOD feature works if one adjunct is present
as sister of different complements~ it is more complicated to account for cases
where several adjuncts are presentt As Kasper notices~ it would not be enough to
identify the MOD value of each adjunct with the SYNSEM value of the HEAD~
DTR~ given a sentence like ~Ma~~ where the semantic scope of the adjuncts can
be defined as in C M b~ ~

~ S h~ a~ Ein Jahr lang hat Peter tiiglich J Stunden lang trainiert
One year long has Peter daily B hours long trained

~Peter has been training three hours daily for one year~

b ~ l~year~duration~daily~frequency~S~hour~durationCP~trained~~~

In order to account for the semantics of the sentence above~ the semantic con~
tribution of ein Jahr lang must be composed with what results from combining
the other two adjuncts with the head trainiert and not by combining it directly
with the headt On the other hand~ syntactically~ each adjunct should qualify as
an appropriate modifier of the headt

Therefore~ Kasper proposes to split the MOD value in two separate syntactic
and semantic components~ namely SYN and SEM ~ The former determines which
syntactic category the adjunct modifies~ while the latter determines the semantic
value that an adjunct is applied tot In this way~ it is possible to account for
the compositional semantics due to the presence of several adjuncts while still
maintaining a flat structure~ Furthermore~ Kasper assumes that adjuncts in the
ADJ~DTRS list are ordered with respect to their semantic scope~ namely from
widest to narrowest~ in this way ~ the semantic head of a phrase which contains
adjuncts is the first element in this listt

However~ Van Noord Bt Bouma Clsg~~ notice that such an analysis cannot ex~
plain the narrow scope reading of adjuncts in a Dutch sentence like the followingi

~ Sfi~ Dat Arie vandaag Bob wil slaan
That Arie today Bob wants hit

~That Arie wants to hit Bob today~

According to them~ a sentence like the one above is ambiguous between a wide
scope reading where the adjunct modifies the event introduced by the auxiliary
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and a narrow scope reading where it modifies the event introduced by the main
verbt If adjuncts modify the head of the phrase in which they are contained~ only
the wide scope reading is obtainedt Instead~ they propose an analysis in terms
of lexical rules~ where adjuncts are on the subcategorization list of the relevant
verb~ in this way it is possible to obtain both readings~ A discussion of their
analysis will be postponed until section ZtS after the mechanism of lexical rules
has been introducedt

Zt~l Raising and control

Pollard ót Sag ClJg I ~ dedicate two chapters to the discussion of English comple~
ment structures~ in the following section I will just summarize the basic insights
behind their analysis of raising and controlt

Verbs can be classified according to the standard distinction between control

and raising~ The main difference between these two classes of verbs is that control

verbs assign one semantic role more than raising verbs~ Therefore a control verb

like volere Cwant~ subcategorizes for an infinitival complement whose subject is

structure shared with the subject of volere~ as can be seen in the following lexical

entryt

pl ~ SUBJ CNPW~

VFORM inf
CAT

COMPS ~VP SUBJ INPffj~

CONT

RELN want
CONTENT ARGl pp

SOA~ARG M

In particular~ in a sentence likez

CJH~ Vito vuole mangiare spaghetti
Vito wants eat spaghetti

Wito wants to eat spaghetti ~

the index associated with the subject of volere is assigned a role in the psoa of
the verb and it is also structure shared with that of the unexpressed subject of
the infinitival complement in the psoa of the latter~ as shown belowt
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pg ~ Fpsoa
RELN want
ARGl Fil

psoa
SOA~ARG RELN eat

ARGlffl
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Similarly for what concerns an object control verb like incaricare Cto charge~~ in
this case the object of the control verb is structure shared with the subject of the
infinitival complement~

c ~I o~ SUBJ ~NPO~

CAT
COMPS ~NPI~

RELN

CONTENT ARGl
ARGZ
SOA~ARG

VFORM inf

VP SUBJ CNPal~ ~

CONT

E

charge
El
~

On the other hand~ a raising verb like sembrare ~seem~ doesn~t assign a semantic
role to one of the complements which it subcategorizes fort In particular~ in a
sentence like the followingz

CAl~ Vito sembra mangiare spaghetti
Vito seems eat spaghetti

Wito seems to eat spaghetti~

the subject is assigned no role in the psoat

~~~~ rpsoa

RELN seem

psoa
SOA~ARG RELN eat

ARGl

Therefore the following lexical entry will be associated with the verb sembrare~ s

sThe notation UJNP abbreviates an NP whose SYNSEM is M~
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cdS~

CONTENT
~OAARG
RELN seeml

M J

SUBJ CpNP~

CAT
VFORM inf

COMPS ~VP SUBJ C MNP~ ~

CONT p

Zb

It should be noted that in the case of a raising verb like sembrare~ the SYNSEM
value of the subject of the infinitival complement is structure shared with that
of the subject of the raising verb~ This is different from control verbs where the
subject of the infinitival clause and a relevant complement of the control verb
share only their indexes~

~MS Binding Theory

Differently from GB binding theory~ which relies on the configurational notion of
c~command~ HPSG binding theory makes crucial use of the notion of obliqueness
command ~ which relies on the concept of the obliqueness of grammatical functions
Ccf~ also Johnson ~lJTT~~t In Pollard Sz Sag ClgJ I ~ this corresponds to the order
that complements have in the SUBCAT list~ but recall that in the revision to the
standard theory which they presented in chapter J ~ this feature has been replaced
by the three valence features SUBJ ~ COMPS ~ SPR~ Therefore~ a new feature
has been introduced for the purpose of binding~ namely ARG~S which stands
for argument structure and which encodes information about the obliqueness
hierarchy~

The notion of o~command which constitutes the basis of HPSG binding theory
implies that a less oblique argument o~commands a more oblique one in the ARG~
S list~ more formally~

C ~M ~ Let Y and Z be referential SYNSEM objects~ Then Y otcommands Z just
in case Y locally o~commands X dominating Z~

Local otcommand is in turn defined in the following wayt

~dS~ Let Y and Z be referential SYNSEM objects with distinct LOCAL valuest
Then Y o~commands Z just in case Y is less oblique than Z~

Therefore~ local o~command is a relation between elements in the same ARG~S

list~ with Y preceding Zi while o~command is a relation between an element in

the ARG~S list and an element dominated by a more oblique member of that listt

It should also be noticed that a SYNSEM object is referential if its index is of

sort ref
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Given this definition of Clocal~ o~command it is possible to characterize the
concept of o~binding and o~free which are stated as followst

Y ~locally~ o~binds Z just in case Y and Z are coindexed and Y ~locally~
o~commands Zt If Z is not Clocally~ o~bound~ then it is said to be locall y
ofree~

Recall that nominal elements are specified for a CONTENT of sort nom~obj
which bears the features INDEX and RESTRt The INDEX has its own intert
nal structure and it carries agreement information~ namely it is characterized
by the features PERSON ~ NUMBER and GENDER ~ Therefore~ if two NPs are
coindexed~ it means that their value of the feature INDEX is structure shared~
namely they have identical agreement features~ It should be noted that CASE is
not an attribute of INDEX ~ therefore it is correctly predicted that there will be
no agreement between pronouns and their antecedents with respect to syntactic
properties such as CASE ~

It should also be noticed that nominal objects are classified into a sort hier~
archy like the following~

C~IT~ nom~obj

~ZZ
pron npro

xxx~~~
ana ppro

re
~
fl recp

Therefore~ nominal objects are divided into pronominals and nonpronominals~
while pronominal objects are classified into anaphors ~which are in turn divided
into reflexive and reciprocal~ and pronounst

Given this background~ the HPSG binding theory can be formulated as fol~
lows i

~AH~ HPSG BINDING THEORY
Principle At A locally o~commanded anaphor must be locally o~bound~

Principle Bt A person al pronoun must be locally o~free~
Principle C ~ A non pronoun must be o~freet

As Pollard ó L Sag ClJJl~ point out~ P rinciples A and B of their binding theory are
based on the nonconfigurational notion of local o~command i it is only Principle C
which makes reference to tree structure since o~freeness is related to domination
via the definition of o~command ~
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Given the binding theory presented in above~ it is easy to show how to
account for the following cases~

at Vitoti ama se stessoi
Vito loves himself

b~ ~ Vitoi ama luií
Vito loves him

c~ ~ Luiá apprezza Vitoi
He appreciates Vito

Sentence C~Iga~ shows an example where the anaphor se stesso is coindexed with
the subject Vito~ in this case the anaphor is locally o~commanded by Vito~ in
fact~ Vito precedes the anaphor in the ARG~S list~ thus is less oblique~

Cbo~ JARGS ~NPtnproi~ NR~ anai~ l

Since Vito and the anaphor are coindexed and the former locally o~commands
the latter~ the anaphor is also locally o~bound and this is in accordance with
Principle A~

On the other hand~ sentence ~ ~I gb~ is not grammatical because the pronoun
lui is locally o~bound by the subject Vito ~ which is less oblique~ as can be seen in
the ARG~S listt

C hl~ ~ARG~S ~NP~mproi~ NPpproi~j

Therefore~ this constitutes a violation of Principle B which states that pronouns
must be locally o~free~

As for CqJc~~ it constitutes a violation of Principle C because the nonpronom~
inal Vito is o~bound~ in fact it is coindexed with the subject and it is locally
o~commanded by it~

C bZ~ f ARG~S ~NR~pproi~ NP~mproti~l

This is contrary to Principle C which states that a nontpronoun must be o~free~
I have already mentioned that the HPSG binding theory is based on the

nonconfigurational notion of local o~command~ but on the other hand~ Principle
C still makes reference to tree configuration~ In order to avoid this~ Pollard and
Sag have revised their definition of ~local~ o~command in the following way~

~bs ~ Definition of local o~command ~revised~
Let Y and Z be referential synsem objects with distinct LOCAL valuest
Then Y locally o~commands Z just in case either~
Ci~ Y is less oblique than Z~ or
Cii~ Y locally o~commands some X that subcategorizes for Z~

~bl ~ Definition of o~command ~revised~
Let Y and Z be referential synsem objectst Then Y o~commands Z just
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in case either~
Ci~ Y is less oblique than Zi or
Cii~ Y locally o~commands some X that subcategorizes for Z~ or
Ciii~ Y o~commands some X which is a projection of Z ~ite~ the HEAD
values of X and Z are token~identical~~

It is evident that the definition of local o~command can be considered a special
case of o~commandt Given this formulation~ the configurational notion of domi~
nation is replaced by the notion of sub categorization~ The new definition can also
account for the unexpressed subjects of controlled infinitival complements~ which
Pollard and Sag consider to be reflexives~ Given the second clause of the defini~
tion of local o~command~ a referential complement will locally o~command also a
complement which is subcategorized for by an element which is more oblique in
the same ARG~S list~

Therefore~ the claim that Pollard ói Sag Clgsl ~ make is that these modifi~
cations to the definitions of Clocal~ o~command possibly render HPSG binding
theory totally nonconfigurational~

~Lfi The lexicon

In HPSG~ linguistic information is encoded within lexical signst This has led to
a drastic reduction of phrase structure rules~ and at the same time~ it has called
for a system where lexical information can be structured in an economical wayt

In HPSG ~ the lexicon provides the basis for expressing generalizations about
phenomena which include not only inflection and derivation~ but also construc~
tions which were traditionally considered outside its scope such as for example
passive and control~ Therefore~ within HPSG ~ differently from other frameworks~
much research has been devoted to the crucial issue of how to structure linguistic
information in the lexicon~ Lexical representations must be able to capture not
only common properties~ but also exceptional ones without undue redundancy~
In particular~ two mechanisms have been developed in order to organize informa~
tion in an economical way~ namely sort hierarchies and lexical rulest In this way~
it is possible to have a system which can capture generalizations about classes of
words with common behavior while avoiding redundant stipulationst

Sort hierarchies allow for an organization of the lexical information so that
those properties which are common to specific word types can be factored out~
In tl~s way~ the idiosyncratic information which needs to be stipulated for the
individual lexical items can be drastically reduced~ For example~ if the verb vuole
Cwants~ is taken into consideration~ it is easy to see that much of the information
associated with it~ is also shared with other words and verbs~ In particular~ the
information contained in Cbb~ ~ is shared by all wordsz

~SS~ fSYNSEM I LOC I CAT I LEX fl
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While the information in Cbfi~ is shared with all verbs~

~bfi~ ~SYNSEM I LOC I CAT I HEAD verbl

In addition~ all main verbs wi ll contain the information in CbZ~t

~ b r~ ~SYNSEM I LOC CAT I HEAD ~AUX ~~~
While all finite verbs wi ll share the following specificationst

c Sg~
SYNSEM I LOC I CAT I HEAD fVFORM finiteJ

SUBJ ~NP fnomJ~

N

Furthermore~ the information contained in ~bg~ ~ is shared with other subject
control verbsz

i ISUBJ CNPM~
CAT

COMPS
~Vp VFORM inf

SUBJCNP F~ ~

In this way~ the information which should be specified only for vuole ~ is informa~
tion about phonology~ role assignment and the particular semantic relation~s

Therefore~ the common information can be factored out and can be organized
in a hierarchical fashion~ so that elements belonging to a particular class will
inherit the properties defined for their class and their parent classes~ As already
mentioned~ feature structures in HPSG are sorted~ in addition they are partially
ordered by subsumption~ so that a certain sort can be subsumed by another one~
For example~ the sort sign ~ subsumes the two subsorts lexical sign and phrasal
sign ~ as can be seen in the following representationz

~so~ sign

lexical sign phrasal sign

Furthermore~ a sort will inherit the feature declarations of its supersorts~ In
the example above~ since lexical sign is a subtype of sign ~ it will inherit all the
constraints associated with sign in addition to its ownt

By factoring out information of a general nature~ which is shared by a whole
class of words~ it is possible to eliminate the so called vertical redundancyt On the
other hand~ there are also groups of words whose specific information contents
are related according to a recurrent pattern~ as in the case of inflectional and

fiHowever~ see Davis ~lgJb~ for an approach to thematic roles in terms of inheritancet
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derivational paradigms~ The horizontal redundancy which is present in these
cases can be eliminated by means of lexical rules~z

According to Flickinger ClJST~~ given a word belonging to a certain class~ a
lexical rule predicts the existence of a corresponding word belonging to another
class~ with the differences and similarities between the two words captured both
in the formulation of the rule and in the definition of the classes of each wordt

Lexical rules are used in Pollard óz Sag ClJSIl~ to account for inflection~ in this
case~ the input of the rule will refer to a certain base form in order to produce as
output the inflected formt Pollard and Sag also employ lexical rules to account
for phenomena such as passive or causatives~ which were traditionally handled by
syntactic mechanismst This tendency is even more evident in Chapter J of Pollard
óz Sag Clgg~l~~ where unbounded dependency constructions are also analyzed in
terms of lexical rules ~cft also Sag ái Fodor and in current research within
HPSG where lexical rules are used to account for different linguistic phenomena
in several languagest In the following sections~ I will discuss the application of
lexical rules to account for unbounded dependency constructions~ adjuncts and
passive~ Lexical rules constitute also a crucial device for the analysis of Italian
cliticization~ as will become evident in the following chapters~

~LT Unbounded dependency constructions

Pollard óz Sag ClgsA ~ follow the GPSG CGazdar et al~ lJSh~ tradition in ac~
counting for unbounded dependency constructions CUDC~ in terms of the SLASH
featuret With the term unbounded dependency constructions they refer to phe~
nomena such as topicalization~ wh~questions ~ wh~relative clauses~ it~clefts~ pseu~
doclefts~ which they consider fillerqap constructions or strong UDCs and purpose
infinitives and tough~movement ~ which they classify as weak UDCs~

Since my main concern here is to illustrate the basic mechanism which is used
to account for long distance dependencies~ I will take into consideration only
strong UDCs~

UDCs are characterized by the fact that the relevant dependency may extend
across arbitrarily many clause boundaries and that the filler and the gap should
be of the same syntactic category~ as can be seen from the following examples~

Cfil~ at Che cosa credi che Rocco pensi che abbia letto ~
What believe that Rocco thinks that has read ~

~What do you believe that Rocco thinks that he has read ~~

~r However ~ a certain line of research within HPSG has tried to explore the possibility of
accounting for inflection and de rivation in terms of inhe ri tance~ see among others ~ Erjavec
Clsg~~ Kathol ~IJglb~~ Kim K ri eger óc Nerbonne ~lJJZ~~ Malouf Riehemann
~lJJSy
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bt ~ Chi dipende F accettazione della proposta
Who depends the acceptance of the proposal ~

~On whom depends the acceptance of the proposal T

ct Da chi dipende F accettazione della proposta ~
From whom depends the acceptance of the proposal T

~On whom depends the acceptance of the proposal ~~

The first example shows that sever al clauses can intervene between the fi ller and
the gap ~ while the ungrammaticality of Cfilb~ depends on the fact that the gap
and the filler belong to two different syntactic categories ~ This is not the case in
the grammatical example in ~filc~ ~

Given the nonlocal character of these constructions ~ they are accounted for
by means of nonlocal features which are similar to the foot features in GPSGt In
particular ~ the NONLOCAL value has the following structure~

~sti~ nonlocal

SLASH rset of local structures~
INHER REL rset of ref indices~

QUE Cset of npros~

SLASH lset of local structures~
TO~BIND REL rset of ref indices~

QUE lset of npros~

The SLASH feature is used to create the link between the filler and the gap~
while the features REL and QUE are relevant in the analysis of relative clauses
and interrogatives~ respectively~ Differently from GPSG ~ these features have sets
as valuesi this allows for the treatment of multiple unbounded dependencies~

A UDC can be described as divided in three partst a bottom~ a middle and a
topt The bottom is where the dependency is introduced~ the middle is where it is
successively passed from daughter to mother and the top is where the dependency
is discharged~ In the analysis presented in Pollard ái Sag the dependency
is introduced by means of a trace~ However~ in the revisions to the standard
version of HPSG which they discuss in chapter J ~ a traceless lexical analysis is
proposed insteadt Therefore~ the extraction of complements is accounted for by
means of the following lexical rule~

~fia~ Complement Extraction Lexical Rule ~CELR~

COMPS ~t~~~ f LOC pil~ t~ COMPS C~t~

INHER I SLASH fI ~ INHER I SLASH fMI

The lexical rule takes as input an entry with a given COMPS list and produces
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as output a new entry where the relevant complement has been removed from
the COMPS list and added as value of the INHER I SLASH feature~ In this way~
the dependency is introduced without the need for tracests

The middle of the dependency is where the information associated with the
INHER I SLASH feature is passed up to the mother~ in fact the SLASH feature is
a nonlocal feature and therefore it can propagate beyond the maximal projection
where it originates~ The percolation of this feature is regulated by the Nonlocal
Feature Principle~

~fi~I ~ Nonlocal Feature Principle ~NFP~
For each nonlocal feature ~ the INHERITED value on the mother is the
union of the INHERITED values on the daughters minus the M BIND
value on the head daughtert

This principle~ which is similar to the Foot Feature Principle of GPSG ~ ensures
that every node that dominates the one where the dependency is introduced
will be instantiated with the SLASH value~ As for the TO~BIND feature~ it is
used to prevent the percolation of the SLASH feature once its value has been
identified with the local features of an appropriate fillert This occurs in the top
of the dependency and it is achieved by means of an ID schema~ It combines a
finite sentence which contains a SLASH feature together with a filler with the
appropriate local features~ The schema is expressed as a feature structure in the
example below~

cs s ~ FILLMDTR I SYNSEM f LOC MI

HEAD~DTR I SYNSEM

verb
HEAD

~
VFORM finJ

LOC CAT
SUBJ ~ ~

COMPS C ~

INHER ~SLASH
NONLOCAL

TO~BIND
J

fSLASH fpIJ
It should be noticed that the LOCAL value of the filler is structure~shared with
the INHER I SLASH value of the headt The identification with the TO~BIND
feature allows for the dependency to be bound off~ while the specification in the
Nonlocal Feature Principle ensures that the dependency is subtracted from
the set of nonlocal feature values which are passed to the mother~

Consider a sentence like the following~ which represents a case of topicaliza~
tion ~

gCft Sag Bz Fodor ~lgM~ which argue against existing arguments in favor of tracest
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~fifi~ Vito~ Rocco crede che Martina ama ~~
Vito~ Rocco be lieves that Martina loves ~~

It will receive a representation as in CfiT~ which summarizes the analysis in terms
of nonlocal features~

Cs
y

~ SI INHER I SLASH ~ JJ

f
LOCAL WI

S T

INHER I SLASH f~i J
NP

O B IND I SLASH fml

r
Vi

I
to NP VPI INHER I SLASH J íO Jl

Rocco V SI INHER I SLASH JWJl

crede che SI INHER I SLASH J~i II

X
NP VI INHER I SLASH ~MJl

Martina aaa

In this case~ the lexical rule applies to the verb amare~ so that the object is
removed and added as value of the SLASH feature~ The Nonlocal Feature
Principle ensures the percolation of the SLASH feature until the filler Vito is
encountered and then the dependency is dischargedt It should be noticed that
each local structure obeys the Nonlocal Feature Principle~

Two additional lexical rules are proposed by Pollard ót Sag ~lJJ~~ to deal
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with subject extraction and adjunct extractiont

ZLH Adjuncts and lexical rules

As already mentioned in section Z ~a~ Van Noord ót Bouma C lJJd~ have argued
against the analysis of adjuncts proposed in Kasper on the basis of sen~
tences like CS fi~~ repeated belowi

~ S fi~ Dat Arie vandaag Bob wil slaan
That Arie today Bob wants hit

~That Arie wants to hit Bob today ~

They claim that the sentence above is ambiguous between a reading where the
adjunct modifies the event introduced by the auxiliary and another one where it
modifies the event introduced by the main verb~ according to them~ the analysis
proposed by Kasper can only account for the former readingt

The solution that they propose to this problem is that adjuncts should be
members of the SUBCAT list~s They are added to such a list by means of a
lexical rule which applies recursively~ as also suggested by Miller ~lgstib~ for
French~lo The following is the rule they proposeill

CfiS~ Lexical rule for adjuncts
VERBAL

ADVERBIAL
VERBAL

O
sc Z P~S s c t P t~ mod~ arg

D
emoJ ~IS

semiSemo
vaLSem

semtSem

Furthermore~ they assume an analysis of the Dutch verb cluster similar to the
one proposed by Hinrichs ói Nakazawa ClJJO~ for German~ where auxiliary verbs
subcategorize for an unsaturated verb phrase and for the unrealized complements
of this verb phrase~ In this way~ in the sentence above~ if the adjunct is first added
to the subcat list of slaan which is then inherited by the auxiliary verb~ the narrow
scope reading is obtained~ while if the adverb is added to the subcat list of the
auxiliary verb~ the wide scope reading is produced~ As for the way adjuncts
contribute to the semantics of the phrase~ this is still taken care of by the MOD
feature~ in a way similar to that proposed by Kaspert

gThey do not adopt the proposal that the SUBCAT list should be replaced by the Valence
featurest However~ their analysis can be easily incorporated into an approach which makes use
of Valence features by having adjuncts in the COMPS list~

loCft also lida et al~ ClgJ d ~ for a similar proposal in Japanese~
llSee Kim óc Sag ~lJgb~ for an equivalent formulation of this rule in HPSG notationt
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In addition ~ they suggest that if adverbs are on the subcat list~ it would not
be necessary to have a special lexical rule in the case of unbounded dependency
constructions ~ since the Complement Extraction Lexical Rule could account also
for adjunct extractiont

~LS Passive

Pollard k Sag ClgHT~ follow other nontransformational theories in providing a
lexical analysis of passivization~ as for example Bresnan ~lJÓZ~Therefore~ they
propose a lexical rule to deal with this phenomenon which can be adopted to
account for passive constructions in Italian~ as welhlz

~fiJ~ Passive Lexical Rule ~PALR~

trans~verb pass~verb

SUBJ CNPM~ SUBJ ~NPaj~

COMPS CNPM~ ttt~ COMPS Ct~~~ ~PPfda~

The rule acts on the subcategorization requirements of the verb and makes the

object become the subject while the subject becomes the optional by~phrase~ In

the case of a sentence liket

CITO~ Vito è amato da Martina
Vito is loved by Martina

the verb amato will undergo the passive lexical rule which will give as output the
following lexical entry~

HEAD verbfpassl

CAT VAL
SUBJ CNPM~

COMPS ~PP~dahl~~M

ARG~S ~NPE~~ NPO~

In this way~ the verb will subcategorize for a subject NP which will be identified
with Vito and for a by~phrase which will be associated with da Martinat As for
semantic content~ it is carried over from the input form without change~

~L lO Conclusion

In this chapter~ I have presented the basic assumptions which underlie the HPSG
theory and I have been concerned with those subparts of the theory which are

~zHowever~ cf~ Kathol ~ISJlb~ for an analysis of German passive in terms of inheritance~
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relevant for the analysis of cliticizationt In particular~ I have discussed the status
of complementizers and of adjuncts within HPSG and I have presented Pollard
and Sag~s account of raising and control verbs~ as well as their Binding Theoryt

The relevance of the lexicon has also been discussed together with the way
lexical information is organized~ I have shown that lexical rules have been widely
used to account for phenomena which were traditionally handled by syntactic
mechanismst It will become evident in the following chapters that lexical rules
play also a crucial role in the analysis of Italian cliticizationt



Chapter S
The status of Italian clitics

In this chapter~ I will introduce the main topic of the dissertation~ namely Italian
clitics~ In particular~ I will present motivations to argue in favor of their affixal
status~ In fact~ the status of clitics is an issue which is still open for discussioni
no definite answer has been provided in the literature to the question of whether
clitics should be treated as affixes or as independent syntactic forms~

In the second part of the chapter~ I will discuss the phonological status of
Italian clitics~ On the basis of what has been proposed in Monachesi ClJgbb~ ~
I will suggest that an appropriate representation of Italian clitics in prosodic
structure is possible without the need to postulate a specific constituent such as
the Clitic Group CCHayes lgHS~ ~ CNespor áz Vogel lJHfi~~~

SA Italian clitics as affixes~ motivations

There are arguments similar to the ones presented by Miller ClsJZb~ for French
showing that Italian clitics exhibit many properties that make them behave like
lexically attached inflectional affixes~ as also pointed out in Monachesi ClJJac~~
The arguments are mainly based on Zwicky óz Pullum ClgHa~ where criteria are
proposed to distinguish between clitics and affixes~ According to these tests~ Ital~
ian clitics exhibit properties of affixes~ as will be shown in the following sections
where I present evidence in favor of this hypothesist

MA Degree of selection with respect to the host
Similar to affixes~ Italian clitics are selective with respect to the host with which
they combine~ which is always the verb~ as can be seen in the following examplest

~T
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CTZ~ a~ Martina lo legge
Martina clt~acc~ reads

Wartina reads it~

Chapter J~ The status of Italian clitics

bt ~ Un articolo gli incomprensibile
An article cltCdat~ uncomprehensible

~An article uncomprehensible to him~

ct Un articolo incomprensibile per lui
An article uncomprehensible for him

~An article uncomprehensible to him~

In CIiZa~~ the sentence shows that Italian clitics attach to the verb~ while in CfTZb~
the sentence is ungrammatical because the clitic combines with an adjective~ In
fact~ if the host is different from the verb a strong pronoun should be used instead~
as shown in CTZc~~ Furthermore~ similar to inflectional affixes~ clitics do not affect
the lexical category of the host~

Therefore~ the situation in Italian is different from that of Slavic languages
where pronominal clitics occur in second position and can attach to elements of
any categoryt

SJ~ Z Rigid ordering

The most crucial evidence for the affixal nature of Italian clitics comes from their
ordering~ It is well known that their position within the ditic cluster is fixed~ for
example only the order in ~Taa~ is correct~ not that in ~Z Sb~ ~

~T s ~ a ~ Martina me lo spedisce
Martina clt~dat~ cltCacc~ sends

bt ~ Martina lo mi spedisce
Martina cl ~ Cacc~ cl~ ~dat~ sends

~Martina sends it to me ~

In this case~ the dative clitic which represents the indirect object precedes the
accusative clitic which corresponds to the direct object~ but this is not the usual
order if a full phrase is present~

Martina spedisce la lettera a Vito
Martina sends the letter to Vito

In the example above~ the direct object precedes the indirect objectt Generally~
there is no clear relation between the order of the full complements within a
sentence and that of the clitics which represent the same complements~

As pointed out by Anderson Clggti~~ there seems to be a similarity between
clitics and affixes~ which also exhibit a rigid ordering~ In languages such as
Swahili CStump lgJti~ or Nimboran CInkelas lgJS~ ~ the idiosyncratic ordering of
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affixes has been accounted for by assigning them to different position classes and
the same seems possible for Italian clitics which can be ordered according to the
following templatez

CTb~ Template for the Italian clitic cluster

Position~ I II III IV V VI

mi ci si lo si ne
ti ~ref~ la ~imp~
gli li
le le
ci Cacc~
vi

This fact provides additional evidence for treating c litics as affixes and for dealing
with clitic ordering in morphology~ as wi ll be discussed in the following chaptert
The same mechanism ~ namely template morphology ~ could be adopted to ac~
count for ordering in both cases ~ On the other hand ~ under the view that c li tics
represent syntactically independent elements ~ their order should be dealt within
syntam However ~ given the idiosyncrasies which under lie clitic orde ring and the
fact that there is no clear correspondence between the order of cli tics and that of
the related full complements~ it is not possible to derive the sequencing of c li tics
from general principles of syntax ~

Another possibility would be to consider cli tics as syntactic elements ~ but still
postulate the existence of a morphological module where c li tic orde ring and most
of the morphophonological idiosyncrasies discussed in the next two sections could
be accounted for ~ An approach along these lines is advocated by Bonet Clssl~j
in her analysis c li tics are mapped into a structure which contains hierarchically
ordered morphological featurest Such an account shares with the one presented
in this thesis the intuition that morphology plays a crucial role in dealing with
certain properties of cliticst However~ the assumption that cli tics are affixes allows
for a simpler account of the syntax~morphology interface ~ As will become clear in
the next chapter ~ in the lexical analysis I propose~ c li tics wi ll not be considered
lexic al items which are located in a specific position by rules of syntax ~ but
featural information which is provided in the lexicon and used in morphology
and phonology for the rea lization of the cliticized verb form ~

I~ l ~S Coordination

Further evidence for the fact that Italian clitics behave like affixes comes from
coordination~l As first noticed by Kayne ClgZb~ for French~ if two verbs are

lCL Miller~s discussion of French in Miller ~lJgZa~t
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coordinated which share the same clitic~ the clitic has to be repeated within each
conjunct~

~ITfi~ Martina lo comprerà e lo indosserà alla festa
Martina cl~~acc~ will buy and cltCacc~ will wear at the party

~Martina will buy it and wear it at the party~

It cannot have wide scope over coordination~ neither if it is a proclitic ~TTa~ nor
if it is an enclitic CTTb~z

~ITZ~ a~ ~ Martina lo comprerà e indosserà all a festa
Martina clt C acc~ will buy and will wear at the party
~Martina will buy and wear it at the party~

b ~ ~ Per comprare e indossarlo
To buy and wear cltCacc~

~To buy and wear it ~

This is also the case if two complex verbs are coordinated~ the clitic has to be
repeated in front of each conjunctt

~TH~ at Martina lo ha comprato e lo ha indossato alla
Martina cl~~acc~ has bought and cl~~acc~ has worn at the
festa
party

~Martina has bought it and has worn it at the party~

b ~ I Martina lo ha comprato e ha indossato alla festa
Martina clt~acc~ has bought and has worn at the party

~Martina has bought and has worn it at the party~

Only if the second auxiliary is missing ~ namely if there is a coordination of two
past participles~ the second clitic can be omittedt

~tis~ Martina lo ha comprato e indossato alla festa
Martina clt~acc~ has bought and worn at the party
~Martina has bought and worn it at the party~

There is an exception to the fact that clitics must be repeated in front of each
verb~ as the following example from Benincà óz Cinque ~lgJZ~ shows~

~SO~ Lo leggo e rileggo
Clt~acc~ read and reread

~I read and reread it~

It is possible for a c li tic to have wide scope over a coordination only if the two
verbs are closely related ~ namely if they are of the X and re~X type~ One could
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think that in this case the two verbs form a lexicalized expression~ However~ this
doesn~t seem to be true because if the clitic is enclitic~ wide scope is not possible~z

CHl~ ~ Per leggere e rileggerlo
To read and reread cl~~acc~

~To read and reread it~

Although it is not clear why this should be the case ~ given the marginali ty of these
sentences ~ they do not affect the general claim that c li tics should be repeated in
front of each conjunctta

~ ~ lA Arbitrary gaps

Zwicky ós Pullum ~lJS S ~ point out that arbitrary gaps can occur occasionally in
inflectional paradigms~ this is the case also in Italian where some verbs do not
have certain verbal forms~ For example~ Zanichelli ~lgSS~ reports that the verb
involvere Cto wrap~ lacks the forms related to the past tense~ Similarly~ solere tto
be used to~ and sapere ~to know~ don~t have the form for the present participlet

Arbitrary gaps are also present in the case of clitics~ they occur both when
clitics combine with each other and when they cliticize to the verb~ An instance of
the former case can be seen in the fact that Italian~ like other Romance languages~
doesn~t allow the combination of a first or second person accusative clitic together
with a dative onet

CóZ~ a~ ~ Martina gli mi presenta
Martina cltCdat~ cl~Cacc~ introduces

Wartina introduces me to him~

bt ~ Martina gli ti presenta
Martina cltCdat~ cltCacc~ introduces

~Martina introduces you to him~

The sentences above become acceptable if the clitics are replaced by strong pro~
nounst

aIt should be noticed that in Greek~ clitics behave like in Italian with respect to the coordina~
tion data presented abovet However~ a sentence like CHl~ is grammatical tE ~ Anagnostopoulou

cp~c ~~
sKayne C lJJ A ~ briefly discusses the corresponding French data~ He assumes that the un~

grammaticality of sentences like ~TTa~ is related to the fact that French clitics do not normally
license parasitic gaps~ As for a sentence like ~HO~ he assumes that when the verbs involved in
the coordination are sufficiently similar~ there is an empty operator which can be reinterpreted
as an empty clitic having the overt clitic as its antecedentt On the other hand~ assuming that
the antecedent of the empty clitic must precede it andlor c~command it~ it follows that ~Hl~
is ungrammatical~ However~ such an analysis would predict that with these configurations
parasitic gaps would be allowed~ which is not the case~
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CHH~ Martina presenta melte a lui
Martina introduces melyou to him

Similarly~ the combination of a first and second person clitic doesn~t produce
acceptable results or at least there is variation in judgement among speakersi

CH~I~ Mi ti raccomanda
Cl~~acc~ cl~Cdat~ recommends

~He recommends you to melme to you~

For most speakers~ a sentence like the one above is not acceptable or marginally
acceptable only in the interpretation He recommends me to you ~ which exhibits a
different order of clitics than the standard dative~accusative ~ For some speakers
the sentence is ambiguous between the two interpretations whereas for some other
speakers it is not acceptable at allt

Clitics present arbitrary gaps also when they attach to verbs~ in Italian~ this is
the case when they combine with a present participle~ Benincà ós Cinque Clggl~~
point out that there are some limitations in this combination~ On the one hand~
it is possible for a present participle to be followed by dative clitics~

CHfi~ I compensi spettanti~cil~mil~vil~glil~til~le
The compensation belonging cltCdat~

~The compensation belonging to uslmelyoulhimlyoulher~

On the other hand~ only first and second person accusative clitics can follow a
present participlei

CHfi~ Gli argomenti riguardanti~cij~mij~vij~tij
The topics concerning cl~tacc~

~The topics concerning uslmelyou~

Third person clitics cannot combine with a present participle~ even though the
masculine plural form can be marginally acceptable with a plural present partici~
plet

~HZ~ Gli argomenti riguardanti~~lol~~~lal~~~leiT~liI
The topics concerning cl~Cacc~

~The topics concerning himlherlthem~

However~ the masculine plural form cannot follow a singular present participle~

CHH~ L~ argomento concernente~~lij
The topic concerning clt~acc~

~The topic concerning them~

If in the examples above~ the clitics are replaced by strong pronouns which have
the status of independent words~ the sentences become acceptable~
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These arbitrary gaps which occur both when clitics combine with each other
and when they combine with verbs seem to constitute evidence in favor of their
affixal status~ Similar gaps do not seem to occur if pronouns or other independent
words are present t

S t LS Morphophonological idiosyncrasies

The phonological shape of affixes is often affected by the phonology of the stem
or of other affixes with which they combine~ Zwicky óc Pullum ~lgK ~ notice that
morphophonological idiosyncrasies are rather common for inflectional formationsi
their examples include forms like oxen or dice for the plural affix~ slept or went
for the past tense affix~ best or worst for the superlative~

Morphophonological idiosyncrasies occur also in the case of Italian cliticiza~
tion~ For example~ if a clitic like lo or la attaches as a proclitic to a verb which
begins with a vowel~ a rule of vowel deletion applies~ so that the clitic loses its
vowel i

CHJ~ Martina P accetta
Martina cl~cacc~ accepts

Wartina accepts it~

This applies also to mi~ ti~ ci~ vi~ si~ though mainly in spoken language~

In Napoletano~ a southern Italian dialect~ the phonological shape of the verbal

host affects the shape of the clitic even more dramatically~ In this dialect~ if a

third person object clitic combines with a verb beginning with an unstressed ~al~

there is assimilation of the clitic to the verb~ as can be seen in the following

example from Bichelli

CsO~ Isso JazImmanzesce
He cl~Cacc~ calms

~He calms himlherlthem~

In the example above~ cliticization is reflected in the fact that the initial f al of
the verb becomes long~

In Italian~ the phonological shape of clitics can also be affected by the presence
of other clitics~ for example clitics ending in ~i have their ending changed into ~e
if they are followed by another clitic which begins with l~ or n~i

CJl~ a~ Martina ~tilte lo spedirà
Martina cl~~dat~ clt~acc~ will send

Wartina will send it to you~

bt Martina ~milme ne spedirà molti
Martina cl~~dat~ cl~Cpart~ will send many

Wartina will send me many of them~
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However~ the locative clitic ci or the clitic si do not trigger such a changet

Csti~ at Martina ~telti ci porterà
Martina cl~~dat~ cl~~loc~ will bring

Wartina will bring you there~
bt ~Melmi si presenta una scelta difficile

Cl~~dat~ cLCrefl~ show a choice difficult
~I am faced with a difficult choice~

Kaisse ~lsHb~ suggests a phonological analysis of the phenomenon where she
proposes a specific rule to handle these casest She also notices that such an
alternation is only triggered by adjacent clitics and that hosts with the required
phonological form do not induce it~ as can be seen in the following example~

C U ~ Martina ~telti negherà una spiegazione
Martina cl~~dat~ will deny an explanation
Wartina will deny an explanation to you~

A reason for this might be ~ as she points out~ that unstressed~ monosyllabic~
nonlexical items tend to merge together and affect one another~ as if they were
part of the same wordt

However~ another possible way to account for the change in shape of the
clitics is in terms of allomorphy~ as suggested in Anderson ~lJJS~ ~ In fact~ the
filel alternation mentioned above occurs only in the presence of cliticst

A change similar to the one discussed above is triggered by the third per~
son dative feminine le~ if it precedes a clitic beginning with l~ or n~~ then the
masculine dative form gli is used instead~

~Jd~ ~Lejglie~le ho date
CltCdat~ cltCacc~ have given

~ I have given them to herlhiml

These data could be explained from a diachronic perspectivet The combination
above originates from a fixed expression~ namely lile which was a unit that marked
the presence of two third person clitics CLombard lJSA ~~ In fact~ this form was
originally considered a single morphological unit that marked the presence of two
third person pronounst It is for this reason that it didn~t undergo the change
in ordering which affected the other accusative and dative clitics CSantangelo óc
Vennemann iJZfi~t

Another type of modification occurs in the presence of two identical clitics
where one of the two changes its phonological shape~ In Italian~ if there is a
sequence of two occurrences of si~ the first one surfaces as cit

CJb~ Cij~~si si veste pesanti
Cl~ cl~ dress heavy

~One wears heavy cloths~
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This ban against the combination of two identical clitics can be found in different
languages and in general phonological rules have been advocated to obtain the
desired result~ In section b~ltM~ I will propose that the presence of ci in this
context is not due to a phonological rule~ but is a consequence of the morpho~
logical features that are associated with the interpretation of sit Therefore the
presence of ci can receive a morphological explanation ~cf~ Bonet ~lgsl~ for a
similar proposal~t

A change which is apparently similar to the one discussed above~ occurs in
the sequence of two clitics which both surface as vi~ In this case~ the second vi
is realized as cit

pfi~ Vi cil~~vi porta
Cltcacc~ cl~Cloc~ take

~He takes you there~

In Italian~ the locative clitic can be either expressed as ci or vi~ with vi used
mainly in literary language~ The clitic ci will be used if the accusative clitic vi
is present~ A closer look at the data shows that the presence of vi is not only
banned if another clitic with the same phonological realization is present~ but
more in general if an object clitic is present~ as can be seen from the following
examples~

CJT~ a~ Mi cil~~vi porta
Cl~Cacc~ cl~Cloc~ take

~He takes me there~

b~ Ti cijlvi porta
CLCacc~ cl ~ Cloc~ take

~He takes you there~

In example CsTa~~ locative vi combines with the first person singular accusative
clitic~ while in ~gTb~ it combines with the second person accusative clitic and in
both cases the result is ungrammatical~ The sequence is acceptable if locative ci
is used instead~

While changes occur if two identical clitics are present~ this is not the case if
two identical words occur one after the other~ Then no changes occur~ as can be
seen in the following examplez

CJH~ at Rocco ha sei sei in pagella
Rocco has six s ix in school report

~Rocco has six s ix in his school report ~

b~ Vito mi ha regalato una rosa rosa
Vito cl~Cacc~ has given a rose pink

Wito has given me a pink rose ~
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In the first example~ the numeral sei is repeated twice~ the second occurrence
being interpreted as a grade in the school report~ while in the second example~
rosa is repeated twice~ since the name of the flower and that of the color are the
same~ In both examplesf no modifications occurt

It seems therefore that the morphophonological changes mentioned above~
could be naturally interpreted if clitics are considered affixes~ while they would
be unexpected if they are considered independent words~

S ~ ltfi Verb left~detachment
Further evidence for the affixal status of Italian clitics comes from a construction
discussed by Benincà ClsHÓ~In spoken Italian~ it is possible for the infinitive of
a verb to be left detached~ the infinitive is then doubled by the indicative of the
same verb~ as shown in the following sentencez

~sJ~ Dormire~ dormo benissimo
To sleepinf~ sleepind very well

~As for sleeping~ I sleep very well~

Bare infinitives or cliticized infinitives can undergo left~detachment~

~lOO~ Vederelvederla~ la vedo ogni giorno
To seelto see cl~Cacc~~ cltCacc~ see every day

~As for seeing her~ I see her everyday~

It wouldn~t be possible to have this kind of left dislocation if the infinitival is
followed by complementst

~lOl~ ~ Vedere Martina~ la vedo ogni giorno
To see Martina~ clt~acc~ see every day

~As for seeing Martina~ I see her everyday~

The fact that bare and cliticized infinitives have the same status seems to offer
an argument in favor of the view that Italian clitics are affixes~ On the basis of
similar evidence~ this view has also been advocated in Vallduví for Catalan
cliticstg

aIt could be argued that these facts could be accommodated under a syntactic approach
that views clitics as heads which attach to a V~ However~ as Vallduví Cp~ct~ suggests~ clitics
cannot be heads that attach to a V in I or in AGM since the left detached infinitival may
appear with a complement clitic~ but must appear without subject agreement~ Therefore~ the
two other possibilities which are left are that the clitic incorporates to a V within the VP or
that the clitic is in AGR~O and the verb attaches to itt However~ the following evidence shows
that both assumptions don~t hold~ Assuming a copying analysis~ the copy of the cHtic in the
main clause should be deleted at PF~ therefore the presence of this clitic should be optional~
but this is not caset In fact~ the optional clitic is the one which surfaces with the left detached
infinitival~ not the one that is attached to the finite verbt If the clitic were moved along with the
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Stl ~ Z Direction of attachment

In Italian~ clitics can appear both as proclitics and encliticsi the direction of
attachment is determined by the morphosyntactic features of the verb~ They are

proclitic if the verb is finite ~lNa~ and enclitic if the verb is non~finite ~l Nb~ or
imperative ClOZc~t

~lOti~ a~ Martina lo legge
Martina cl~Cacc~ reads

Wartina reads it~

Vistolo~ fu facile decidere
Seen cl~Cacc~~ was easy to decide

~Having seen it~ it was easy to decide~

ct Leggilol
Read cltCacc~

~Read it P

It could be argued that such alternation is not typical of affixes and in particular

that inflectional affixes are always enclitic in Standard Italiant However~ there
are languages in which such alternation can be found with affixesi Fontana ClJJs ~
shows that in Arabic~ the person marker is usually expressed in the imperfect by

a prefix while in the perfect by a suffix~ Noyer ClJJ A ~ discusses mobile affixes in

Huave~ he notices that the affix which expresses first person surfaces as a suffix
in the past tense and as a prefix otherwise~s

Given the existence of languages with mobile position affixes~ it seems that
the alternation exhibited by proclitics and enclitics in Italian doesn~t constitute
strong evidence against their affixal status~ It should also be noticed~ that while
this alternation is still present in Standard Italian~ it has been almost eliminated
in other Italian dialects where clitics otherwise show similar properties~

Napoletano CBafile lgg B ~ can be considered an example of a dialect where
clitics usually appear before the verbt In fact~ like in Italian~ they are proclitic
with finite verbs ClOU~~ but differently from Italian~ they precede the verb also
in the presence of an infinitive ClOabj~ furthermore with a negative imperative

verb~ the opposite would be expectedt Additional counter evidence is provided by the position

of the clitic with respect to the verbt If the clitic is in AGR~O~ the verb right adjoins to it~
in this way~ the proclitic position which occurs with finite verbs is obtainedt However~ in verb
left detachment the copy of the clitic is not proclitic to the verb~ but enclitict Therefore it
seems that the infinitival left detachment constitutes additional evidence for the affixal status
of clitics~

SAfar ~Fulmer lgJO~ also constitutes an example of a language where mobile position affixes

are attestedt They appear as prefixes on verbs beginning with ~e~i~o~ul and as suffixes on verbs

beginning with tal or a consonant~ Even though in this language the mobility of the affixes can
receive a phonological explanation~ it is still the case that the same affix can appear both in

front and after the verb~
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CMc~ the clitics can only be proclitic~ contrary to Italian where they also have
the possibility of being enclitic~

~lOs ~ a~ Va rik a varità
Cl~Cdat~ tell the truth
~I tell you the truth~

bt P i kkurà
To cl~Cacc~ cure
~To cure them~

c~ Nu ll akkattà
Not clt~acc~ buy
~Don~t buy it~

The only environment where clitics are enclitic is with imperative verbs~ but in
this case they have a different phonological realization from proclitics~g Another
relevant example is provided by certain northern Italian dialects where clitics usu~
ally appear as enclitict Tuttle tlsJZ~ discusses a subset of Piedmontese dialects
spoken between the Sesia and Ticino where enclisis is present in all environments~
Differently from Standard Italian~ the clitic follows a finite verb~ as can be seen
in the following example which belongs to the dialect spoken in Borgomanero~ a
town in the province of Novara~

Clo A ~ I servivi
I serve cl~Cacc~

~I serve you~

Furthermore~ it should be noticed that~ in this dialect~ the clitic follows the
complex verb in those contexts which give rise to clitic climbing in Italian~ namely

fiThe following table~ taken from Bafile ~lJSS~~ contains a list of clitics in Napoletano~ Two
forms are given for the third person dative clitic since the clitic la can only be used when it
doesn~t combine with other clitics~ If it combines with other clitics~ the form rnftfa win be
used insteadt Furthermore both the enclitic and the proclitic forms are listedt In particular~
the proclitic ~l~l is used in combination with verbal forms which begin with a vowel~ while the
other proclitics generally combine with verbs that begin with a consonantt

Ci~ List of clitics in Napoletano

l S II S III S I P lip III P
DAT ma ta la~~n~t a ~n~t a va la~~n~t a
ACC ma ta o Cmjn~ procl C n~t a va e procl

a ffl procl Cljl proci
~ ij l procl laencl
laCm~ encl
la ~f~ encl

REFL sa sa
PART na
LOC ~njt a
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in the presence of an auxiliary verb ~lOba~ and in the presence of a causative verb
~lObb~ ~

ClOh~ a~ I ó truvallu
I have find clt~acc~

~ I have found it~

b~ A fa vojmi
She makes see cltCdat~

~ She makes me see ~

Therefore the data~ which I have presented above~ seem to show that while Stan~
dard Italian maintains the alternation of clitics as proclitic and enclitic~ there are
Italian dialects where this possibility has been eliminated~

S ~Z Phonological status of Italian clitics

The previous sections have shown that clitics share the behavior of affixes from
a morphosyntactic perspective~ the next question is whether they also share the
phonological properties of affixest

Previous literature CNespor óz Vogel ClJHfi~~ Scalise ~lsHfi~~ has denied that~
from a phonological point of view~ Italian clitics behave as affixes~ Motivations
are based on the fact that clitics behave differently from affixes with respect to
certain phonological rules such as Intervocalic sNoicing CISV~ and Raddoppia~
mento Sintattico CRS~ and most crucially with respect to stresst Therefore~ in
order to account for the particular phonological behavior of clitics~ Nespor and
Vogel have argued in favor of the existence of an appropriate constituent within
the prosodic hierarchy~ namely the Clitic Group Ccft also Hayes ~lJHJ~~t

In the next sections~ I will discuss Nespor and Vogel~s approach and their
phonological arguments against the affixal status of clitics~ I will then ques~
tion their proposal and show that an appropriate representation of Italian clitics
in prosodic structure is possible without postulating the existence of the Clitic
Groupt I will propose a distinction between cases where one clitic is present and
cases where two or more clitics are attached to the verb~ According to Prosodic
Minimality CMcCarthy óz Prince lJJO~ ~ a clitic cannot constitute a prosodic word
because it is monosyllabic~ therefore it adjoins to the verb and it forms a prosodic
word with it Ccf~ Booij ClsJS b~~t If two or more clitics are present~ they can merge
together into a bi~jtrisyllabic unit which combines with the verb as in compounds
Ccf~ Inkelas ClJg~~~In this way~ cliticization will be reduced in certain cases to
affixation and in other cases to compounding~ I will then show that the phono~
logical behavior of clitics in Napoletano constitutes additional evidence for this
proposal~
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~Mtl Nespor and Vogel ASO

The Clitic Group is one of the prosodic constituents in the hierarchy proposed
by Nespor ós Vogel ~lgSfi~ ~ which includes the following ~from small to large~i

tlOfi~ Prosodic hierarchy

I Intonational Phrase I
I Phonological Utterance I

Chapter S~ The status of Italian clitics

Each of these prosodic categories may serve as domain for the application of
prosodic rulest

The introduction of the Clitic Group allows Nespor and Vogel to account
for the hybrid nature of clitics~ in fact~ the Clitic Group is posited between the
prosodic word~ which combines affixes with stems ~ and the phonological phrase
which puts together words with words~

Nespor and Vogel consider clitics prosodic words which combine with the host
in order to form the Clitic Groupt Therefore~ in the case of a cliticized verb form
like~

ClOZ~ Portamelo
Bring cl~Cdat~ cl~ Cacc~
~Bring it to me~

There will be a representation like the followingi

ClOS~ Phonological representation

CG

PW PW PW

porta me lo

This proposal makes a clear distinction between clitics~ which have the status of
prosodic words~ and affixes which are in general incorporated within the prosodic
word~

In the next sections ~ I will discuss the rules of Intervocalic sNoicing~ Rad~
doppiamento Sintattico and the behavior of stress in Italian and I will explain
how the interaction of clitics with respect to these rules can be accounted for if
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the existence of the Clitic Group is assumedt I will also present another rule~
namely Troncamento~ which in Nespor has been used as additional evi~
dence in favor of the postulation of the Clitic Group~ I will show that the status
of this rule is rather unclear and therefore it cannot be used as an argument in
favor of the existence of the Clitic Groupt

S~ZtLl Intervocalic s~Voicing

Intervocalic sNoicing CISV~ is a phonological rule which applies in northern va~
rieties of Italian C~Nespor ói Vogel lgSfi~ ~ CVogel lJJ~I~~It is triggered in the
contexts illustrated in ClOJa~~ but not in those in ClOJb~~T

ClOJ~ Intervocalic sNoicing

ijzjola ~island~
caujzjtava ~helshe was causing~

a~
cafzj~ina ~little housef
dijzj~uguale ~unequal~

ri~fsjalare tresalt~
porta~jsjigarette ~cigarette case~

bt lavando~fsji ~washing oneself~
la ~sjera the evening~
bella ~sjera ~beautiful evening~

Cmorpheme internal~
Cbefore inflection~
Cbefore derivational suffix~
Cend of prefix~

Cafter prefix~
Ccompound~
Cbefore enclitic~
Cafter proclitic~
~in phrase~

According to Nespor óz Vogel ClgSfi~ ~ this rule has the prosodic word as domain
of application~ They assume that a stem forms a prosodic word with all suffixes
and with those prefixes that end in a consonant since in those cases ISV applies~
while prefixes that end in a vowel form an independent prosodic word since they
do not trigger ISV ~

As already mentioned~ in their approach clitics do not belong to the prosodic
word~ but they constitute independent prosodic words which form the Clitic
Groupt In this way~ it follows correctly that they will not undergo this rule~
As for prefixes that end in a vowel~ they are also outside of the domain of the
prosodic word~ but Nespor k Vogel ~lsSfi~ do not specify at which level of the
prosodic constituency they should attach~ It could be imagined~ that they also
constitute prosodic words that combine with the stem to form a Clitic Groupi
alternatively they could form an independent Clitic Group and combine with the
stem into a phonological phrase~

~It should be noticed that with the word rebus C puzzle~ ~ if a diminutive suffix like ~ino is
added~ instead of the expected ~ rebuNino~ the form rebussino is producedt ~Mt Nespor ~p~c~~Y
This shows that derivational suffixes do not always trigger ISV~
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S~Z~l~Z Raddoppiamento Sintattico

Raddoppiamento Sintattico~ is a rule that applies in central and southern varieties
of Italian CNespor óz Vogel lsSfi~ ~ Given a sequence of two words~ this rule
lengthens the initial consonant of the second word~

~llO~ a ~ Martina ha letto metà f lt l ibro
Martina has read half book

Wartina has read half a book~

bt Martina ha letto due ~ljibri
Wartina has read two books~

As can be seen in the example above~ RS applies under certain conditions~ namely
the first word must end in a stressed vowelt This is the case in ~llOa~~ where
rnetà ends in a stressed vowel and in fact RS is triggered~ but not in ~llOb~ ~ where
due doesn~t end in a stressed vowel and therefore there isn~t the appropriate
environment for the application of the rulet

Furthermore~ in order for the rule to apply~ the onset of the first syllable of
the second word must be a single consonant t This is the case in C l lOa~ where in
libro~ the consonant IlI constitutes the onset of the first syllablet Alternatively~ it
can be a cluster other than ~sj followed by another consonant~

Clll~ a~ Martina ha letto metà fg~Irammatica
Martina has read half grammar

Wartina has read half of a grammar book~

bt II ragno ha mangiato metà fslcorpione
The spider has eaten half scorpion
~The spider has eaten half a scorpion~

Therefore RS is triggered in ~llla~~ but not in C lllb~ where the onset of the
second word is a cluster containing ~sj~

Nespor óz Vogel ClJÓfi~ also point out that the conditions mentioned above
on the phonology of the relevant words are not sufficient for triggering RS~ since
these words must also be in a particular relation to each other~ They also argue
that this relation cannot be expressed in terms of syntactic constituency and
therefore they propose that the domain of application for RS is the Phonological
Phrase~

Raddoppiamento Sintattico is triggered also in the presence of clitics~ In the
example below~ the initial consonant of the enclitic pronoun is lengthened if it
attaches to a monosyllabic verb that ends in a stressed vowelt

~llti~ Dajmtji
Give cl~~acc~

~Give me~
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Scalise ClJSfi~ considers this fact to be evidence for the word~like status of Italian
clitics and a similar position is taken in Nespor óz Vogel ClJHfi~t Since they have
assumed that RS has a domain of application which is larger than the prosodic
word~ it follows that the rule applies within the Clitic Group~ accounting in this
way for CllZ~ above~

S~ Z ~ ltS Stress
Scalise ~lJHfi~ claims that a crucial difference between the phonology of clitics
and that of affixes is related to stresst In Italian there is a restriction according
to which primary stress falls on one of the last three syllablest Therefore~ Italian
words can carry stress in final ~llSa~~ penultimate Cllab~ or antepenultimate
tllSc~ position~

Clls ~ a~ Qua~liAà
~Quality~

b~ Ca~stèMo
~Castle~

c~ Bàm~boAa
~Doll~

The combination of a stem plus affix constitutes the domain of stress assignment
since the condition that stress should fall on one of the last three syllables is
obeyedt For example~ if the derivational suffix ~ino is added to a stem~ then
stress shift occurs~

~l M ~ Bàmbola ~ bambolina
~Doll ~ little doll~

This is not the case for the combination of a verb plus encliticst Italian clitics do
not affect the stress pattern of the verb to which they are attached since stress
can fall further to the left than the third to last syllable~ as shown in the following
examplet

~llb~ ~Mé~sco~la~~~me~la
Stir clt~dat~ cl~Cacc~

~Stir it for me~

In Italian~ the prosodic word is considered the domain of stress assignment~ if the
Clitic Group is postulated~ clitics will be outside of the domain of the prosodic
word~ therefore it follows correctly that they do not affect the stress pattern of
the host they attach to~

~MtlA Troncamento

In Italian~ there is another rule which is relevant with respect to the phonological
properties of clitics~ namely the rule of troncarnentot This rule was not mentioned
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in the discussion of the Clitic Group in Nespor ót Vogel ClJHfi~~ but it could be
used as additional evidence for this prosodic constituent~ as suggested in Nespor
ClgJd~ In this section~ I will show that the status of this rule is rather unclear
and therefore~ at this stage~ it cannot be used as argument in favor of the presence
of the Clitic Group~

Troncamento is a rule which deletes a word final mid vowel t f ej or foj~ after a
sonorant consonant before words which begin with a consonant~ Nespor ClJgO~
shows that this rule applies optionally within words in the same Intonational
Phrasets

tllfi~ at Potere ~ leggere ~ poter leggere I potere leggere
Can read

~Can read~

b ~ Vorrei venirlvenire molto presto a trovarti
Would come very soon to visit cl~~acc~
~ I would like to come to visit you very soon~

As can be seen above~ the rule can optionally apply within a Phonological Phrase
Cllfia~ and within an Intonational Phrase Cllfib~~ Furthermore~ it applies pro~
ductively only with verbs CllTa~~ since the deletion of the final vowel of a noun
in a similar context~ yields an ungrammatical result CllTb~~ as can be seen in the
following examples from Nespor ói Vogel ClgSfi~~

CllZ~ a~ So che vuollvuole nuotare
Know that wants to swim

~ I know that he wants to swim~

bt Ho le ~suollsuole nuove
Have the soles new

~ I have new soles~

The rule of troncamento applies also to the combination of clitics with a verb~
In this context~ the application of the rule is not optional~ as in the intonational
phrase~ but obligatory~ as noticed in Nespor tlssO~t

~llH~ Dar~telol~~ dareftelo
To give cl~Cdat~ cl~Cacc~
~To give it to you~

Nespor considers troncamento a prosodic rule~ therefore it is obligatory within
a certain domain X~ which she identifies with the Clitic Group and it becomes
optional in domains larger than X~ namely in the Intonational Phrase~ In a more
recent paper CNespor lJJ l ~ ~ she suggests that this rule constitutes additional

sThornton also mentions this rule~ which can give rise to forms such as~ andiamr
andiamo Cwe goflet~s go~~ vengonrvengono ~they come~~ vuoFvuole Che wants~~ farfare ~to do~~
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evidence for the postulation of the Clitic Groupt In fact~ the application of this
rule couldn~t be accounted for without the existence of this prosodic constituentt

However~ this rule doesn~t always apply to the combination of clitics with the
verb~ as can be seen in the following example~

Cllg~ Mangiamofcelo~~mangiamfcelo
Eat cl~Cdat~ clt~acc~

~Let~s eat it~

The form above is a first person plural imperative~ which is phonologically iden~
tical to the corresponding indicative one~ It can be shown that it constitutes a
proper environment for the application of troncamento ~ since there is a sonorant
consonant~ namely ~mj which occurs before a word final vowel~ however~ in this
case~ the rule does not apply~s On the other hand~ if a similar environment is
present within the Intonational Phrase~ the rule applies optionally~ as can be seen
from the following examplet

~lZO~ Vorremjvorremo cercare la soluzione
Want to find the solution
~We want to find the solution~

In this case~ the rule applies optionally within a larger domain~ but its application
leads to an ungrammatical result within a smaller domain~ contrary to what
is proposed in Nespor ClJSO~ ~ Therefore~ it seems that the assumption that
troncamento applies obligatorily to the combination of clitics with a verb doesn~t
hold~ since CllJ~ above constitutes a clear counterexample~ where in the proper
context the rule doesn~t apply~

Given the unclear status of this rule~ it cannot be used as an argument in
favor of the postulation of the Clitic Group~ Further research is needed in order
to clarify its domain of application~ therefore I will not consider it further in this
discussiontlo

S tZtl ~ S Further remarks

The approach proposed by Nespor ós Vogel ClJHfi~ where clitics are considered
prosodic words which combine to form the Clitic Group has the advantage of
being in accordance with the Strict Layer Hypothesis ~SLH~ CSelkirk lJH~I~Ac~
cording to the SLH ~ a prosodic constituent of level Cn ~ immediately dominates

sIt could be argued that in this case~ the rule of troncamento doesn~t apply because it would
yield as result the cluster fmcl which is not common in Italiant However~ the rule applies in
the case of I diregliXdirgli where the output cluster frglj is also not common~ as pointed out by
S ~ Peperkamp Cpxt~t Therefore~ this cannot be a valid reason for the fact that the rule is not
triggeredt

ioA possibility would be to reformulate the rule so that it deletes a word final mid vowel after
a liquid~ namely ~l j or frl~ ~instead of a sonorantj~ before words which begin with a consonant~
However~ if sentences like ClZO~ are accepted~ such modification is not a desirable one~
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only constituents of the next level down in the prosodic hierarchy~ namely Cn~l~

as shown below~

ClZl~ Cn

Cin~l
Cn~l

Cn~z Cn~Z

This implies that no levels in the hierarchy can be skipped and that it is not
possible to combine constituents of different levels~ furthermore recursion is not
allowedt Therefore~ if a clitic is considered a prosodic word~ the SLH win be
satisfied~ since no level will be skipped~ However~ if a clitic is a prosodic word~ it is
not clear why it is unstressed~ Furthermore~ since Italian clitics are monosyllabic~
they do not fulfill the minimality requirements on prosodic words~

According to Prosodic Minimality ~McCarthy ós Prince lJJO~ ~ a prosodic word
must contain at least one foott Since every foot must be bimoraic or bisyllabic~
it follows that a prosodic word must contain at least two moras or two syllables~
Italian clitics contain only one mora~ therefore~ according to Prosodic Minimality~
they cannot constitute a prosodic word on their owni this explains also why they
cannot occur alone and why they must cliticize to a hosttll The phonological
notion of Prosodic Minimality will play a crucial role in the alternative analysis
of cliticization which I will propose in the next sectiont

S~ZtZ An alternative analysis

In this section~ I propose an alternative account for the special phonological
behavior of Italian clitics which doesn~t rely on the existence of the Clitic Groupt
In fact~ it would be desirable and more economical to provide an account of Italian
cliticization without having to postulate this additional constituentt Following
Monachesi ClsJ bb~ ~ I will argue that this is possible if cliticization is reduced in
certain cases to affixation and in other cases to compounding~

Contrary to Nespor óz Vogel ~lJSfi~ and in accordance with Vogel ClgJ I ~ ~ I win
assume that Italian monosyllabic clitics should not be considered prosodic words~

llIt should be noticed that in Italian there are also monosyllabic lexical words that carry
stress and that occur alonet Thornton notices that in her examination of the database
of the Italian Basic Vocabulary~ which contains over TOOO words~ she could find ~ monosyllabic
nouns and adjectives~ Among these there are IS names of the letters of the alphabet~ T names of
musical notes~ N loan words and three other words~ namely don and sor which are exclusively
used before proper names~ and re ~king~~ She concludes that bisyllabicity holds as a minimality
requirement for Italian nounst In fact~ names of the letters of the alphabet and of the musical
notes belong to closed lexical classes which escape minimality also in other languages while
loanwords are not relevantt The situation is slightly different as far as verbs are concerned
since monosyllabic verbal forms are attestedt However~ she notices that those forms belong to
auxiliary verbs or to verbs which are acquiring the status of function words in the languaget
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In fact~ according to Prosodic Minimality~ a minimal word consists either of two
syllables or two moras~ If a monosyllabic clitic is present~ it cannot constitute a
prosodic word~ therefore it will adjoin to the host to form a prosodic word with
itt I will show that in this case the behavior of clitics is similar to that of certain
affixes~ On the other hand~ if two or more clitics are present~ they can merge
together into a unit which combines with the host as in compoundst

I will also consider the behavior of clitics in Napoletano and show that it
constitutes additional evidence for this proposalt

S~M~l Cases with one clitic in Italian

As already mentioned~ Scalise ClJHfi~ and Nespor ói Vogel ~lJSfi~ claim that a
crucial difference between the phonology of clitics and that of affixes is related to
stress~ While usually affixes trigger stress shift~ Italian clitics do not affect the
stress pattern of the verb to which they are attached since the requirement that
stress should not fall further back than the third to last syllable is not obeyedt
However~ this is not the case if one clitic is added to a verb~ where there will be
a cliticized verb form like the followingz

Cltiti~ Mán~gia~lo
Eat cl~Cacc~

~Eat it~

In the example above~ stress falls on the third to last syllable~ therefore the
restriction on stress just mentioned above is fulfilled~ as in the case of affixes~
However~ even if one clitic is present~ there are cases where this constraint on
stress is violated~ In Italian~ there is a group of verbs which have antepenultimate
stress~ if a clitic is added to these verbs~ stress falls on the fourth syllable from
the right~

CM ~ Te~lé~fo~na~mi
Call cl~Cacc~

~Call me~

It should be noticed that a similar result is obtained if certain inflectional af~
fixes are added to these verbsi namely if the suffix ~no~ corresponding to the
third person plural of the present indicative or to the third person plural of the
subjunctive~ is addedi stress also falls on the fourth to last syllable~lz

ClZ ~I ~ a~ Te~lé~fo~na~no
~They call Caplu~ind~~

lzVincent ~lJJS~ suggests that the behavior of tno is in some sense similar to that of pronom~
inal clitics because it never induces stress shiftt However~ it should be noticed that unlike
pronominal clitics it doesn~t occur as proclitic and it cannot climbt Therefore~ this suggestion
could be reformulated by saying that clitics have properties of certain inflectional affixes~
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b~ Te~lé~fo~ni~no
~They call ~ a plu~subj~~
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As noticed in Nespor óa Vogel ~lgSfi~ ~ the existence of these verbal forms does
not affect the general conditions on stress since they represent a restricted and
predictable set of cases~ls Therefore~ a similar conclusion can be reached for those
cases where one clitic is added to verbal forms with antepenultimate stress~ since
they exhibit the same behaviort Adopting a suggestion I presented in Monachesi

it can be proposed that in this situation~ the clitic will be adjoined to the
prosodic word~l~ A similar representation holds also for the inflectional affix ~not

~ltib~ Phonological representation

a~ Verb f clitic b~ Verb ~ affix
PW PW

PW PW

telefona ~ telefona no

It is evident from the examples above~ that the presence of one clitic attached to
the verb or that of the inflectional affix ~no has the same effect as far as stress
is concerned~ In order to account for these cases~ it can be assumed that stress
assignment has the inner prosodic word as domain~is Such a representation also
makes the right predictions with respect to the rule of Intervocalic sNoicingt

Scalise ~lJSfi~ argues that ISV is systematically violated in cliticization~ but
not in affixationi as can be seen from the examples belowils

ClZfi~ a~ Lo fslapevo
Cl~Cacc~ knew

~ I knew it~
bt Radendoisli

Shaving clt~ref~

~Shaving himself~

laIn fact the violation of the stress constraint occurs only with those verbal forms which have
antepenultimate stress ~

l~It should be noticed that Booij ~lJJbb~ proposes adjunction to the prosodic word as a
possible representation for certain Dutch cliticst

lsBooij ~lJJSa~ makes reference to the notion of dominancei a is dominated by ~ only if it
is dominated by every segment of Q~ in order to account for the domain of application of certain
rules given an adjunction structure like the one presented above~ In the example above~ stress
cannot have as domain of application the outer prosodic word since in that case the clitic and
the host are not dominated by the same nodet

ifilt should be noticed that in Italian there are no clitics ending in ~s or beginning with a
vowel and no suffixes which begin with an s~ which would make the testing of this rule more
completet
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c~ Difzj~onesto
~DishonesC

S g

However ~ as evident from the examples provided in Nespor óe Vogel ClsSfi~ ~ this
is partially the case since ISV doesnft apply al so after certain prefixesi

~ltiï~ a~ A~~sjociale
~Asocial~

b~ Ri~~sjalare
~To salt again~

Therefore~ also with respect to this rule~ the behavior of clitics is not different
from that of certain affixes~ Similarly to clitics~ prefixes like the ones above will
be adjoined to the prosodic word~ If ISV has the inner prosodic word as domain
of application~ it is possible to account for the fact that the rule doesn~t apply in
the examples above~ On the other hand~ prefixes such as dis~ will be incorporated
within the prosodic word~ therefore triggering ISVtlT

As already mentioned~ the rule of Raddoppiamento Sintattico has been used
both by Nespor k Vogel ClsSfi~ and Scalise ClJSfi~ as evidence for the word~like
status of cliticst In fact~ the initial consonant of the enclitic pronoun is lengthened
when it attaches to a monosyllabic verb that ends in a stressed vowel~ as can be
seen in example ~llZ~ ~ repeated belowt

~llZ~ DaJm~Ji
Give cl~Cacc~

~Give me~

This lengthening has been considered a consequence of the application of this rulet
Scalise ~lJSfi~ notices that unlike cli tics~ affixes do not trigger such lengthening~
in particular he mentions the fo llowing examples~ where there is no RS ~

~ltiS~ at A~ftjipico
~AtyplcaF

b ~ Ri~ffj are
~Redo~

It is questionable that in the examples above~ there is a proper environment for
the application of the rule~ it should be recalled that RS is triggered if the first
word ends in a stressed vowel~ It is not clear if this is the case for the prefixes

llThis is not in accordance with prosodic minimality since in this case dis~ is bimoraic and
it should constitute a prosodic word of its ownt However~ in his analysis of ISV in terms of
Optimality Theory~ Van Oostendorp ClgJb~ shows that in Italian it is crucial to build proper
syllablest A vowel initial stem starts with an onsetless syllable and this is not desirablei it is
for this reason that a prefix like dis~ incorporates into it~ Therefore dis~ doesn~t constitute a
prosodic word because the requirement that every syllable should have an onset is stronger~ It
is for this reason that this prefix must resyllabify with the stemt
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mentioned above~ Scalise ClJHa~ makes the assumption that monosyllabic prefixes
should be stressed~ therefore according to him in the cases above there would be
a proper environment for the application of RS~ Since the rule doesn~t apply~
it could be concluded that these prefixes don~t constitute a prosodic word~ but~
as previously mentioned~ Nespor ói Vogel ~lgHfi~ have considered them prosodic
words in that they do not trigger ISVt Therefore~ it cannot be the case that
those prefixes behave as independent words with respect to ISV ~ while they do
not act as independent words with respect to RS~ However~ I didn~t consider the
prefixes above prosodic words~ since they do not meet the minimal requirements
to be considered as suchi therefore they will also not carry stresstlg If prefixes
such as a~ or ri are not considered prosodic words and they are not stressed~ the
necessary conditions for the triggering of RS are missing and that is why the rule
doesn~t applyt

On the other hand~ it should be noticed that lengthening of the consonant
occurs with certain affixes~ in particular with the inflectional affix corresponding
to third person plural indicative tno~ when it attaches to a monosyllabic roott

~ U J~ Da~nzjo
~They give~

A similar lengthening is also triggered by the suffix Ao responsible for past par~
ticiple formation when added to a monosyllabic root like inz

CM~ Fa~t~lo
~Done~

Yet such lengthening is not produced in the past participle of the verb dare which
is dato and there is no clear motivation for why this is the caset

The examples which I have just presented~ show that the lengthening of the
consonant in the presence of a monosyllabic stressed verb~ can occur both if a
clitic and if certain inflectional affixes are present~ contrary to Scalise ~lsHfi~t

However~ I will argue that this lengthening shouldn~t be considered an instance
of RSt It should be noted that RS is usually considered a rule that applies in
central and southern varieties of Italian~ while the lengthening mentioned above~
is produced in almost all varieties of Italiant Furthermore~ the same lengthening
is also present in Napoletano~ where it cannot be considered a case of RS~ as will
become clear from the discussion in section a~MAt

isPeperkamp ClJgbaj also rejects the proposal that monosyllabic prefixes should be stressed~
Scalise tlgS S ~ has made this assumption in order to account for the fact that with prefixation
no vowel deletion applies when two vowels become adjacent~ since the inherent stress should
prevent the deletion of the vowelt Peperkamp argues that this solution is not adequate since
it doesn~t provide an explanation for the fact that the final vowel also appears with trochaic
bisyllabic prefixes~ thus prefixes whose final vowel is unstressedt Furthermore~ there are also
cases of vowel deletion where the final vowel is stressed~ Therefore~ it seems that the assumption
made by Scalise is not motivatedt
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Therefore~ these cases should be considered lexicalized forms~ There are sim~
ilar cases of consonant lengthening which are attested~ in particular it can be
triggered by suffixes that attach to certain words ending with an obstruent con~
sonant which is preceded by a tonic vowel~ as noticed by Scalise ClsH S ~~

Clsl~ at Gis ~ gassóso
~Gas ~ gaseousl

b~ Snób ~ snobbismo
~Snob ~ snobbism~

Similarly~ in certain words ending with a stressed vowel~ one or two segments~
which cannot be easily predicted~ are added in front of the sufl~ixi

Cl~Z~ at Papà ~ paparino
~Father ~ dear father ~

bt Caffè ~ caffettino
~Coffee ~ little coffee~

These cases are not productive~ therefore the forms presented above should be
stored as such in the lexicont A similar conclusion could also be reached for the
cases of consonant lengthening which are triggered by the presence of one clitic
or by the suffix ~no or Ao~lg

StZtZtZ Cases with more clitics in Italian

The situation is different if two or more clitics are presentt I will argue that in
this case the clitics merge together into a flat cluster which combines with the
verb in a way similar to compounds~

Convincing evidence which supports the hypothesis that clitics attach to the
verb in a compound manner is given by the fact that the same order is found in
the clitic cluster~ both when the clitics are proclitic and when they are enclitic~

Claa~ a~ Me lo spedisce
Cl~Cdat~ clt~acc~ sends

~He sends it to me~

b ~ Spedisci~melo
Send cltCdat~ cl~Cacc~

~Send it to me~

It is clear that the combination of clitics forms a unit which can be placed before
or after the verb depending on whether the verb is finite or not~ There doesn~t

lglt should be noticed that there are few monosyllabic verbal roots in Italian~ namely~ da
Cgive~~ fa Cdo~~ sa ~know~~ va Cgo~t
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seem to be evidence that clitics are added one at a time~ producing a hierarchical
structurei in that case the mirror image would be expectedtzo

Additional evidence for the proposal that the combination of two clitics forms
a unit can be seen in the fact that if a clitic climbing trigger verb is present~
the clitics which originate as complements of the lower verb~ must climb together
CUla~~ they cannot be separated as in Clalb~~

ClS ~l ~ at Martina me lo deve spedire
Martina cl~~dat~ cl~Cacc~ must send
Wartina must send it to me~

b ~ ~ Martina mi deve spedirlo
Martina cl~~dat~ must send cl~Cacc~
~Martina must send it to me~

It seems therefore that this combination forms a unit which cannot be separatedt
Further support is provided by data from acquisition which show that children

use combinations of clitics at a very early stage~ An investigation of the CHILDES
database has revealed that combinations of two clitics are used starting from the
beginning of the second year and no mistakes are found in their orderingt The
appendix at the end of the chapter contains a list of the combinations of clitics
extracted from the Italian data available in the database and a brief discussion
of the relevant cases~

Diachronic data seem also to support the hypothesis that the combination of
clitics forms a unitt In Old Fiorentino~ from which Italian derives~ there was an
evolution in the position of object clitics from an order of the type~ miitot lodtoo to
an order of the type lodtot mziot~ which is found up to the end of the lath century
and back to the order meitot lodtot which is the usual order by the first decades
of the lbth century CLombard lJ~~l~tZl On the other hand~ the combination of
two third person clitics such as gliele Coriginally lile~ did not undergo any change~
This form was considered a single morphological unit that marked the presence
of two third person pronouns~ Santangelo k Vennemann ClsZfi~ argue that it is
for this reason that the two clitics were not affected by the change in ordering~ It
should also be noted that in current Italian~ the dative gli has the function both
of masculine and feminine when it is in combination with an accusative third
person clitic~ which can be considered a fixed expression~

I would like to suggest that this possibility for two clitics to form a unit which
is evident in the combination of two third person clitics~ has extended also to the
other combinations of cliticst

ZoFrench seems to constitute an exception to this since in certain cases the mirror image is
obtainedt However~ it should be noticed that when this is the case~ a different clitic surfaces as
enclitic~ namely il me le donne Che gives it to me~ vst donne le moi Cgive it to me~~

zlIt should be noticed that in the majority of the other Italian dialects~ including the southern
Italian ones~ such a change didn~t occurt
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It might be argued that the sequence of two clitics doesn~t represent a free
form~ while usually compounds are made of two free forms~ but as Scalise ~lJU ~
notes~ there are also compounds which put together a free form and a semi~word~
such as the following~

Clsb~ a~ Dattilo f scritto
Semiword f noun

~Typed manuscript~

bt Astro f nauta
Noun ~ semiword

castronaut ~

Therefore the combination of enclitics and of proclitics would pattern like semi~
words with respect to the verb~

Scalise ~lJJZ~ also notices that in Italian there are ~~old~~ compounds such asz

Cl S fi~ Sanguisuga
~Bloodsucker~

which reflects its Latin origin in having the noun sangue to precede the verb ac~
cording to the Latin basic order which was OV ~ while in ~~new~~ Italian compounds
the verb is followed by a noun which reflects the VO order of the languaget More
in general~ Scalise notices the followingt

Cl S T~ Two possible types of Italian compounds

Latin Italian
syntactic order SOV SVO
order in the compound OV VO
position of the head right left
inflection right left

These facts seem to correlate with the order of the clitics with respect to the
verbt In the proclitic case~ the clitics follow the OV order~ since the verb which
can be considered the head~ is on the right~ as well as inflection~

ClSH~ Te lo legg~e
Cl~~dat~ cl~~acc~ readtinft
~He reads it to you~

On the other hand~ in the enclitic cases ~ the clitics follow the VO order~ the verbal
head is on the left and also inflection is on the lefti

Cl lg~ Legg~endo~telo
Readinfl cl~~dat~ cltCacc~

~Reading it to you~
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In fact~ as Antinucci Sz Marcantonio ClgSO~ show~ in the transition from Latin
to Italian~ full NPs begin to appear in the postverbal position following the new
VO order while clitics are more resistant to this change and they remain in
their preverbal position~ following the Latin OV ordert However Antinucci óz
Marcantonio ~lJSO~ argue that at this stage~ they are not proclitic to the verb~
but enclitic to a preceding elementt In a subsequent phase~ proclisis to the verb
becomes the norm~ On the other hand~ in those constructions with non~finite
verbs or imperatives where a preceding element is missing~ the clitic begins to
occur postverbally~ being therefore enclitic to the verb~

Given the motivations presented above~ I will assume that the structure in the
combination of a verb with two or more clitics is assimilated to that of compounds~
In particular~ the cluster of clitics forms a prosodic word which combines with
the host~ as in the following representation for mescolamela Cstir it for me~z

~l A O~ Representation with two clitics

PW

PW PW
I I

Mescola mela

In this case the combination of two clitics would meet the minimal requirements
to constitute a prosodic word since the resulting unit will be at least bisyllabict
The next step then is to see whether the combination of two clitics with the verb
acts as a compound with respect to the phonological rules under consideration~
namely ISV and RS~ and also with respect to stress~

Nespor Bt Vogel ClgSfi~ notice that Intervocalic sNoicing doesn~t apply within
a compound~ as can be seen from the following example~

C M ~ Toccafsjana
~Cure all~

Similarly~ it doesn~t apply when two clitics attach to the verbt

~l ~U ~ Te lo ~sjapró dire
Cl~~dat~ clt~acc~ will know say
~I will let you know~

The combination of two clitics with the host acts as a compound also with respect
to cases of lengthening of the consonant~ In fact~ such a lengthening occurs if two
enclitics are added to a verb that ends in a stressed vowel~

C lA S~ Da~mzjelo
Give clt~dat~ clt~acc~
~Give it to me~
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This is the case also in compounds~ as can be seen in the following example~

~ Ml ~ Blu ~ntjotte
Blu night

~Dark blu~

If two clitics are added to the verb~ the violation of the third to last stress
constraint is not an exception any more~ but rather the norm~ Furthermore~
stress can fall further back than the fourth syllable with proparoxytone verbal
forms~

C Mb~ ~Pét A i~naj~tme~li
Comb cltCdat~ cl ~ Cacc~

~Comb them to me~

However~ under the compound hypothesis~ the fact that the third last stress
condition is not obeyed if two or more clitics are added to the verb~ could be due
to the presence of two different prosodic wordst On the other hand~ Scalise ClM ~
shows that in Italian compounds~ primary stress is always on the second elementt
This is not the case in the combination of a verb with clitics~ when enclitics attach
to the verb~ main stress falls on the first element of the compound~

~ldfi~ fíndicajp~ fmelojp~
Point cl~Cdat~ cl~ ~acc~

~Point it to me~

It falls on the second member of the compound only when proclitics are presentt

~ MIl~ ITe loj~ f porteránnoj~
Cl~~dat~ cl~~acc~ will bring

~They will bring it to you ~

Therefore~ it seems that the combination of the verb with two or more clitics
differs from regular compounding with respect to the stress patternt In the
former case stress always falls on the verbal head~ while in the latter on the
second member of the compound~ I will postpone the discussion of this potential
problem until section S tZtZtfi ~ after I have discussed the case of Napoletano~ where
clitics~ unlike in Standard Italian~ can receive stress~

S tM ts Clitics in Napoletano

Further evidence for the analysis which I have proposed is provided by Napole~
tanot In this dialect~ clitics exhibit a behavior similar to that of the Italian clitics~
they are verbal clitics whose position is determined by the morphosyntactic fea~
tures of the verbt As already mentioned~ they are in general proclitiq they follow
the verb only in case of imperatives since gerunds and past participles are hardly
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used in the spoken language~ The possible combinations of clitics in a cluster
resemble those of Italian~ and like in Italian~ the same ordering occurs both in
the proclitic and in the enclitic environment~ However~ Bafile ClJJ S ~ notices that
sequences of three clitics are not allowed in Napoletano~ neither as proclitic nor
as enclitic~ a situation which~ in any case~ is not very frequent in Italian either~Zz

The most crucial difference between Italian clitics and those of Napoletano is
with respect to stresst If two enclitics are present~ stress falls on the first of the
two encliticsi

~ MS~ Partatílla
Bring cl~Cdat~ cltCacc~

Bring it with you~

In the next sections~ I will consider in detail the behavior of the combination of
one or two clitics with the verb and I will show that the different phonological
structures proposed for Italian extend naturally to Napoletano~ Therefore~ if one
clitic is added to the verb~ it will be considered an affix while if two clitics are
added there will be a compound structure where the combination of the two
clitics forms a prosodic wordt

S~ZtZA Cases with one clitic in Napoletano

As already mentioned~ clitics in Napoletano behave similarly to the Italian onesi
this is evident in the combination of one clitic with the verb~ I will briefly discuss
this situation in order to show that the analysis which I have proposed for Italian
can apply to Napoletano as well~ Napoletano is similar to Italian in having stress
which may fall on one of the last three syllables of a wordi if one clitic is added to
the verb~ this constraint is not violated~ as can be seen in the following example~zs

~ M s~ Pdrtala
Bring cl~Cacc~

~Bring it P

As in Italian~ if a clitic is added to a proparoxytone verbal form~ then the above
constraint on stress is violatedi

~lbO~ PÉttanata
Comb cl~Cacc~

~Comb yourselfP

This constraint will be violated in a comparable way if the inflectional affix ~no
corresponding to the third person plural of the indicative is added~ showing that
clitics and this inflectional affix share the same behavior also in Napoletanoi

zZCf~ section A tZ ~S t
zsAll the examples in this section are taken from Bafile ~lJJS~ unless indicated otherwise ~
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Clbl~ PÉttanana
~They comb~

fiT

Therefore~ in Napoletano cases with one clitic will receive the same representation
as in Italian~ namely the clitic will be adjoined to the prosodic word~

ClbZ~ Phonological representation

at Verb ~ clitic bt Verb ~ affix
PW PW

PW PW

PÉttana ta PÉttana na

Similarly to Italian~ there is lengthening of the consonant if a clitic is added to
a monosyllabic verb ending in stressed vowel~ as can be seen in the following
example from Bichelli

~ls S ~ Fámma
Make cl~~dat~

Wake me ~ ~

Napoletano constitutes further evidence for the fact that this lengthening cannot
be considered a case of Raddoppiamento Sintattico ~ therefore an example like
ClS S ~ cannot be considered an argument in favor of the word~ like status of clitics~

As evident from the data presented in Andaló ClJgl~ ~cf~ also O liva ClsfÍO~~~
RS in Napoletano doesn ~t apply under the conditions described in Nespor óz
Vogel C lgHfi~ which I have discussed in section ~t~lZt In Napoletano ~ RS is a
morpho~lexical process which can be triggered by the following elementst

~ neuter determiner o
~ plural feminine determiner e
~ neuter proclitic o
~ accusative proclitic e
~ neuter demonstratives chesto~ chesso~ chello
i conjunctions such as che~ e or né
~ prepositions such as a~ pa or ku
~ prenominal adjectives
~ negation no

Therefore~ in Napoletano~ stress is not considered a trigger of RS~ Instead~ the
elements mentioned above trigger it~ as can be seen in the following example from
Andaló ~lssl~ ~

E ~fc jemmana
~The women~
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In this case ~ the lengthening of the initial consonant of the noun femmana is a
consequence of RS~ which is t riggered by the plural feminine determiner ~ On the
other hand ~ the lengthening doesn ~t occur if the singular feminine determiner is
present ~ which is not a trigger of RSt

~lSS~ A ~fjemmana
~The woman~

It seems therefore that example CM ~ above ~ should be considered a lexicalized
formt It should al so be noticed that the same lengthening is also t riggered by the
inflection al affix ~no~ as shown by the following example from Bichelli ~lsT~~t
Clbs~ Fánna

~They make~

Since Intervocali c sNoicing is a rule that app lies in northern varieties of Italian~
it is not relevant for Napoletanot

S~M~S Cases with two clitics in Napoletano

While Napoletano behaves like Italian when one clitic combines with the verb~
the situation differs when two clitics attach to the host~ As already mentioned~
if two enclitics are present~ stress will fall on the first of the two clitics~ this can
be seen in example ~ MS~ ~ repeated below~

Cl~S~ Partatílla
Bring cltCdat~ cl~Cacc~

~Bring it with you~

Therefore~ one could conclude that clitics belong to the prosodic word~ which
constitutes the domain of stress~ rules of stress assignment operate in order to
move the main stress from the verb to the first clitic~ However~ a closer look
at C M S~ above~ reveals that in this example the rule of Vowel Raising has not
applied~ showing that it cannot be a case of stress shift~

As noticed in Bafile ~lM ~ ~ in Napoletano the mid~vowels ~ej~ ~oj~ jEj~ ~aj cannot
be in unstressed position~ therefore a rule of Vowel Raising applies if there is a
variation in the stress pattern due to inflection or derivation~ This can be seen
in the following examples from Bafïle ClM ~ ~

ClbZ~ a ~ P~ij rta ~ purtáta
~ Bringsing ~ ~ bringiu ~

b ~ K ~óJ rra ~ kurríta
~Runs~ grun~

The rule doesn~t apply within compounds and~ as observed by Bafile~ it doesn~t
apply when the two enclitics attach to the verbt In fact~ in example ~l A S~ above~
there is porta with an faji this indicates that the primary stress of the first word
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is not reduced~ showing therefore that the host and the clitics constitute two
different domains with respect to stress assignment~

Bafile also notices that when two enclitics attach to a monosyllabic verb~ stress
falls on the cliticst

~lbH~ Dammflla
Give cl~~dat~ cl~~acc~

~Give it to me~

This case cannot be interpreted as a situation in which stress shifts to obey the
third last wellHormedness conditionj in fact if stress would fall on the verbal root~
as in Italian~ the conditions on stress wouldn~t be violatedt

The data presented above are easily accommodated under the analysis which
I have proposed for the Italian cases where two clitics are present~ under that
approach~ the two clitics combine in a bisyllabic unit which carries its own stress
and which forms an independent prosodic wordt

There are other reasons to think that the combination of two clitics in Napo~
letano forms a fixed unitt

Bafile ClJJa~ observes that the third person dative clitic can be realized either
as la or as ~n~tfa~ where the presence of the nasal is optionalt A ll these forms are
possible when used in isolation~

ClSS~ a~ Pirtala
Bring clt~dat~

bt Pártatfa
Bring cl~~dat~

ct Pártantfa
Bring cl~Cdat~

~Bring to him~

On the other hand~ only the form ntfa~ can be used in combination with another
clitict

~lfiO~ a~ Datantfilla
Give cl~Cdat~ cltCacc~

b ~ ~ Datatfílla
Give cl~Cdat~ clt~acc~

~Give it to him~

This shows that the combination of these two clitics constitutes a fixed expression~
Furthermore~ she notices that if two enclitics are present~ one of which is ma~

its initial consonant is always long~ both in the case where the two clitics follow
a monosyllabic verb as in Cl S H~ above and in the following case~ where there is
no apparent phonological motivation for such lengtheningt
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Clfil~ Portammillla
Give cl~Cdat~ cl ~ cacc~

~ Bring it to me ~

It should be noticed that the lengthening doesn~t occur if only ma is presentz

~lsZ~ ~ Portamma
Give cl~~dat~

~Bring me~

It seems therefore that the combination of mma with other clitics constitutes a
new unitt If one assumes that forms like mmilla are the result of the concatena~
tion of the two individual clitics~ the lengthening in ~lfil~ cannot be explained~
For example~ a similar lengthening doesn~t occur if the dative second person clitic
combines with another clitic~

~lfiS~ Pirtatffla
Give cl~Cdat~ clttacc~

~ Bring it with you~

Another relevant piece of evidence in favor of the hypothesis that the combination
of two clitics forms a new unit~ comes from the fact that when they join together
there is a long consonant~ as in tella or in tennat Such lengthening has been
explained by Wanner ClJTH~ as a sort of Raddoppiamento Sintattico~ namely it
is triggered by the presence of the stresst As mentioned above~ this cannot be
the case in Napoletano where RS is a morpho~lexical process~ Following Rohlfs
ClJfiH~ ~ I would instead relate the presence of the geminate consonant to the fact
that in these combinations of two clitics~ the Latin illu and inde~ from which
the second enclitic derives~ have maintained their full formst This proposal is
also adopted in Bafile ~lJga~~ Therefore~ also in this case~ it is more natural to
consider forms like tella as a new unit~ If one assumes a concatenation of the
two monosyllabic forms ta and la~ the presence of the geminate consonant would
be unmotivated~

The evidence presented above strongly supports the hypothesis that the com~
bination of two clitics forms an independent unit~ I will propose that such a unit
constitutes a prosodic word which combines with the verb as in compounds~ This
is in accordance with the requirements imposed by prosodic minimality~ since the
two clitics form a bisyllabic entityt Under this proposal~ the data concerning
stress which were presented above can receive a straightforward interpretation~
Therefore~ in example repeated below~ there will be two different prosodic
words each with its own stressi

~ldH~ ~P~rtal pw Itíllalpw
Bring cltCdat~ cl ~ Cacc~

~ Bring it with you~
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In this way it is also possible to explain why Vowel Raising doesn~t occur in partat
As already mentioned~ the rule doesn~t apply within compounds~ whereas it is
triggered if there is a variation in the stress pattern due to inflection or derivationt
Since in the example Cl A H~ above~ there is a compound structure~ it is predicted
that the rule doesn~t applyt

Clitics are stressed also when they attach to a monosyllabic verb~ as in C lbH~ ~
repeated belowi

ClbH~ f Dal~~ ~mmíllal~
Give clt~dat~ cl ~ ~acc~

~Give it to me~

This cannot be due to stress shift which occurs in order to obey the third last
well~formedness conditioni in fact~ if stress fell on the verbal root~ the conditions
on stress wouldn~t be violatedt However~ the example above can be accounted
for under the analysis which I have just presentedi since two prosodic words are
present~ each will maintain its own stress~

StZtZ~fi Stressed clitics in Napoletano vs~ Italian

In section M~M I have mentioned that the combination of two or more clitics
with the verb in Italian differs from regular compounds with respect to stresst
As discussed in the previous section~ this is not the case in Napoletano where
the stress pattern when two clitics combine with the verb resembles that of comt
poundst It is exactly in this respect that clitics in Napoletano differ from the
Italian ones and this difference should be captured by the analysis proposed~

In this section~ while not providing a definite answer~ I will suggest possible
directions of research which could be followed to account for the different behavior
of Italian clitics with respect to stress~

One possibility would be to assume that in Italian the combination of clitics
with the verb constitutes a particular type of compound where main stress al~
ways falls on the headt However~ such a solution doesn~t seem very illuminating~
Another possibility would be to propose that the combination of two or more
clitics in Italian forms a prosodic word which is marked ~~stressl~ in this way it
follows that main stress would always be on the verbal head~ Nespor óz Vogel
ClJHfi~ have also made a similar assumption in their analysis of cliticization since
in their approach single clitics are considered prosodic words~ which should also
be marked ~~stressj~

A more interesting possibility worth exploring would be to maintain the com~
pound analysis for Italian at the morphological level~ but not at the phonological
level~ Therefore at the phonological level~ two alternative structures would be
possible~ a flat one like the followingi
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P h

PW

Mes cola me la

In this case~ clitics attach to the phonological phrase therefore it is expected
that they do not receive stresst Such a representation has been first proposed
by Vogel ClgJd~ and adopted in Monachesi ClJJ~~ and Peperkamp ClJgbb~Zg
Another possibility would be to have a recursive structure such as the followingt

~lfib~ Phonological representation

PW
PW

PWI~

Mescola me la

This structure has been proposed by Booij ClJJhb~ for certain Dutch clitics and
it would also account properly for the behavior of Italian clitics with respect to
stresst Under the assumption made in section StMtl that stress assignment has
the inner prosodic word as domain ~ it follows that clitics do not receive stresst
I will leave the formalization and the assessment of this proposal for further
researcht

StZtZtT Further remarks

The alternative approach which I have proposed for cliticization is based on the
assumption that clitics Cor certain prefixes~ do not constitute a prosodic word~ this
constitutes a violation of the the Strict Layer Hypothesis~ Recall that according
to the SLH ~ no level in the prosodic hierarchy can be skipped~ no constituents of
different levels can be combined and recursion is not allowed~ Therefore~ in order
to accept the proposal presented above~ the SLH should be weakened~ namely
certain violations should be allowedtzs Inkelas ~lJHS~ and Itó Sc Mester ~lJgZ~

agHowever~ Vogel C lJJ l ~ leaves open the possibility of having a Clitic Group or a Phonological
Phrase as dominating node~

zSVogel ClJ M ~ argues also in favor of weakening the SLH~ As already mentioned~ she also
assumes~ on the basis of Prosodic Minimality~ that clitics and certain prefixes do not constitute
prosodic words~
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have argued in favor of a factorization of the SLH into different constraints~
each with an independent status~ In this way it would be possible to violate
certain constraints~ while others could be considered properties of phonological
representation which are universally valid~ Indeed this is what Selkirk ~lJSs ~
proposest Within the framework of Optimality Theory ~McCarthy ói Prince
lgHb ~ Prince óc Smolensky lgM~ she decomposes the SLH into the following
constraintsi

Clfifi~ Constraints on Prosodic Domination

Layeredness No Ct dominates a Ci ~ j J i
e~gt ~~No Q dominates a foot~~

Headedness Any Ci must dominate a Ci~l ~except if Ci~ a ~
e~g~ ~ A prosodic word must dominate a foot~~

Exhaustivity No Ci immediately dominates a constituent Cj~ j J i~l
e~g~ ~No prosodic word immediately dominates a v~~

Nonrecursivity No Ci dominates Ci ~ j ~ i
etg~ ~No foot dominates a foot~~

Selkirk Clgsb~ assumes that Layeredness and Headedness are properties which
hold universally~ while Exhaustivity and Nonrecursivity could be violated~ The
following structures illustrate minimal violations of Exhaustivity and Nonrecur~
sivity~ respectively~

Clfili~ Violations of the SLH
Cnfz cnfl

cnfl Cnfl

I I

Cn Cn Cin

In the first structure Cn is directly dominated by Cntz therefore an intermediate
level is skipped and this is a violation of Exhaustivity ~ In the second structure ~
there is a recursion of Cn~F l which is a violation of Nonrecursivity~ Both structures
satisfy Layeredness and Headedness ~

Selkirk points out that several cases have been attested in the literature where
a sy llable is immediately dominated by a prosodic word ~ therefore violating Ex~
haustivity~ Similarly there are cases where a prosodic word is dominated by
another prosodic word ~ thus in violation of Nonrecursivity ~ The alternative anal~
ysis of c li ticization which I have presented in this chapter represents additional
empirical evidence that Exhaustivity and Nonrecursivity could be violatedt

In the structure which I have proposed for Italian and Napoletano ~ when one
c li tic is added to the verb ~ there is a syllable which is directly dominated by a
prosodic word ~ Furthermore ~ there is recursion in the structure since a prosodic
word dominates another prosodic word ~lfiH~This is i llustrated belowt
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PW

PW

telelna mi

It can be seen that Exhaustivity is violated because the clitic is directly dominated
by a prosodic word~ while Nonrecursivity is also violated because a prosodic word
directly dominates another one~ Similarly~ in the case where two or more clitics
are present~ two prosodic words combine to form another prosodic word ~lfiJ~
This can be seen in the following representationt

~lfiJ~ Representation with two clitics

PW

PW PW

Porta tella

In this case Nonrecursivity is violated because a prosodic word dominates another
one~

Therefore~ the analysis which I have proposed for cliticization constitutes addit
tional evidence in favor of viewing Exhaustivity and Nonrecursivity as constraints
which may be violated~

It should be noted that Selkirk ClM ~ also provides evidence which shows that
the constraints mentioned above could be violated~ She considers the prosodic
structure of phrases with function words and she suggests that a function word
may be prosodized either as a prosodic word or as a prosodic clitict In the latter
case~ three possible structures are suggested~

~llïO~ Prosodic structures

a ~ free c li tic
~fnc ~lex~~~ pp h

b~ internal clitic
C~fnc lex~pph

c~ affixal cliticccfnc ~lex~~~~~ pp h
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In the free clitic configuration~ the function word is sister to the prosodic word and
daughter to the phonological phrase~ this constitutes a violation of Exhaustivity
since a syllable is dominated by a phonological phrase~ In the internal clitic
case~ both the function word and the lexical word are dominated by the same
prosodic word~ Finally~ in the affixal clitic configuration~ there is a recursion
of the prosodic wordi in this case Exhaustivity is violated because a syllable is
dominated by a prosodic word~ as well as Nonrecursivity since there is a recursion
in the prosodic wordt

Selkirk argues that these are the only structures motivated to account for func~
tion words in English and Serbo~Croatian~ She also shows that within Optimality
Theory~ these structures are the result of a certain ranking of the constraints on
prosodic domination mentioned in ~lfifi~ above and constraints on alignment of
edges of constituents CMcCarthy óz Prince lJJSa~t

Peperkamp ~lJgSb~ provides additional evidence for the proposal made by
Selkirk~ she shows that by ranking the constraints proposed in Selkirk Clggh~ in
different ways~ it is possible to provide an account of the different patterns of
cliticization in Italian~ Napoletano and Lucaniant She takes into account data
similar to those discussed in section S~Mj the main difference between her treat~
ment and the one proposed here is that she assumes that in Napoletano the two
enclitics form a foot and not a prosodic word~ She proposes this structure on
the basis of proclisis~ however~ she does not take all the data regarding proclisis
into account~ The different phonological shape of proclitics and the reduction
processes which occur in that configuration might indeed argue in favor of two
different structures in the case of proclisis and enclisis and against an assimila~
tion of the twot Furthermore~ in her approach the existing similarities between
encliticization and compounding would become accidentalt

S t S Conclusion

In this chapter~ I have discussed the status of Italian clitics and I have presented
motivations to argue in favor of their affixal naturet

The issue of their phonological representation has also been addressed~ Nespor
óc Vogel ~lsSfi~ have argued in favor of the prosodic constituent Clitic Group in
order to account for the idiosyncratic phonological behavior of Italian clitics~
However~ as noticed in Booij ~lsJba~~ it would be more economical to do without
this prosodic category~ Furthermore~ the presence of the Clitic Group implies that
clitics always form a prosodic word of their owni this is a problematic assumption
because generally they do no meet the minimal requirements for being prosodic
words since they are monosyllabict

Instead~ I have proposed an alternative analysis~ where the phonological prop~
erties of Italian clitics are not accounted for by introducing a special constituent
in prosodic structure~ but by reducing cliticization to affixation if one clitic is
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present and to compounding if two or more clitics are present~ I have shown that
such an analysis gives an equally good account of the relevant Italian data as the
analysis based on the presence of the Clitic Group~ making the introduction of
this constituent unnecessary~ The analysis I have proposed follows as a natural
consequence of Prosodic Minimality and it captures the intuition that since clitics
are monosyllabic~ they cannot constitute prosodic words of their owni this will
only be possible when they merge together with other clitics~ because in this case
the minimal requirements to constitute a prosodic word are mett

I have shown that data from Napoletano constitute additional evidence for
this proposal~ the fact that in this dialect clitics are stressed receives a natural
explanation under the analysis proposed~

~ ~~I Appendix

The data which are presented in this appendix has been extracted from the
CHILDES database~ in particular from the corpus Calambronet The data come
from six subjects~ namely~

Diana z a first~born girl from a middle class family~ followed from liUll to
S ~Otlg

Guglielmo ~ a second~born boy from a middle~upper class family~ followed from
~il~OO to ZilltOO

Raffaello ~ a first~born boy from an upper class family~ followed from l~Z ~ OH to
S~atOO

Rosa t a second~born girl from a middle~lower class family~ followed from liatOO
to ~~Ua

Viola i a second~born girl from a middle class family~ followed from l JO ~ OO to
aiOtl~l

Martina t the only daughter from a middle class family~ followed from l~ITtOO to
S ~O ~ OO

I have first listed the files from which the data have been extracted together
with the age of the subjectst For each combination of clitics~ I have listed the
occurrences I have found relative to the different subjects~

It is evident from the data~ that children begin to use combinations of clitics
at a rather early age~ furthermore~ they do not make mistakes in their ordering~
The only relevant mistake can be found in the data related to ROSA~ where the
following case occursz

~lZl~ Me lo ll apli
Cl~~dat~ clt~acc~ clt~acc~ open
~Do you open it for me~

In the example above~ the accusative clitic is doubled~ which might support the
idea that the combination of one clitic with the verb forms one prosodic word~
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similarly for the combination of two clitics~ Therefore~ the clitic lo is not recog~
nized as a single entity~

SA tl Sequences of double clitics from the CHILDES database

In this section~ I have listed the files related to the different subjects where
sequencing of clitics were found~ The age of the child relative to the data reported
in a particular file is givent

Diana

dianO g~ cha~CAge of DIA~ l ilO~~ï
dianOÓ ~ chat CdAge of DIA~ P~St l
dianOg ~ chaOAge of DIA~ l~ fi~ OO
dianlO~cha~OAge of DIA~

Guglielmo

gugl~cha~CAge of GUG~ lJiR~l
gugStcha~OAge of GUG~
gug~tchaOAge of GUG~
gugS~chatOAge of GUG~ ~~ TBS
gugfitchatC~Age of GUG~ Rigtb
gugry~chaC~Age of GUG~ QilOtlJ
gugS~cha~C~Age of GUG~ gilltl
gugJ~cha~C~Age of GUG~ lill~l~

Raffaello

rafOS~cha~Age of RAF~ l~lM O
rafOry~cha~QAge of RAK V~ltlS
rafOg~chatCdAge of RAK
raflltcha~OAge of Raft Vifi~lN
raflR~chatOAge of RAK
raflN~chatC~Age of RAFt R~BtlS
rafl~~cha~OAge of RAF~ gig ~ Ofi
raflS~cha~OAge of RAFt Pill~l~
rafl fit chwOAge of RAF~ R~ll ~J
raflry~cha~OAge of RAF~ Oill~BO

Rosa

rosaOStcha~ OAge of ROS~ R~ORAl
rosaOg ~ chat OAge of ROS~ gi~~Rg
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rosalO ~ cha~OAge of ROS~ g~~~~os
rosall ~ cha~ OAge of ROS~ IJ~St~Pb
rosall ~ cha~ OAge of ROSz
rosal Y cha~ OAge of ROS~ Q~tPfi
rosal~ ~ cha OAge of ROS~ B~g~~
rosalb ~ chaOAge of ROS~ ~l~g~g~
rosal B ~ cha~ OAge of ROSt l~ lO~l~
rosalry ~ cha~ OAge of ROS~ Oill~lg
rosalS ~ cha~ OAge of ROS~ L~lLSO
rosalg ~ chat OAge of ROS~ Si O~gá
rosa gltcha~ OAge of ROSz N~s~W

Viola

violaO S~ chat OAge of VIO~ ~~~~
violaOry ~ chw CdAge of VIO~ foiS~ls
violaOS~chwOAge of VIOt Piryt pO
violalO ~ chwOAge of VIO~ Bi lO ~ O s

Martina

martOE ~ cha AdAge of MIR~ lilO~Bg
martOS ~ chatC~Age of MIRt lilLLO
martOg ~ cha~OAge of MIR~ L~Lll
martl g tcha~CdAge of MIR~ Pig~PP
martl N~ cha~OAge of MIRi
mart ll ~ chat QAge of MIR~ Bi~~Rl
martlfitcha~ LdAge of MIR~ ~~Tlg

Me to
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Combinations of the clitics me and lo which were found in the corpus~ The tag
before the example refers to the file were the example was found~ which in turn
can be associated with the age of the subject~

dianOH t chat ~DIA~ dammelo km dammelo kmi fl~
dianOHtcha~ A~DIAi no pecchte l me lo chive a me ~ da solo ik te ~ cattivo lui ~
dianOgtchat ~ODIA ~ me lo dai quetto T
dianOJ ~ cha~~DIA~ mhQi dammelo U guadda bimbo ~hai~ f ~~J vistoT
dianOJ ~ cha z~~DIA~ io voglio Dodo me lo pengiz
dianOJ~cha~ ~ODIAi me lo pengiz
dianOJ ~ chat~DIAi portamelo via ~ ohmi I
dianOJ ~ chat~DIAi ohQi me lo metti via tei
dianOJtchat ~ODIAi me lo metti viaT
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dianiOtcha z~KDIAt ohmi me lo plendi un attlo paneZ
dianSOtcha~ ~kDIAt ohQi me lo metti semple il babaglio ~
dianlOtchat~DIA z danmmelo lo gppo t~
gugS ~ cha~ ~kGUG z me l l apri z
gugStchat tGUGt non me lo ricordo pi~u~
gugbtchat ~kGUGt mamma me lo fai un treno lungo lungo Y
gugStchat ~kGM me lo metti qui ~ cos~i~ lui tttt
rafW~ cha z~kRAFi me l l apriz
rafOJtcha z~kRAF z me omp eggiY
rafii ~ chat ij~RAFi me lo chiamiF
raflZ ~ cha zA~RAFt me lo chiami questoY
rafiS ~ chat wRAFi me lo leggi~
rafiS ~ cha zwRAFt andiamo qui ik me lo racconti~
rafiS ~ cha z~kRAFt me lo dai ~
rafiStcha~ ~kRAFt me lo leggi Cappuccetto~
rafiI~ cha zA~RAFt me lo fai un sempente lungo lungo~
rosaOStchat ~kROS z ik ~ummp pappa~ me oOp reggi ~
rosaOStchat ~kROS z me lo l l apli~
rosaOJ ~ chat A~ROS z me l l apiY
rosalOtcha z~gROSi me l l api~
rosaiO ~ cha zwROSi me omp api~
rosalOtchat ~kROS z me Ow api
rosaiO ~ chai ~kROS z ecco me l l apit
rosaiOtcha z~kROSt me l l afi
rosaii ~ chw~~ROS z me l l afi~
rosalS ~ chat ~kROSi me l l api~
rosaiZ ~ cha z~kROSt dammelo
rosai S~ chat wROS z t me l l api~
rosalgtchat wROS z dammeli
rosaigtchat wROS~ dammele
rosaig ~ cha ztROS z t fi~s mamma me omp apiz
rosaig ~ chat ij~ROS~ aQp fonte ~ dammelo ~
rosall tcha~~ROS z me l l api mamma Il
rosail~ cha z~kROSi s g iZ me l l api~
rosaigtchai ~kROS z danmmeo ~ te ce Ow hai ~
rosail~ cha z~kROS z s tS~S m l omp fai~
rosaig ~ chat ij~ ROS z me lo piji~
rosalStchat wROS~ o mamma ~ enmp dammelot
rosaiStchat ~gROSi dammeloi
rosaiótchai tROS z me oOp pendiZ
rosaSV tcha zij~ROSt eeo mettiY
rosal V tchat tROS~ mo metti imp caalloY
rosal V~ cha~ ~kROS~ allola dammelo ~

Zg
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rosaiT~ cha~~ROS z me omp fai te~
rosalT~ cha~ x~ROS z un attrooo me omp metti qquaz
rosalitchai lkROSt ola non me omp iccoddo pit
rosaiHtchat mROSt me omp metti xxx
rosalg ~ chat ij~ROS i dammelo ~
rosaZi ~ chat ij ROS z me omp compri~
rosaZltchat ~kROS z cuoricino iF me omp di~
rosaZltchai ~kROSt s ~ me l l ha segnatot
rosaZi ~ cha zij~ROS z t e quetta cacca ~ cacca uffa me omp metti teT
violaOTtchat ~WlOt me lo dai ~ Ntale ~
martOfi ~ cha zij MIRi me l l apri ~ mamma Y
martOfitchat ij~MlR z mamma ~ me l l apri T
martOJtcha z~kMIR~ etta Cll etta ite~ doppo ~ no ~ quetto me l l apri
martlS ~ cha zmMIRt me lo cecchi T
martlg ~ chat ~KMIR z Cme l l apri~ flI tttt
martlfi ~ cha zA MIRt tk me lo Cali z
martifi ~ cha zij~MIRt me lo d~a~i ~
martlfi ~ cha zwMIR z allora dammelo i
martlBtchat ~kMIR z me lo dta~i z
martlfi ~ cha~ ~gMIR~ me lo dra~i kque lo ogute di fll di la fragola Y
martló ~ cha ~~gMIR ~ me lo dta~i z
martlB ~ cha~ ~kMIR z ik me lo Cali T
martlfi ~ cha z~gMIR~ www ~me lo~ fIl me lo prende Y

Me la

Combinations of the clitics me and la which were found in the corpus~

rafOS~chazij~RAFz me amp sbucci ~
rafig~ cha~~gRAF~ me la fai una balena pi grossaT
rafig~chazij~RAFi no~ me aQp faill
rafifi~cha~ij~RAFt me la daill
martOa~chat~kMIR~ dammela ~
rosalg~chat~ROSz me la apiY

Me li

Combinations of the clitics me and li which were found in the corpus~

rosaiT~chat~gROSz me imp potti i gochini~
rosaiV~chatij~ROSi no dammeli mammat
rosaiJ~chazmROSz mamma me imp dai pel crivere~
rosaZitchattROSt e dammelii
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Me Ie

Combinations of the clitics me and le which were found in the corpus~

gugS~chaz~kGM me le ha portate i

Me ne

Combinations of the clitics me and ne which were found in the corpus~

dianOZ~chatwDIAz dammeni Inlmd ta~ fl~
gugStchat~GUGi ora me ne Ow messe t
rafll~chatwRAFz me ne dai un altro~

Mi si
Combinations of the clitics mi and si which were found in the corpus~

gugS~chat~kGM guarda t motomn mi s l te~ rotta t
gugb~chat~kGM s~i~ perch~el sennto~ mi si imp scoppia

Mi ei

Combinations of the clitics mi and ei which were found in the corpus~

gugl~chat~kGUGi enmp ~e~ un altro ~ mi ci arrabbio t

Ce lo

Combinations of the clitics ce and lo which were found in the corpust

gugStchat~kGUGt se l l ho diberso
gug~~chat~GUG~ se l l ho grosso
gugg~chat~GM mia amp tma mia che it ~e~ ~ Critt~a~ grande non se l l ha
gugb~chatmGUG~ non ce l l ho xxx t
gugb~cha~~gGUGt mamma ce lo metti perch~el si ~e~ rotto
gugfitchat~kGUGi ce l l ha lei t
gugi~chat~kGUG~ perch~el loro lunmd ce l l hanno Ow medaglietta ~
gugi~chat~kGM e xxx perchrel lui non ce l l ha ~
gugVtchaimGM e perch~el questo ce l l ha verde ~
gugV~chaiijGUGt non co l l ha pi~u~ t
gugg~chatA~GUGt ma questo non ce l l ha il cappotto i
gugH~chai~GUGi non co l l ho t
gugHtchaimGUGi ce l~ ho io ~ c l ho io
rafifi~cha~~kRAF~ no ce l l hai tet
rosalOtchaz~gROSt s~ ce l l hannot
rosai~l~chaz~kROS~ te ce l l hai~
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rosalS~chaz~gROSt no~ anche mamma ce ll ha~
rosalTtchatwROSi no~ non te ll ho p ~p~ D~j
rosaST~chaz~kROSt non te ll ho ~p~ DI t
rosalïtcha~~kROSi te l~ ho~ te ll ho qua~
rosalStchat~ROSz non ce ll ha pesto lui~
rosalHtchat~kROSz no ce ll hai rosaY
rosaiJtchaimROSz tome Lll tome pesto gual~ tome ce ll ha la bambaY
rosaZOtchatwROSz anchl io ce ll hoi
rosaZOtchaz~kROS~ gual ce ll heil
rosaZOtchazwROS~ ce fll ce ll hai quelz
rosaZO~chazij~ROSz e Cu~n co ll hai quelz
rosaZO~chaz~kROS~ guarda io non ce ll ho tk ahmii
rosaZO~chaz~kROSr ce ll hot
rosaZitchaz~kROSz e ce ll hanno~ lui iOp vino lo pija
rosaZS~chaz~kROSz questa non co ll ha il vinot
rosaZl~chaimROSi questo non ce ll hal
rosaZl~chazwROSz oggi co ll avevo ma ora no~
violaObtchat~kVIOz eap ce llha Ioia
violaOTtchaz~gVIOi ce ll hai ~
violaOT~chaz~kVIOz s ~ ce ll ha Ioiat
violaOH~chazwVIOt s ce ll ho la bimba~
violaOS~chazwVIOz s ce l~ ha ke amp bimba t X bo~J~
EviolaOStchat~kVIO~ ce ll ho io~
violaOHtcha~wVIOt plaOi plami t allora tutti i ricci emp ce llha amp donnat
violalO~chai~VlOt ll ho qui ce ll ho ~ nei pattaloni~
violalOtchaiwVlOi ce ll ha
violaiOtcha~wVlOi quel quello ce ll ha~
martOJ~chaiwMIRt t diccelo te ~
martWchaz~kMIR~ diccelo te ~
martOJtchatwMIRz diccelo te
martMchaz~gMIRt diccelo te
martOJ~chaikMIRz tanti~ co ll ha
martiZ~chai~kMIRz s~i~ ci ll ho
martiZ~chazwMIRz no pecchwel io ce ll ho
martiStchaz~gMIRt non ci ll ho xxx
martlS~chazkMIRt non ce ll ho t
martSS~chat~gMIRt non ce ll ho i
martifi~chaikMIRt sti~ la voglio la frutta ~ te ce ll hai Y
martSfitchaikMIRt tk ce ll hai ~
martifitchatA~MIRz lun ce ll hai
martifi~chatwMIRi lun ce ll hei
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Ce la

Combinations of the clitics ce and la which were found in the corpus~

raflS~chat~gRAFt no non co la facciot
rosaifi~chat~kROSz t xxx f ll petta ce llha~
violaOb~cha~~gVIOz ce llha O accina O cietta ~

Ce li

Combinations of the clitics ce and li which were found in the corpus~

gugHtchat~kGUGz non co li ha gli occhi z
martlZtchat~gMIRz ma io ci li ho i cavalli

Ce Ie

Combinations of the clitics ce and le which were found in the corpust

martifitcha~yxMIRz non ce l l hanno le ali i

Ce ne

Combinations of the clitics ce and ne which were found in the corpus~

gugS~chatij~GUGt perch~el ce ne sono kpoc tanti Y
rosaiZ~chazij~ROS~ oa un ce nl pi~ non ce nl~
rosalZtchaz~kROSt OS chi no~ co nl put
rosaigtchaiA~ROSz ora non ce nl p ~ chiudi~
rosaiStchat~kROSz ohmi~ ce nl caccati tantit
rosaifitcha~ij~ROSz chi se nl unl attra~
rosaZitchai~gROSz guarda tanti ce nli
rosaZitchazA~ROSt guadda~ un attro ce nlt
martSfi~chaiwMIRi ohmi ~ bene ~ ce nl ~e~ ancora

Te lo

Combinations of the clitics te and to which were found in the corpust

ga

gugb~chai~gGM te lo regalo ~
gugbtchaiA~GM io te ll ho regalato a te
gugT~chai~gGUGt se te lo metti in bocca~ affoghi
gugStchat~GM allora non te lo faccio pi~u~ dare ~
guggtchaz~O~GUGr non te lo voglio pitu~ dare ~ Ow te non te lo do pi~u~
gugJ~cha~tGUG~ ora guarda te lo faccio con questo ft xxx ~
gugJtcha~~GUGi questo te~ tavolo brutto~ ti lo faccio andare su per aria tenm
rafAtchat~gRAF~ ora te lo faccio io una fll una dolce buona ehmii
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rafAtchat~kRAFt ora te lo faccio ecco~ guarda guarda
raflgtchatij~RAFt ora te lo faccio una pi grossa~
raflS~chai~gRAFi qui~ nap te lo racconti~
rafibtcha~~RAFz perch quando vene il sole te lo do
rafibtcha~tRAFi ecco te l l ho levatot
rafii~chaz~I~RAFt guarda~ te lo faccio vederet
rafiT~chat~RAFz te lo faccio vederet
rosaZl~chazij~ROS~ te lo tiro~
rosaZitcha~wROSt it no~ te lo do i
martOJ~cha~g~MlRt ora te lo do imp LIJ imp ccomo~ ehmi

Te la

Combinations of the clitics te and la which were found in the corpus~

gugS~chatij~GUG~ ti kpo te la parto tttt
rafiZ~chat~RAFt te amp prestot
rafA~cha~~kRAFt te la faccio
rafAtchaz~O~RAF~ te la faccioY
raflgtchaz~gRAFz ora te la faccio una balena grossa cos
raflfi~chatmRAFz te la faccio vedere~ questa~

Te li

Combinations of the clitics te and li which were found in the corpus~

dianOZ~cha~~kDIA~ ~do cocto~ te li pocio aft magima~
gugstchat~gGUGz ridammi tutti e non te li do piru~
rafiS~cha~~kRAFz te li faccioT

Te ne

Combinations of the clitics te and ne which were found in the corpust

raflg~chat~RAFt te ne faccio un altro
rafigtchaimRAFt poi te ne faccio unl altra~
rafiltchaiwRAFz te ne faccio unl altraY

Se la

Combinations of the clitics se and la which were found in the corpust

rafibtcha~~kRAF~ se la metteva alla piumat
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Se Ie

Combinations of the clitics se and le which were found in the corpust

raïlTtchatij~RAFt se le mangianot

Glielo

Combinations of the clitics gli and lo which were found in the corpus~

ss

gugS~chaz~~GUGt glielo andr~a~ a comprare il suo padrone i
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The analysis of Italian clitics

In this chapter I will propose a lexical analysis of Italian object clitics which
is cast within the HPSG framework~ it is based on the assumption motivated
previously that Italian clitics behave as affixest The account which I present in
this chapter~ deals with cliticization in sentences in simple tenses~ The analysis
of Italian clitic climbing is postponed until chapter fi ~

I will also address the issue of clitic ordering~ Since an accurate description
of the possible combinations of Italian clitics is lacking in the literature~ I have
tried to fill this gap by providing a list of the possible clitic clusters~ This is the
outcome of an investigation I have made into the Italian Reference Corpus ~ I will
provide a list of the combinations of clitics which I found in the corpus~ pointing
out also the different functions that clitics may have~ I will then consider previous
approaches to clitic ordering and I will suggest that the mechanism advocated to
account for the rigid ordering of affixes~ namely template morphology ~ should be
adopted also in the case of clitics~

At l Object clitics and simple tenses
In the lexical analysis I will propose~ clitics will not be considered lexical items
which are located in a specific position by rules of syntax~ but featural information
which is provided in the lexicon and used in morphology and phonology for the
realization of the cliticized verb form~ However~ clitics also exhibit certain prop~
erties typical of independent words~ since they must fulfill the subcategorization
requirements of the verb of which they are a semantic argumentt In Italian~ clitics
are generally in complementary distribution with full complementsi a sentence
like the following is not grammaticaLl

lIf the full complement is left ~or right~ dislocated~ its cooccurrence with a clitic pronoun is
possiblet For an analysis of this type of construction which is compatible with the treatment

By
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Martina lo legge il libro
Martina cltcacc~ reads the book

~Martina it reads the book~

Therefore~ it is necessary to have a mechanism which can account for the com~
plementary distribution of clitics and full complements and which can provide
the required featural representation~ Within a lexically based theory of grammar
such as HPSG~ a lexical rule can be used to obtain this result~ The Complement
Cliticization Lexical Rule CCCLR~~ proposed in Miller ói Sag ~lJJj~ for French
and adopted in Monachesi ~lJgSb~ and Monachesi ~lJJad~ for Italian~ can serve
this purpose~

ClT S ~ Italian Complement Cliticization Lexical Rule ~ICCLRj

verb
COMPS Ctt~

~COMPS Ct O II~ ~
W

~CLTS W U
CLTS

The rule applies to verbal forms that subcategorize for complements and its effect
is that of removing one complement at a time from the COMPS list of the verb
and add this information as value of the CLTS feature~ which acts as interface
to morphology~ In addition~ the rule will have as side effect that the element in
ARG~S corresponding to the clitic will register the information associated with
the clitic~ as a consequence of structure sharingt This will be relevant to Binding
Theory~ The rule can account for cases of cliticization like the ones represented
by sentences in simple tenses~

CltT~I~ Martina lo legge
Martina cltCacc~ reads

~Martina reads it~

of cliticization proposed here I refer to Sanfili ppo ~lJJS~t He foll ows Cinque C lggO~ in con~
sidering Clitic Left Dislocation ~CLLD~ different from wh~movement ~ In fact~ CLLD~ un like
wh~movement~ doesn~t li cense parasitic gaps and it is not sensitive to weak crossover ~ Further~
more ~ it can relate a verb and one of its arguments across two wh~islands and it allows for
multiple displacements and crossed dependenciest As in Cinque ~lJgo~~ Sanfi li ppo considers
the left dislocated phrase an adjunct ~ accounting in this way for its optionalityt As in the
analysis I wi ll propose~ c litics are assumed to reduce the valency of the verb they combine
with and to instantiate agreement features ~ In the treatment of CLLD proposed by Sanfili ppo~
verbal arguments which are syntactically saturated in this way can be optionally realized as
adjunctst This is possible through the introduction of a nonlocal feature ~ Thematic adjunct
domain which encodes information about the local structure of semantic arguments which can
be optionally realized~ In this way it is possible to account for those cases where the relation
between the c litic and the dislocated phrase cannot be established locally~ An extension of the
Slash Inheritance Principle k Pollard Bt Sag lJJA ~ ~ takes care of the fact that CLLD is sensitive
to strong islands k e ~ gt Complex NP Constraint~ while it is not sensitive to weak islands ~e ~ g~
wh~islands~ t
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In this case the CCLR applies to the verb leggere with the following COMPS list~

ClZb~ Example of the complement list of leggere

LCOMPS CNP~accl~J
The direct object will be removed from the COMPS list and it will be added as
member of the CLTS featuret

~lrs~ Example of the entry for lo legge after CCLR has applied

LCOMPS C ~~ CLTS INPlaccl~ga~i
I
l

The rule creates the featural information which wi ll be used in morphology and
phonology for the realization of the cli ticized verb form and also accounts for the
complementary distribution of the clitic and the overt argument in a sentence
like ~lTZ~~ repeated below ~

Martina lo legge il libro
Martina cl~Cacc~ reads the book

~Martina it reads the book~

As can be seen in ClTfi~~ the COMPS list of the verb leggere is empty because
the direct object has become a member of the CLTS feature~ therefore it is not
possibile for a phrasal argument to be present~ if the corresponding clitic is also
presentt The ungrammaticality of sentences like above~ can be accounted
for in this way~

Similarly~ the rule can account for sentences where a ditransitive verb has one
complement realized as clitic and the other one as an XP~ as in the following casei

ClZZ~ Martina lo spedisce a Rocco
Martina cl~Cacc~ sends to Rocco

~Martina sends it to Rocco~

Given the following COMPS list for the verb spedire~

tlTH~ Example of the complement list of spedire

ICOMPS C NP J accj~ PP~a l ~J
The rule will apply once~ eliminating the accusative argument from the COMPS
list~ while the other complement wi ll remain in the COMPS list allowing for the
presence of the overt PP a Roccot

ClTg~ Example of the entry for lo spedisce

I COMPS C PP~al ~~ CLTS JNP~accJis~~~I
Il
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On the other hand~ if both complements are cliticized~ as in the following sentence~
the lexical rule will apply twicet

~lgO~ Martina glielo spedisce
Martina cl~ ~dat~~acc~ sends

Wartina sends it to him ~

Given the COMPS list of the verb spedire in ClTÓ~~ the two complements will be
removed and added as value of the CLTS featuret

~lSl~ Example of the entry for glielo spedisce

I COMPS ~ ~~ CLTS ~PP~aj~seaml ~ NP f acc If s~amJl

since the COMPS list is empty~ no overt complement can appeart The CLTS
feature contains the relevant information related to the clitic~ which will be used
in morphology for the realization of the cliticized verb formt

The CCLR presented in tlTS~ above~ differs from a lexical rule with a similar
function recently proposed by Miller Bz Sag ~lJJS~ for French~Z The rule which
they suggest for French~ unifies the grammar of extraction and cliticization since
it operates on a verb that has an element missing Cthus encoded as value of
the SLASH feature~ and gives as output an entry where that element has been
removed from the SLASH feature and is added as value of the CLTS feature~a

ClHti~ French Complement Cliticization Lexical Rule
Cfrom Miller k Sag ~lJJb~~

verb SLASH S~~ I iOl
SLASH S~ ~
CLTS Sl CLTS Si U f CJj

where I l I E S~

Therefore~ verbal forms will first undergo the Complement Extraction Lexical
Rule discussed in section Z ~ Z ~ which creates slashed verbst The rule will reduce
the valence of the verb by removing a given complement and adding this informa~
tion as value of SLASHi in addition the position corresponding to the particular
argument in ARG~S will be marked as a slashed positiont The Complement Cliti~
cization Lexical Rule will apply to this output to create cliticized verb forms~

In this wayf it is possible to give a unified account of the fact that in French
past participle agreement is triggered both by a cliticized ClHSa~ and a wh~
extracted direct object ~lSSb~ ~ but not by a following NP ClHSc~~ The following
example from Kayne ClJHJ~ illustrates these factst

sHowever~ this is not their current position any more~ See Abeillé et al~ ~lJJb~ discussed
belowt

aThe notation ~ stands for set difference~ while U stands for set union~
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ClSS~ Past participle agreement in French

at Paul les a repeintes
Paul cltCacc~ has repainted

~Paul has repainted them~

b ~ Les chaises que Paul a repeintes
~The chairs that Paul has repainted~

c ~ Paul a ~repeinteslrepeint les chaises
~Paul has repainted the chairs~

Given the proposal in Miller óL Sag ClJSS~~ both in the case of extraction and in
the case of cliticization there will be a SLASH attribute on the ARGtS list of a
lexical entryt The rule of past participle inflection can thus be made sensitive to
this presencei agreement will be triggered if there is a SLASHED NP~accj position
in the ARG~S list of the verbt

Furthermore~ both cliticization ClSIa~ and extraction of the direct object
ClSAb~ allow for a floated quantifier to occur between the auxiliary and the past
participle~ while this is not the case if an NP is present ClSIc~~ as shown by the
following example from Sag ót Godard ~lsJl~ Ccft also Miller ói Sag Clggb~~~

ClS~I~ Floating of tous ~ toutes

a~ Marie les a tous vus ~Ttous~
Marie clt~acc~ has all saw all

~Marie saw them all~

b~ Ces livres~ que Marie a tous vus Cztous~
These books~ that Marie has all seen all

~These books~ all of which Ma rie saw~

c~ Marie a C~tous~ vu tous les livres
Marie has all seen all the books

Warie saw all the books~

Also in this case~ if cliticization or extraction occurs~ the verbal form will be
slashed~ therefore a lexical rule for leftward floating of the quantifier can be
formulated on the basis of this information~ Miller óc Sag Clgsb~ propose a rule
which adds a quantifier to the COMPS list of a verb which contains an accusative
or dative NP in its SLASH valuet In this way floating of the quantifier win be
possible only in the case of extraction or cliticization~

On the other hand~ Italian doesn~t exhibit a similar correlation~ since past par~
ticiple agreement is triggered by object clitics ClSSa~~~ but not by a wh~extracted
direct object ClSbb~ or by an object NP ClHbc~~

~In Italian~ third person object clitics trigger obligatory agreement with the past participle~
while with first or second person~ agreement is optionalt
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ClSb~ Past participle agreement in Italian

at Paolo le ha ridipinte
Paolo cl~~acc~f~u has repaintedf~u

~Paolo has repainted them~

b ~ Le sedie che Paolo ha ~ridipinteiridipinto
~The chairs fju that Paolo has repainted~f~uImegf

ct Paolo ha ridipintelridipinto le sedie
~Paolo has repainted~fPtuImeg the chairsfplu~

While this is the situation in Standard Italian~ agreement with the direct object
~NP or wh~element~ is sometimes possible in high registers of Italian C lSfia~~
in certain variations represented by southern Italian dialects ~lHfib~ and it was
also an option in Old Italian ~lSfic~~ The following examples from Salvi ~lJSl~
illustrate these factsts

~lSfi~ at Abbiamo riservate delle poltrone per le Signorie Vostre
Have reservedfplu some chairs fplu for the Highness Your

Ve have reserved some chairs for Your Highness~

b ~ La pesca che ho mangiata era piuttosto acerba
The peachfag which have eatenfag was rather sourfsg

~The peach which I have eaten was rather sour~

c ~ Ho poi conosciuti alcun~ altri CCastiglione~ II Cortegiano~
Have then metm~u some othersmo

~ I have then met some other people~

The examples above show that the situation in Italian is different from French~
namely past participle agreement is triggered by object clitics~ but not by a
full NP or by a relative pronoun direct objectt Agreement with the latter is only
possible in certain registerst Therefore~ in Standard Italian there is no correlation
between cliticization and extraction as far as agreement is concernedt

Similarly~ with respect to the floating of tous~ Italian patterns differently from
Frencht In Italian~ tutti~ which is the equivalent of French tous ~ cannot intervene
between an auxiliary and a past participle if an object NP is presentt

~lST~ Martina ha ~~tutte~ mangiato Ctutte~ le fragole
Martina has all eaten all the strawberries

~Martina has eaten all the strawberries~

The same acceptability holds if a cliticized ClSSa~ or wh~extracted object ClSSb~
is present i

sKayne ~IJBJ~ also mentions the possibility of past participle agreement with the following
NP in Italian~ and so does Centineo ~lJHB~ who says that past participle agreement is optional
both with the following NP and with a relative pronount
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~lHH~ a~ Martina le ha C~tutte~ mangiate ~tutte~
Martina cl~~acc~ has all eaten all

Wartina has eaten all~

b~ Le fragole~ che Martina ha C~tutte~ mangiato Ctutte~
The strawberries~ that Martina has all eaten all

~The strawberries that Martina has all eaten~

Contrary to French~ floating of tutti is not acceptable in Italian and this is the
case in all three environments under consideration~

Therefore~ in Italian~ cliticization and extraction do not correlate with respect
to past participle agreement and floating of the quantifier tuttà ~ differently from
French~ The different behavior of Italian and French with respect to the phenom~
ena mentioned above is reflected in the different formulation of the Complement
Cliticization Lexical Rule~ namely the Italian version win not make reference to
material contained in the SLASH feature~ However~ it would be desirable to
unify the Italian and French lexical rules which deal with cliticization and de~
rive the differences with respect to past participle agreement and floating of the
quantifiers differently~

In a more recent paper~ Abeillé et alt ClJgb~ propose an alternative account
for the French data discussed above~ They propose a cliticization lexical rule like
the following~

~lóJ~ Complement C li ticization Lexical Rule ~CCLR~

verb COMPS rl ~ r~
COMPS rl ~ W t r~ ~

fCLTS M Ut I ípclàtàc~
CLTS M

In the rule above~ the notation r stands for list variables while dots refer both
to appending and adding elements to lists~ Uf stands for non~trivial set union~
which will prevent íp to be added to the set if it is already present~

This rule is similar to the one adopted for Italian in ClZ~~~ in fact its effect
is that of removing one complement at a time from the COMPS list of the verb~
this information is then added as value of CLTS ~ The only difference is that in
this approach SYNSEM objects will be distinguished between canonical Cas in
the case of full phrases~ and noncanonical ones~ with clitic being a subsort of
the lattert This rule has a relevant side effect~ if the element which is removed
from the COMPS list Cto be added as value of CLTS~ is also a member of the
ARG~S list~ the corresponding element in ARG~S will be of sort clitict This
information will be crucial for Binding Theory which relies on the obliqueness
hierarchy encoded in ARG~S~

On the other hand~ verbal forms which are the output of the Complement
Extraction Lexical Rule will have the element in ARG~S~ corresponding to the
extracted one~ of sort gap~ which is also a subsort of noncanonicalt Therefore~
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in French~ both past participle agreement and floating of the quantifiers win be
triggered if in the ARG~S list there is an element of sort noncanonicaL As for
Italian~ past participle agreement will be triggered if an element of sort clitic is
in the ARG~S list~ in a way that will be made precise in section fi ~M t

In this manner~ it is possible to have one lexical rule for cliticization which
operates both in Italian and in French while still accounting for the differences
with respect to past participle agreement and to quantifier floatingt The version
of the lexical rule presented in ~lHg~ is the one which will be adopted in the rest
of this workt

AtZ The formation of the clitic cluster

The analysis which I have proposed for object clitics~ relies on the assumption
that clitics should not be considered lexical items~ but featural information which
is present in the lexicon and used in morphologylphonology for the spell out of the
cliticized verb formt The immediate question is then how the featural information
will be used to produce the cliticized verb and in addition how the rigid ordering
of the clitics can be derivedt Before addressing these issues~ I win first review how
previous accounts have dealt with the troublesome problem of clitic ordering~

A tZ~l Syntactic accounts of clitic ordering

The issue of clitic ordering has been the topic of much discussion in the TO~s~ since
the seminal work of Perlmutter ClsTl~In the following sections~ I win briefly
review some approaches to clitic ordering which have been made in that period~
In particular~ I will discuss the proposal in terms of templates of Perlmutter~
together with criticisms which have been raised against it by Wanner ClgTZ~~
Seuren ~lsTfi~ and Emonds ClJlTb~t

~I tZtl ~l Perlmutter lgZl

Perlmutter ~lsTl~ argues that the ordering of clitics in a cluster cannot be deter~
mined by syntactic transformations and that linear order should be determined
by filters that apply on the output of syntax~ Therefore~ he proposes that the
order of clitics should be determined by surface structure constraints ~SSC~ which
are expressed in terms of templates or chartst In the SSC~ clitic slots are strictly
ordered~ in a way that ordering relations are transitive~ antisymmetric and ir~
reflexive~ In addition~ the order of the clitics is specified positively~ no negative
constraints are allowed~ Perlmutter also claims that the syntactic function of
the clitic doesn~t interfere with its position in the cluster and that all the prop~
erties which are relevant to clitic ordering are present in surface structure~ In
his approach~ clitic movement rules move clitics to their position in a random
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order~ only those combinations and those orderings which fulfill the SCC win be
retained while the others will be rejectedt

A~Z~ltZ Wanner lSTT

The approach proposed by Perlmutter deals essentially with the Spanish and
French clitic systemst However~ Wanner Clgtlll~ shows that Perlmutter~s proposal
must be revised if it has to account for the ordering which is found in the Italian
clitic cluster~ In particular~ it should be supplemented by an additional negative
constraint~ which would rule out combinations of two clitics where dative gli
occurs as second elementt

Furthermore~ a post~SSC reordering rule should be introduced in order to
account for the order of the clitic si~ which varies according to its interpretationt
In fact~ impersonal si follows a third person object clitic such as lo ~ la~ li ~ le ~
while reflexive si precedes themt

In addition~ the fact that combinations of similar clitics are not allowed in
Italian~ shows that phonological information also plays a role in the formation
of clitic clusters~ There must be a certain interaction between phonology and
syntax so that phonological information must be present in pre~surface structure
stringst

On the basis of this evidence~ Wanner concludes that the Italian data consti~
tute a serious challenge to the account of clitic ordering advanced by Perlmutter~

AtZ~l~l Seuren larTfi

Additional criticism to Perlmutter~s approach is provided by Seuren ClJTfijt He
points out some shortcomings of the template approach by showing that the
charts proposed for French and Spanish do not account properly for the relevant
data~ Furthermore~ they can only register the facts~ but they are not able to
make predictionst

As for the Italian data~ his criticism to Perlmutter~s proposal shares some
insights with Wanner ClsTr~~ discussed above~ Furthermore~ he argues that the
validity of the approach becomes questionable if dialectal variation is taken into
account~

He then proceeds by making a totally different proposal~ which he claims can
account for the ordering of clitics in several languages~ including Spanish~ French~
Modern Greek and Italian~ However~ in his discussion of the Italian clitic system~
Seuren leaves aside the question of the ordering of adverbial clitics~

His approach is based on a calculus where clitics are assigned a numerical
value Cfulnctional load~ and an index which determines their position within the
cluster~ Both the index and the functional load are calculated on the basis of
a table consisting of different parameters which are based on morphological and
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semantic information~ A maximum total load is fixed for different languages and
if the combination of clitics exceeds this limit~ it is ruled out as not acceptable~

Given the arbitrariness in which the numerical values are assigned in the
different languages~ it is not clear in which sense this approach would be less ad
hoc and more explanatory than an approach in terms of SSC ~

CZtlA Emonds lSZS

Emonds ~lJflb~ argues against Perlmutter~s approach by claiming that French
clitic ordering can be accounted for without making use of the Surface Structure
Constraint~ Instead~ he suggests that within a structure preserving framework~
the order of French clitics follows from independently motivated rules of the
grammar~

He assumes the presence of two slots next to the verb~ namely PRO and CL ~
for clitics to be filled~ in particular~ CL can be occupied by adverbial clitics and
PRO by object clitics~ These slots are introduced by phrase structure rules~ The
PRO position is filled by means of a structure preserving transformation which
moves the relevant clitic from the argument position into its canonical position
adjacent to the verbt A different rule is postulated to account for the placement of
le~ la~ lesi this is a local transformation which combines deletion with insertiont
In particular~ it deletes the postverbal position relative to the object NP and
it inserts the relevant object clitic in preverbal positiont Furthermore~ a root
transformation accounts for the order of clitics with imperatives~ while another
local transformation accounts for clitic interchange~ namely for the fact that le~
la~ les precede the other clitics when they occur preverbally~

Emonds claims that his approach can derive French clitic ordering only by
means of transformations without making use of the SSC of Perlmuttert How~
ever~ the presence of the two slots adjacent to the verb which are filled by the
clitics~ reintroduces the notion of template~ which seems unavoidable in almost
any account of clitic orderingt

A~Z~Z Morphological approaches to clitic ordering

The approaches discussed above constitute evidence that a purely syntactic treat~
ment cannot provide the solution to the formation of the clitic clustert With the
exception of Emonds~ analysis~ all treatments show that syntactic transformations
are not appropriate to account for clitic ordering~ Therefore~ other mechanisms
need to be introduced~ such as templates or numerical devices in order to obtain
the correct result~ even in Emonds~ approach the notion of template is not com~
pletely absentt More recent syntactic analyses which address the issue of clitic
ordering~ such as Sportiche ~lsga~~ still rely on the idea of a templatet In fact~
Sportiche postulates the presence of different clitic projections which are ordered
according to a chart similar to the one proposed by Perlmutter for Frencht
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The approaches presented above~ have mainly dealt with the ordering of cli~
tics~ but have generally ignored the problem of synthetic clusters and the cooccur~
rence restrictions in clitic combinations~ If these issues are taken into considera~
tion~ it becomes even more evident that a syntactic approach to the distribution
of clitics is inadequatet On the other hand~ they can be properly addressed
within a morphological treatment~ such as the one advocated by Bonet Clgsl~~
for Catalan clitics~

~I tZtZtl Bonet lsgl

Bonet ~lJJl~ views clitics as a hierarchical structure of morphological features
which is obtained through a mapping from S~structure to the Morphological com~
ponent~ This component is characterized by specific morphological rules that can
operate on the basic structure which is assigned to each clitic~ by changing its
features ~cft also Halle ói Marantz In this way~ it is possible to account
for synthetic clusters~ namely nonAransparent combinations of clitics~ as in the
case of the Spurious se rulet Previous approaches have handled those cases in
terms of phonological rules~ in these accounts the fact that the output of the rule
coincides with an independently existing clitic is a mere accident~ while this is
expected under her morphological approach~ As for clitic ordering~ Bonet main~
tains Perlmutter~s templatic approach~ namely clitics belong to different position
slots~ linearization is then performed in the morphological component while spell
out rules provide the input to phonologytg

d~ZtZ~Z Template morphology

The idea of accounting for the distribution of clitics within morphology is not
new~ in fact Simpson óe Withgott ClJHfi~ propose to analyze pronominal clitic
clusters as a type of morphological constructiont They distinguish layered mort
phology~ which is a word formation process that reflects a hierarchical structure~
from template morphology~ which involves the construction of a flat morpho~
logical template~ The latter creates a structure which comprises slots that are
filled by specific morphemest This notion of template differs in some sense from
that proposed by Perlmutter Clsrl~~ in that the former creates a morphological
structure while the latter acts as a filter on syntactic structure~

A crucial feature of template morphology is the notion of position classes ~
which has also played a relevant role in the descriptive literature of American In~

bSee also Harris ClJgA~ for a similar approach to Spanish and Catalan clitics~ Unlike Bonet~
Harris doesn~t assume a hierarchical structure of morphological features and the existence of the
templatet Instead~ he considers clitics to share with other nominal forms an internal constituent
structuret Similarly to Bonet~ he postulates several morphological rules that perform structural
operations which effect the feature representation of the cliticst In this way~ he can derive
synthetic clusters~ As already mentioned he doesn~t assume a template to account for clitic
ordering~ but he postulates the presence of filters to rule out ill~formed combinationst
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than languages ~Lounsbury lJb S~ Stanley lJfis~ ~ Furthermore~ it is characterized
by being a word formation process which doesn~t make reference to the notion of
head and where the absence of information Czero morphemes~ can play a mean~
ingful rolet In addition~ the adjacency and no lookahead constraints~ which hold
within layered morphology~ are violated in template morphologyt In fact~ unlike
template morphology~ layered morphology is constrained by some principle of
adjacency and it doesn~t permit an inner morpheme to be chosen on the basis of
what the outer morpheme will be~z

Simpson óz Withgott ClsHfi~ argue that pronominal clitic clusters constitute
a clear case of template morphology~ In fact~ clitic clusters form a flat structure
where elements belong to different slots and where it is not evident which element
should be considered the headt In addition~ the phonological form of clitics might
depend on other clitics which appear in the cluster~ They also notice that there
are arbitrary gaps in the combinations of clitics~ they mention the constraint
which I have already discussed for Italian~ and which is valid also for French~ that
first and second person accusative clitics cannot be followed by dative clitics~

ClsO~ ~ Je te lui présenterai
I cltCacc~ cltCdat~ present
~I will present you to him~

However~ if one of the clitics represents an ethical dative~ the same sequence
would be acceptable~

Clgl~ Je te lui ai écrit une note
I cl~Cdat~ clt~dat~ have written a note

~ I wrote a note to him~

From this data they conclude that the notion of position class and that of case
are relevant in clitic cluster formation~ Furthermore~ they point out that an
approach such as the one of Perlmutter ~lgZl~ would not explain the data above~
In fact~ in order to account for these examples~ it is not possible to formulate
a restriction in terms of sequences of elements which are not acceptable~ but in
terms of morphological featurest In addition~ in an approach in terms of template
morphology~ the two sentences below will be correctly ruled out for the same
reason~ namely because no rule will produce themi
ClJ~~ a~ ~ II me vous présentera

He cl~~acc~ cl~Cdat~ present
~He will present me to you~

b ~ ~ Je vous lui présenterai
I cltCacc~ cltCdat~ present
~I will present you to him~

rAdjacency is a constraint to make theo ries of morphology more restrictivet It limits mor~
pheme property information to immediately adjacent morphemest
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In fact~ they both violate the constraint mentioned above that first and second
person accusative clitics cannot be followed by dative clitics~ While in Perlmutt
ter~s proposal~ two different mechanisms are used to account for them~ namely
the former is ruled out by a SSC ~ while the latter by a nonglobal constraint~

Simpson ós Withgott ClJSfi~ also point out an additional property of morpho~
logical templates~ namely the possibility for methathesist To this purpose they
mention a case of methathesis which occurred in Middle French~ where first and
second person proclitics moved in front of accusative ones~s They suggest that
this is due to a class of morphemes which are reordering and that it should be
taken as evidence of a flat morphological template~

The notion of position class which is crucial in an account of clitics in terms of

template morphology~ plays also a relevant role in the analysis of languages where

affixes are rigidly ordered~ making the correlation between affixes and clitics more

evident~
Inkelas ClJJ S ~ provides an analysis of the complex verb morphology of Nimb~

oran which is based on the notion of position class~ In Nimboran~ each finite

verb contains a maximum of seven morphemes which are rigidly ordered and

which form what Inkelas calls the modifier~ The failure of a subcategorization

approach CLieber lgHO~ and of a syntactic or semantic approach to account for

the distribution of the verbal affixes in the modifier~ makes an analysis in terms

of template morphology the only valid alternative worth exploring~ as Inkelas

remarks~ However~ her approach differs in a crucial way from the proposal made

in Simpson ós Withgott ClJHfi~~ the latter consider the position class template

as a flat structure where linear precedence is encoded directly~ Therefore~ for

Nimboran the following would be a possible template~

ClJ~~ Verb

root PlSubj DuSubj MObj IncDu Loc Iter Tense SubjPers

On the other hand~ in the approach proposed by Inkelas~ a template with hi~
erarchical levels is postulated~ In this way ~ ordering relations are obtained by
combining two sources of information~ there is a precedence dimension which
is the result of dividing morphemes into prefixes and suffixes and a dominance
dimension which follows as a consequence of the possible levels of attachment~g
In this system~ affixes are specified for a subcategorization frame which encodes
information on the direction and on the level of attachment~ Inkelas argues that

sI have already mentioned in section M~M that a similar case of methathesis occurred also

in Old Fiorentino~
gIt should be noticed that Inkelas postulates the existence of an empty base within the

modifier around which morphemes are ordered as prefixes and suffixes~
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this hierarchical system is necessary in order to account for particular cases of
morphological blocking~ namely for those situations where the presence of certain
affixes excludes the presence of others~ She proposes a structure like the following
for the modifiertlo

ClJd~ G

DuSubj MObj IncDu Loc Iter Tense SubjPers

Inkelas suggests that the modifier forms a constituent of its own which combines
with the root to form a compound~ in this way the fact that there is a clear
phonological boundary between the stem and the modifier can be accounted
for~ ll

The approach discussed above has also been adopted by Halpern ClgsZ~ in his
treatment of the verbal inflection in Sekani and in his analysis of Serbo~Croatian
clitics~ In his approach~ he emphasizes a position already taken by Simpson óz
Withgott ~lJSfi~ and Anderson ~lJJZ~ that clitics and affixes share much of the
same behavior and therefore they should be handled by the same mechanism~

Anderson ClgsZ~ notices that the possible positions of special clitics within
a phrase reflect a range of possibilities also exhibited by affixes with respect to
the word where they appeart Therefore~ he proposes to treat clitics not as lexical
items inserted in syntaxi instead~ similar to affixes~ they should be considered
phonological material which is inserted in the phonological representation of a
phrase as the spell out of the properties of the phrase~ He achieves this result
by postulating a series of rules that introduce affixesIclitics into phrasest The
ordering which is found in clitic clusters and in cluster of affixes is obtained by
ordering the relevant spell out rules~

In a more recent proposal CAnderson lJJl ~ ~ he suggests an alternative analysis
to obtain the relative ordering of affixeslclitics~ which is developed within the
framework of Optimality Theory COT~t Adopting one of the basic insights of OT ~
he assumes that all affixes are present in the word at the same time~ their ordering

loThe PlSubj morpheme is omitted by Inkelas from this representation given its unclear
status~ CL her footnote ZJ ~

IlThis suggestion is similar to what I have proposed in the case of Italian when the verb
combines with more clitics Ccft section M~M ~ ~
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is determined by the fact that they all compete for a certain position~ but since in
OT constraints are ranked relative to one another~ one will outweigh the otherst

Similarly~ in the case of Romance~ clitics are not introduced one at a time
within the relevant structure~ but they will all be present at the same time~ As
for proclitics~ they are all subject to constraints of the EdgeMost~cl~L~ type~
in other words~ they all compete to be as close as possible to the left edge of the
relevant domain~ in this case the verbt In addition~ constraints will be ranked
with respect to each other~ in order to yield the observed order~ On the other
hand~ with nonfinite verbs~ clitics appear after the hostt In order to obtain this
result~ Anderson assumes that there is a constraint which is ranked higher than
the othersi it requires that non~finite forms must be at the left edge of the same
domain~

Both accounts proposed by Anderson~ rely on the notion of position classes~
which are obtained by the ordering of the rules in Anderson ~lJSZ~ and by the
ranking of the constraints in Anderson ~lJgl ~ ~ However~ the latter approach
is more dynamic than a treatment in terms of templatest For example~ it is
more flexible in dealing with dialectal variation in the ordering of clitics~ While
in a templatic approach the whole template should be restated~ in Anderson~s
account only the ranking of certain constraints should be modified leaving the
others unchangedt Yet~ it is not clear how~ in this approach~ the complementary
distribution which holds for certain clitics~ can be derived~ It should also be
noticed that the OT account shares with an approach such as that of Perlmutter
Clslïl~ not only the idea of position classes~ but also the insight that all possible
combinations of clitics are producedt It is the way constraints are ranked in OT
and the SSC~s in Perlmutter ClJTl~ that~ acting as filters~ rule out illMormed
structures which are in any case produced by the grammar~

To summarize~ morphological approaches to clitic cluster formation still rely
on the notion of template introduced by Perlmutter C lgTl~ in order to account for
clitic orderingt However~ they represent an advantage with respect to syntactic
approaches since they can provide an answer to the presence of synthetic clusters
and to the cooccurrence restrictions exhibited by certain cliticst Two additional
types of evidence against a syntactic approach to clitic cluster formation are sug~
gested by Bonet C lJgl~ ~ She notices that dialects can show a certain variation
with respect to order while this doesn~t seem to correlate with significant differ~
ences in syntax~ Furthermore~ it is often the case that certain clitics occupy a
specific position within the cluster regardless of their syntactic function~lZ There~
fore~ these facts seem to constitute evidence in favor of a morphological approach
to clitic cluster formation~ in fact it would be desirable to maintain the level of
syntactic description general and free from idiosyncratic informationt

laHowever~ cf~ Wanner ~lgTTj where he mentions the case of si in Itali an~ which constitutes
a counterexample~
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A~M The Italian clitic cluster
Given the advantages of a morphological approach to clitic cluster formation~ it
seems promising to pursue an analysis in this direction also for Italian~ However~
in order to provide an appropriate account of the ordering of Italian clitics~ it is
crucial to know which combinations of clitics are actually possible~ This informa~
tion is necessary if one wants to arrive at certain generalizations about the way
in which clitics are ordered~ or even to conclude that their ordering is completely
idiosyncratict As far as I know~ a systematic description of Italian clitic ordering
is lacking in the literaturet Therefore~ I have made an attempt to fill this gapt

I will provide a list of attested clusters which have been extracted from the
Italian Reference Corpust I will list which combinations of clitics were found
in the corpus~ providing relevant examples of eacht I will also point out the
different syntactic functions that clitics with the same surface realization may
have~ Idiomatic uses of clitics are also reported~ It should be noted that almost
all combinations of clitics that were found in the corpus consist of two elements~
Cases with three clitics were very rare and in all of them the clitic si was present~ls

A~Z~S~l Combinations of Italian clitics

The following is a list of the Il combinations of two clitics which where found in
the corpusi

~ M ~ Possible combinations of clitics in Italian

ce la gliela la si me la se la te la ve la
ce le gliele le si me le se le te le ve le
ce li glieli li si me li se li te li ve li
ce lo glielo lo si me lo se lo te lo ve lo
ce ne gliene le ci me ne se ne te ne ve ne
ci si gli ci mi ci ti ci vi ci

gli si mi si ti si vi si

Relevant examples for each possible combination~ together with a specification
of the different functions of clitics are reported below~

Ce la

e Locative ci and accusative la

Clgfi~ Quando ce la trovó~ tutti e due rimasero imbarazzatissimi
When cl~ cl~ found~ all and two remained very embarrassed
~When he found her there~ they were both very embarrassed ~

lsThere were around lC OOO examples of combinations of clitics which I examinedi only fi
contained combinations with three cliticst
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e Dative ci and accusative la

~lJT~ Ma cosa ce la pagheranno a settembre i mercanW
But what cl~ cl~ will pay in September the merchants

~But what will the merchants pay us for it in September~

e Benefactive ci and accusative la

ClgH~ Bisogna trovare un medico che ce la studi
Need find a doctor that cl~ cl~ study

~We need to find a doctor to study it for us~

e Inherent reflexive ci and accusative la

ClsJ~ Ce la figuravamo ~ quando si insinuava precisa
CL clt imagine~ when sneak expert

~We could imagine it ~ them sneaking in expertly~

e Idiomatic usage of the clitics~ Invariable

CZOO~ Non ce la farei a sopportare uno zaino leggero
Not cl~ clt can stand a backpack light

~I couldn~t stand a light backpack~

e Idiomatic usage of the clitics~ the first possibly a reflexive

CtiOl~ Ce la svignammo furtivamente
Clt clt slipped away stealthily

~We slipped away stealthily~

Ce le

e Locative ci and accusative le

loS

CZOti~ La vecchia alzó le mani alla testa~ ma non ce le posó
The old woman raised the hands to the head~ but not cl~ clt lay

~The old woman raised the hands to the head~ but didn~t lay them
there~

e Dative ci and accusative le

~ M ~ Perché Dio ce le ha date
Because God cl~ cl~ has given

~Because God has given them to us~

e Inherent reflexive ci and accusative le

CZOl~ Ce le portiamo a casa dalle vacanza
Clt clt bring home from the holidays

~We will bring them home from holidays~
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Ce li

Chapter ~~ The analysis of Italian clitics

e Locative ci and accusative Ii

~ZOb~ Se stanno li ~ qualcuno ce li deve aver messi
If are there~ somebody cl~ cl~ must have put

~ If they are there~ somebody must have put them there~

~ Dative ci and accusative li

CtiOfi~ Ce li invia da acque profonde come il cielo
Clt clt send from waters deep as the sky

~She sends them to us from waters deep as the sky~

~ Inherent reflexive ci and accusative li

~ZOT~ Ce li spargevamo sui capelli
Cl~ clt spread over the hair

~We were spreading them over our hair~

e Pleonastic ci and accusative Ii

~tiOS~ I soldi ce li ho e vengo io da te
The money clt clt have and come I to you
~ I have the money and I will come to you~

e Purpose ci and accusative Ii

~ZOJ~ Erano solo i fatti che ce li costringevano
Were only the facts that cl~ clt forced

~It was only the facts that forced them to do it~

Ce lo

e Locative ci and accusative lo

CZlO~ Gli corsi incontro~ ma non ce lo trovai
Cl ~ ran towards~ but not cl~ clt found

~ I ran towards him~ but I couldn~t find him there~

e Dative ci and accusative lo

CZll~ Se avevano pensato qualcosa~ ora ce lo nascondevano
If had thought something~ now clt clt hide
~ If they had thought something~ they would hide it from us nowf

e Inherent reflexive ci and accusative lo

CtilZ~ Siamo tutti degli schifosi che non ce to meritiamo
Are all some disgusting that not cl~ cl~ deserve
~We are all disgusting ones that don~t deserve it for ourselves~
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e Pleonastic ci and accusative lo

~M~ Un dubbio~ ce lo avrebbe
A doubt~ cl~ cl~ have

~A doubt~ she would have it~

e Benefactive ci and accusative lo

CZA~ Il nostro destino ce lo creiamo noi stessi
The our fate cl~ clt create our selves

~Our fate~ we create it ~for us~ ourselves~

Ce ne

e Dative ci and partitive ne

Ctilb~ Non che ce ne abbiano dato molto
Not that clt clt have given much

~It is not the case that they have given much of it to us~

e Inherent Reflexive ci and ne

Ctilfi~ Senza che noi ce ne accorgessino
Without that we clt clt realize

~Without us realizing it~

e Locative ci and ne

CZlZ~ Forse ce ne sono degli altri
Perhaps cl ~ cl ~ are some more

~Perhaps there are some more of thesel

e Benefactive ci and ne

CZló~ Ce ne faremo di nuovi lungo il cammino
Cl~ clt make of new along the way

~We will make ourselves new ones ~of them~ along the way ~

e Dative ci and specification ne

~ZlJ~ Se questo vi disturba~ non ce ne importa niente
If this clt bother~ not cl~ clt care nothing
~If this bothers you~ we do not care~

e Idiomatic use

CZZO~ Ce ne stiamo al calduccio
Clt clt stay warm

~We stay warm~

lOb
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Ci si

e Locative ci and impersonal si

Chapter I~ The analysis of Italian clitics

~ZZl~ Era talmente buio che non ci si vedeva piu
Was so dark that not clt cl~ see more

~It was so dark that one couldn~t see there any more~

e Inherent reflexive ci and impersonal si

~M~ Ci si aspetterebbe di trovarli nelle pianure
cl~ cl~ expect to find clt in the plains

~One would expect to find them in the plains~

e Dative ci and reflexive si

~M ~ Ci si paró di fronte Timu
Clt clt stood in front Timu

~Timu stood in front of us~

a Locative ci and reflexive si

tM~ Lui ci si è adagiato immobile con il cuore impazzito
He cl~ clt has layed still with the heart mad

~He has layed down Cthere~ still~ with a mad heart~

e Specification ci and impersonal si

~tiZS~ Ci si accorge
Cl~ clt aware
~One gets aware of it~

e Instrumental ci and reflexive si

CZZfi~ O ~ Connor strappó una st riscetta e ci si accese la sigaretta
O~ Connor tore a little strip and cl~ cl~ lit a cigarette

~O~ Connor tore a little strip and he lit a cigarette for himself with
it l

e Accusative ci and impersonal si

CnIl~ Non ci si vede mai
Not cl~ cl~ see never

~One never sees one other~

e Ci and impersonal si

~ZZH~ Penso prop rio che ci si possa contare
Think really that cl ~ cl ~ can count

~I really think that one can count on him ~
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Gli ei

e Idiomatic use

CnJ~ A un giornalista gli ci vuole uno stenografo adeguato
To a journalist clt cl~ want a stenographer appropriate

~A journalist must have an appropriate stenographer~

Gli si

e Dative gli and reflexive si

~ZSO~ Yoi gli si rivolgeva con freddezza
Yoi clt clt addressed with coldness

~Yoi addressed herself to him with coldnessf

e Dative gli and impersonal si

CM ~ Mi sembrava che gli si credesse piu che a me
Clt seemed that cl~ cl~ believed more than to me

~It seemed to me that one believed him more than me~

e Benefactive gli and reflexive si

~ M ~ Gli si era uccisa la figlia anni prima
Cl~ clt was killed the daughter years before

~His daughter had killed herself some years beforel

Gliela

e Dative gli and accusative la

CM~ Recuperai la lancia e gliela conficcai tra le costole
Recovered the lance and cl~ clt got in the ribs

~I recovered the lance and got it into his ribs~

e Benefactive gli and accusative la

Era contenta che non gliela fucilavamo
Was happy that not cl~ clt shoot

~She was happy that we didn~t shoot her~

e Idiomatic use

lOT

~M~ Chi gliela fa fare di volere il successO
Who cl~ cl ~ makes to make of want the success

~Why should he try to achieve success V
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Gliele

Chapter ~~ The analysis of Italian clitics

e Dative gli and accusative le

~Bfi~ Non gliele consegnarono perché non aveva il denaro
Not clt clt deliver because not had the money
~They didn~t deliver them to him because he didn~t have the money~

e Benefactive gli and accusative le

~ZSZ~ Gliele stampava Antonio Piovani~ fotografo di professione
Cl~ clt printed Antonio Piovani~ photographer of profession

~Antonio Piovani~ professional photographer~ printed them for him~

Glieli

e Dative gli and accusative li

CZ S S~ Glieli dava e le chiedeva se avrebbe comprato qualcosa
Clt cl~ gave and clt asked if had bought something

~He gave them to her and he asked her if she would have bought something~

Glielo

e Dative gli and accusative lo

~ZSs~ Meryl non rifiuterebbe il terzo Oscar~ se glielo assegnassero
Meryl not refuse the third Oscar~ if clt cl~ award

~Meryl would not refuse the third Oscar~ if they would award it to her~

Gliene

e Dative gli and ne

C~~IO~ II fascismo gliene appare depositario e continuatore
The fascism clt cl~ appears depository and continuation

~Fascism appears to him to be a depository and a continuation of it~

Le ei

e Idiomatic use

Cti~l~ Le ci vorrebbe molto tempo per descrivermi il fatto
Cl~ cl~ want much time to describe cl~ the fact

~It would take her much time to describe the fact to me~
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La si

e Accusative la and impersonal si

~ZU~ Come una rana quando la si stringe nel pugno
Like a frog when clt clt squeezes in the fist

Uke a frog when one squeezes it in the fist~

Le si

e Dative le and impersonal si

~~U~ Nel buio non le si vedeva
In dark not clt clt see

~In the dark~ one couldn~t see them~

e Dative le and reflexive si

CMA~ I molari le si serrarono sulla trachea
The molars clt cl~ tightened on the trachea

~The molars tightened themselves on her trachea~

Li si

e Accusative li and impersonal si

~ Nb~ Si va vicino agli animali e li si osserva
Cl ~ goes near to the animals and cl~ clt observes

~One goes near the animals and observes them~

Lo si

e Accusative lo and impersonal si

~Nfi~ Almeno lo si poteva vedere
At least cl~ cl ~ can see

~At least one could see it~

Me la

e Dative mi and accusative la

~NT~ Prese la cenere e me la strofinó sulle ferite
Took the ash and cl~ cl~ rubbed on the wounds

~He took the ash and rubbed it on my wounds~

log
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e Inherent reflexive mi and accusative la

C NH~ Me la strinsi intorno alle gambe
Clt cl~ pressed around the legs

~ I pressed it around my legs~

i Benefactive mi and accusative la

~ Ng~ Falegname~ me la date una piallata ~
Carpenter~ cl~ cl~ give a planing ~

Tarpenter~ can you plane it for me T~

e Idiomatic use

tZbO~ Di sposarti~ non me la sento proprio
To marry cl~~ not cl~ cl~ feel really

~To marry you~ I don~t really feel like it~

Me le

e Dative mi and accusative le

Cn l~ Lei gli taglierebbe le palle e me le spedirebbe incartate
She cl~ cut the balls and cl~ cl~ send wrapped
nella velina
in the paper

~She would cut his balls and send them to me wrapped in paper~

e Inherent reflexive mi and accusative le

CZbZ~ Me le asciugai dal viso con la manica
Cl ~ cl ~ wipe from the face with the sleeve

~ I wiped them from the face with my sleeve~

Me li

e Dative mi and accusative li

CtiS fl~ Me li indicó
Cl ~ clt pointed out

~She pointed them out to me~

e Inherent reflexive mi and accusative li

Me li rimisi addosso
Clt clt put on again

~ I put them on again~
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e Benefactive mi and accusative li

CZ~h~ Me li ammazzano
Clt clt kill
~They kill them for me ~

Me lo

e Dative mi and accusative lo

CMfi~ Me lo ha detto~ di avervi sentiti parlare
Cl~ cl~ has told~ to have cl~ heard talk

~He told me Cit~~ that he has heard you talk~

e Reflexive mi and accusative lo

CZhT~ Me lo chiedo spesso
Cl~ clt ask often
~I ask it often to myself~

e Benefactive mi and accusative lo

CZhH~ Allora perché me to hai guarito ~
Then why cl~ clt have cured ~

~Then why did you cure him for mez~

Me ne

e Dative mi and specification ne

~ZhJ~ Nessuno me ne aveva mai spiegato il motivo
Nobody cl~ cl ~ has never explained the reason
~ Nobody has ever explained to me the reason for it ~

e Inherent reflexive mi and specification ne

~ZfiO~ E bene che me ne sia accorta
Is good that clt cl ~ am aware
~It is good that I am aware of it ~

e Reflexive mi and locative ne

~ H l~ Io ci sono dentro e non me ne ri tiro
I cl ~ am in and not clt clt withdraw

~I am in it and I don ~ t withdraw myself from itl

e Idiomatic use

CZfi~~ lo me ne stavo nuda sul tetto
I cl ~ cl ~ naked on the roof

~ I was naked on the roof ~

lll
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Mi ei

e Dative mi and locative ci

CZfiS ~ Mi ci portateT
Clt cl~ bringY

~Will you bring me there~~

e Accusative mi and dative ei

CZfi~~ Capivo che Bly mi ci avrebbe costretto
Understood that Bly clt cl~ would have forced
~ I understood that Bly would have forced me to do it~

e Inherent reflexive mi and dative ci

CZfiS~ Mi ci ero affezionata anch~ io alla parte
Clt cl~ was growing fond as well I to the role

~ I was also growing fond of the role~

e Idiomatic use

~Zfifi~ Non mi ei vorrà molto tempo
Not cl~ cl~ want much time

~It will not take me much time~

Mi si
e Dative mi and reflexive si

CZfili~ Gli occhi mi si riempirono di lacrime
The eyes cl~ cl~ filled of tears

~My eyes were fi lled with tears ~

e Dative mi and impersonal si

CZfiH~ Mi si attribuiva il merito del matrimonio tra Rondone
Cl~ cl~ ascribed the merit of the wedding between Rondone
e Bice
and Bice

~One ascribed to me the merit of the wedding between Rondone and
Bice~

e Accusative mi and impersonal si

~ZfiJ~ Mi si invita a pensare un numero
Cl~ cl~ invite to think a number

~One invites me to think of a number~
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Se la

e Inherent refle xive si and accusative la

~ZTO~ La prese e se la mise sulle spalle
Cl~ took and cl~ cl~ put on the shoulders
~He took it and put it on his shoulders~

Se le

e Inherent reflexive si and accusative le

~rl~ Le altre pareva che se le fosse già divorate
The others seemed that clt clt had already devoured

~The other ones~ it seemed as if he had already devoured them~

e Benefactive si and accusative le

~ZZZ~ Loro le mogli se le prendono e basta
They~ the wives clt clt take and that~s it

~The wives~ they take them for them and that~s it~

e Idiomatic use

~ M ~ Mentre De Mita e Craxi se le danno di santa ragione
While De Mita and Craxi cl~ cl~ give of holy reason

~While De Mita and Craxi beat themselves~

Se li

e Inherent reflexive si and accusative li

M

CM ~ Gli otri appartenevano a Bastone che se li era portati via
The skinbags belonged to Bastone that cl~ clt had taken away

Me skinbags belonged to Bastone who had taken them away~

Se lo

e Inherent refle xive si and accusative lo

~ZTb~ Meri si rimise il pollice in bocca e se lo succhib
Meri clt put again the thumb in mouth and cl~ cl~ sucked
~Meri put the thumb in her mouth again and sucked it~

e Benefactive si and accusative lo

CZTfi~ Loro il mangiare se lo trovarono belPe pronto
They the food cl~ cl~ found ready

~The food~ they found it ready for them~
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Se ne
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i Inherent reflexive si and specification ne

~ZTrl~ Lui se ne accorse
He cl~ clt became aware

~He became aware of it~

e Inherent reflexive si and locative ne

~ZZS~ Non se ne andavano via
Not cl ~ cl ~ went away
~They didn~t go away from there~

e Impersonal si and ne

~ZTS~ Se ne puó usare il muschio come esca
Clt clt can use the musk as bait

~ One can use musk as baitf

e Idiomatic use

~ZHO~ Se ne stava seduto tutto il giorno su una sediolina
Cl~ cl~ was sitting whole the day on a little chair
~He would sit the whole day on a little chair~

e Idiomatic use

~tigl~ Quando non se ne puó piu basta girare F interruttore
When not cl~ cl ~ can more suffices turn the switch

~When one cannot stand it any more ~ it suffices to turn the switch~

Te la

e Dative ti and accusative la

~M~ La treccia te la rifaccio io quando torno
The pigtail clt clt do again I when come back
~I will do the pigtail again to you when I come back~

e Benefactive ti and accusative la

~tisa~ Te la scarto io
Cl~ clt unwrap I
~I unwrap it for you~

e Inherent reflexive ti and accusative la

CZSA~ Non te la caveresti da solo
Not cl~ clt manage alone

~You would not manage alone ~
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e Idiomatic use

~ Mb~ Mica te la battiz
Ever cl ~ cl ~ beat~

~You are not going to take to your heels ~ aren ~ t yoO~

Te le

e Dative ti and accusative le

CtiHfi~ Te le hanno raccontate~ no~
Cl ~ clt have told~ nW

~They have told them to you~ haven~t they~

e Inherent reflexive ti and accusative le

tZSZ~ Te le ritrovi sfondate davanti e dietro
Cl ~ cl~ discover smashed in the front and in the back

~You will find them smashed in the front and in the back~

Te li

e Dative ti and accusative li

CZSH~ Se rivuoi i tuoi doni~ te li possiamo rendere
If want back the your gifts~ cl~ cl~ can give back

~ If you want your gifts back~ we can give them back to you~

e Inherent reflexive ti and accusative li

CZSS~ Te li immagini~ oggi~ i miei paesaggiY
Clt cl~ imagine~ today~ the my landscapes~

~Can you imagine them~ today~ my landscapes~~

e Benefactive ti and accusative li

~tiJO~ Dammi i vestiti~ che te li metto ad asciugare
Give clt the dresses~ that cl~ clt put to dry

~Give me the dresses~ so that I can put them to dry for you~

Te lo

e Dative ti and accusative lo

CZJl~ Puó essere molto sgradevole~ te lo assicuro
Can be very unpleasant~ clt cl~ assure

~It can be very unpleasant~ I assure you of that~

US
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e Inherent reflexive ti and accusative lo

~M ~ Se lo senti~ non te lo dimentichi
If cl~ hear~ not clt clt forget

~ If you hear it~ you don~t forget it~

e Benefactive ti and accusative lo

CM~ Te lo riducono come caduto nell~ acido solforico
Cl~ clt reduce as fallen in the acid sulfuric

~They reduce it as if fallen in the sulfuric acid~

Te ne

e Inherent reflexive ti and locative ne

C N~I ~ Te ne vai anche tu~ moglieT
Clt cl~ go as wen you ~ wifeT

~You are going from here as well~ wifeT~

e Dative ti and specification ne

~ZJb~ Oca Grigia~ te ne daró un~ altra
Oca Grigia~ cl~ cl~ give another
~Oca Grigia~ I will give you another one of it~

e Inherent reflexive ti and specification ne

CZgfi~ Se vai con lui~ te ne potresti pentire
If go with him~ cl~ cl~ could reproach
~ If you go with him~ you could reproach yourself for it~

e Dative ti and ne

CZST~ Te ne ho parlato diverse volte~ veroT
Cl ~ cl~ have spoken several times~ haven~t IT
~ I have spoken several times to you about it~ haven~t I T~

Ti ei

e Accusative ti and locative ci

CZSS~ Ti ei avevo mandato io
Cl~ cl~ have sent I

~I have sent you there~

e Inherent reflexive ti and dative ci

~ZJJ~ Penso che ti ei sei rassegnato
Think that clt cl ~ are resigned
~I think that you have resigned yourself to it~
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Ti si

e Accusative ti and impersonal si

~ W ~ Erano secoli che non ti si vedeva qui
Were centuries that not clt cl~ saw here

~It was ages since one saw you here~

e Dative ti and reflexive si

~SOl~ Gli occhi ti si schiariscono
The eyes cl~ clt brighten

~Your eyes brighten ~themselves~~

e Dative ti and impersonal si

~SW~ Non ti si puó mai dire nulla
Not cl~ clt can never say nothing

~One can never say anything to you~

Ve la

e Dative vi and accusative la

~SOS~ Andró a prendervi la Maschera e ve la porteró qui
Will go to get cl ~ the Mask and clt cl~ bring here

~I will go to get you the Mask and I will bring it here to you~

e Benefactive vi and accusative la

llT

~SO~I~ Se ne volete una su vostro disegno~ TtShock ve la realizza
If cl~ want one on your design~ T~Shock cl~ cl~ make
~If you want one based on your design~ T~Shock makes it for you~

e Idiomatic use

CSOS~ Ora che sono malato ~ ve la cavate benissimo
Now that am ill ~ cl~ cl~ manage very well

~Now that I am ill~ you manage very well~

Ve le

e Dative vi and accusative le

~ S Ofi~ Le ha create Giglio e ve le regala
Clt has created Giglio and cl~ cl~ gives as gift
~Giglio has created them and gives them to you as a giftf
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e Inherent reflexive vi and accusative le

~ S OT~ Le giovani ginnaste~ ve le ricordate~
The young athletes cl~ clt rememberT
~The young athletes~ do you remember them~f

Ve li

i Dative vi and accusative li

~ S OH~ E noi ve Ii dovremmo regalarO
And we cl~ clt must give as gifO
~And we should give them to you as a giftY~

e Inherent reflexive vi and accusative li

~ S Og~ Sono come ve li immaginavateT
Are as cl~ cl~ imaginedT
~Are they as you imagined themT~

e Benefactive vi and accusative li

C S lO~ Vi curano i figli e ve li fanno giocare
Cl ~ take care of the children and clt cl~ make play
~They take care of the children and they make them play for you~

Ve lo

e Dative vi and accusative lo

~ S ll~ Non è vero che ve to porta lui
Not is true that cl~ cl~ bring he
~It is not true that he brings it to you~

e Inherent reflexive vi and accusative to

CM ~ Ve to immaginate Dio che si frega le maniZ
Clt clt imagine God that clt rub the hanW
~Can you imagine that God rubs his hanWl

~ Locative vi and accusative to

~ S l S ~ Scoperchió il forno incandescente e ve to depositó
Uncovered the kiln incandescent and cl~ cl~ deposited
~He uncovered the incandescent kiln and deposited it there~

~ Benefactive vi and accusative to
C S lA ~ Il vostro candidato~ noi ve lo votiamo

The your candidate~ we clt clt vote
~Your candidate~ we vote for him for you~
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Ve ne

e Inherent reflexive vi and specification ne

CSlb~ Non fatela piangere o ve ne pentirete
Not make cl~ cry or clt cl~ reproach

~Do not make her cry or you will reproach yourself for it~

e Dative vi and specification ne

CSlfi~ Ve ne saremo sempre grati
Cl~ cl~ will be always grateful

~We will always be grateful to you for it~

e Pleonastic vi and partitive ne

C S lfl~ Ci dicono che ve ne sono altre in altri punti
Cl~ tell that clt cl~ are others in other parts

~They tell us that there are others ~of it~ in other parts~

e Inherent reflexive vi and locative ne

C S lH~ Ve ne andrete subito
Cl ~ cl ~ go immediately

~You will go immediately from here~

e Accusative vi and specification ne

CalJ~ Toglietela da li~ ve ne prego
Remove cl~ from there~ clt clt beg

~Remove it from there~ I beg you to do it~

Vi ci

e Accusative vi and locative ci

CM~ Se non vi ci portasse qualcuno~ non lo trovereste
If not cl ~ cl~ take somebody~ not cl~ find

~If somebody doesnlt take you there~ you would not find it~

e Dative vi and reflexive ci

lls

C U l~ Noi per primi vi ci adattammo
We for first cl~ cl~ adapted

~We adapted ourselves to it immediately~
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Vi si

e Locative vi and reflexive si

~SZti~ Per quanta neve vi si accumulasse~ non c~erano da temere
For much snow cl~ cl~ accumulate~ not was to fear
crolli
collapse

~No matter how much snow would accumulate itself there~ there was
no danger of collapse~

e Locative vi and impersonal si

~M~ Oggi vi si venera la Vegine della grotta dell~ orsa
Nowadays clt clt worship the Virgin of the cave of the bear

~Nowadays one can venerate the Virgin of the cave of the bear there~

e Dative vi and impersonal si

~SZd~ Non vi si rassegna
Not clt cl~ resigns

~One doesn~t resign oneself to it ~

a Dative vi and reflexive si

CZZb~ Vi si riferisce ampiamente
Clt cl~ refers widely

~It refers to itself widely~

A~Z~S~Z A templatic approach

A close look at the data presented above reveals that Italian clitics seem to be
ordered in a way that doesn~t have a straightforward connection with syntactic~
semantic or phonological information~ their order appears completely idiosyn~
cratic~ While for Spanish~ the notion of grammatical person plays a role in the
linearization of clitics~ this information doesn~t seem to be crucial for the ordering
of Italian clitics~ In particular~ it is not clear how locative and partitive clitics
should be marked in this respect~ In addition~ a clitic like impersonal si will be
marked in certain cases as first person and in others as third~ Therefore~ it seems
that the notion of person cannot really be used to determine the distribution
within the cluster~

Wanner ~lJITtT~ notices that for Spanish the notion of Case seems to play a
crucial role in the distribution of clitics~ unlike in Italian where Case doesn~t seem
to be relevant in this respect~la In fact~ accusative clitics can precede the locative
clitic ci~ but can also follow it~

l~Manzini ~lgBfi~ also mentions that clitics are ordered with respect to their Caset
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C U fi~ a~ Mi ci porta
Cl~~acc~ cltCloc~ brings

~He brings me there~
b ~ Ce lo porta

CltCloc~ cltCacc~ brings
~He brings him there~

Furthermore~ case would not predict the ungrammaticality of a sentence likei

Mi ti presenta
CltCdat~ cl ~ Cacc~ introduces

~ He introduces me to you ~

In this example~ there is a combination of clitics where dative precedes accusative~
which is the standard order~ but still the sequence is not acceptablet

The possibility that clitics are ordered according to their phonological shape
is also rejected by Wanner ~lglTrT~ ~ He observes that clitics which have the form
JCiJ precede the ones which are different such as ne or lo~ but he concludes that
this information is not sufficient to make the right predictions with respect to the
idiosyncratic order in the clitic cluster~ Furthermore~ it should be noticed that
this generalization is not always met~ since it is possible for a clitic of the form
JCiJ to follow a different one~

CM ~ Le si spedirà domani
Cl~Cacc~ cltCimp~ send tomorrow

~One will send them tomorrow~

The data from the previous section also demonstrate that the order of clitics is
not related to that of full complements~ in fact dative clitics precede accusative
clitics while the opposite holds in the case of full complements~ In addition~ clitics
which have different functions occur generally in the same position~ as in the case
of dative and locative ci~ Impersonal si constitutes the only exception to thist

Yet~ a look at the table in ClgS~ reveals some sort of regularity in the distri~
bution of the clitics~ for example accusative clitics like la~ le~ Ii~ lo and the clitic
ne seem to follow all other clitics~ However~ with impersonal si the accusative
clitics precede it~ but the clitic ne follows itt Similarly~ the clitic ci ~regard~

less of its function~~ seems to precede the other clitics~ but if the dative clitics
or the locative clitics are present~ then it follows them~ Therefore~ it appears
that any attempt to express certain generalizations in the distribution of Italian
clitics~ should make reference to a combination of phonological~ morphological~
semantic and syntactic information~ Still~ even in this way~ one would be far
from expressing clear generalizations which are free from counterexamples and
exceptions~

It seems therefore~ that the most appropriate way to characterize the distrit
bution of clitics in Italian is by making reference to the descriptive notion of
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position class~ Following Simpson óc Withgott ~lMfi~ I suggest that the best way
to express this notion is by means of template morphologyt

As already mentioned~ Italian clitics combine in a flat clitic cluster~ in fact they
follow the same order both when they are proclitic and enclitic~ls Furthermore~
they belong to different slots and it is evident that within the cluster~ the notion
of head doesn~t play any role~ It should also be noticed that the phonological
form of clitics might depend on which other clitics appear in the cluster and that
there are arbitrary gaps in the combinations of clitics~ All these properties seem
to argue in favor of considering the Italian clitic cluster as a case of template
morphology~

If an approach in terms of template morphology is adopted~ the rigid ordering
of Italian clitics can be accounted for~ They will be ordered according to the
following template~ls

~UJ~ Template for the Italian clitic cluster

Position ~ I II III IV V VI

mi ci si lo si ne
ti ~ref~ la Cimp~
gli li
le le
ci Cacc~
vi

Clitics are assigned to different position classes and they will appear in the order
prescribed by the templatet Since no more than one clitic per position can be
present~ it will be possible to rule out ungrammatical sequences like~

~ S SO~ at ~ Martina gli mi presenta
Martina cltCdat~ cl ~ Cacc~ introduces

Wartina introduces me to him~

b ~ ~ Martina gil ti presenta
Martina cltCdat~ cl~tacc~ introduces

Wartina introduces you to him~

simply because both gli and milti belong to the same position class ~
On the other hand~ whether the clitic~s~ should be realized as proclitic or

enclitic~ is determined by the morphosyntactic features of the verb~

lsFor additional motivations in favor a flat clitic cluster cf~ section StZt M~
lfiThis chart reflects the order of clitics in Standard Italiant As for dialectal variation~ it

should be accounted for with the postulation ofdifferent templates~
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A~ZtStS A possible implementation within HPSG

The issue of the morphology~syntax interface has received some attention in cur~
rent HPSG literature~lT Still not much work has been done in the area of inflec~
tional morphology~ especially not on how to incorporate the notion of paradigm~
The few attempts in this direction CKim lgsl ~~ ~Malouf lgJA ~~ ~Erjavec lJSA ~
are based within the framework of layered morphology~ assuming therefore the
presence of a hierarchical structure~ On the other hand~ this is not the case in
the formation of the Italian clitic cluster which involves the presence of a flat
structure~

A possible way to encode this notion of flat template within HPSG is by
means of distributed disjunction~ as proposed by Krieger k Nerbonne ~lgJti~
for the treatment of the German verb paradigms~ Distributed disjunction is a
way to abbreviate an otherwise rather complicated disjunction~ it can be used to
provide a description of a paradigm~ namely each disjunct is related to an element
in the paradigm and to its properties~

In the case of German weak verbs Krieger ói Nerbonne ClJSZ~ propose the
following description~

C SS l~ Example of the German weak verb paradigm

STEM í

MORPH lENDING z~~sl e~~~ ~~st ll tt~

FORM ~i Bz ap

SYN I LOCAL I HEAD J AGR sl L N
PER I

UM sg~~ fNUM sglttt
PER B

The exponents of the paradigm are listed under ENDING while their properties
appear under AGR~ in this way a link is established between the affix and the
morphosyntactic features associated with it~

A similar approach can be adopted to account for the formation of the Italian
clitic cluster~ Recall that in the lexical analysis which I have proposed in section
C l ~ I have made use of a lexical rule~ namely the CCLR~ to remove the relevant
argument~s~ from the COMPS list and add the information as value of the CLTS
featuret In this way~ the CLTS feature acts as interface between morphology and
syntax~ It is necessary to create a link between the information contained in the
CLTS feature and the surface realization of the clitic~ Furthermore it is necessary
to encode the idea of the template in order to account for the fact that clitics
belong to different position classes~

If an approach in terms of distributed disjunction is adopted~ a set of features
needs to be introduced to encode the information related to each specific slot

l~In this respect see Krieger és Nerbonne ~lggZ~~ Riehemann ~lgJS~~ Krieger Kathol
~IJJA b~ ~ Kim ~lgg d ~ ~ Malouf ~Igs l ~ and Erjavec CIggA~ ~
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in the template~ The features CLtPOSX will serve this purposei a feature will
be associated with each position class and will contain a disjunction of all the
elements that belong to that class ~ in this way no more than one element per slot
will be allowedt Each disjunct will be associated with its related properties which
appear in the CLTS feature~ In this way~ a link is created between the properties
of a certain clitic and its surface realization~ The rigid order of the clitics within
the clitic cluster is obtained through the concatenation of the phonological real~
ization of the clitics within PHON~ Clitics will be ordered before the inflected
form if the verb is f ffinitel while they will follow a f~finitel or ~fimperativel verb~
It should be noticed that not all clitics belonging to the different position classes
are going to be present at the same time and it could also be the case that no
clitic is going to be present at allt Therefore the possibility of having empty
elements should be allowed~

A t S Conclusion
In this chapter I have presented a lexical analysis of Italian cliticsi in particular a
lexical rule has been proposed to account for simple cases of cliticization~ The rule
accounts for the complementary distribution between clitics and full complements
and provides the featural information which is necessary for the spell out of the
cliticized verb formt

I have also addressed the issue of clitic ordering and concluded that a syntactic
treatment cannot provide the solution to the formation of the clitic cluster~ A
morphological approach seems more suitable especially if synthetic clusters and
the cooccurrence restrictions in clitic combinations are taken into considerationt

Special attention has been devoted to the formation of the Italian clitic cluster
and to the possible combinations of clitics attested~ The data extracted from the
Italian Reference Corpus has provided additional evidence in favor of the claim
that the order of Italian clitics is idiosyncratic and that it is difficult to express
generalizations about their distribution which are free from counterexamples and
exceptionst Therefore it seems that the most appropriate manner to characterize
the ordering of Italian clitics is in terms of position classes and that template
morphology represents an adequate way to implement this notiont



Chapter S
The analysis of si and loro

This chapter deals with the analysis of two particular clitics~ namely si and loro~

whose behavior is in certain respects different from that of the object cliticst

The chapter is divided in two independent partsi the first one deals with a

discussion of the properties of clitic si~ pointing out the different interpretations

it can receive~ The analysis I will present~ which is based on Monachesi ClsJla~~

proposes a distinction between an argument and a non~argument usage of sit

The second part of the chapter is dedicated to the analysis of loro~ which is

based on Monachesi ClJgba~t The peculiar properties of this clitic are discussed~

in particular its similarities and differences with the other clitics are pointed out

and accounted fort

SA The different interpretations of clitic si

The Italian clitic si has been the topic of much research because of its intriguing

properties~ the main characteristic of this clitic is that the same phonological

realization is associated with several different functions~ In particular~ si occurs

with a reflexive Ireciprocalinterpretationi

Martina si lava
Martina SI washes

~Martina washes herself~

In this case~ the clitic represents a direct object which is coreferential with the

subject~ In CSD~~ si receives an impersonal interpretation~

~ Sla ~ Si mangia spesso le fragole

SI eats often the strawberries

~One often eats strawberries~

US
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It is understood as a generic subject and it is in complementary distribution with
an overt subject~ Clitic si can also occur with a middle interpretation~

CS~d~ Le fragole si mangiano spesso
The strawberries SI eat often

~Strawberries are often eaten~

This construction has in common with passive the property that the direct object
functions as the superficial subject~ In this case~ the clitic cannot be interpreted
as an argument~ but it has simply a passivizing functiont Similarly~ in the ergative
use of si~

C SS b~ Lo specchio si rompe
The mirror SI breaks

~The mirror breaks~

The clitic doesn~t reduce the subcategorization requirements of the verb~ but it is
just a marker of the ergative verb form~ This holds also for the inherent reflexive
interpretation of si z

~ SS fi~ Martina si arrabbia spesso
Martina SI gets angry often

Wartina often gets angry~

In this case the clitic doesn~t represent an argument of the verb since arrabbiais
monadic~ the clitic si is simply a marker of reflexivization~

The analysis of si which I will propose in the following sections~ will distin~
guish between an argument and a non~argument usage of si~ capturing intuitions
similar to those of Cinque ClJSH~ ~ In the reflexive~reciprocal and in the imper~
sonal interpretation~ the clitic si acts as an argumenti it fills the relevant slot in
the subcategorization requirements of the verb and it contributes to the semantics
with agreement information~ In the middle~ ergative and inherent~reflexive inter~
pretation~ clitic si is instead a grammatical marker of the relevant verb form~l
Before proceeding with the presentation of the analysis~ it might be interesting
to address the issue of the development of this clitict I believe that it could shed
some light on the puzzling fact that all these different interpretations have the
same phonological realizationt

bAA On the origin of si constructions
Tekavcie ClJSO~ notices that the passive form had different interpretations in
Latin~ apart from the standard usage which can be seen in the following examplez

lA marker is just a reflex of the occurrence of a certain process ~ Therefore~ the notion of
marker used here is different from the notion of marker as proposed in Pollard Rz Sag ~lgJl~
discussed in section ZtZ ~
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C SS IT~ Boni discipuli a magistro laudantur
Good students by teacher praised

~Good students are praised by the teacher~

the passive form could also be associated with an ergative interpretationz

CM~ Vas rumpitur
Vase breaks

~The vase breaks~

and with an impersonal one~ this was possible both with transitive and intransi~
tive verbs~ in the third persont

~asJ~ at Itur
~One goes~

bt Dabitur
~One givesf

Latin had also pronominal verbs~ namely verbs which were used in combina~
tion with a reflexive pronoun~ however the possibility of having inherent~reflexive
verbs~ namely verbs which can only surface in association with a reflexive pro~
noun~ was not attestedt Furthermore~ it should be noted that in certain cases
pronominal verbs could also have a passive interpretation~

With the evolution from Latin to Late Latin and Romance~ pronominal verbs
are often used to express the passive~ but why this should be the case is not clear~
as Rohlfs ClJfiH~ remarks~ Therefore~ the reflexive construction embodies all the
different interpretations that passive could have~ which I have mentioned above~
namely ergative and impersonaL However~ the passive interpretation associated
with the pronominal construction is only possible with the third person form of
the verbt Rohlfs ClgfiH~ suggests that this might be due to the fact that Latin
expressed the impersonal form with a passivet Therefore~ forms like dabiturabove
are replaced by the reflexive construction which is rather common in Late Latinz

~SAO~ Mela toto anno servare se possunt CV century~
Apples whole year preserve SI can

~Apples can be preserved the whole year~

Furthermore~ a new category of inherent~reflexive verbs establishes itself~ the
creation of forms such as pentirsi ~to repent oneself~ is the result of this evolution~

In view of this~ it can be understood why the same phonological realization~
namely the clitic si~ is associated with many different interpretationst They all
come from a common source~ namely the reflexive construction which at a certain
stage becomes a way to express passive~ which in turn was associated with several
different interpretationst
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S~ltZ The analysis of clitic si

After this brief historical digression~ I will proceed by presenting an analysis
for the clitic si~ The different interpretations of this clitic will be taken into
consideration and a distinction will be proposed between an argument and a
non~argument usage of si~Z

S~ltZA Reflexive si

Clitic si can receive a reflexive interpretation as shown by sentence repeated
belowi

~ SU ~ Martina si lava
Martina SI washes

Wartina washes herself~

In this example~ the clitic behaves as an argument since it has the function of a
direct object~ however it can also have the function of an indirect object~ as can
be seen in the following example~

~Ul~ Martina si regaló un orologio nuovo
Martina SI gave as a present a watch new

Wartina gave herself a new watch as a present~

The behavior of reflexive si is similar to that of object clitics since it is in comt
plementary distribution with the corresponding full complement and it fills the
relevant slot in the subcategorization requirements of the verbt The only differt
ence is that reflexive si is a bound anaphor~ coreferential with the subjectt The
lexical rule proposed in the previous chapter for the analysis of Italian object
clitics can be adopted to account for this case as well~ In the case of reflexive si
the rule will be instantiated in the following wayt

C Sdti~ Possible instantiation of CCLR

verb

I

COMPS rl ~ r ~
COMPS r~ O I r~ ~ ARG~S rg t cliticfl NP~ana ~ I~~
ARG~S I~a áj t I~q
CLTS p CLTS Ni U f~p ~

The effect of this rule is that the SYNSEM associated with the reflexive clitic will
be on the ARG~S list therefore HPSG binding theory will be responsible for the
binding of the clitic to its antecedentta In fact~ clitic si is an anaphor~ therefore
principle A of the binding theory will ensure a coindexation with the antecedent~

zSee Godard ós Sag ~lggb~ for an HPSG analysis of se in French which is not based on this
distinctiont

sCf~ section IS for a brief introduction to HPSG binding theory~
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In the case of sentence ~ SU ~ above~ the lexical rule will have the entry for
lava as input and will give as output a new entry for the reflexive verb form~ like
the followingi

pu ~ verb

SUBJ~NP~~

CAT
VAL

COMPS

CLTSfMNPEJ

ARG~S CNPM~ QNPW~

ARGl ~i
~PER Srd ~

CONT sing

ARGZ O f PER Srdl

The coindexation between the reflexive clitic and the subject is the result of
principle A of the Binding theory which can be seen as a constraint that requires
coindexing between an anaphoric element~ in this case the clitic si~ and a less
oblique phrase in the ARG~S list~ namely the NP Martinat

It should be noticed that the INDEX associated with the clitic is unspecified
for number since it can be coindexed either with a singular subject as shown in
~ SS ti~ or with a plural subjecti

~ SIA ~ I ragazzi si guardano allo specchio
The boys SI watch in the mirror

~The boys watch themselves in the mirror~

Reflexive si cannot appear with a passive verb~ a sentence like the following is
ungrammaticaL

~Mb~ ~ Martina si è giudicata dal tribunale
Martina SI is judged by the court

Wartina is herself being judged by the court~

The ungrammaticali ty of this sentence is predicted by the interpretation of the
clitic as argument ~ However ~ I wi ll postpone a discussion of this case until section
btltZ~T where the interaction of the va rious lexical rules is discussedt

S~l~ZtZ Impersonal si

In CJJ S ~ repeated below~ the clitic si receives an impersonal interpretation and
it functions as a subject with arbitrary referencet It may appear with either an
intransitive or transitive verb and the verb is marked in the third~person singular
form~
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C SS S~ Si mangia spesso le fragole
SI eats often the strawberries

~One often eats strawberries ~

As noticed in Burzio ~lsSfi~ ~ in this case the clitic plays the role of subjecti
it is understood as a subject meaning peopleXoneZwe ~~ In addition~ the clitic
is incompatible with an overt subject since sentences like the following are not
grammaticalt

CJ~M~ I La gente si mangia spesso le fragole
The people SI eats often the strawberries

~The people one often eats strawberries~

It seems therefore that the clitic fills the slot related to the subject~ this is parallel
to the behavior of Italian object clitics which are also in complementary distri~
bution with a full complementt The analysis proposed in the previous chapter
for object clitics can be extended to account for this use of si~

Since clitic si is in complementary distribution with a subject~ it is necessary
to have a way of removing the subcategorization slot related to the subject if the
clitic is present~ A lexical rule can be used to account for the complementary
distribution between impersonal si and the overt subject~

In this case~ the subcategorization slot related to the subject is removed and
the corresponding item is added as a value of the CLTS feature~

~S~IT~ Impersonal si Lexical Rule ~IMPSI~LR~

verb

SUBJ C NPqsstngj ~
SUBJ C ~

CLTS I NPEij gstng~ J
CLTS f I

The lexical rule t riggers the presence of the clitic as verbal affix~ through the use
of the CLTS feature which provides the interface between syntax and morphology~
A side effect of this rule is that the SYNSEM associated with the clitic will be
on the ARG~S list~ This information will be relevant for Binding Theory since
impersonal si can act as antecedent~

In a sentence like ~SSS~~ the lexical rule applies to mangia ~ which subcatego~
rizes for a subjecti

~W~ Example of the entry for mangia

VLSUBJ CNPtssingj~j

It removes the information related to the subject and adds it as a value of the
CLTS feature~ as shown below~

áSee also Belletti ~lJHZ~ and Mansini ~lJÓB~ who have proposed that impersonal si receives
nominative Case and subject O~role~
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CMJ~ Example of the entry for si mangia

V ~SUBJ ~~~ CLTS JNP jgsg~~J

Impersonal si t riggers a very interesting type of agreementi it agrees with the
verb in the singular and with a predicative adjective in the plural~ as can be seen
in the following sentencets

C B bO~ Si vive contenti
SI livesasg happyMapt

~One lives happily~

This problematic case can be handled by the theory of agreement proposed in
Pollard ós Sag ~lJgA ~t The solution consists in making use of a system which relies

both on index features and anchoring conditions~ Indices are part of the semantics

of nouns and contain agreement informationi they have to be anchored to actual
objects and have to satisfy the anchoring conditions which are constraints on the
kind of object a specific index can be anchored to~

In HPSG ~ subject~verb agreement is accounted for by having the verb specify

the required value of the index associated with its subjectt The verb imposes a

specific constraint on which subject is possible~ as can be seen in the following

example for the verb walks from Pollard óz Sag ~lJH ~i

PbO ÍPHON walks

HEADLVFORM finl
CAT

SUBCATCNPfNOM~~

SYNSEM I LOC RELN walking

CONTENT
WALKER ffl

~PER SrdJ
sg

Therefore~ in sentence C S bO~ above~ the verb requires a subject whose index is

specified as ~NUM singl which is compatible with the agreement features asso~

ciated to clitic si~ subject~verb agreement is accounted for in this way~ On the

other hand~ the index of the adjective~ which should be specified as ~NUM plul~
cannot be identified with that of the subject which is marked ~NUM singl~ A way

around this problem is to assume a solution similar to that proposed in Pollard

óz Sag ClgJ A ~ for cases of hybrid agreement~ exemplified by the following French

example~

C S bti~ Vous êtes belle
You are ZPi beautifulFemsg

sSee also Belletti ~lJHZ~~ Manzini ~lJHB~ ~ Burzio C lgBfi~ ~ Cinque ~lJBH~ for an analysis of

these data in the GB frameworkt
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In this case~ the verb agrees with the polite plural pronoun vous in number~ while
the adjective is marked for singular agreement since the addressee is singular~ In
order to account for this type of agreement~ Pollard and Sag suggest that the
I NUM plul index of the pronoun vous should not be anchored to an aggregate
entity~ in addition the predicative adjective will not be specified for the feature
NUM~ Morphologically singular adjectives will have their index anchored to a
nonaggregate entity~ while plural ones will have it anchored to an aggregate entity~
In the example C S bZ~ above~ subjecttverb agreement is accounted for since the
verb requires a subject whose index is specified as ~PER Rnd~ and ~NUM plul
and this is compatible with the index of the pronount Since the adjective is
unspecified for NUM ~ it can also be in agreement relation with the index of
the subject and it imposes on it the constraint that the anchor should be a
nonaggregate~ Therefore~ examples like C S bZ~ are handled by making use both of
index features and anchoring conditionst The following ~informal~ representation
illustrates thisi

pba ~ S

X~~ ~~NP
~INDEx í~ fzpluj

VP INDEX í~ fpplulJ AP
~AN~ANt CON z~ CONt M nonaggJr

Vous êtes belle

A similar solution can be adopted to account for example CSSO~ which represents
a comparable case of hybrid agreementt In particular~ the predicative adjective
contenti will have gender specifications~ but it will be unspecified for number~
In addition~ it will have the index anchored to an aggregate entity~ Under this
assumption~ the index of the adjective contenti in sentence C SS O~ can unify with
that of the subject~ namely the clitic si and will impose the constraint that the
anchor of that index should be an aggregatet

On the other hand~ sentences like the following might be problematic for this
theory of agreementt

Si è orgogliosi di se stessi
SI is sSg proudMaPi of one selvessmraPt
~One is proud of oneself ~

According to HPSG binding theory~ the antecedent and the anaphor should be
coindexed~ but in this case the information related to number is not compatible~
The index related to the antecedent is specified as ~NUM singj~ while the index
of the anaphor is marked ~NUM plul~
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In Monachesi ~lJJaa~~ I suggested a solution to this problem by adopting
the modifications proposed in Kathol óc Kasper ClJga~ to the standard HPSG
theory of agreement~s They propose a two~layered theory of agreement which
distinguishes between morphotsyntactic agreement and semantic agreement by
making use of two features~ INFL and INDEX ~ They represent the two forms of
agreement in the following wayi

C S bh~ at morpho~syntactic~ INFL Cselector~ ti INFL Carg~

bt semantici INFL Cselector~ ti INDEX ~arg~

In the schematic representation given above~ N stands for structure sharing of the
relevant parts~ Therefore~ in morpho~syntactic agreement~ the relevant agreement
features of INFL of the selector are structure shared with those of the argument~
while in semantic agreement~ the relevant features of INFL and INDEX are struc~
ture shared~

In Italian~ subject~verb agreement will be a case of morpho~syntactic agree~
ment~ thus there will be sharing of information between the values of INFL of
the subject and of the verbt The INFL associated with the clitic si will have as
values ~NUM singl and ~PER SI and the verb will have a similar specification for
INFLi

MO Fverb
HEAD I INFL

~NUM
PER íO Srd I

pp singJ

VAL I SUBJ C ~

si~infi
CLTS PER pi

NUM M

In this way ~ it is possible to account for the fact that the clitic agrees with the
verb in the singulart On the other hand~ subject~predicative adjective agreement
will be a case of semantic agreement~ thus it will involve sharing of agreement
information between the INDEX feature associated with the clitic and the INFL
feature of the adjective~ The INDEX related to impersonal si will have ~NUM
plul and ~PER SI as values~ while the adjective will have an INFL feature with
similar informationt

fiA more recent version of this paper is Kathol ~lggda~ where these data are discussed and
a solution similar to the one presented here is proposed~
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pbT~ verb
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ARG~S pi ~ pa ADJP HEAD I INFL PER OO Srdl ~
NUM O pluJ

si~index
CLTS í~ PER E

NUM ap

In this way it will be possible to account for the fact that the clitic agrees with
a predicative adjective in the pluralt

I have already mentioned that the SYNSEM associated with impersonal si will
be in ARG~Si therefore principle A of the Binding Theory will ensure a coindex~
ation between the antecedent and the anaphor~ Antecedent~anaphor agreement
will involve sharing of information between the INDEX feature associated with
impersonal si and that associated with the anaphor se stessii therefore the M
DEX feature of the clitic and that of the anaphor will be identified~ being both
third person pluralt The following structure illustrates this~

pSH~

HEAD INFL I Ss
V

~
L

~INDEXCONT ARGl M fyplull

si è

AP I HEAD I INFL M fyplulJ

orgog liosi PP IINDEX T f splulJ

di se stessi

Given this proposal~ it is possible to account in a more p rincipled way for sen~
tences likei

pbJ~ Ci si lava
Clttacc~lpi SI washes

~One washes oneself~
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where one of the two si~s surfaces as ci which is the accusative form of the first
person pronoun noit It is generally assumed that in Italian the si si combination
is ruled out for phonetic reasons~ therefore the first si is replaced by ci~ Wanner
ClsZT~ proposes a rule to account for this change~ but as Castelfranchi k Parisi
ClgTfi~ point out~ a phonological motivation doesn~t explain why the clitic ci is
present and not another onet

A different explanation could be proposed if one assumes that clitic si can
also acquire a first person plural interpretation Ccf~ also Cinque ClgóH~~Under
this assumption~ it would be possible to account for the sequence ci si within

the theory of agreement proposed in Kathol ós Kasper ClsJa~ in the following

way~ Clitic si will have an INFL feature specified as ~NUM singl~ ~PER lj and an

INDEX feature marked ~NUM plul~ f PER lj~ since antecedent~anaphor agreement

implies sharing of INDEX values~ the presence of ci will be accounted fortT

Evidence for the two interpretations of impersonal si is also provided by the

following examples~

~afiO~ a~ Si è contenti quando ci vengono a trovare
SI is happy when cltCacc~ come to visit

~One is happy when they come to visit us~

bt Si tenti di avvicinarsi
SI tries to get close SI

~One tries to get close~

It should be noted that an account similar in spirit to the one proposed above has

been suggested by Burzio Clggti~t He argues that the agreement facts triggered

by impersonal si cannot be accounted for by a single set of features~ therefore

he postulates two sets~ namely a lexical set Cwhich could be related to the INFL

feature~ and a semantic one Cwhich could be related to the INDEX feature~~ By

means of these features he can account for the data presented above~

átltZtS Impersonal si and reflexive sic a comparison

The analysis provided distinguishes between an impersonal and a reflexive inter~
pretation of si ~ They are both interpreted as arguments ~ but they have different
functions and different agreement features ~ Furthermore their distribution within
the cli tic cluster is different ~ namely imperson al si follows an object clitic~

CMl~ Lo si vede
cl ~ Cacc~ SI sees

~One sees it ~

rBonet ~lJJl~ argues against a phonological account for the sequence ci sit She proposes
that when impersonal si and reflexive si occur in the same cluster ~ a morphological rule appli es
and adds the feature t~~ll to the PERSON feature of the formert This will trigger the spell out

of the c li tic as cit
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while reflexive si precedes the object clitict

CM ~ Se lo compra
SI cltCacc~ buys
~He buys it for himself~

Given the analysis proposed for impersonal si which has the function of a subject~
one would expect it to behave like subject clitics which are attested in certain
Italian dialects~ but this is only partially the case~ In fact~ like subject clitics~
si is adjacent to the verb~ but its position within the clitic cluster is different
from that of subject clitics which normally precede the object cliticst As Brandi
ói Cordin ClJHl~ notice~ this is the case in Fiorentino where the subject clitic la
precedes the object cliticst

~ Sfi S ~ La g lielo disse
Cl~Csubj~ cltCdat~ cltCacc~ said

~She said it to him~

The same holds for Trentino~ where the subject clitic la also precedes the other
clitics~

La ghe P ha dit
Cl~Csubj~ cltCdat~ cltCacc~ has said
~She has said it to him~

A possible reason for this idiosyncratic position of impersonal si might be found in
an investigation into diachronic data~ As previously mentioned~ the different in~
terpretations of si come from a common source~ namely the reflexive constructioni
thus impersonal si derives from reflexive si CRohlfs lJfis~t Given that reflexive si
and impersonal si are both arguments~ their different position could be seen as
a way to distinguish between the two uses~ Recall~ that in Old Fiorentino~ from
which Italian derives~ there was an evolution in the position of object clitics~ Up
to the end of the lath century~ the basic order lodtot rni~tot can be found~ but by the
first decades of the lbth century a new order gets established~ namely mei~ot lodtot
which is the one still present in Italian ~Lombard lJS d~ ~ The combination of the
direct object clitic with the reflexive functioning as an indirect object~ namely
lo si~ has undergone the same evolutiont The sequence se lo is the one found in
modern Italiant On the other hand~ the combination of the direct object clitic
with impersonal si was not affected by this change~ since there is the sequence lo
sit The reason for not undergoing this change might be related to the fact that
the clitic has the function of a subject~ It might be suggested that impersonal si
doesn~t precede the object clitics~ having therefore a different position from the
subject clitics in Italian dialects~ in order to differentiate itself from reflexive si~

Given a morphological account of the ordering of the clitics~ which is based on
the idea of a template~ the different position related to the distinct uses of si can
be accounted for by assigning the two si to two different slots in the template~
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However~ if impersonal si has the function of a subject~ it could be argued
that it should precede negation~ in fact~ if a pronominal subject is preverbal~ it
precedes negationt

CM~ Io non leggo il libro
I not read the book

~ I don~t read the book~

This is not necessarily the case with subject clitics where there is a great deal

of variation as to the position of the clitic with respect to negation~ As Rizzi

~lJHfib~ notices~ there are three basic cases attestedi namely there are dialects

such as Romagnolo where the subject clitic always precedes negation~

~ I fifi~ La In ve brisa
Clt~subj~ not come adv

~She doesn~t come~

On the other hand~ in Trentino~ the subject clitic always follows negation~

~ssT~ No la parla
Not cl~~subj~ speaks

~She doesn~t speak~

While in Fiorentino the subject clitic can either precede or follow negation accord~

ing to the person specification~ in particular~ third person clitics always precede

negation~ but a second person clitic can either precede or follow iti

~afiB~ a~ La un parla
Cl~~subj~ not speaks

~She doesn~t speak~

bt T~ un parli
Clt~subj~ not speak

~You don~t speak~

c ~ Un tu parli
Not cltCsubj~ speak

~You donlt speak~

It seems that the fact that impersonal si follows negation doesn~t argue against
its subject status~ since it is possible for subject clitics to follow negationt Thus~
it can be concluded that if a clitic precedes negation then it is for sure a subject~
but if it follows it~ it could be either a subject or an object~

Therefore~ the position advocated here of differentiating these two uses of si
is similar to that of Bonet Clsgl~ who also distinguishes two si and associates
them with different morphological features and to Napoli ClJZfi~~ who also argues
in favor of two different si~
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S~ltZA Middle si

Clitic si can also appear in middle constructions as in sentence CSJd~~ repeated
here~

Le fragole si mangiano spesso
The strawberries SI eat often

~Strawberries are often eaten~

In this case the clitic doesn~t act as an argument~ but as a grammatical marker
and the sentence receives a middle passive interpretation~ This construction
which is fully productive~ shares with passive the property that the direct object
functions as a superficial subject~ in particular it agrees with the verb and it
can be replaced by a null subject~s Therefore~ it seems that clitic si acts as a
passivizer and its function is similar to that of passive morphology~ However~
a difference between the middle si construction and the passive construction is
that the former doesn~t admit a by~phrase~ being in this way similar to agentless
passivestg

A lexical rule to account for middle si constructions CMIDSI~LR~ can be
proposedt This rule~ which is similar to the lexical rule for passive~ creates middle
verb formsilo

~Jfig~ Lexical rule for middle verb forms ~MIDSI~LR~

verb SUBJ ~NP f nom~qy~i~

CAT SUBJ CNPO~ ~ CAT COMPS O

COMPS CNPM óc sO~ CLTS f sil

The rule operates on the subcategorization requirements of transitive verbs~ re~
moving the subject slot and making the object become the subject~ while the
CLTS feature will trigger the presence of the clitic attached to the verb~ll

In middle si constructions~ the subject can only be in the third person~ there~
fore the restriction imposed on the NP will rule out sentences like the following~

~VO~ ~ Io si guardo
I SI look

~ I am looked atl

aSee Mansini ~lJHS~ for a more detailed discussion of the subject status of the element in
preverbal positiont

gCinque ~lJHB~ notes that in more rhetorical styles of Italian it is possible to find a by~phrase
cooccurring with si and Zubizarreta ~lJST~ notices that there are languages in which passive
cannot take an agentive by~phraset

roSee also Grimshaw ~lJSZ~ for an analysis in terms of lexical rules of the French se moyen
within the LFG framework~

rlSince in this interpretation~ as well as in the ergative and inherent~reflexive interpretation~
clitic si doesn~t act as an argument~ ARG~S will not play a relevant role in the analysis~
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Furthermore the subject in middle si constructions is assigned nominative case
since sentences like the following where the subject bears accusative case ~ are not
grammatical~

~JZl~ ~ Li si comprano
CL~acc~ SI buy

~Them are bought~

The impersonal form should be used insteadi

~STZ~ Li si compra
Cl~Cacc~ SI buys

~One buys them~

Subject~verb agreement can be handled as in Kathol óz Kasper ~lsJJ~~ in Italian
morphosyntactic features will be responsible for it~ therefore there will be sharing
of information between the values of INFL of the subject and the verb~

Role assignment proceeds as in Pollard Bs Sag ClJJl~t In HPSG~ roles are
assigned within the lexical entryj a role is assigned by means of structure sharing
between the index of an element in the SUBJJCOMPS list and the value of
some attribute of the verb~s CONTENT value~ Role assignment~ as well as case
assignment~ occurs within the lexicont In this specific case~ the superficial subject
is coindexed with ARGZ~ while ARGl should be filled by an external agent which
doesn~t surface in Italian~

Middle si interacts with restructuring verbs triggering long NP~movement~ as
the following sentence showst

~JZa~ Queste case si vogliono vendere a caro prezzo
These houses SI want to sell at high price

~These houses are wanted to be sold at a high price~

If the clitic si~ which acts as a passivizing element~ is attached to the restructuring
verb~ the direct object of the verb in the embedded clause can become the subject
of the restructuring verbtlZ In this example queste case~ which is the object of
vendere ~ becomes the subject of the restructuring verb~ An analysis of this type
of interaction~ which is based on Monachesi ~lsJJb~~ will be presented in the
following chapter~

To conclude this section~ it might be interesting to notice that also in Old
Fiorentino~ the middle si construction was attested~ As Lombard Clgal~ suggests~
this construction was superficially similar to the one related to impersonal si~
but it differed from it in some crucial respectst In particular~ he shows that in a
sentence like~

lzTherefore~ example CSTJ~ should not be seen as a case of clitic climbing~ in fact the clitic
is just a marker of the passivization process~
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~ S Td~ La si vede
Clt~nomj SI sees

~She is seen~

the clitic la is not the accusative clitic~ but the nominative onet In fact~ a series
of third person unstressed subject pronouns~ which are typical of the spoken
language~ were attested in Old Fiorentinoi the feminine form has the same surface
realization as the accusative form~ namely la~ le~

Motivations for saying that in the above construction la is nominative and
not accusative comes from negation~ the pronoun precedes negation~ therefore it
should be a subject clitic with nominative casetla

CSTh~ La non si vede
CLCnom~ not SI sees

~She is not seen~

Further evidence comes from agreement~ if there is the plural unstressed subject
pronoun le~ there is agreement with the verb as in the following sentencet

~Vfi~ Le non si vedono
CL~nom~ not SI see~u

~They aren~t seen~

This construction can be easily related to the modern Italian equivalent shown
in C~ SA ~ above~ where the preverbal NP agrees with the verb showing that it
is the subject~ Therefore~ clitic si cannot have the function of subject~ it is
simply a marker of passivization~ In this way~ it is also clear why a sentence like
C S ITl~ is not acceptable~ it can be related to the fact that in Old Fiorentino the
unstressed pronoun preceding the clitic si had nominative case~ so a clitic with
accusative case in that position was not and is not possible~ Sentence C S TZ~ shows
that impersonal si should be used instead~ this is in line with the origin of this
construction where the accusative object clitic was possible in combination with
impersonal sit

b~l~Z~S Ergative si

Clitic si undergoes an ergative interpretation in sentences like C aab ~~ repeated
below z

CSSS~ Lo specchio si rompe
The mirror SI breaks

~The mirror breaks~

laAs discussed earlier~ if the clitic precedes negation~ it should be a subject clitic~ while no
definitive conclusion can be reached if the clitic follows negation~
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In this construction the clitic acts as a marker of the intransitivization of the
verbt It mediates the transitivelergative alternationi in fact~ it is possible to
have the alternative transitive form~

~JITT~ Martina rompe lo specchio
Martina breaks the mirror

Wartina breaks the mirror~

I will follow Burzio ClJSfi~ and Grimshaw ClJÓZ~ ~ato~~ in considering the rela~
tionship between the sentences above to be similar to that present between a pair
like the following~ where there is a transitive and an ergative form~

CSTS~ a~ L~ artiglieria affondó due navi
The artillery sank two ships

~The artillery sank two ships~

bt Due navi affondarono
Two ships sank

~Two ships sank~

The only difference is that in this case the two forms are phonologically identical~
Therefore~ it seems that in CSaS~ there should be no reason to consider si an
argument~ instead it should be a marker of this intransitivization process~ which
I will consider a lexical process~l~ Therefore~ a lexical rule which can relate the
two forms can be postulated~

CVg~ Lexical rule for ergative verb forms C ERGSI~LR~

verb SUBJCNPEO~
CAT SUBJCNPM~

CAT COMPS C ~
LC~MP~~I ~

LCLTs~~i j
CONTENT ~ARG~

ARGl í~l

jj CONTENT fARGZ Efll

However~ the application of this lexical rule should be restrictedi in fact~ differ~
ently from middle si which is productive~ this is not the case for ergative si~ As
Cinque ClgHH~ notices those verbs which admit an ergative form introduced by
si are listed as such in the dictionariest Therefore~ those verbs should be marked
in a special way~ so that the application of the lexical rule will be triggered only
by their presence~

l~However~ in the case of ergative si as in the case of inherent~reflexive si~ there is agreement
in number and person with the subject~ As Grimshaw ~lgBZ~ suggests~ this should not be due
to coreference Cas I have assumed in the case of reflexive si~ where the clitic clearly plays the role
of an argument~~ but a case of agreement similar to that attested in subject~verb agreement~
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Clitic si can also have an inherent~reflexive use as in ~JZfi~~ repeated below~

~aZfi~ Martina si arrabbia spesso
Martina SI gets angry often
~Martina gets often angry~

This construction is not very productive and the clitic doesn~t correspond to an
argument of the verb~ The verb is monadic and it cannot be followed by an object
or an indirect object~ as the following ungrammatical examples showi

CSHO~ a~ ~ Martina arrabbia spesso Piero
Martina gets angry often Piero
Wartina often gets angry Piero~

~ Martina arrabbia spesso a Piero
Martina gets angry often to Piero

Wartina often gets angry to Piero~

It is evident that the clitic si cannot act as an argument i in fact there would not
be any slot in the subcategorization frame of the verb which could be filled by
it~ Therefore there will be lexical entries for the different verbs where the clitic
si acts simply as a grammatical markert The following will be an example of the
lexical entry related to the verb si arrabbia ~

pgl~ verb

SUBJ CNP~

COMPS l ~

CLTS fsíJ

Stl~ZtT Interaction of the lexical rules

This section is dedicated to a discussion of the interaction of the different lexical
rules previously proposed for the various interpretations of clitic si~

I have mentioned in section S ~L Ztl that reflexive si cannot appear with a
passive verbi therefore a sentence like C ZIb~ repeated below~ is ungrammaticaL

CZ A b~ ~ Martina si è giudicata dal tribunale
Martina SI is judged by the court

Wartina is herself being judged by the court~

The ungrammaticality of this sentence is predicted by the interpretation of the
clitic as argument~ The verb will undergo the lexical rule for passive presented
in section Z~Jt
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~JHZ~ Passive Lexical Rule CPALR~

trans~verb pass~verb

SUBJCNPM~ SUBJCNPE~
COMPS CNPffj~ tt~ COMPS C~t~~ ~PPfdah~~

The rule acts on the subcategorization requirements of the verb therefore the
subject in the input form is removed and its index is assigned to the optional by~
phrase~ while the object in the input form will act as subject in the output form~
Therefore~ in the case of the sentence above~ the verb giudicare will undergo the
passive lexical rule and it will be associated with the following entryt

verb

CAT VAL
SUBJCNP EE ~
COMPS C~PPf dah~~

ARG~S CNPM~ NPO~

The verb subcategorizes for a subject NP which will be identified with Martina
and a by~phrase which will be identified with dal tribunalet The result will be a
saturated phrasei thus there will be no direct object slot available for the clitic
to fi ll and therefore sentence CNb~ will be ruled outtls

It is also clear that if the entry above would undergo the Impersonal si Lexical
Rule~ sentence ~Mb~ would be equally ruled outt In fact~ the rule removes the
information related to the subject and adds it as value of the CLTS featuret

Ogq ~ F Fverb
SUBJ C ~

CAT VAL COMPS ~CPPf dah

CLTSCNP~I ~ I

ARG~S C NPNI~ NPM~

Therefore~ there will no subject slot available for the NP Martina to be filledt
Similarly~ a middle interpretation wouldn~t be available because the presence

of a by~phrase wouldn~t be allowed~lg

lsIt should be noticed that if the entry above would undergo the Complement Cliticization
Lexical Rule instead~ the only complement which could be moved into the CLTS feature is the
one corresponding to the by~phrase whose features cannot be spelled out as sit

lfiA sentence like the following where a dative reflexive clitic appears with a passive verb is
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On the other hand~ a sentence like the following where impersonal si acts as
subject in a passive sentence is grammaticaL

CJSb~ Si è spesso dimenticati
SI is often forgotten

~One is often forgotten~

In this case~ the verb will undergo the Passive Lexical Rule presented above and
will produce the following as outputt

verb

CAT VAL
SUBJCNPM~
COMPS ~~PP~da~j~~j

ARG~S INPaj~ NPgj~

The IMPSI~LR will apply to the output of the Passive Lexical Rule~ it will remove
the subject slot and add the corresponding item as value of the CLTS feature
which will be spelled out as si ~

An undesirable interaction which should be prevented is that between the
Middle si Lexical Rule and the Impersonal si Lexical Rule~ which could give rise
to ungrammatical sentences like the followingi

CSHT~ ~ Si si mangia spesso
~SI SI eat often~

The verb mangia would undergo the MIDSI~LR which will make the object be~
come the subject while the clitic si will act as a passivizing element~

also ungrammatical ~ but it is not predicted by the analysis I propose l

Ci~ I Gianni si è stato affidato
Gianni SI is being entrusted

~Gianni was entrusted to himself~

Rizzi C lJHBaj suggests a solution for the ungrammatical sentence above on the basis of his
chain~formation algorithmt Given a structure like the following~

~iij Gianni~~ si~ è stato affidato e ~ti e ~il

Gianni moves from e ~i to the subject position and si is an intervening coindexed element~
since chain formation cannot skip an intervening binder the sentence is ruled out ~ However ~
Reinhart At Reuland ~lgg J ~ question the validity of the chain~formation algorithm since it would
incorrectly rule out a grammatical sentence li ke the followingt

~iii~ Luciei strikes hersel~jti as cleverl

which has the same structuret It seems therefore that Rizzi ~ s explanation cannot be accepted~
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~JSS~ verb

SUBJ CNP JnomJEE~
CAT

COMPS ~ ~
CLTS I sil

CONTENT fARGl Ml
LARG~ pJ

This output could~ in principle~ function as input for the IMPSI~LR~ producing
an undesirable resultt However~ the restriction on the input of IMPSI~LR that
CLTS must be empty will exclude this possibilityt In fact~ as can be seen in the
entry above~ after the application of MIDSUR the CLTS feature will not be
empty~ therefore it cannot serve as input for IMPSLLR~

It should be noticed that the rules cannot apply in the reverse orderi if the
IMPSUR applies first~ then the output would be an entry where the subject slot
would be empty and this couldn~t function as input for the MIDSUR~

Similarly~ the output of the Ergative si Lexical Rule cannot function as input
of the Impersonal si Lexical Rule~ thus impossible examples like the following
will not be generated~ for the same reasons mentioned above~

Si si rompe
~SI SI breaW

It should be noticed that the sentence above would not be accepted also in the
case that one si would receive an ergative interpretation and the other a middle
interpretation~ In fact~ the ERGSI~LR gives as output an intransitive entry which
cannot function as input of the MIDSUR~ since the latter requires the presence
of an objectt Similarly~ if the rules apply in the reverse ordert

btl ~B Previous approaches

The analysis presented above distinguishes between an argument and a non~
argument use of the clitic si~ such a distinction is also present in Cinque ~lJSS~
even though it is used in a somewhat different wayt

Cinque notices that impersonal si is possible in finite clauses with all major
verb classes Ce~gt transitive~ unergative~ ergative~ psych~movement~ copulative~
passive and raising verbs~ while it is excluded in non~finite control clausest How~
ever~ it can be found in Raising and AuxAaComp environments~ but only with
transitive and unergative verbst He accounts for these data by assuming that
impersonal si can have either the status of an argument or of a non~argument~
as the result of a parametric choicet

In the ~argl interpretation~ the clitic will be associated with a B~role while this
is not the case for the f~argl interpretationt The latter is considered a syntactic
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marker for unspecified person which combines with personal Agr~ its purpose is
that of providing pro with the relevant features so that it can be interpreted as
an unspecified person pronominalt

In this way~ f~argj si can appear in contexts where personal Agr and personal
inflection markers are found~ namely in finite clauses~ accounting in this manner
for their grammaticality~ However~ those verbs that assign an external Xrole Ce~g~
transitives and unergatives~ will also allow for the presence of f~kargl si~ being
therefore ambiguous with respect to the two uses of the clitic~ but no explanation
is given for why this ambiguity should be presentt

On the other hand~ the ungrammaticality of si in non~finite clauses is due
to the fact that neither interpretation of the clitic is possiblet Since control
infinitives in Italian lack personal Agr~ f~argj si cannot be present~ while the lack
of nominative Case in these constructions excludes the presence of ~fargl sii since
si is considered a lexical nominal element~ it must be part of a CHAIN which is
assigned Case~ otherwise there will be a violation of the Case Filter~

In the non~finite raising and AuxAaComp environments~ the ~~argj use of si is
excluded because these constructions also lack personal Agr~ On the other hand~
the ~fargj usage of the clitic will be possible only if a Xrole can be associated
with it and this is the case only with transitive and unergative verbs~ obtaining
thus the desired result~

The distinction between argument and non~argument interpretation of si also
plays a relevant role in the analysis of sentences where agreement with the object
takes place~ as in~

~SgO~ Qui~ gli spaghetti si mangiano spesso
Here~ the spaghetti SI eat often

~Here~ spaghetti are often eaten~

While in the analysis which I have given of this construction~ I considered it
an instance of middle si~ Cinque distinguishes between two occurrences of si~
in this context~ In particular~ he proposes a distinction between an impersonal
passive use which he argues to be an instance of ffargl si and a middle use where
si acts as a pure J~argj passivizer~ However~ as Dini ~lJgb~ argues~ there is no
need to postulate a syntactic distinction between these two uses of sii rather~
their differences are of a semantic nature and should follow from independently
motivated semantic principles~

Cinque also briefly addresses the ergative and inherent reflexive constructions
which he considers to be instances of the f~argl interpretation of si~

It is clear that in this analysis~ the clitic si has different properties in the
various constructions~ a view which I also sharet However~ Cinque doesn~t deny
the possibility of a unification of these different uses~ as he says~

~~~ in view of the desirable unification of impersonal and reflexive sit
We have already seen that such a unification can only obtain at a
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certain level of abstraction~ given certain differences between the two
and given that impersonal and passive si are instances of a clitic used

autonomously rthat is~ not as the realization of a particular feature
combination in the paradigm~ whereas reflexive si is precisely the re~

alization of a certain feature combination in a paradigm rits properties

being shared by all other reflexive forms~ ~

Therefore~ even though Cinque doesn~t work out in detail how this unification can

be achieved~ he suggests that~ following Kayne ClJgfi~~ his analysis is compatible

with the program of unifying all uses of si~ as for example in Castelfranchi óa Parisi

~lsTfij and Manzini ClJHfi~ ~ but such unification should be seen at a different level
of abstraction~

However~ the way such a unification is achieved in these previous works~ is by

means of almost complete underspecification~ In Castelfranchi SE Parisi ~lJZfi~

there is an attempt to unify the different interpretations of si~ even though such

a unification is mainly achieved at a semantic level and by considering si an
underspecified element~ in fact they say that si always represents a nominal which

is not fully characterized~ However~ there are certain facts about the different

uses of si which are not taken into account in their proposal~ for example the

fact that reflexive si and impersonal si have a different order or that they behave

differently with respect to passive~ More generally~ the different syntactic and
morphophonological properties seem neglected in their analysist

Underspecification is also a main feature of the attempt to unify the different
uses of si in Manzini ClJÓfi~t She proposes that there is one lexical item si from
which all the different types can be derived by the interaction of the passivizer
property with either a free~variable or a dependent variable property~ Therefore~
the unification proposed can be considered as such~ at a very abstract level~ in fact
combining the different properties mentioned above will lead to the construction

of four different entries and therefore the only thing that all of them have in
common is phonology~ Furthermore~ Manzini assumes that in the case of ergative
si~ this element attaches to the verb~ not in the syntax~ like all the other types
of si~ but in the lexicon~ having therefore affixAlike behavior~ However~ if it is
considered an affix~ it is not clear why it can be separated by the verb from a
clitic like net

Cagl~ Se ne rompono molti
Si clt break many

Wany of them break~

The approach I have taken here differs from these previous attempts in that I do
not postulate the existence of different lexical items associated with si~ in fact si
exists only in the phonology as spell out of different properties of verbal forms~ I
believe that the only thing that the various interpretations of si have in common
is the same phonetic realization since in its various uses~ si is associated with
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verbal forms with different characteristics and this is the reason for the different
lexical rules I proposed~ Therefore~ the analysis I presented doesn~t try to unify
the different uses of clitic sij I share the view expressed in Napoli ClJZfi~ that while
a diachronic analysis can relate the different interpretations of si~ this is not the
case any more in a synchronic grammart However~ it would be worth exploring if
an approach based on sort hierarchies and on the mechanism of inheritance could
allow for a more compact representation of the properties of si~ I win leave this
matter for future research~

S~Z The Italian clitic loro
Italian has another clitic with very peculiar properties~ namely the dative clitic
loro Cto them~ which~ contrary to si~ has never received much attention in the
literature~ the only exception being Cardinaletti ClJJl~In the following sec~
tions~ I would like to show that a study of loro which takes into consideration
its bisyllabic status can prove to be of particular interestt It can provide new
insights into the typology of clitics and can lead to a better understanding of the
interaction of the different modules of the grammart

The dative pronoun loro is considered a clitic with an unusual distribution
by Calabrese ClgHH~~ Cardinaletti Clssl~ also points out the intriguing properties
of loro which exhibits a behavior similar to that of the other Italian clitics since
it occurs in a different position from that of the related complement~ it cannot
be coordinated and it cannot be modified~ but on the other hand it differs from
them in several respects~ showing properties of lexical words~ Following Wanner
ClsST~ ~ I will suggest that this exceptional behavior of loro could be related to
its phonological shape~ which is a possibility considered also by Nespor ClJJ~I~
In fact~ loro is a bisyllabic clitic while the other Italian clitics are monosyllabictiT

However~ recall that in section M~ titti ~ I have argued that the combination
of two clitics forms a bisyllabic unit~ yet this should be seen as a morphological
process which puts together two elements which are intrinsically monosyllabict
Unlike the case of loro~ which is an intrinsically bisyllabic unit and which cannot
be decomposed~ Therefore~ a distinction will be drawn between Italian monosyl~
labic clitics~ on the one hand and the bisyllabic clitic loro~ on the other hand~
The former exhibit affiixAike behavior and I have considered them not as lexical
items~ but as featural information which is provided in the lexicon and used in

lTCardinaletti Ba Starke ~lJJb~ suggest that the distinction between monosyllabic and bisyl~
labic entities is not crucial~ They propose instead a division of pronouns into three classes~
namely weak pronouns~ strong pronouns and clitics and they claim that it is the cliticlweak
distinction which is relevant for prosody and not the monosyllabicjbisyllabic distinction~ How~
ever~ it would be more desirable to associate certain differences with a primitive notion such
as that of monolbisyllabicity which seems to play a role in many languages ~both in the case
of affixes and in that of clitics~~ as I will show in section b~ZtS than to derive them from the
postulation of specific classest
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morphology and phonology for the realization of the cliticized verb form~ The
latter exhibits wordAike behavior and it will be considered a lexical item~ In this
way the differences in distribution between Italian monosyllabic clitics and loro
can be easily derived~

S ~ Ztl On the origin of loroc its development

In order to fully understand the idiosyncratic behavior of loro~ which shares
properties of clitics and of lexical words~ it might prove useful to investigate its
origins and its development~

The dative plural clitic pronoun loro derives from the Latin genitive illorumt
In Late Latin~ there was a confusion in the use of genitive and dative which
originated from the fact that the two cases were realized in the same way with
nouns of the ~a declension ~e~gt puellae meaning ~of the girl~~ and ~to the girl~~~~
as Rohlfs ClJfiH~ notices~ Therefore~ in a text of the Zth century~ it is possible to
find occurrences of genitive illorum used as dative~ as in the following example
from Tekavcie ClsSO~~

~SJZ~ Hoc illorum dictum est
This to them said is

~This was said to them~

In Old Italian loro was a tonic pronoun whose behavior was similar to that of
the singular forms lui~ derived from the dative illui ~ and lei~ derived from the
dative ~illaei ~ These pronouns were usually preceded by a preposition~ but they
could also appear without a preposition in their genitive and dative use~ as can
be seen in the following examples from Rohlfs ~lJfiH~t

CJSS~ ond~ io risposi lei tDante~ Purgt I~ fiZ~
Because of that I answered to her

~Because of that I answered to her~

CM ~ quel che loro P voleva dire ~Jacopone~
That to them I wanted to say

~What I wanted to say to them~

The examples above also show that these pronouns could both precede and follow
the verb~ In modern Italian this usage of the tonic pronouns without preposition
has in general disappeared~ in fact~ the use of genitive and dative lui or lei is
not attested any more~ This is not the case of loro which still appears without
preposition in its genitive use~

C M~ la loro casa
the their house

~Their house~
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The use of loro without preposition in its indirect object function is also dist
appearing from the spoken language~ being replaced by the singular masculine
dative clitic glit This is not the case in written language where loro is widely
used and still very productive~ as an investigation of the Italian Reference Corpus
has revealedt The study which will be presented in the following sections is based
on data taken from this corpust

S~Z~Z Italian monosyllabic clitics vst loro~ a comparison

Even though loro has always been considered a clitic in traditional Italian gram~
mars ~ it differs from the monosyllabic clitics in several crucial respects ~ as pointed
out in Cardinaletti ~lssl~t In the following sections~ a comparison will be drawn
between loro and the monosyllabic clitics which will take their similarities and
differences into account~

StZtZ~l Position

Dative loro~ like monosyllabic clitics~ cannot occur in the position of the cort
responding full complementt In particular~ loro doesn~t occupy the canonical
position for indirect objects~ as the following ungrammatical example shows~

csgfi~ ~ Martina spedisce la lettera loro
Martina sends the letter to them

Wartina sends them the letter~

In fact~ like monosyllabic clitics~ loro must be adjacent to the verbils

~ S JT~ Martina spedisce loro la lettera
Martina sends to them the letter
Wartina sends them the letter~

The morphosyntactic features of the verb determine the direction of attachment
for monosyllabic clitics~ They are proclitic if the verb is finite and enclitic if the
verb is non~finite or imperativet This is not the case for loro~ whose placement
doesn~t depend on the finiteness of the verb~ Traditional grammars and previous
studies of this clitic have generally assumed that loro always follows the verb~ as
can also be seen in the following examplesi

csJÓ~ a~ Dava loro notizie delle due figlie sposate
Gave to them news of the two daughters married

~~She~ gave them news about the two married daughters~

rBIt could be argued that this is an instance ofdouble object construction~ but see Cardinaletti
~lgJl~ for convincing evidence against this possibilityt In fact~ the order in CSgT~ is attested
only with loro and is not productive for other pronouns and full NP~ Furthermore~ loro is also
found with intransitive verbst
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b ~ Una valanga di lettere di ammiratrici che gli chiedono di
An avalanche of letters of fans that cl~Cdat~ ask to
dare loro un figlio
give to them a child

~An avalanche of letters from fans that ask him to give them a child~

Italian grammars do not mention the fact that loro can also precede the verb~
Calabrese ClsHS~ claims that loro can never occur before the verbt An investi~

gation of the corpus has shown that this is not always the case since loro has

the option of preceding the verb in certain contexts~ namely within a relative

clause and in the presence of an adnominal past participle~ as can be seen in the

following examples~

~ S JS~ a~ La libertà di fantasia che loro appartiene
The freedom of fantasy that to them belongs

~The freedom of fantasy that belongs to them~

Innovazioni realizzate dagli imprenditori con il potere d ~
Innovations accomplished by the entrepreneurs with the power of

acquisto loro fornito dalle banche
purchase to them supplied by the banks

~Innovations which the entrepreneurs accomplished with the purchas~
ing power supplied to them by the banks~

These cases may be a remnant of the possibility that loro had in Old Italian to

occur before the verb~ They do not seem to relate to the more general possibility

that monosyllabic clitics can be proclitic or enclitic~ since monosyllabic clitics

can never be proclitic on a past participlet A discussion of these cases will be

postponed until section StZ ~ b ~
A further difference between monosyllabic clitics and loro is related to the

fact that monosyllabic clitics cannot appear attached to an adjectival head~ they

can only appear attached to a verb~ therefore an example like the following is

ungrammaticaL

C ~IOO~ ~ Un libro gli incomprensibile
A book cl~Cdat~ incomprehensible

~ A book incomprehensible to him~

On the other hand~ the corresponding expression where the monosyllabic clitic
has been replaced by loro is grammaticaltlg

C ~I Ol~ Un libro loro incomprensibile
A book to them incomprehensible

~ A book incomprehensible to them~

IgIt should be noticed that in its use as possessive ~ loro can precede and foll ow a noun ~
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It should be noticed that loro must precede the adjectival head~ an expression
like the following where it follows the adjective~ would not be acceptablet

C A Oti~ ~ Un libro incomprensibile loro
A book incomprehensible to them

~ A book incomprehensible to them~

In this respect~ there is a difference with the cases mentioned above since in the
presence of a relative clause or of an adnominal past participle~ loro can either
precede or follow the verb~ but if an adjective is present~ loro can only precede
it t

Verb contiguity is obligatory for monosyllabic clitics~ no other constituent can
intervene between them and the verbt This is not the case of loro which can be
separated from the verb by negative adverbs such as mai tnever~ or by positive
ones like sempre Calways~~ as also noted by Cardinaletti ~lsJl~t The following is
an example of such a case~

~ ~I Os ~ Il mercato non darà mai loro le somme necessarie per
The market will not give never to them the amounts necessary to
effettuare il pagamento
make the payment

The market will never give them the amount necessary to make the pay~
ment ~

Therefore~ in the case of loro it seems more appropriate to talk about verb
adjacency than of proclisis and enclisis~

To summarizet the data presented above have shown that both monosyllabic
clitics and loro occur in a special position within the sentence~ While monosyl~
labic clitics attach to the verb which acts as a host~ this is not the case of loro
which can be separated from the verb by an adverb~ behaving therefore more
as an independent word~ Furthermore~ both loro and monosyllabic clitics can
precede or follow the verb~ but different conditions determine the direction of
attachment~

btZ~ZtZ Ordering

As already discussed~ Italian monosyllabic clitics are rigidly ordered~ if there are
two clitics which represent a direct and an indirect object~ they will follow the
order dative~accusative ~ as can be seen in the following sentence~

C ~IN ~ Martina deve spedirgliela
Martina must send cl~~dat~ cltCacc~
~Martina must send it to him~

On the other hand~ if the indirect object is represented by the clitic loro~ the
order will be accusative~dativet
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~ ~lOh~ Martina deve spedirla loro
Martina must send cl~~acc~ to them

Wartina must send it to them~

Therefore~ the generalization seems to be that loro is always more external than
the monosyllabic clitics~

It is clear that loro behaves differently from monosyllabic clitics also with
respect to ordering~ thus showing a status different from that of the other clitics~

StZtZtS Coordination

Monosyllabic clitics and loro behave differently also with respect to coordinationt
As already mentioned in section S ~lt S ~ monosyllabic clitics do not have wide scope
over a coordination of verbs~ If two coordinated verbs subcategorize for the same
clitic~ the clitic must be repeated with each verb~ therefore a sentence like the
following is not grammaticaL

C~IOfi~ ~ Presentato e ripresentatogli
Shown and reshown cl~~dat~
~Shown and shown again to him~

This is not the case of loro which can have wide scope over a coordination of
verbs~

C IOfi~ Presentato e ripresentato loro
Shown and reshown to them

~Shown and shown again to them~

These examples constitute additional evidence for the different status of loro
with respect to the monosyllabic clitics~

StZtZ~d Clitic Climbing

Italian monosyllabic clitics undergo clitic climbingi in particular~ I win consider
two cases where clitic climbing is triggered~ namely if an auxiliary verb or if a
restructuring verb CRizzi lsHZ~ is presenttzO Monosyllabic clitics must climb if
an auxiliary verb is presenti it is not possible to have the clitic attached to the
lower verb~

Cq Og~ a~ Martina P ha mangiata
Martina cl~Cacc~ has eaten

~Martina has eaten it~

zOA discussion of restructuring verbs and an analysis of clitic climbing will be given in the
next chaptert It will also include an account of the climbing of loro~
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b ~ ~ Martina ha mangiatola
Martina has eaten cl~~acc~

~Martina has eaten it~

On the other hand~ climbing of monosyllabic clitics is optional with a restructur~
ing verb~ namely a verb which belongs to one of the following classest yrzodals~
temporal aspectuals ~ pure motion verbs ~ This can be seen in the examples below~

CdOS~ at Martina la voleva spedire
Martina cl~~acc~ wanted to send

~Martina wanted to send it~

b ~ Martina voleva spedirla
Martina wanted to send cltCacc~

~Martina wanted to send it~

The behavior of loro is different~ in fact if an auxi liary verb is present~ climbing
of loro is optionaL

~dlO~ a~ I sogni che gli altri pazienti hanno loro raccontato
The dreams that the other patients have to them told

~The dreams that the other patients have told them~

bt In mezz~ ora De Benedetti aveva spiegato loro che non era
In half an hour De Benedetti had explained to them that not was
piu cosi
more so

~ In half an hour De Benedetti had explained them that it wasn~t like
that~

If a restructuring verb is present~ climbing of loro is also optional~ as with mono~
syllabic cliticst

~dll~ at Perchè erano tempi di sospetti ~ e non sapevano cosa potesse
Because were times of suspicions and not know what could
loro capitare
to them happen

~Because those were suspicious times and they didn~t know what could
happen to them~

b ~ Solo quando il rumore delle campane cessa~ posso rivolgere
Only when the noise of the bells stops~ can turn
loro la parola~
to them the word

~Only when the noise of the bells stops~ can I talk to them~
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It should be noted that in this case loro doesn~t appear before the auxiliary
or restructuring verb as in standard clitic climbing cases because~ as already
mentioned~ this clitic usually follows the verb~ also in the case of finite verbs~

Clitic climbing in Italian has an interesting property~ If there are two monot
syllabic clitics which semantically belong to the same verb~ they cannot be sep~
aratedi they must climb together~ Therefore the following sentence where the
clitics are split is not grammatical~

C~IlZ~ ~ Martina la voleva spedirgli
Martina cl~~acc~ wanted to send cl~Cdat~

~Martina wanted to send it to him~

In fact~ both clitics must attach either to the embedded verb or to the main verbt

a~ Martina voleva spedirgliela
Martina wanted to send clt~dat~ clt~acc~

bt Martina gliela voleva spedire
Martina cl~~dat~ cltCacc~ wanted to send

Wartina wanted to send it to him~

This is not the case of loro which doesn~t have to cluster with the other clitics~
showing again another instance of its idiosyncratic behavior~

C ~l l ~I ~ La scintilla~ la puó fornire loro una dichiarazione del
The spark~ cl~Cacc~ can provide to them a declaration from the
ministero dell~ Interno
Ministry of Internal Affairs

~ A declaration of the ministry of Internal Affairs can provide them with
a spark~

To summarizet the data above have shown that loro~ like the monosyllabic cl~
itics can undergo clitic climbing~ still the fact that climbing of loro is optional
with auxiliary verbs and that it doesn~t cluster with other clitics are again two
instances of its particular behaviort

htZtZ~b Phonology

The main difference between loro and the monosyllabic clitics is with respect to
stresst

Nespor ~lsJ A ~ argues that loro~ as opposed to monosyllabic clitics~ bears
primary word stress~ She points out that the rhythmic contour of a sentence
containing this clitic is not different from the contour of other sentences where
full words appear in the same position as loro~ This can be shown in the following
examples from Nespor Clgg~~t
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C A lS~ a~ Telefonava loro tutti i giorni
Called to them all the days

~He called them every day~

bt Telefonava poco tutti i giorni
Called little all the days
~He called little every day~

Since loro is a bisyllabic unit~ it fulfills the minimal requirements on prosodic
words~ namely that they must be at least bimoraic or bisyllabic~ Therefore~ at a
phonological level~ the following representation can be proposedt

C A lfi~ Representation of loro

P h

PW PW

I I
Telefonava loro

Loro constitutes a prosodic word which attaches at the level of the Phonological
Phrase~ in this way the behavior mentioned above is expected~ Furthermore~ this
representation allows for the presence of certain adverbs to intervene between the
verb and lorotzl

Nespor ~lJgA ~ mentions also that loro differs from monosyllabic clitics in
another respect~ namely while the former undergo obligatorily the rule of tronca~
rraento~ the application of this rule in the presence of loro is optionaL However~
I have shown in section M~Ld that there are cases where the rule doesnft apply
in the presence of clitics~

C~IlZ~ mangiamo~celol~~mangiam~celo
Eat cltCdat~ cltCacc~

~Let~s eat it~

Given the unclear status of this rule~ I will not consider it heret

S~ZtS Bisyllabic units as independent words

On the basis of the differences shown above~ a distinction will be made between
Italian monosyllabic clitics and loro which is a bisyllabic unitt

This distinction between monosyllabic and bisyllabic units has various prece~
dents in the literaturet Zwicky ~lgTT~ discusses bisyllabic clitics in Bikol~ he

alFor a discussion of possible representations in the case of monosyllabic clitics~ cf~ section
StZtZ~ Bt
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points out that they exhibit properties of independent words since they bear
stress and they don~t trigger a rule lengthening certain preceding vowels~ while
monosyllabic clitics dot

Within the affix system of Yidinv~ Dixon ClsITT~ makes a distinction between
monosyllabic and bisyllabic suffixest The former are cohering affixes that attach
to a stem and form a unit with it while the latter are noncohering affixes that
behave as independent words~ Therefore a monosyllabic affix coheres with a
stem and forms a phonological word with it which constitutes the domain of
application of certain phonological rules~ On the other hand~ a bisyllabic affix
does not cohere with the stem and begins a new phonological wordi the relevant
phonological rules apply separately to each phonological word~

Similarly within the affix system of Dutch~ Van Oostendorp Clgs~l~ makes
a distinction between monosyllabic affixes and bisyllabic onest Dutch suffixes
trigger two processes which are related to syllabificatiom resyllabification of baset
final consonants and deletion of base~final schwa~ while these generalizations hold
for monosyllabic suffixes~ ~achtig seems to be an exceptiont Van Oostendorp
argues that it is not necessary to postulate a morphological distinction between
two classes of suffixes in order to explain the exceptional behavior of ~achtig ~ This
difference should follow from the different phonological shape~ namely ~achtig is
bisyllabic while the other suffixes are monosyllabict Therefore ~achtig acts more
as an independent unit and forms suffixed with ~achtig behave like compoundst

StZA The distribution of the bisyllabic clitic loro

Given the differences shown in the previous sections between monosyllabic c li tics
and loro ~ it seems reasonable to propose a distinction between Italian monosyl~
labic c li tics which show affix~ like behavior and the bisy llabic cli tic kro which
shows word~ like behaviort Therefore loro can be considered an element of cate~
gory XP~fCLJ~zZ As pointed out in Cardinaletti ClsJl~ ~ loro can be marginally
doubled by a monosyllabic c li tic~

T~ Gliel~ ho dato loro
CltCdat~ cl~Cacc~ have given to them

~ I have given it to them~

behaving in this respect as a maximal projectiont Furthermore~ if loro is con~
sidered a saturated XP~ it is possible to account for the fact that it cannot have
complementst If loro is an XP~ its position is determined by the general mech~
anism responsible for constituent ordering in HPSG ~ namely Linear Precedence
~LP~ constraintst

It should be recalled that loro is generally adjacent to a verb~ usually following
it and preceding therefore all the other complementst This order can be derived

zaAlternatively~ loro could be considered a full phrase~ whose SYNSEM~ unlike that of other
full phrases~ is of sort clitict
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by the interaction of two LP constraints~ one~ which is independently motivated~
orders complements after the head~Zs

CdlJ~ Linear Precedence Constraint I CLP l~

HEAD ~ XP
This will account for the fact that loro appears after the verb~ On the other hand~
loro doesn~t appear in the usual position of an indirect objectt The following
constraint will order an XP ff CLJ before all the other phrasal complements~

~ ~ltiO~ Linear Precedence Constraint Z CLP Z~

COMPLEMENT f~~ CL J ~ COMPLEMENT ~~LEX I

In this way a sentence like ~ S JHb~~ repeated belowt

C SJHb~ Una valanga di lettere di ammiratrici che gli chiedono di dare
An avalanche of letters of fans that cltCdat~ ask to give

loro un figlio
to them a child

~An avalanche of letters from fans that ask him to give them a child~

where the clitic precedes an object NP~ will be accounted for and will have the
following structure~

C~IZl~ VP I COMPS

V I COMPS Co CJ~~ ffi XPf fCLI NI NP f~LEXI

dare loro un fig li o

On the other hand~ the fact that loro follows a direct object monosyllabic clitic
as in sentence ~IOh~~ repeated belowt

~ ~ lOb~ Martina deve spedirla loro
Martina must send clt~acc~ to them

Wartina must send it to them~

is a direct consequence of the affixal status of monosyllabic cliticst In the previous
chapter~ a lexical rule has been presented which accounts for simple cases of
cliticization both in Italian and in French~
asOn the other hand~ subjects should be ordered according to the LP constraint presented

in section Z ~ lt
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Complement Cliticization Lexical Rule ~CCLR~

verb rCOMPS F l t r ~
COMPS rl ~ El t ra ~~ f l~
CLTS ~

CLTS E Ut l~i cliticl

Recall that the effect of this rule is that of removing a complement from the
COMPS list of a verb~ this information will be added to the CLTS feature which
acts as interface to morphologyt Therefore~ the lexical rule provides the featural
information which is necessary for the spell out of the cliticized verb form~

Under this analysis~ in sentence ~ AOS~ above~ the Complement Cliticization
Lexical Rule applies to spedire ~ removing the complement from the COMPS list
and adding the relevant information to the CLTS feature~ The feature will trigger

the construction of the cliticized verb form in morphology~ Since loro is not

an affix~ but an independent word~ it is ordered after the verb Cin this case the

cliticized verb form~ by LPlt Therefore~ the sentence above will have the following
representationi

VP

V VPI COMPS C ~J

COMPS
deve V

~NP~acci~f~~~~
~I

CLTS I

spedirla loro

The usual distribution of monosyllabic clitics~ which is dative~accusative ~ as shown
in sentence C A Od~ ~ repeated below~

C ~I O I ~ Mártina deve spedirgliela
Martina must send cl~Cdat~ cltCacc~
~Martina must send it to him~

is also a consequence of the analysis adopted for monosyllabic clitics which con~
siders them as affixes belonging to different position classest The cliticized verb
form will be spelled out in morphology and the order dative~accusative is that
which is prescribed by the template presented in section ~ltZt~ti~ accounting in
this way for the sentence abovet
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The data presented in C S gs~ ~ which I repeat belowi

Cags~ at La libertà di fantasia che loro appartiene
The freedom of fantasy that to them belongs
~The freedom of fantasy that belongs to them~

bt Innovazioni realizzate dagli imprenditori con il potere d ~
Innovations accomplished by the entrepreneurs with the power of
acquisto loro fornito dalle banche
purchase to them supplied by the banks

~Innovations which the entrepreneurs accomplished with the purchas~
ing power supplied to them by the banks~

where loro has the option of appearing before the verb within a relative clause
and in the presence of an adnominal past participle are rather problematic~

I think they should be viewed as a remnant of the possibility that loro had
in the past to precede the verbt Still~ further research would be necessary to
establish if loro could indifferently appear before or after the verb in any context
or if it had a preference for one or the other position in specific contexts~

In particular~ the option that loro has to appear before the verb within a
relative clause could be related to the fact that in Old Italian clitics appeared
in second position ~ToblertMussafia law~ ~Wanner lgHZ~t Therefore~ within a
relative clause~ they would follow a relative pronoun~ and precede the verb~ This
is still the case in European Portuguese~ On the other hand~ European Portuguese
has clitics appearing as proclitics also in other contexts~ Cin clauses containing a
WH question word~ in negative clauses~ when the subject is a quantified NP and
when the verb is in the infinitive governed by a preposition~ where it wouldn~t
be possible for loro to occur before the verb~ Since an adnominal past participle
can be seen as an implicit relative~ this could explain why the possibility that
loro has to precede the verb can be extended also to those cases in ~Mb~ ~

Further research on the development of this clitic is needed in order to assess
whether this could be a possible line of explanation of the data abovet

b ~S Conclusion
In this chapter I have discussed the properties of two peculiar Italian clitics~
namely si and lorot

I have shown that clitic si can have several different uses~ it can occur with
an impersonal interpretation~ a reflexivelreciprocal interpretation~ a middle inter~
pretation~ an ergative interpretation and can also be an inherent reflexive clitic~
I have suggested that in the reflexivelreciprocal and in the impersonal interpre~
tation~ the clitic si acts as an argumenti while this is not the case in the other
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interpretations it might have~ Previous approaches have tried to unify the differ~
ent uses of si by proposing a completely underspecified entry associated to this
clitict Instead~ I have suggested that si exists only in phonology as spell out of
different properties of verbal formst

In the second part of the chapter I have considered the clitic lorot I have
made a comparison between loro and the other clitics and suggested that it is
possible to account for similarities and differences if the former is considered a
lexical item while the latter are considered affixes~ In addition~ I have tried to
relate the affixlword status to the monosyllabic vs~ bisyllabic distinction~
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The analysis of Italian clitic climbing

It has often been argued ~most recently by Sportiche ~lJJ S ~~ that clitic climbing
is incompatible with a lexical analysis of cliticization because in this construction
the clitic bears no lexical relationship to the main verb it is attached to~ but it is
lexically related to the embedded verb insteadt In this chapter~ I will challenge
such a claim by showing that a lexical analysis of Italian clitic climbing is indeed
possible and desirablet

Since in this construction clitics may attach to a higher verbal head and not
to the verbal head which subcategorizes for them~ it can be argued that they
are involved in a nonlocal dependencytl Therefore~ an approach in terms of
nonlocal features and the Nonlocal Feature Principle~ which is the mechanism
used within HPSG to deal with long distance dependencies~ could be proposedt
However~ I will show that this mechanism doesn~t account for clitic climbing in
an adequate way and I will propose a better alternative~ It is based on the idea
of argument composition according to which the subcategorization requirements
of the embedded verb are passed up to the clitic climbing trigger verb~

I will mainly focus on cases of clitic climbing which are triggered by the
presence of restructuring verbs ~Rizzi lJHZ~ ~ Furthermore~ I will show that re~
structuring verbs behave as a class also with respect to other phenomena such
as long NP~Movement~ Tough Constructions and auxiliary selection and that
an analysis in terms of argument composition can provide a uniform account of
these phenomena~ In addition~ I will consider another environment where clitic
climbing is triggered~ namely in the presence of auxiliary verbst

I will also be concerned with dialectal variation and I will show that within
HPSG ~ the parametrization of linguistic variation occurs in the lexicon~ I will
discuss clitic climbing in certain southern Italian dialects like Napoletano and
Salentino~ Salentino is particularly interesting since clitic climbing can occur out
of finite clauses~ I will then show how the analysis of clitic climbing proposed for

lCft Miller ~lJgZb~ for an analysis of clitic c limbing based on this assumption ~

lfi I
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Standard Italian can be extended to account also for dialectal variation~

G A An analysis in terms of nonlocal features
In Italian~ there are different environments where clitic climbing is triggered~ for
example~ it occurs with three classes of verbs~Z

Restructuring verbs

e modal verbs
~e ~ g ~ potere Ccan~ ~ dovere C must~ ~ volere Cwant~~

~ temporal aspectual verbs
Ce~g~ cominciare ~to begin~~ finire ~to finish~~ continuare ~to con~
tinue~~

~ pure motion verbs
Cetg~ venire Cto come~~ andare Cto go~~ tornare ~to come back~~

The verbs in ~ ~Vd~ will be referred to as restructuring verbs~ after Rizzi C lJHZ~
who proposed a restructuring rule in order to account for their behavior~a

It is not easy to define which verbs belong to the restructuring class~ As
noticed in Rizzi ~lsSZ~ ~ for every Italian speaker there is a well defined class of
verbs which allows clitic climbing and opposed to it there is another class of verbs
which clearly does not trigger itt In between the two classes there is a group of
verbs for which judgements vary from speaker to speaker~ as in the case of the
conative verbs Ce~gt cercare~ tentare ~ provare Cto try~~ and sometimes there are
isolated verbs which according to some speakers trigger clitic climbing~ such as
the verb sembrare Cseem~t It seems that membership to the class of trigger verbs
is rather idiosyncratic and this is even more evident if dialects are taken into
consideration~ as will become clear in section U~St

Attempts to derive the class of trigger verbs semantically~ though interest~
ing~ are not very convincing since they are not sufficiently developed to capture
the idiosyncratic variation which is typical of restructuring verbs~ For example~
Burzio ClgHfi~ suggests that trigger verbs are characterized as being semantically
impoverishedt He presents the following minimal pairt

CAZb~ a~ Lo voglio leggere
CltCacc~ want read

~I want to read it~

b~ ~ Lo desidero leggere
CltCacc~ wish read

~I wish to read it~

aClitic climbing in Italian occurs also with auidliary verbs~ causative and perceptual verbst
sAn earlier version of this paper appeared as Rizzi C lJTB~ ~
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According to him~ volere acts as a trigger verb because it is semantically weak~
while this is not the case for desideraretq However~ he doesn~t spell out this idea
in more detail~ so it is difficult to see what its scientific content is~ The concept
of semantic impoverishment is reconsidered by Emonds ~lJJb~~ but also in his
case no attempt is made to make this idea more concrete~s In this work~ I will
assume that the set of trigger verbs is specified lexically~

As already mentioned~ restructuring verbs trigger clitic climbing~ namely a
clitic which originates as dependent of a complement verb can climb and attach
to the trigger verb~

~ U fi~ Martina lo vuole leggere
Martina cl~~acc~ wants to read

Wartina wants to read it~

Clitic climbing is optional with these verbsi the following sentence where the clitic
stays within the lower clause is also grammaticaLB

CdtiT~ Martina vuole leggerlo
Martina wants to read cl~Cacc~

Wartina wants to read it~

Furthermore~ it is possible to have more than one restructuring verb intervening
between the clitic and the verb that subcategorizes for itz

C~ZH~ Martina lo vuole poter leggere
Martina cl~Cacc~ wants to can read

~Martina wants to be able to read it~

Given that in this construction clitics attach to a verbal head of which they are
not an argument and that several restructuring verbs can intervene~ it could be
argued that they are involved in a nonlocal dependencyt Therefore~ it could be
appropriate to account for the phenomenon in terms of nonlocal features and the

~I disagree with Burzio~s judgmenti in fact~ I would consider the example CUbb~
grammaticalt

sA more formalized attempt to derive the class of trigger verbs semantically is Napoli ClgHl~t
She claims that the rule of Restructuring CRizzi lJTÓ~ should apply whenever the structural
conditions are met~ after which a rule of semantic interpretation applies~ If the latter rule is
blocked for some reason~ the sentence doesn~t receive an interpretation and it is therefore judged
as not acceptablet According to her~ it is through the rule of semantic interpretation that it is
possible to determine which verbs act as a trigger and which don~tt While I believe that there
might be some semantic characterization that defines the set of trigger verbs~ I think that the
work of Napoli is not supported by enough empirical evidencet However~ I find her hypothesis
interesting and I believe that further research should be devoted to formalize it into a more
upAo~date framework and to test it against a broader set of data~

fiIn general there is no difference in meaning between the two sentencest However~ see Napoli
ClJSl~ for a potential counterexamplet
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Nonlocal Feature Principle~ which is the mechanism proposed in Pollard óz
Sag ClJJd~ to deal with Unbounded Dependency Constructions~T

In Monachesi ~lggSc~~ I proposed an analysis of clitic climbing which relies
on this mechanismts The treatment makes use of lexical rules to update the
subcategorization requirements of the verbal head and of nonlocal features to
encode the information that a clitic can appear at some point in the tree~

If clitic climbing is viewed as a nonlocal kind of dependency~ it is possible to
consider it as divided in three parts~ a bottom~ a middle and a topt The bottom is
where the dependency is introduced~ the middle is where it is successively passed
from daughter to mother up the tree and the top is where the dependency is
discharged~

fitltl The bottom of the dependency

As already mentioned~ Italian clitics must fulfill the subcategorization require~
ments of the head of which they are a semantic argumenti this implies that the
head cannot also subcategorize for the corresponding full complement~ There~
fore~ it is necessary to have a mechanism that allows for the deletion of the full
complement that is subcategorized for by the verb~ if a clitic is present~ so that
sentences like the following will be ruled outt

Martina lo legge il libro
Martina cl~Cacc~ reads the book

Wartina it reads the book~

Furthermore~ the information that the clitic will appear at some point in the tree
must be encoded if a verb that triggers clitic climbing is present~

One way to account for this is by means of a lexical rule that operates on
the COMPS list of a verb~ removing the relevant full complement and adding the
information related to the clitic into a nonlocal feature OC ~object clitic~t

~ ~IS O~ Lexical rule for object clitics ~LROC~

LOCAL CAT ~verb
COMPS CCJNP~accl I E~

NONLOCAL ~INHER fOC ~ ~~I
J~

~For more details about this mechanism see section Z~T~
sSee Miller ClJJZb~ for a similar analysis of clitic climbing tri ggered by French auxiliary and

causative verbs within a GPSGIHPSG framework ~
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LOCAL f CAT f COMPS LEll

NONLOCAL ~INHER fOC ~ íO~acclymsg J~J

Consider a sentence like ~~ZH~~ repeated here~

C ~U H~ Martina lo vuole poter leggere
Martina clt~acc~ wants to can read

Wartina wants to be able to read it ~

The rule will apply to the fo llowing entry for leggeret

f verb
LOCAL CAT L ~ ~

COMPS íONP~accj

NONLOCAL LINHER fOC IIlJ

It will produce the following alternative entry z

~verb
LOCAL CAT

C ~
~In ~

COMPS

NONLOCAL L INHER fOC f ípNPIJ J
In this way~ the subcategorization slot related to the NP f acc l will be deleted~ as
a result no full complement is allowed and the information that a c li tic must be
present somewhere else is encoded by means of the nonlocal feature OC which
carries case and agreement information ~

fi~l~Z The middle of the dependency

The second part of the unbounded dependency construction is the easiest to
account for~ namely the middlet The middle is where the information that there
is a clitic missing is propagated up the tree~ The information about the clitic is
connected to the OC feature and since this is a nonlocal feature~ its value can
percolate up the tree according to the Nonlocal Feature Principle~ which I
repeat belowt

~Ua~ Nonlocal Feature Principle ~NFP~
For each nonlocal feature~ the INHERITED value on the mother is the
union of the INHERITED values on the daughters minus the TO~BIND
value on the head daughtert

The effect of this principle is that in a sentence like C UH~~ the information about
the nonlocal feature percolates in the following way~
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VP

V VP L INHER I OC

Lo deve V

potere

VPI INHER J OC fp~l

VILINHERI OC f ~i~~ J

leggere

The OC feature carrying the information about the clitic will percolate up the
tree~ so that each node in the tree that dominates the one where the dependency is
introduced will have the feature OC instantiatedt As for the role of the TO~BIND
value~ it will be discussed in the next section~

fi ~ l~S The top of the dependency

The third part of the unbounded dependency is the top~ This is where the value
of the nonlocal feature which is introduced is discharged by beeing identified with
the appropriate features of the filler~ In this way one achieves the same effect as
when movement is performed~ but actually nothing is moved~ In this case the
mechanism employed is not movement~ but conditions of identity or sharing of
substructure by different attributes of a common structure~

In the specific case of clitics~ it is necessary to prevent the OC feature from
percolating up the tree once the clitic is found~ A way to achieve this is by
means of the TO~BIND feature and the way the Nonlocal Feature Principle is
formulated~ The NFP guarantees that once a dependency is bound off~ it is
deleted from the set of nonlocal feature values that are passed up to the mothert

Given the affixal nature of clitics~ they combine with the verb in morphologyi
the TO~BIND I OC feature should create the link between morphology and syntax~
The clitic attaches to the verb and forms a unit with it~ therefore~ the TO~
BIND J OC feature is assigned to this unit~ it will encode agreement and case
information relative to the clitict If there is identity of values between the TO~
BIND J OC feature and the INHER J OC feature~ the percolation of the latter will
be stopped and the sentence will be recognized as grammaticalt The following
derivation related to sentence ~M~ summarizes the analysis proposed for Italian
object cliticsi
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~ Aas ~ VPf INHER J OC f
II

V I TO~BIND I OC fMJJ VP LINHER I OC J~i IJ
Lo Ieve V VP LINHER ~ OC f íOIl

I

r J

potere V LINHER JOC fMJJ

leggere

The Lexical Rule for Object Clitics applies to leggere and assigns the INHERIOC
feature carrying information related to the clitic~ The feature will percolate by
means of the Nonlocal Feature Principle~ this percolation win stop once a TO~
BINDIOC feature is foundt The TO~BINDJOC feature will be assigned to the V
when it combines with the clitict If the values of the TO~BINDJOC feature and
the INHERIOC feature unify~ the nonlocal dependency is bound off according
to the Nonlocal Feature Principlez it will be subtracted from the set of nonlocal
feature values that are passed up to the mother~

fi AA Overgeneration and additional problems

The analysis just sketched can account for cases of clitic climbing in the presence
of a trigger verb~ however~ a problem with this mechanism is that it overgener~
ates~ allowing clitic climbing also with verbs that do not trigger itt Therefore~
a sentence like where the main verb is not a restructu ri ng verb~ will be
acceptedt

Martina lo promette di leggere
Martina cltCacc~ promises to read

Wartina promises to read it~

The approach doesnlt account in a straightforward way for the general fact that
only restructuring verbs can trigger clitic climbing~ This is because Unbounded
Dependency Constructions are subject to different locality constraints than clitic
climbing constructionst In order to rule out sentences like ~ AS fi~~ it is necessary
to add specific constraints on the path of the OC feature~ The percolation of the
feature must be stopped if there is a verb that doesn~t trigger clitic climbing and
must be allowed if there is a verb that triggers it~ In Monachesi ClJJSc~ this was
achieved by imposing that verbs that do not allow clitic climbing should select for
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a complement with INHER J OC JI~ While this could be a possible way to obtain
the correct result~ it also suggests that this approach doesn~t naturally capture
the fact that clitic climbing is triggered only by a specific class of verbs since
specific constraints need to be imposed to obtain the right result~g Furthermore~
the constraints need to be imposed both on verbs that don~t trigger clitic climbing
and on those that trigger iti this is clearly not very economical~

It should also be noticed that some generalizations are missed if the anal~
ysis is extended to account for long NP~Movement~ which is also triggered by
restructuring verbs~

Cd~T~ Queste case si vogliono vendere a caro prezzo
These houses SI want to sell at high price

~These houses are wanted to be sold at a high price~

In this construction the direct object of the verb in the embedded clause is pret
posed to become the subject of the restructuring verb~ provided the clitic si is
present~ acting as a passivizing elementt As will become clear in section fi ~~U~
which is dedicated to a discussion of this topic~ long NP~Movement and clitic
climbing are subject to similar constraintsi it would be desirable to have an anal~
ysis that could account for both constructionst Therefore~ sentence ~ IsT~ should
be analyzed by means of an interaction between the mechanism based on nonlo~
cal features presented above and the rule proposed for middle si constructions in
section b ~ ltZA t There are some problems with this since MIDSI~LR operates on
the subcategorization requirements of the verbi the subject slot will be removed
and the object will become the subject~ However~ given the nonlocal approach
presented above~ the information about the object of the embedded verb~ namely
queste case ~ would be encoded in the INHER J OC of the verb voleret One could
postulate another rule for middle si constructions which applies to restructuring
verbs~ the rule should operate on information encoded in a nonlocal feature and
change the grammatical function of the element present in the INHER J OC fea~
ture~ making it a subject~ This would imply the introduction of a different way
of encoding information about grammatical functions of elements~ since in this
case it is not possible to rely on the order of elements within the COMPS listt
Therefore~ there would be two lexical rules which handle middle si constructions~
one applies to restructuring verbs as in CASZ~ and would operate on material en~
coded in the nonlocal feature while MIDSI~LR would apply to the verbs that
do not belong to this class~ as in CSSI~~ repeated belowi

CSS~I~ Le fragole si mangiano spesso
The strawberries SI eat often

~Strawberries are often eaten~

gThe analysis ofclitic climbing presented in Miller ~lJJZb~ in terms of FOOT features runs
into a similar problem ~ Therefore also in his account specific constraints are added on the
FOOT feature specifications to obtain the correct resultt
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In this case~ the rule would operate on the subcategorization requirements of the
verb~ thus~ the same phenomenon would be analyzed in two different ways~ which
is not a desirable result~

It seems therefore that an approach in terms of nonlocal features doesnft
account for clitic climbing in an adequate way since it doesn~t naturally capture
the fact that only a specific class of verbs triggers it~ Furthermore~ it doesn~t
account for long NP~movement in an elegant wayt

In the next section~ I will propose an alternative analysis based on the mech~
anism of argument composition ~ I will show that it provides a more adequate
treatment of the phenomena just discussed since it can naturally account for the
intermediate distance character of this type of constructionst

Fi~Z An argument composition analysis

As argued in Monachesi ClsW ~ and in Monachesi ~lJJ S b~ ~ an analysis in terms of
argument composition can provide an adequate account of Italian clitic climbing~
while being compatible with a lexical approach to cliticizationt The argument
composition mechanism crucially relies on the notion of structure sharing which
is widely used within HPSG ~ In the case of clitic climbing~ the arguments of a
verb governed by a clitic climbing trigger verb are raised to become arguments of
the governori therefore there will be structure sharing between the complements
of the embedded verb and those of the main verbtlo

The mechanism of argument composition was first introduced in HPSG by
Hinrichs ás Nakazawa ClJJO~ for the treatment of the German verb cluster and
it is currently employed in the analysis of Dutch CRentier Clgs~I~ and Van Noord
ós Bouma ClgJ~l~~ and French ~ Miller ós Sag ~lJJa~~ Abeillé óc Godard
Miller óz Sag ClJJS~~ Abeillé et aL ClgJb~~t Its effect is similar to that of division
in Categorial Grammar ~Moortgat lJM~ ~ which has also been used to account
for Spanish clitic climbing CNishida lJJl~~

fi~Z~l The syntactic structure of restructuring verbs

Before showing how an approach in terms of argument composition can account
for clitic climbing~ I will address a relevant issue which was neglected in the
presentation of the previous analysis~ namely that of the syntactic structure of
restructuring verbst

Following Rizzi ClJÓ~~~ I will assume that~ while there is motivation to let
the embedded verb and its complements form a constituent if no clitic climbing
occurs~ this is not the case when clitic climbing is triggeredt Rizzi gives four tests~

loThis analysis captures intuitions similar to those underlying Rizzi~s restructuri ng rule ~Rizzi
lJHZ~ and the clause reduction analysis of Aissen Bc Perlmutter ~lM ~ ~
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on the basis of which he argues that the embedded verb and the following material
do not form a constituent if clitic climbing is triggered~ they are summarized here~

a Pied~piping applies to an infinitive with following material~ but not in a
sentence where clitic climbing has occurrePl

C UH~ at Questi argomenti~ a parlarti dei quali verró al piu
These topics~ to talk cl~Cdat~ of which will come very
presto~ mi sembrano interessanti
soon~ clt ~dat~ seem interesting

b ~ ~ Questi argomenti~ a parlare dei quali ti verró al
These topics~ to talk of which cl~~dat~ will come
piu presto ~ t ~
very soon ~~~

~These topics~ to talk to you about which I will come as soon
as possible~ seem very interesting to me~

e Clefting can apply to an infinitive with following material~ but not in a
sentence where clitic climbing has occurred~

~ As s~ at t proprio a riportargli i soldi che sto andando
Is just ~ to bring back cltCdat~ the money that am going

bt ~ E proprio a riportare i soldi che gli sto
Is just ~ to bring back the money that cltCdat~ am
andando
going

~It is just to bring him back the money that I am going~

e Right Node Raising can apply to an infinitive with following material~ but
not in a sentence where clitic climbing has occurred~lZ

~qlO~ a~ Mario vorrebbe~ ma a mio parere non potrà mai~
Mario would like~ but to my opinion not can never~
pagargli il debito
pay cl~Cdat~ the debt

liThe constituency tests proposed by Rizzi are based on the idea that only constituents can
move~ therefore the ungrammatical examples where clitic climbing has occurred show that the
embedded verb and its complements do not form a constituent~ However~ as pointed out to
me by Ht van Riemsdijk the ungrammatical examples could also be seen as a case of improper
binding of the tracet

~zWhile the second example is considered ungrammatical in Rizzi ClJHZ~~ it seems accept~
able to me~ On the other hand~ it is not clear if RNR can be considered a reliable test for
constituency~ See Abbott tlJTfi~ for Englisht
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bt ~ Mario gli vorrebbe~ ma a mio parere non potrà
Mario cltCdat~ would like~ but to my opinion not can
mai pagare il debito
never~ pay the debt
~Mario would like~ but in my opinion will never be able~ to
pay his debt to him~

e Complex NP shift can postpose an infinitive with following material~ but
not in a sentence where clitic climbing has occurred~

C I~I l~ a~ Fra qualche giorno verró a Firenze ad esporti
In few days will come to Florence to submit cl~Cdat~
la mia idea
the my idea

b ~ ~ Fra qualche giorno ti verró a Firenze ad
In few days cltCdat~ will come to Florence to
esporre la mia idea
submit the my idea

~In a few days~ I will come to Florence to submit my idea to
you ~

The tests presented above suggest that the embedded verb and the following
material do not form a constituent when clitic climbing has taken placet Therefore
the possibility of having a partial VP should be excludedi instead a flat structure
should be created~ where the infinitival verb and its complements are sisters of the
restructuring verbt On the other hand~ if no clitic climbing occurs~ the infinitival
verb and its complements form a VP constituentt Both structures are exemplified
belowt

~ Au ~ VP

T V
VPV V C V C

It should be noticed that Moore ClJgl~ Ca~ot~ proposes instead that the embed~
ded verb and the following material do form a VP constituent in Spanish~ He
addresses the issue of the constituency tests and he says that not all of Rizzi~s
tests are possible in Spanish~ but the clefting test is ~ ls

a~ Lo que quiero es escribirles una carta
Cl ~ that want is write clt a letter

l~Examples from Moore ClgJl~
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bt ~ Lo que les quiero es escribir una carta
~ Clt that cl~ want is write a letter~

~What I want is to write them a letter~

The test produces the same result as in Italian~ showing that the infinitival and
the following material do not form a VP if clitic climbing has occurredt However~
he argues against the clefting test~ by saying that VPs may not cleft~ since clefting
may not strand an auxiliary~

C ~IAA ~ ~ Lo que ha fue llegado tardi
~What he has was arrive late~

This is also the case in Italian~ but following Napoli ClJHl~~ it can be argued
that this fact constitutes evidence for a flat structure also in the case of auxiliary
verbs~lq He also shows that in Spanish~ right node raising is possible with upstairs
chtlclz atlon ~

Furthermore he discusses the coordination test~ which is not mentioned by
Rizzii in Spanish it is possible to have a coordination of two VPs with a restruc~
turing verb which has undergone clitic climbing~

C ~U S~ Juan le quiere mandar un regalo y comprar un coche
Juan cl~Cacc~ wants send a gift and buy a car

~Juan wants to send herlhim a gift and buy herlhim a car~

This is also the case in Italian and it constitutes a potential problem for a flat
structure~

C AA fi~ Rocco le vuole spedire un regalo e scrivere una lettera
Rocco cltCacc~ wants to send a gift and write a letter

~Rocco wants to send a gift to her and write a letter to her~

Abeillé and Godard Cp~c~~ suggest to analyze similar cases which occur with
French auxiliaries as instances of Non Constituent Coordination by means of a
treatment based on the duplication of the complement list~ Their suggestion
could be adopted also in the case of restructuring verbsi in fact~ cases of Non
Constituent Coordination are well attested in Italian~

CAA T~ Rocco scriverà una lettera a Martina e una cartolina a Vito
~Rocco will write a letter to Martina and a postcard to Vito~
~Rocco will write a letter to Martina and a postcard to Vito~

Therefore~ if the example in ~ AA fi~ is assimilated to them~ it will not constitute a
serious problem for an analysis in terms of flat structuret

l~Cf~ Abeillé Az Godard and Emonds ~lggS~ who also propose a flat structure for
French auxiliary verbst
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s~ZtZ Clitic climbing

lZb

In the previous section~ I have suggested that two different structures should
be associated with restructuring verbs~ one where the infinitival verb and its
complements form a VP and a flat one in the case of clitic climbingt Therefore~
two different lexical entries should be associated with restructuring verbsi they
are related by the following lexical rule~

C ~IA S~ Argument Composition Lexical Rule CACLR~

restr~verb

SUBJ CNP~

~
COMPS VP

SUBJ ~NP~ ~

COMPS ~ ~

SUBJ CNP~

CLTS ~ ~

~ COMPS al k ~V SUBJ CNP~ ~

COMPS ~i

ARG~S CNP ~ V~Bt W

The lexical rule takes a restructuring verb which subcategorizes for a saturated
VP as input and produces as output an alternative entry where the restructur~
ing verb subcategorizes for a verbal complement and for the arguments of the
lattertls This operation of argument composition is indicated by the presence
of the tag M both within the COMPS list of the infinitival and that of the re~
structuring verb and it indicates that the complements of the embedded verb
become complements of the restructuring verbt It should be noticed that the
raised complements precede the infinitival complement in the COMPS list~ the
motivation for having such a collocation will become clear in the discussion of long
NP~Movement in section fi ~ ZtJ ~ Complements will be ordered according to Linear
Precedence constraints~ which will be formulated on the basis of the obliqueness
hierarchy expressed in ARG~S~ In particular~ the following constraints would be
relevant in this contextt

i A lexical head precedes all its complements
~ Verbal complements are ordered according to the obliqueness hierarchy
~ A verbal complement precedes a phrasal complement

Given the Argument Composition Lexical Rule proposed above~ it is possible
to account for cases of clitic climbing like those in ~ U fi~ ~ repeated below~

~ AN ~ Martina lo vuole leggere
Martina cl~~acc~ wants to read

~Martina wants to read it~

lsGiven the lexical rule~ two structures will be created if the subcategorization slots are filled
by complements instead of cliticst a flat one and one where the lower verb and its complements
form a constituent~ However~ data concerning long NP~movement~ tough constructions and
auxiliary selection show that they are both necessary also when clitics are not present~
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In fact ~ the ACLR applies to the le xical entry for vuole ~ which has the fo llowing
COMPS listi

CA~I J~ Example of the complement list of vuoleL COMPS ~Vp ~coMPs

The output of the le xical rule will produce a schematic lexical entry which can
be instantiated in va rious ways~ the following is a possible instantiation ~

C A SO~ Possible instantiation of the complement list of vuole after the application
of the ACLR

L COMPS ~tNP~accJ ~ V LCOMPS C lO~l~j

This output feeds the Complement Cliticization Lexical Rule presented in chapter
d ~ which I repeat below~

~ A Sl~ Complement C liticization Lexical Rule k CCLR~

verb rCOMPS rl t r~

LCOMPS
Fl ~ p t r~ ~ I r L

CLTS pa LCLTS p Ut j~i cliticl

Recall that the rule removes the relevant complement from the COMPS list and
adds it as value of the CLTS feature~ the cliticized verb form lo vuole wi ll even~
tually be spelled out~ In this case~ there will be a flat structure~ as illustrated in
the following example~

VP LCOMPSC ~J

COMPS NIV L COMPS C í~~~
V

~lilrP
V

CLTS ~acc~ yMsgl j

lo vuole leggere

Cases where the clitic doesn~t climb~ as in C~IZT~~ repeated below~ are parallel to
the simple cases of cliticization presented in chapter At

t AZT~ Martina vuole leggerlo
Martina wants to read cl ~ Cacc~

~Martina wants to read it ~
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The Complement Cliticization Lexical Rule applies to leggere and will move the
relevant information into the CLTS feature~ the cliticized verb form leggerlo will
eventually be spelled outt In this case there will be a structure like the following~
where the main verb subcategorizes for a VPI

VPI COMPSC ~l
VI COMPS ~VP~I VP

L J
COMPS ~ ~

V
~NPCLTS f acc~ yMsgl

l

vuole leggerlo

As mentioned before~ only a specific set of verbs trigger clitic climbing~ An ad~

vantage of the argument composition approach is that it is lexically constrained~
therefore the mechanism is triggered only by restructuring verbst Consider a
sentence like C~Ib~~t

Martina lo promette di leggere
Martina cltCacc~ promises to read

Wartina promises to read it~

It is ungrammatical because promettere doesn~t belong to the class of restructur~
ing verbs~ therefore it can only subcategorize for a saturated VP and not for the
arguments of the verbal complement~

In Italian it is possible to have several restructuring verbs embedded one under
the other~ in this case the clitic can attach to any of the verbs~

C Abfi~ a~ Martina lo vuole poter leggere
Martina clt~acc~ wants to can read

bt Martina vuole poterlo leggere
Martina wants to can cl~~acc~ read

ct Martina vuole poter leggerlo
Martina wants to can read cl~~acc~

~Martina wants to be able to read it~

These data receive a straightforward interpretation under the argument compo~
sition analysist In C~IhNa~~ the ACLR is triggered twice~ applying to the two
restructuring verbst Therefore~ the first restructuring verb inherits the comple~
ments of the verb that follows it~ which in turn inherits the complements of the
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infinitival verb~ It is through the interaction of the schematic lexical ent ries~
which are the output of the ACLR~ that the desired effect is obtained~ namely
that the subcategorization requirements of the last verb are passed up to the
main verbt The result will be a completely flat structuret

VP

coMPS Co~ a~ r
~coMPsV pV L COMPS l~j

CLTS f acc~ yMsgl ~

l I
lo vuole poter leggere

As for ~dShb~ ~ the ACLR will be triggered oncei the middle verb subcategorizes
for the complement of the embedded verb which is realized as a clitic~ The middle
verb and the lower one form a constituent~ namely a VP which is the complement
of the higher one~

KP

VI COMPS ~VP~j VPI COMPS

COMPS WV ~COMPS C~i ~
Vuole V l OV

CLTS f acc~ SMsgl j

poterlo leggere

The last example is similar to the one presented in In particular~ the
Complement Cliticization Lexical Rule applies to the lower verb in order to obtain
the featural information necessary for the spell out of the cliticized verb form~
The following representation illustrates this~
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vP

VLCOMPS ~VP~J VPICOMPS ~ ~~

Vuole V L COMPS CVP~J V
I
P

I COMPS ~ ~
potere V

~NPCLTS facc~

Y

Msgl ~

leggerlo

lzs

Clitic climbing in Itali an has an interesting property~ If there are two clitics which
o riginate as complements of the same verb ~ they cannot be separated i they must
climb togethert

C~lbs~ at ~ Vito lo voleva spedirgli
Vito cl~ Cacc~ wanted to send cl ~ Cdat~

Wito wanted to send it to him~

bt Vito glielo voleva spedire
Vito cl~~dat~ cltCacc~ wanted to send

Wito wanted to send it to him ~

The ungrammaticality of C Absa~ is accounted for by this analysis through the
requirement that the CLTS feature of the embedded verb must be empty~ as
stated in the output of the lexical rule in In fact ~ the subcategorization
requirements of the embedded verb can be passed up to the main verb only if
the verbal complement doesn ~ t constitute a cliticized verb form ~ This imp lies
that the CLTS feature of the lower verb must be empty while this is not the
case in C ~I bJa~ where it contains the information related to the dative cli tict This
is because the Complement C li ticization Lexic al Rule app li es to the lower verb ~
removing the complement from the COMPS list and adding the information to
the CLTS featuret

CAfiO~ Example of the entry for spedirgli after CCLR has applied

L COMPS CNP~~ CLTS JPP~datjjsagmj
IJ
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Therefore~ it will not be possible for the higher verb to subcategorize for the object
since the subcategorization requirements of the lower verb cannot be inherited
and the sentence is correctly ruled out~

As for the grammatical example ~ Ibsb~ ~ it is analyzed by an application of
the Argument Composition Lexical Rule~ the output will be a schematic entry
which will have the following instantiation~

~dfil~ Example of a possible instantiation of the complement list of voleva

LCOMPS ~ MNP ~ MPP~aj~ ~COMPS C íp~ pp ~J ~l

In this case~ the verb voleva will subcategorize for the two phrasal complements
and for the lower verbt The application of the Complement Cliticization Lexical
Rule is triggered twice in order to remove the complements from the COMPS list
and add them to the set value of the CLTS feature~

~~M~ Example of the entry for glielo voleva

LCOMPS ~V ICOMPS lí~~ M~l~
l

CLTS J zpPP f aJpMegI~ ípiVP l accJ i JMsgj
IJ

The cliticized verb form glielo voleva will eventually be spelled outt The following
structure illustrates thisz

VPfCOMPSC ~J

V
COMPS ~pv ~co~~~~

spV

CLTS f ffJpP JaJ pmsg~ ~ WNfl accJ isMagI ~

glielo voleva spedire

Therefore~ in this case there is a flat structure where the higher verb has inherited
the complements of the lower one which are spelled out as clitics~

fi~Z~S Long NP~Movement

Restructuring verbs act as a class also with respect to another phenomenon~
namely long NP~Movement~ If the clitic si~ which acts as a passivizing element~
is attached to the restructuring verb~ the direct object of the verb in the embedded
clause acts as subject of the restructuring verbi
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C A fiI ~ Queste case si vogliono vendere a caro prezzo
These houses SI want to sell at high price

~These houses are wanted to be sold at a high price~

In this example queste case originates as direct object of vendere and becomes
the subject of si voglionot

The parallelism between this type of construction and the cases of clitic climb~
ing discussed above is straightforwardt I have already mentioned that only re~
structuring verbs can trigger clitic climbing~ as shown in repeated below~

~ ~I b A ~ ~ Martina lo promette di leggere
Martina cltCacc~ promises to read

Wartina promises to read it~

The same holds for long NP~movement~ the object cannot become the subject of
the main verb if it does not belong to the restructu ri ng class~

I Le nuove case popolari si sono promesse di costruire
The new houses council SI are promised to build

~The new council houses are promised to be built~

Furthermore~ if more than one restructuring verb is present~ the clitic can appear
on the highest verb~ as in ~dSba~~ repeated below~

Cdbha~ Martina lo vuole poter leggere
Martina cl~Cacc~ wants to can read

~Martina wants to be able to read it~

A similar situation can be found in the long NP~Movement configuration if more
than one restructuring verb is presentt

~Afifi~ Queste case si vogliono poter vendere a caro prezzo
These houses SI want can sell at high price
~These houses are wanted to be able to be sold at a high price~

In this case~ queste case which is the object of vendere acts as subject of the main
verbt Recall that when two clitics are subcategorized by the same verb~ if they
climb~ they cannot be separated~ as can be seen in CIbJa~~ repeated below~

~ A bga~ ~ Vito lo voleva spedirgli
Vito clt~acc~ wanted to send cltCdat~

Wito wanted to send it to him~

Similarly~ if long NP~movement interacts with clitic climbing~ it is not possible
to have a sentence where the clitic has not climbedz

CdfiZ~ ~ Queste case si vogliono vendergli a caro prezzo
These houses SI want to sell clt~dat~ at high price

~These houses are wanted to be sold to him at a high price~
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In this example~ both queste case and gli are complements of the lower verb
venderq it is not possible to have a structure where the NP is preposed while
the clitic stays behind~ In fact~ the clitic should also climb~ as in the following
grammatical sentence~

Queste case gli si vogliono vendere a caro prezzo
These houses clttdat~ SI want to sell at high price
~These houses are wanted to be sold to him at a high price~

Given the similarities between the two constructions~ it would be desirable to have
an analysis that could account for botht In the rest of the section~ I win show
that the analysis in terms of argument composition proposed above to account
for clitic climbing carries over naturally to the corresponding cases of long NP~
movementt In particular~ this is achieved through an interaction between the
Argument Composition Lexical Rule and the Middle si Lexical Rule presented
in the previous chapter~

Consider the sentence below~ which is an example of the the middle si con~
struction~

~ SU~ Le fragole si mangiano spesso
The strawberries SI eat often
~Strawberries are often eaten~

In this case~ the clitic si acts as a marker of passivizationi in fact~ like in passive
constructions the object plays the role of the superficial subject~ In the previous
chapter~ I proposed a lexical rule to account for the creation of middle verb formsz

C Os~ Lexical rule for middle verb forms CMIDSI~LR~

verb SUBJ ~NP

CAT SUBJ CNPO~ ~ CAT COMPS Eil

COMPS CNPO ói CE~ CLTS J siJ

The rule operates on the subcategorization requirements of transitive verbs~ re~
moving the subject slot and making the object become the subject~ In addition~ it
imposes the restriction that the subject in middle si constructions should receive
nominative case and should be in the third persontlB

It is now straightforward to show how the Middle si Lexical Rule interacts
with the Argument Composition Lexical Rule~ accounting in the desired way for
those cases of long NP~Movement~ exemplified in repeated below~

reFor further details on the effect of this rule~ cf~ section bt L Z A~
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C~lfi~l~ Queste case si vogliono vendere a caro prezzo
These houses SI want to sell at high price

~These houses are wanted to be sold at a high price~

Since a restructuring verb is present ~ the app lication of the ACLR is triggered~
in this case the object of the complement verb vendere becomes a complement of
the restructu ring verb~

C ~I TO~ Example of a possible instantiation the complement list of
vogliono after the application of ACLR

V L COMPS ~JNP~ VLCOMPS Ca~J ~l
Therefore ~ queste case~ which is the object of vendere ~ Jbecomes the object of
vogliono ~ This creates the approp riate input for the application of the Middle si
Lexical Rule which operates on the COMPS list of the restructuring verb and
turns the object into the subject ~ producing the desired result ~

~ATl~ Example of the entry for si vogliono after the application of MIDSI~LR

SUBJ ~ffl NP~

COMPS ~v ~coMPs

CLTS f sij

It should be noticed that in the output of the ACLR~ the raised complement of
the embedded verb precedes the verbal complement in the COMPS li st~ this is
because the position in the COMPS list is closely related to grammatical func~
tionst Therefore ~ the first element in the COMPS list will be identified with the
direct object i in this way the Middle si Lexical Rule can make reference to the
position and make the direct object queste case act as the subject of voglionot
Since queste case is a full phrase~ the Valence Principle ~ which is the p rinciple
of the grammar responsible for checking off subcatego rization requirements that
have been satisfied ~ can normally apply and remove the SUBJ slottlT Sentence
C~lfi~l~ receives the fo llowing representationt

I~More details about the Valence Principle can be found in section Ztl ~
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I~ SUBJ IMNP~
MVP VP

COMPS l ~

SUBJ C íprTP~

Queste case V COMPS ~Eilv ~coMPs lO~l~V
J

CLTS fsil

si vogliono vendere

As already mentioned~ it is possible to have sentences where more than one
restructuring verb is presentt In this case~ the object of the last verb becomes
the subject of the main verb~ as in ~A fifi~ ~ repeated below~

Queste case si vogliono poter vendere a caro prezzo
These houses SI want can sell at high price
~These houses are wanted to be able to be sold at a high price~

The corresponding clitic climbing example~ where the clitic climbs more than
one clause~ was accounted for by the application of the Argument Composition
Lexical Rule to the two restructuring verbs~ Similarly in the case of long NP~
movement exemplified above~ a double application of ACLR makes queste case
the object of voglionot The application of the Middle si Lexical Rule~ makes the
object queste case have the function of the subject~

However~ recall that in the clitic climbing cases~ if more than one verb is
present~ it is also possible for the clitic to attach to the middle verb~ as in ~ AbSb~ ~
repeated below~

CdSSb~ Martina vuole poterlo leggere
Martina wants to can cl~Cacc~ read

Wartina wants to be able to read it~

On the other hand~ in a long NP~movement configuration~ it is not possible for
the NP to intervene between the two restructuring verbs~ as shown below~
CVS~ ~ Si vogliono queste case poter vendere a caro prezzo

SI want these houses can sell at high price
~These houses are wanted to be able to be sold at a high price~
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In this case~ the NP has the function of subject~ therefore the sentence above
would be ruled out by the LP rule that requires subjects to be ordered before
the verb~ If for some reason~ the MIDSI~LR which makes the object become
the subject fails to apply and the NP would be still in the COMPS list~ the
sentence would still be ruled out by the Linear Precedence rule that orders a
verbal complement before other phrasal complementstls This Linear Precedence
constraint is violated in the example above since the verbal complements do not
precede the phrasal complement queste case ~ as can be seen from the following
representationt

CdT~I~ VP

NP V V

si vogliono queste case poter vendere

Notice that the situation is different in the case of a sentence like~

C A rb~ Maria costringe Giovanni a firmare il contratto
Waria obliges Giovanni to sign the contract~

In this example~ there is no violation of the constraint mentioned above since no
verbal complements are presenti in fact the NP Giovanni precedes a VP and not
a V~ This can be seen in the following representationt

~ A TS~ VP

V NP VP

costringe Giovanni a firmare il contratto

Restructuring verbs subcategorize for a verbal complement whose CLTS feature
has an empty value~ in this way sentences like CdbJa~t

~Abga~ ~ Vito lo voleva spedirgli
Vito cl~Cacc~ wanted to send clt C dat~

Wito wanted to send it to him ~

raHowever~ it will be shown in the next section that the phrasal complements should be
marked f~CLJ~ for reasons that will become clear there~
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are correctly ruled out~ as shown in the previous section~ Similarly~ sentences like
repeated below~ where there is an interaction among clitic climbing~ long

NP~Movement and middle sit

CdfiT~ ~ Queste case si vogliono vendergli a caro prezzo
These houses SI want to sell cl~~dat~ at high price

~These houses are wanted to be sold to him at a high price~

are also correctly ruled out by the same restriction imposed on the verbal comple~
ment~ The cliticized verb form vendergli doesn~t match the requirements on the
verbal complement since the CLTS feature will not be empty~ in fact it contains
the information related to the dative clitic~ Therefore~ the restructuring verb
cannot subcategorize for the object of the embedded verbi this implies that there
is no appropriate input for the application of the Middle si Lexical rule~ As a
consequence~ in this case no object preposing will be permitted and this is the
desired resultt On the other hand~ sentences liket

Queste case gli si vogliono vendere a caro prezzo
These houses clt~dat~ SI want to sell at high price

~These houses are wanted to be sold to him at a high price~

are correctly allowed~ In this case~ the restructuring verb can subcategorize for
the complements of the embedded verbi

~dTZ~ Possible instantiation of the complement list of vogliono
after ACLR has applied

~COMPS ~ftJNP~ pa PP~ V ~COMPS ~ í~~ z~~l~J

This creates the appropriate input for the application of the Middle si Lexical
Rule which makes the first complement in the COMPS list the subject of the
main verb~ while the clitic si is added as value of the CLTS feature~

CATH~ Example of the entry for vogliono after MIDSI~LR has applied

SUBJCpNP~

COMPS ~MPP ~ V ~coMPs C~i ~
J

CLTS J si J

In addition~ the Complement Cliticization Lexical Rule will apply in order to
provide the featural information necessary for the spell out of the dative clitict
Therefore~ the PP complement will be removed from the COMPS list and added
as value of the CLTS featuret
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Org~ SUBJ C íONP~

COMPS ~V ECOMPS Cp ~ O~l~

CLTS f z~PP~aJIsMsgl ~ sil J

The sentence will receive the following structurei

~Ago ~

gli si vogliono vendere

lST

Like clitic climbing~ long NP~Movement is triggered only by restructuring verbsi
therefore sentences like the following are not grammatical since promettere is not
a restructuring verbz

C A fib~ ~ Le nuove case popolari si sono promesse di costruire
The new houses council SI are promised to build

~The new council houses are promised to be built~

They are ruled out for the same reasons as sentences like repeated below~

Cdb~~ ~ Martina lo promette di leggere
Martina cltCacc~ promises to read

~Martina promises to read it~

The reason being that verbs which do not belong to the restructuring class will
not trigger the application of the Argument Composition Lexical Rule~ Since ar~
gument composition is not allowed~ the application of the lexical rule for middle si
construction will not be triggered and so there is no way that the object of costru~
ire can become the subject of prometteret Sentences where a verb that doesn~t

Queste case V COMPS ~QV ~COMPS ~ í~~ M~I~

CLTS Jgli~ siJ J
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belong to the restructuring class intervenes between sequences of restructuring
verbs~ like the following~

Le nuove case popolari si vogliono promettere di poter
The new houses council SI want to promise to be able to
costruire
build
~The new council houses are wanted to promise to be able to built~

are ruled out for the same reasons ~

fitZ~d The bisyllabic clitic loro

Restructuring verbs allow not only for the climbing of monosyllabic clitics~ but
also for the climbing of the bisyllabic clitic loro~ Like in the case of monosyllabic
clitics~ loro can undergo optional clitic climbing with restructuring verbs~

Ca~ a~ Perché erano tempi di sospetti~ e non sapevano cosa potesse
Because were times of suspicions and not know what could
loro capitare
to them happen

~Because those were suspicious times and they didn~t know what could
happen to them~

bt Solo quando il rumore delle campane cessa~ posso rivolgere
Only when the noise of the bells stops~ can turn
loro la parola~
to them the word

~Only when the noise of the bells stops~ can I talk to them~

It should be noted that loro doesn ~ t appear before the restructu ring verb as
in standard c litic climbing cases because ~ as already mentioned in the previous
chapter ~ this clitic usually fo llows the verb~ al so in the presence of finite verbs ~

In the previous chapter ~ I discussed the idiosyncratic properties of this ele~
ment showing that while in certain respects it shares the behavior of monosyllabic
cli tics~ in others it behaves as a lexical word ~ I have al so proposed that its partic~
ular dist ribution can be accounted for ~ if it is considered an element of category
XPffCLJ~ In this way~ its position will be determined by Linear Precedence con~
straints ~ namely LPl which states that a phrasal complement follows the head
accounts for the fact that loro comes after the verb ~

C~M~ Linear Precedence Constraint I CLP l~

HEAD ~ XP
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On the other hand ~ LPZ which says that a complement marked jfCLJ should
precede a phrasal complement accounts for the fact that loro precedes all the
other complements z

Linear Precedence Constraint ti CLP ti~

COMPLEMENT ~ JF CL I ~ COMPLEMENTJ~ LEX I

In this section~ I will show that the analysis suggested for loro interacts in the
desired way with the account proposed for restructuring verbst Recall that the
Argument Composition Lexical Rule takes a restructuring verb~ which subcate~
gorizes for a saturated VP~ as inputt

C~IHh~ Example of the complement list of a restructuring verb

L COMPS ~Vp L COMPS ~ ~J ~J
in order to produce a new lexical entry where the verb subcategorizes for the
verbal complement and for the arguments of the verbal complementi

Example of the complement list of a restructuring verb after the ap~
plication of ACLR

ICOMPS O ~ ~V~COMPS ~il~l

In the case of climbinglof monosy llabic cli tics~ the Complement Cliticization
Lexical Rule app lies to the input given above to create the conditions for the
spell out of the cliticized verb formt Given the fact that loro is considered an
XP ~ if c limbing occurs~ as in CAHZa~ above ~ its ordering wi ll be determined by the
LP constraints ~ LPl orders loro after the main verb ~ Since capitare is a V ~ ~it
is marked f~LEXJ~ and doesnlt represent a phras al complement~ LPZ will not
apply~ therefore two orders will be allowed which are both grammatic al ~ one as
in ~ ~I HZa~~ exemp lified below~

VP LCOMPS

FLEX
VI COMPS C~i ~ OO ~l ED XPff CLl ffIV L COMPS C~i ~

lL I

potesse loro capitare
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and another one where loro follows the verbal complement as in ClHZb~tla
However~ a normal XP is not allowed to climbi a sentence like the fo llowing

is not grammatical i

Rocco non sapeva cosa potesse a Giovanni capitare
Rocco not know what can to Giovanni happen

~Rocco didnft know what could happen to Giovanni~

This sentence is ruled out by the LP constraint already discussed ~ which states
that verbal complements should precede phrasal complementst However ~ a fur~
ther specification should be added~ it should be specified that this is the case if
the phras al complements are marked fXL j~ In this way~ sentence will be
ruled out since a Giovanni is marked ~X LJ~ while a sentence like C~HZa~ where
the verb al complement follows the XP loro will be allowed~ This is because loro
is marked ~fCLJ~ therefore it escapes the constraint mentioned abovet

Climbing of loro is forbidden with verbs which are not members of the ret
structuring class i as can be seen from the following sentence~

Rocco decide loro di spedire la lettera
Rocco decides to them to send the letter
~Rocco decides to send the letter to them~

Sentences like the one above are ruled out because the argument composition
mechanism is lexically constrainedt As already discussed~ this implies that only
restructuring verbs can subcategorize for the complements of the embedded verb~
since decidere is not a restructuring verb~ it cannot inherit the complements of
spedire~ therefore the presence of loro in that position is not allowed~

I have already shown that monosyllabic clitics cannot be split when they
climb~ therefore a sentence like C~ISSa~~ repeated below~

C~Mga~ ~ Vito lo voleva spedirgli
Vito cltCacc~ wanted to send cl~Cdat~

Wito wanted to send it to him~

is ungrammaticalt Loro differs from monosyllabic clitics in this respect because
it doesn~t cluster with the other cliticst

C~I JO~ La scintilla~ la puó fornire loro una dichiarazione del
The spark~ cltCacc~ can provide to them a declaration from the
ministero dell~ Interno
Ministry of Internal Affairs
~A declaration of the ministry of Internal Affairs can provide them with
a sparkf

lgThis treatment produces spurious ambiguity since a sentence like ~Mb~ win be also licensed
by the entry corresponding to the input of the ACLRt
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This different distribution provides further support for the analysis proposed for
lorot Since loro is an XP~ it doesn~t combine with the verb in morphology~ this
implies that the CLTS feature will be empty~ therefore argument composition
will be possible~ In this way~ the restructuring verb will subcategorize for the
complements of the embedded verbt

~ ~ lsl~ Example of the entry for pub after ACLR has applied

~pNP~coMPs ~~COMPS
rJ

This will create the input for the application of the Complement Cliticization
Lexical Rule which will remove the object NP from the COMPS list and add it
as value of the CLTS feature~ The cliticized verb form la pub will eventually be
spelled out~ On the other hand~ since loro is an XP~ it will be ordered according
to the Linear Precedence constraints~ In this particular case~ it complies with LPl
which states that a complement should follow the head~ accounting in this way
for the fact that it doesn~t cluster with the monosyllabic cliticst The following
representation shows this~

VP L COMPS

COMPS
V

~coMPs~~P QV l í~~ z~~~
OV L

r l
COMPS C íCJ~ ffl~J MPPf fCLI

CLTS ffflN P~accJpagf IJ I I

la puó fornire loro

However~ this analysis makes further predictionst In particular~ it predicts that
a sentence like the following should be possiblet

La scintilla~ la puó loro fornire una dichiarazione del
The spark~ cL~accj can to them provide a declaration from the
ministero dell~ Interno
Ministry of the Internal Affairs

~ A declaration of the ministry of Internal Affairs can provide them with
a spark~

In fact~ also in this case loro complies with LPl since it follows the verbal head~
On the other hand~ the analysis proposed predicts that a sentence like the folt
lowing should not be grammaticaL
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~ ~I gd~ ~ La scintilla~ pub loro fornirla una dichiarazione
The spark~ can to them provide cl~Cacc~ a declaration
del ministero dell~ Interno
from the Ministry of the Internal Affairs

~ A declaration of the ministry of Internal Affairs can provide them with
a spark~

Since the Complement Cliticization Lexical Rule applies to the embedded verb in
order to produce the cliticized verb form fo rnirla~ the CLTS feature will not be
emptyt In this way ~ the argument composition mechanism will not be triggered~
so that loro cannot become a complement of the restructuring verb~ this implies
that it cannot occur in the position given abovet

I wasn~t able to find sentences of the type exemplified by C AsS ~ and C A gl ~ in
the corpust On the other hand~ given the fact that loro is hardly used in the
spoken language~ it is difficult to test these predictions since speakers do not have
clear intuitions on the crucial examples~

fitZtS Other related issues

Restructuring verbs act as a class also with respect to two other phenomena~
namely tough constructions and auxiliary selection~

In tough constructions~ the embedded object surfaces as superficial subject~zo

Questo problema è difficile da risolvere
~This problem is difficult to solve~

It should be noticed that this construction differs from the English equivalent~
while in English the direct object can be extracted from almost any level of
embedding~zl

CAgfi~ That book will be impossible for you to convince the class to try to finish
before Monday

this is not the case in Italian where the construction is strictly boundedi

C~IgT~ ~ Questo lavoro è facile da promettere di finire per domani
~This work is easy to promise to finish by tomorrow~

On the other hand~ if a restructuring verb is present~ it is possible for the object
to move away from the clause to which it belongs and act as superficial subjecti

C~NH~ Questa canzone è facile da cominciare a cantare
~This song is easy to begin to sing~

zOEaamples from Rizzi ~lJBZ~
ziHowever~ Grover ~lJJSj argues against the fact that English tough constructions should be

considered nonlocal dependenciest
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The analysis proposed for restructuring verbs can provide an explanation for the
possibility of C ~M ~ and the impossibility of C~JT~In example ~ A JS~ ~ the argu~
ment composition approach makes the object of cantare become the object of
cominciare ~ therefore after the application of ACLR~ sentence C AgH~ will receive
the same analysis as the simple case exemplified in C~g~~tzZ On the other hand~
the ungrammaticality of C AgT~ is due to the fact that promettere is not a restruc~
turing verb and therefore the ACLR cannot apply to make the object of the lower
verb become its objectt

Restructuring verbs act as a class also with respect to auxiliary change~ namely
restructuring verbs which have avere as auxiliary can change it into essere if the
embedded verb requires essere as auxiliary~

~AsJ~ a~ Rocco ha voluto partire
~Rocco has wanted to leave ~

Rocco è voluto partire
~Rocco is wanted to leave~

This change of auxiliary could be related to the different structures which are
associated with restructuring verbs~ since in ~Agga~ the verb subcategorizes for
a VP~ the auxiliary is avere because this is the one required by the modal verb~
on the other hand~ in ~ A gJb~ there is a flat structure where it could be assumed
that the restructuring verb inherits not only the complements of the infinitival
verb~ but also its auxiliary requirements~ Further support for this hypothesis is
provided by the fact that when clitic climbing occurs the change in auxiliary is
obligatory~

~SOO~ a~ ~ Rocco ci ha voluto andare
Rocco clt~loc~ has wanted to go

~Rocco has wanted to go there~

b ~ Rocco ci è voluto andare
~Rocco cl~~loc~ is wanted to go~

~Rocco has wanted to go there~

If clitic climbing occurs~ the sentences above have a flat structure and therefore
the auxiliary requirements of the infinitival verb will be inherited by the main

aaAn approach such as the one presented in Grover ~lgJS~ could easily account for Italian
tough constructionst She argues against a nonlocal treatment of English tough constructions
and she proposes an account where the object is promoted by a lexical rule and becomes the
subject of the infinitival verb~ In this way~ the infinitival complement win have two elements
in the SUBJ list~ the most oblique of which Cthe promoted object~ will be structure~shared
with the subject of the adjectivet While I think that an analysis in terms of nonlocal features
is completely unmotivated for Italian and that an approach in terms of object promotion is
more appropriate~ I think that the option of having more elements in a SUBJ list is rather
controversiaL Cf~ also Abeillé et al~ ~lggS~ for an alternative account of tough constructions in
French~
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verbt On the other hand~ the fact that it is possible to have optional auxiliary
change also when the clitics don~t climbz

~bOl~ a~ Rocco ha voluto andarci
Rocco has wanted to go clttloc~
~Rocco has wanted to go there~

b ~ Rocco è voluto andarci
Rocco is wanted to go cltCloc~
~Rocco has wanted to go there~

constitutes a counterexample to this hypothesis for which I don~t have an imme~
diate answert It should be noticed that other attempts to account for auxiliary
selection in a syntactic way such as Rizzi ClgSti~ and Burzio ClJSfi~ have not been
able to provide an explanation for the example ~bOlb~ abovet On the other hand~
the grammatical status of examples like ~bOlb~ is questionable ~cf~ also Rizzi
~lJSti~~ footnote Zfi~ since it is given as acceptable in Skytte~ Salvi ói Manzini
~lJSl~ and as ungrammatical in Calabrese ~lsHS~~

A natural question to be asked is then if a syntactic approach to auxiliary
selection is indeed appropriate and if a semantic approach such as the one pro~
posed in Centineo ClJSfi~ could prove more successful~ This matter is left for
future researcht

fi~~Lfi Auxiliary verbs

I have shown above that restructuring verbs trigger clitic climbing~ another envi~
ronment where clitic climbing is triggered is in the presence of auxiliary verbstzs
However~ while with restructuring verbs clitic climbing is optional~ with auxiliary
verbs it is obligatoryt

A clitic which originates as complement of the past participle must climb
~bOZa~i it is not possible to have the clitic attached to the embedded verb CbOZb~~

CSOZ~ a~ Rocco lo ha letto
Rocco cl~~acc~ has read
~ Rocco has read itl

b~ ~ Rocco ha lettolo
Rocco has read cltCacc~
~Rocco has read it~

Following Napoli ~lsSl~~ I will assume that auxiliary verbs receive the same repre~
sentation as restructuring verbs which have undergone clitic climbing~ Therefore~
in the case of a sentence likel

zaAs already mentioned~ clitic climbing is also triggered by causative and perceptual verbs~
which will not be discussed in this workt However~ Abeillé et alt C lggS~ show that the argu~
ment composition analysis can be easily extended to account for the behavior of causative and
perceptual verbs in French~ I believe that their analysis could be carried over to Italian~
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ChOS~ Giovanni ha mangiato gli spaghetti
Giovanni has eaten the spaghetti

~Giovanni has eaten spaghetti~

the following flat structure will be associated with itt

~SUI~ VP

v v NP

Ha mangiato gli spaghetti

As in the case of restructuring verbs which have undergone clitic climbing~ I will
propose that auxiliary verbs subcategorize for a verbal complement and for the
complements of the latter~

Motivations for a flat structure like the one presented above come from Napoli
ClJSl~t She suggests that the four tests proposed by Rizzi ~lJSZ~ to argue that an
infinitive and the following material do not form a constituent in a clitic climbing
sentence can also be used to argue that a past participle and the following material
do not form a constituent in the case of auxiliary verbs~Z~

The four tests which Napoli has reformulated in the case of auxiliary verbs
are the followingt

e Pied~piping can apply to an infinitive with following material~ but not in a
sentence where clitic climbing has occurred~ Likewise~ it cannot apply to a
past participle with following materiaL

CbOb~ ~ Questi argomenti ~ discusso dei quali con il papà avró
These topics~ discussed of which with the father will have
entro la settimana ~ mi sembrano interessanti
within the week~ clt Cdat~ seem interesting

~These topics~ which I will have discussed with the father within
the week~ seem very interesting to me~

e Clefting can apply to an infinitive with following material~ but not in a
sentence where clitic climbing has occurred~ Likewise~ it cannot apply to a
past participle with following material~

C~Ofi~ ~ E mangiato la crostata che ho
Is eaten the pie that have

~ It is eaten the pie that I have~

agThe tests can be found in section fitZ ~ lt
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i Right Node Raising can apply to an infinitive with following material~ but
not in a sentence where clitic climbing has occurredt Likewise~ it cannot
apply to a past participle with following materialtzs

c bOZ~ ~ Mario ha~ ma dirà di non avere~ capito la lezione
Mario has~ but will say that not have understood the lesson

~Mario has~ but he will say that he hasn~t understood the lesson~

e Complex NP shift can postpose an infinitive with following material~ but
not in a sentence where clitic climbing has occurredt Likewise~ it cannot
postpose a past participle with following materialt

~bOH~ ~ Ho al presidente dato una descrizione completa del
Have to the president given a description complete of the
disastro
disaster
~I have given a complete description of the disaster to the presi~
dent~

Given the arguments presented above~ I will assume that Italian auxiliary verbs
receive a flat representation~ a similar structure has been proposed for French aux~
iliaries by Emonds ClJgh~ and Abeillé ós Godard ClJgl ~ ~ In particular~ Abeillé
ós Godard C lJS l ~ provide several arguments in favor of a flat structure for the
complementation of auxiliaries and against a hierarchical one where the past par~
ticiple and the following material form a constituent~ Their motivations are based
on constituency tests such as pronominalization~ VP deletion~ VP preposing and
clefting~ as well as on evidence drawn from the position and the scope of man~
ner adverbialst Additional arguments are provided by the behavior of auxiliaries
in bounded dependency constructions such as touglHconstructions and infinitival
relative clauses and by causative constructionst

As already mentioned~ the flat representation proposed for auxiliary verbs
can be obtained by assuming that the auxiliary verb subcategorizes for the past
participle and for the complements of the lattert Therefore~ the argument compo~
sition mechanism which I have adopted for restructuring verbs is employed also
in this caset

The following lexical entry can be proposed for auxiliary verbs~ it corresponds
to the output of the Argument Composition Lexical Rule which I have proposed
for restructuring verbstzB

zbAs in the case of restructuring verbs~ I would consider the example grammaticalt
zsIn Monachesi ClgJSd~ I had assumed that auxiliary verbs subcategorize for a VP~ In this

work I have adopted a flat structure as in Abeillé Ar Godard ClJgg~ for French which allows for
a more appropriate treatment of auxiliary verbs~ CL also Miller St Sag ~lggb~~
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verb
SUBJ C MNP~

CLTS ~ ~

COMPS CJ óc ~V SUBJ ~MNP~ ~

COMPS pa

Auxiliary verbs are considered raising verbs~ therefore there is structure sharing
between the subject of the auxiliary verb and that of the past participle~ as
indicated by the tag íp t Furthermore~ the complements of the past participle
are inherited by the auxiliary~ as shown by the tag M t Going back to sentence
~hO S ~ ~ repeated belowi

CbO S ~ Giovanni ha mangiato gli spaghetti
Giovanni has eaten the spaghetti

~Giovanni has eaten spaghetti~

It is possible to understand why it receives the representation proposed in CbOA ~

above~ The auxiliary verb takes the past participle and the direct object gli
spaghetti ~ as its arguments ~

~blO~ Example of the complement list of ha

COMPS ~i k ~V E COMPS CffiNP~

In this case~ the object NP is ordered after the past participle according to the
Linear Precedence constraint that places the verbal complement before phrasal
complements which are marked ~~CL J~

Given the representation proposed for auxiliary verbs~ the analysis of clitic
climbing becomes straightforwardt In a sentence like CSOZa~~ repeated belowi

~bOZa~ Rocco lo ha letto
Rocco clt~acc~ has read

~Rocco has read it~

the auxiliary subcategorizes for the past participle and for the NP object which
is a complement of the past participle~

Cbll~ Example of the complement list of aux

LCOMPS pp ~~V ECOMPS C apl~J
An application of the Complement C li ticization Lexical Rule~ wi ll remove the NP
complement from the COMPS list and add it as value of the CLTS feature ~
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~blZ~ Example of the entry for ha letto after the application of CCLR

L CLTS f zpNPfacclJmcg J~ COMPS ~V ~coMPs ~ Bp~l~
l

the cliticized verb form is then spe lled out in morphology on the basis of the
information contained in the CLTS feature ~ In this case the clitic lo win have the
information CLTS fM NP J accJ sm ~g J associated with itt The fo llowing structure
exemp li fies this~

VP

COMPS ~pa V COMPS C p~N
V zpV

CLTS fEINP~acclgmsgl

l
lo ha letto

It should be noted that in the lexical entry presented in ~hOg~ ~ the auxiliary
subcategorizes for a past participle which has not combined with clitics~ in fact
the CLTS feature of the past participle must be empty~ This restriction accounts
for obligatory climbing in the case of auxiliary verbst Therefore~ a sentence like
~bOtib~ where the clitic has not climbed~

~SOZb~ ~ Rocco ha lettolo
Rocco has read cl~Cacc~

~Rocco has read it~

is ruled out since in this case the CLTS feature on the past participle is not
emptyt In fact~ the verb undergoes the Complement Cliticization Lexical Rule~
therefore the CLTS feature will contain the information related to the object
clitic~ necessary for the spell out of the cliticized verb formz

~SA ~ Lexical entry for lettolo after the application of CCLR

fCLTS JpNPJacc~~~gJ~ COMPS l ~J

It is clear that in this way the past participle doesn~t meet the constraints imposed
by the lexical entry in tbOJ~ above~ where CLTS must be empty~

In Italian~ the combination of a past participle with a clitic cannot be ruled
out at the morphological level~ since it is grammatical in absolutive past participle
constructionst

Cnls~ Lettolo~ fu facile decidere
Read clt~acc~~ was easy to decide
~Having read it~ it was easy to decide~
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It is only when the past participle combines with an auxiliary that the clitic must
attach to the latter~ the constraint imposed on the CLTS feature~ guarantees this
result~ Given the fact that in French clitics are never realized on a past participle~
this combination can be ruled out at the morphological level~

As already mentioned in section I tl ~ object clitics trigger past participle agree~
ment in Italiant

Cblfi~ Rocco li ha letti
Rocco cl~~acc~Msptu has readMsPtu
~Rocco has read them~

Recall that the effect of the Complement Cliticization Lexical Rule is that of
removing one element at a time from the COMPS list of the verb and add this
information into the CLTS feature~ Cliticized verb forms will have in their ARG~
S and in their CLTS an element whose SYNSEM is of sort clitict Therefore~
agreeing participle forms will require that their first element in the COMPS list~
namely the object~ should be of sort clitic~ This will be true if the information
related to this element is structure shared with that contained in the CLTS feature
of an auxiliary verbtzT Lexical rules inflecting past participles will be sensitive to
this information~

Before concluding this section~ I want to point out that auxiliary verbs can also
trigger the climbing of the clitic loro~ as already mentioned in section bt MA~
While climbing of the monosyllabic clitics is obligatory if an auxiliary verb is
present~ climbing of loro is optional~ as can be seen in the following examplesz

CblT~ a~ I sogni che gli altri pazienti hanno loro raccontato
The dreams that the other patients have to them told

Me dreams that the other patients have told them~

bt In mezz~ ora De Benedetti aveva spiegato loro che non era
In half an hour De Benedetti had explained to them that not was
piu cosi
more so

~In half an hour De Benedetti had explained them that it wasn~t like
that~

In the previous chapter ~ I have presented an analysis of loro where I considered
it an element of category XP~dCLJt Therefore ~ in the examples above ~ loro wi ll
be just like an ordinary complement of the past participle ~ which is inherited by
the auxiliary~ Two possible orders of loro will be allowed~ accounting in this way
for the fact that it can optionally c limb if an auxiliary verb is present ~ In fact ~
it will be possible for loro both to precede and to follow the past participle~ this
is because the past participle is not a phrasal complement therefore only LPl ~
repeated belowt

a~Thanks to Ivan Sag for suggesting this to me ~
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CSlH~ Linear Precedence Constraint I CLP l~

HEAD ~ XP
will be relevant in this context and this constraint is compatible with both orderst

fi~S Restructuring verbs in southern Italian di~
alects

This section will be concerned with dialectal variationt In particular~ I will ex~
amine the behavior of restructuring verbs with respect to clitic climbing in Napo~
letano and in Salentinot Salentino is especially interesting since it allows clitic
climbing out of a finite clause~

I will show that~ within HPSG ~ the parametrization of linguistic variation

occurs in the lexicon and in particular~ that a lexical approach to clitic climbing

allows for a proper treatment of the variation represented by the dialects under

considerationt

fita~l Clitic climbing in Napoletano and Salentino

As already discussed~ c li tic climbing with restructuring verbs is optional in Stan~
dard Italian~ but this is not the case in southern Italian dialects~ such as Napole~
tano ~Bafile lsJS ~ or Salentino C Calabrese lJgS~~ a dial ect spoken in the northern
part of the province of Lecce ~ In these dial ects~ restructuring verbs t rigger oblig~
atory c li tic climbing~ as can be seen from the fo llowing examplestZg

~SlJ~ a~ M e bbulita di CNapoletano~
Clt~dat~ cltCacc~ want to give

bt ~ Bbulita damme lla ~Napoletano~
Want to give cl ~ ~dat~ cl ~ Cacc~

~Do you want to give it to me ~

c~ Lu pottsu kkattare krai ~Salentino~
Cl~Cacc~ can buy tomorrow

d~ I Pottsu kkattarlu krai ~Salentino~
Can buy clt~acc~ tomorrow

~ I can buy it tomorrow~

Therefore~ it seems that the behavior of restructuring verbs in these dialects is
parallel to that of auxiliary verbs in Standard Italian since in both cases clitic
climbing is obligatory~ More generally~ in these dialects both restructuring verbs
and auxiliary verbs share the same behavior with respect to clitic climbingt

~sAll the examples of Salentino discussed here are from Calabrese ~lSJS~
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ChtiO~ at L~ avite assapurato ~Napoletano~
CltCacc~ have tasted

b ~ ~ Avite assapuratolo CNapoletano~
Have tasted cl~~acc~

You have tasted it ~

c~ Lu addgu kkattatu yeri CSalentino~
CltCacc~ have bought yesterday

dt ~ Addgu kkattatulu yeri ~Salentino~
Have bought clt~acc~ yesterday

~ I have bought it yesterday~

These data can receive a uniform account under the argument composition analy~
sis proposed for restructuring and auxiliary verbs in Standard Italiant In particu~
lar~ restructuring verbs and auxiliary verbs~ both in Napoletano and in Salentino~
will have a lexical entry like the followingt

SUBJ CNP~

CLTS ~ ~
COMPS pp k ~V SUBJ CNP~ ~

COMPS E I

The entry corresponds to that proposed for auxiliary verbs in Standard Italian
and to the output of the Argument Composition Lexical Rule which I also pre~
sented in the case of Standard Italian~ I assume the Complement Cliticization
Lexical Rule which I have proposed for Standard Italian to be operative in these
dialects as well~ The rule will be responsible for transferring the information
about the relevant complements into the CLTS feature~ in this way the cliticized
verb form will eventually be spelled outt

The restriction on the CLTS feature in the lexical entry ~bZl~ above~ namely
CLTS must be empty~ accounts for obligatory climbing~ Therefore~ sentences like
CblJb~~ ~blsd~~ CbtiOb~~ C UOd~ where the clitic is attached to the lower verb are
ruled outt In fact~ the Complement Cliticization Lexical Rule has applied to the
infinitivallparticipial verb~ removing the relevant information from the COMPS
list and adding it as a value of the CLTS featuret Therefore~ the CLTS feature
will not be empty and it will not fulfil the constraint imposed on the lexical entry
above~

Therefore~ in Standard Italian and in the southern Italian dialects under con~
sideration~ clitic climbing is handled by the same mechanism~ namely argument
compositiont The optionality of clitic climbing in Standard Italian vs~ obligatory
clitic climbing in Napoletano and Salentino is due to the presence of a lexical
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rule in the former and a lexical entry in the latter~ Parametric variation is thus
accounted for in the lexicon~

G~M Salentino of the northern part of the Province of
Lecce

I have shown in the previous section that in Salentino~ like in Standard Italian~
there is a class of restructuring verbs which allows for the presence of an infinitival
complement and which triggers clitic climbing~

However~ there is a variation with respect to which elements belong to the
class of restructuring verbs in Standard Italian and in Salentino~ As already
shown~ in Standard Italian a verb like volere Cwant~ allows for the presence of an
infinitival complement if there is coreference between the subject of the matrix
clause and that of the embedded clause~

~bZZ~ Carlo vuole venire domani
Carl wants to come tomorrow

~Carl wants to come tomorrow~

Furthermore~ it gives rise to clitic climbing~

~ US ~ Carlo ci vuole venire domani
Carl cl~Cloc~ wants to come tomorrow

~Carl wants to come tomorrow~

Salentino behaves differently from Standard Italian in this respect since a verb
like volere cannot subcategorize for an infinitival complementt

CSN ~ I Lu Karlu ole inire krai
The Carl wants to come tomorrow

~Carl wants to come tomorrow~

More generally~ Salentino has the peculiar property that verbs of ordering~ de~
siring~ warning~ etc~ cannot be followed by an infinitival complement~ but they
select instead a finite clause which is introduced by the element ku~ as can be
seen in sentence Ch~~~~Zs

~Stih~ Lu Karlu ole ku bbene krai
The Carl wants KU comes tomorrow
~Carl wants to come tomorrow~

In particular~ Calabrese ~lgsa ~ suggests that ku introduces the complement of
verbs which express an attitude towards ~ or an attempt to bring about ~ an event
which is yet to come~ Clearly~ ulire ~want~ is one of such verbs~ as can be seen
from the example above~

zgThe finite complement can either have an indicative or a subjunctive verb~
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The status of the element ku which introduces finite clauses after this par~
ticular class of verbs~ is rather controversial since it exhibits both properties of
inflectional affixes and of complementizerst

The idiosyncratic behavior of ku can be easily understood if diachronic data
is taken into consideration~ in fact ku was originally a complementizer~ As Cal~
abrese notices~ ku derives from Latin quod which was a complementizeri

Cbtifi~ luvat me quod studia vigent
Pleases me that studies flourish

~ I am pleased that studies are flourishing~

However ~ as will become clear from the following discussion~ synchronically~ ku
is becoming an inflectional affix connected to tense morphology ~ Yet~ the process
is not completed i therefore it still maintains some of its origin al properties of
complementizert

P~S~Z~l On the status of the element ku

Evidence in favor of the status of ku as inflectional affix comes from the following
propertiesz

~ it attaches to the verb and only object clitics can separate it from the verb
~ it constrains tense morphology
~ it cannot have wide scope over coordination

The first property is exemplified belowt

CbZr~ a~ ~ Oyyu ku lu Maryu bbene krai
Want KU the Mario comes tomorrow

~ I want Mario to come tomorrow~

bt Oyyu ku nnu le kkatti
Want KU not cl~Cacc~ buy

~ I want you not to buy them~

Sentence CbtiTa~ shows that no full complement can separate ku from the verb~
only clitics may intervene~ as in ~bZllb~t ~o

The element ku constrains tense morphologyi in fact~ when it is present~ there
is a violation of the morphological agreement of tenses between the main clause
and the embedded clause~ which is generally assumed to be obeyed in Standard

soSentence ~bZTa~ also shows that ku behaves differently from complementizers~ since no
overt subject can intervene between it and the verbt Instead~ the subject must precede ku or
it can be postverbal~ Therefore~ ku behaves differently from the element ka~ whose status is
uncontroversially that of a complementizert This element introduces finite clauses which are
embedded under a verb of saying or believing and in this case the subject can intervene between
ka and the verb~ as expected with a complementizert The characteristics of ka are therefore
similar to those of Italian che and of English that~
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Italian~ For example ~ the presence of a past tense in the main clause does not
imply a past tense in the clause introduced by ku~ in fact~ only the present and
the perfect may be used in this case ~ as shown in the following examplei

~fiZH~ Ia ulutu la Maria ku bbaelia ffiuta ddai
Auxcmdtp~at wanted the Maria KU goPfe~tjp~~ft there

~ I wanted Maria to have gone there before~

More generally~ ku seems to introduce clauses characterized by a non~deictic
tense~ in fact~ as noticed by Calabrese ClssH~~ the tense of the embedded clause
must be bound by the tense of the matrix clause in order to get a time reference~al

Additional evidence in favor of the affixal status of ku comes form coordina~
tion~ in fact~ in this case~ the element must be repeated in front of each conjunct~
as the following example from Melillo ClsTS~ showst

CbZg~ Tokka ku ffacimu festa e kku ne prisamu
Must KU make party and KU clt enjoy

~We should have a party and enjoy it~

However~ ku exhibits also additional properties which could argue in favor of its
status of complementizert

e it is in complementary distribution with the complementizer ka
a it is incompatible with a wh~expression
e it precedes negation

The first property is shown by the following example~ which demonstrates that
ku and the complementizer ka cannot cooccur in the same sentence~

~b s O~ ~ Sperava ka la Maria ku bbene
Hopeded that the Mary KU comes

~He hoped that Mary would come~

This seems to suggest that they are in complementary distribution because they
are both complementizerstaZ

The position of negation also argues in favor of the complementizer status of
ku~ as can be seen from example ~bZTb~ ~ repeated belowt

~bZTb~ Oyyu ku nnu le kkatti
Want KU not clt~acc~ buy

~ I want you not to buy them~

siThe behavior of ku is different from that of the complementizer kai if the latter is present~
there is always morphological agreement of tensest

szHowever~ in her discussion on the properties of Greek na which has a behavior similar to
ku~ Terzi ~lJgZ~ shows that the equivalent elements in Romanian and Albanian~ namely sá
and tè~ can cooccur with a complementizert Therefore~ she suggests that the incompatibility
of na and ku with a complementizer should not be considered crucial evidence against their
status as inflectional affixes~
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It should be noticed that in Standard Italian negation follows the complementizer
che~

CSBl~ Martina dice che non verrà alla festa
Martina says that not will come to the party

Wartina says that she will not come to the party~

Furthermore~ ku is incompatible with a wh~expression~

~bU ~ at ~ Me sta ddumannu ntfe ku addgu fare
Cl ~ auxt wonder what KU have to do

bt Me sta ddumannu ntfe addgu fare
Cl ~ auxt wonder what have to do

~ I am wondering what to do~

In this respect it shares the same behavior as the complementizer kat

CSaa~ ~ Me sta ddumannu ntfe ka addgu fare
Cl ~ auxt wonder what that have to do

~ I am wondering what to do~

Therefore~ it seems that ku shares both properties of inflectional affixes and of
complementizers~ as also Calabrese suggests~ the facts discussed above do not

seem decisive in one direction or the other~ In fact~ ku seems to have an inter~
mediate status between that of an inflectional affix and a complementizer~

fi~S~ZtZ Calabrese INS

Calabrese ~lgJ S ~ accounts for these data and for the lack of infinitival clauses in
Salentino~ by relying on the theory of AGR expressed in Borer ~lJHJ~t According
to him~ the absence of infinitival clauses is due to the fact that in this dialect the
feature ~fanaphoric AGRI is missing both in finite and non~finite clauses~ This is
not the case in Standard Italian where AGR is f fanaphoricj and therefore bound
by an antecedentt It is for this reason that infinitival clauses are possible in
Italian~ as in ~bSIa~~ whose equivalent is expressed by a finite clause in Salentino
~Ul b~~

~bU ~ a~ Carlo vuole andare via
Carlo wants to go away

~Carlo wants to go away~

bt Lu Karlu ole ku se ne bbae
The Carl wants KU clt clt go

~Carl wants to go away~
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Calabrese motivates this distinction further by considering AGR and TENSE
nominal expressionsi therefore if the embedded clause has a Jfanaphoric TENSE I
then the local domain of the AGR in the embedded clause is the CP of the matrix
clause~ If AGR has the same index as that of an antecedent in the matrix clause~
then it would be bound in its local domain~ this implies that AGR is Jfanaphoriclt
Given his mood assignment rules~ this information translates into infinitive and
this is why it is possible to have infinitival clauses in Italian~ The following
representation summarizes this~

C hB b~ a~ fs NPti ~ t i s NPi Ja anaphoric AGRí fanaphoric TENSE
~~anaphoric AGR I

b~ f~anaphoric AGR f anaphoric TENSE ~~ Infinitive

On the other hand~ if AGR is free~ it is J~anaphoricl~ given that TENSE is
~~anaphoricl~ this translates into subjunctive and it explains why in Italian~ the
subject of the embedded clause must be disjoint in reference with an argument
of the matrix clause~ The following representation illustrates thisi

C bM~ at f s NPk ~~ fs NPti Ja anaphoric AG k f anaphoric TENSE I ~~I ~~I
f~anaphoric AGR I

b ~ ~~anaphoric AGR f anaphoric TENSE J ~ Subjunctive

However~ in Salentino~ since CP is always a local domain~ fl~anaphoric AGRI is
not possible because it cannot be bound by an antecedent outside of CP ~ therefore
infinitival clauses are not present~

The reason why CP is always a local domain in Salentino is related to the
fact that in this dialect~ it is not possible to copy the features of INFL into
COMPt In fact~ if AGR is copied into COMP~ the local domain of AGR can be
extended and can include the matrix clause~ On the other hand~ since the rule
of copying is missing in Salentino~ J~I~anaphoric TENSE I cannot be copied into
COMP ~ but because it needs to be bound~ Calabrese assumes that it is raised
to C ~ In addition~ he proposes a rule for the morphological spell out of COMP
where a C with the feature ffanaphoric TENSEI is realized as ku~ In this way~
ku is both a complementizer and and inflectional affix that gets phonologically
incorporated in the verbal head~

fit S ~ZtS Towards an HPSG analysis

In this section~ I will discuss how the data presented above can be accounted for
within HPSGt In particular~ I will be concerned with the status of the element
ku and how it should be represented within the theory~ Given that it shares both
properties of inflectional affixes and of complementizers~ I can see three possible
ways of accounting for it~

lt ku is considered an inflectional affix~ therefore the analysis proposed for
object clitics in Standard Italian can be extended to account for it
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Zt ku is considered a complementizer~ therefore it will have the status of a
marker and it attaches to a VP

J~ ku is a complementizer~ thus a marker~ but it attaches to a V

The three possibilities will be explored and advantages and disadvantages of the
different analyses will be considered~

Ku as inflectional affix The affixal status of ku can be accounted for~ if the
lexical analysis of cliticization proposed for Standard Italian is also adopted for
Salentino~ In particular~ verbs of ordering~ desiring~ warning of which ulire ~want~
is a representative~ should have a lexical entry like the following~

~hJy~ verb
SUBJ CNP~

CLTS f ku~ t~
COMPS ~S VFORM finite

MARKING unmarked

The entry requires that the verb subcategorizes for an S ~ which is an abbreviation
to indicate a verbal sign with an empty SUBJ list and an empty COMPS list~ The
CLTS feature plays a crucial role in this analysis of kui since this element clusters
with the other clitics~ it will be assigned as value of the CLTS feature~ It should
be noticed that the choice between ku or ka as the element which introduces the
embedded clause is determined by the governing verb~ In this case~ ulire requires
the presence of ku cliticized to the verb of the embedded clauset

I will assume that CLTS is a head feature in Salentino~ therefore~ the Head
Feature Principle guarantees that the HEAD value on the head daughter~ namely
V~ is structure shared with that on the mother node~ namely S ~ In this way~ the
presence of ku on the verb of the embedded clause is enforced~ Furthermore~ it
is required that there should be a finite clause embedded under these classes of
verbs~ this is the case both if there is coreference and if there is no coreference
between the subject of the main clause and that of the embedded clauset Given
the entry above~ it is possible to account for a sentence like~

~bJSj Oyyu In Karlu ku bbene krai
Want the Carl KU comes tomorrow

~ I want that Carl comes tomorrow~

The cliticized verb form ku bbene wi ll be created in morphology and it win con~
tain the information CLTS Ikul~ this information percolates from the head to
the mother node via the Head Feature Principle and it satisfies the requirements
imposed by the lexical entry in ~bJT~t The following representation will be pro~
ducedi
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~bSg~ VP

VI COMPS ~S I CLTS I kujI~J
oyyu

SICLTS jkujJ

N
I

~CLTSP VP IkulJ
l

lu Klarlu V IfCLTS ~ku~J
ku bbene

As already mentioned~ only clitics can intervene between ku and the verb~ there~
fore it is possible to have a sentence like ~bA O~~

~SdO~ Oyyu lu Maryu ku le kkatta krai
Want the Mario KU cl~Cacc~ buys tomorrow

~ I want Mario to buy them tomorrow~

Since ku~ like the other clitics~ has the status of an inflectional affix~ it is expected
that no constituent can separate it from the verbt The Complement Cliticization
Lexical Rule will apply to the verb of the embedded clause in order to create
the featural information necessary for the spell out of the cliticized verb form~
which will be created in morphology~ The template which is responsible for clitic
ordering in Salentino will order ku as the most external element in the clitic
cluster~

It should be recalled that ku is in complementary distribution with the com~
plementizer ka~ therefore a sentence like CSSO~ ~ repeated below~ where ku which
is introduced by the verb ulire and ka cooccur~ is not grammatical~

~SsO~ ~ Ulia ka la Maria ku bbene
Wanted that the Mary KU comes

~He wanted that Mary would come~

As discussed in section ZZ~ complementizers are considered markers~ in HPSG ~ In
fact~ they mark the constituent in which they occur~ they are distinguished by the
attribute MARKING which they structure share with the mother nodet Markers
can select the phrase with which they combine through the feature SPEC ~ There~
fore~ the complementizer ka will be considered a marker which has the following
lexical entryt
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Ch~l~ HEAD mark LSPEC Sffin~ unmarkedl

SUBJ l ~

COMPS C ~

MARKING ka

The head~marker schema will apply to combine the marker ka with the head~
sentence C S SO~ above~ will have the following representationt

~bdZ~ Sffin kal

ka Sffin~ unmarkedl

la Maria ku bbene

The complementizer ka will combine with the finite clause and the resulting
phrase will be an S which has inherited the HEAD features from the head daugh~
ter~ while the marking value ka will be inherited from the markert Since the
topmost S has ka as value for MARKING~ it will not satisfy the constraint which
is present in the lexical entry for verbs of desiring~ ordering~ warning presented in
~bJT~ ~ namely that MARKING should have unmarked as valuet Therefore sen~
tences like C M O~ above~ where both the complementizer ka and the inflectional
affix ku are present~ will be ruled outt

On the other hand~ it is more problematic to rule out sentences like the
following~ where ku and ka cooccur~ but where the main verb subcategorizes for
an embedded clause introduced by kai

CbdJ~ ~ Sperava ka la Maria ku bbene
Hoped that the Mary KU comes
~He hoped that Mary would come ~

In this case~ the presence of ku should be blocked~ therefore a negative constraint
should be imposed on the lexical entry for sperava~ namely the verb should not
contain ku in its CLTS feature~ More generally~ it seems that if ku is considered
an inflectional affix~ it is straightforward to account for the fact that it attaches
to the verb~ but its complementary distribution with a complementizer cannot
be handled in a principled wayt This problem is solved if ku is considered a
complementizert

Ku as VP marker Another possible way to analyze the data of Salentino
presented above would be to consider the element ku as a complementizer ~ namely
a marker which selects for a VP~ In fact ~ ku is the most external element in the
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clitic cluster~ therefore it could be assumed that it attaches to a VP~ Therefore~
ku will have the following entryi

C
b~u

~ HEAD mark ~SPEC VPffinl

SUBJ C ~

COMPS C ~

MARKING ku

It should be noticed that differently from ka which selects an S ~ ku attaches to
a VPt Under this analysis ~ verbs of order ~ desire ~ etc ~ would have the fo llowing
entry~ namely they would subcategorize for a finite sentence introduced by ku ~

~~~ Íverb
SUBJ CNP~

COMPS ~S fVFORM finitel~
LMARKING kuJ

Given this lexical information~ it is possible to account for sentences like C MO~~
repeated belowt

CS IO~ Oyyu lu Maryu ku le kkatta krai
Want the Mario KU cltCacc~ buys tomorrow

~ I want Mario to buy them tomorrow~

The marker ku will combine with the VP via the head~marker schema~ while the
Marking principle is responsible for the percolation of the MARKING value from
the marker to the S via the VP~

Therefore~ for the sentence above there will be a structure like the followingi

Cs~s~
Sffin~ kul

NP VPffin~ kul

Lu Mariu ku VPffin ~ unmarked l

V
l

le kkatta

The resulting sentence will have ku as value for MARKING and this information
will unify with that present in the lexical entry for ulire in CbA b~ ~
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An advantage of this analysis is that it would become possible to give a more
principled account for the impossible cooccurrence of ka and ku~ as in sentences
like CbJO~~ repeated below~

Cb s O~ Speravalulia ka la Maria ku bbene
Hopededlwanted that the Mary KU comes

~He hopedlwanted that Mary would come~

Since ka subcategorizes for an S with the value for MARKING equal to unmarked~
the sentence above would be ruled out because it will have ku as valuet Therefore~
examples like ~h SO~ would be ruled out in the same way as an English sentence
like the following~

~b q T~ ~ I think that that John left

Under this analysis~ it is possible to account for the fact that no overt subject
can intervene between ku and the verbt

CbZfia~ ~ Oyyu ku lu Maryu bbene krai
Want KU the Mario comes tomorrow

~ I want Mario to come tomorrow~

Since ku selects for a VP and not for an S~ it will not be possible to have the
subject in that position~ However~ if ku selects a VP~ it would be possible for
adverbs to intervene between this element and the verb~ while this is not the
case~ This seems to suggest that ku should indeed be considered a marker~ but
it should select for a V~ instead of a VP~ This third possibility will be considered
below~

Ku as V marker The third possibi li ty~ namely the one that views ku as a
marker which attaches to V ~ seems to account in a more appropriate way for the
hybrid status of this elementt In fact ~ it incorporates its complementizer property
and would also account for the fact that ku is a verbal affixt Under this anal ysis~
ku will have the following entryi

Ch~g~ HEAD mark ~SPEC Vffinll

SUBJ ~ ~

COMPS l ~

MARKING ku

Verbs of order~ desire ~ etct would have the same entry ~ as in the account sketched
above~ Therefore~ sentences like ~bAO~~ repeated below~
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~S~IO~ Oyyu lu Maryu ku le kkatta krai
Want the Mario KU cl~Cacc~ buys tomorrow

~ I want Mario to buy them tomorrow~

would receive the following structure~

CSlJ~
SLfin ~ kul

NP VPLfin~ kul

Lu Mariu Vffin ~ kul

ku Vffin ~ unmarkedl

le kkatta

In this case~ ku will combine with a V and through the marking principle the
MARKING value will percolate up to the S~ this information win unify with that
present in the lexical entry for uliret

The ungrammaticality of sentences like ~S S O~~ repeated belowt

C UO~ ~ Speravalulia ka la Maria ku bbene
Hopededlwanted that the Mary KU comes

~He hopedlwanted that Mary would come~

where ka and ku cooccur is accounted for as in the previous analysis~ Simi~
larly~ for what concerns a sentence like CUITa~~ repeated below~ where the subject
intervenes between the verb and ku~

~SZTa~ ~ Oyyu ku lu Maryu bbene krai
Want KU the Mario comes tomorrow

~ I want Mario to come tomorrow~

Since ku selects for a V and not for an S ~ it will not be possible to have the subject
in that positiont In addition~ under this treatment no adverbs are expected to
occur between ku and the verb~ which is the correct result~

As for the fact that ku is the most external element in the clitic cluster~ it
is accounted for under this treatmentt In fact~ if the analysis for object clitics
proposed for Standard Italian is adopted also for Salentino~ the cliticized verb
form would result as the output of a morphophonological process~ On the other
hand~ ku will combine with the verb in syntax~ thus it will attach to a ~possibly
cliticized~ verb form being in this way the most external element in the clitic
cluster~
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Clitic climbing It should be noticed that differently from Standard Italian~
clitic climbing doesn~t occur with a verb like ulire~ in fact a sentence like the
following would be ungrammatical in Salentinot

Le oyyu ku kkattu
Clt~acc~ wantls KU buyl~

~I want to buy themf

The ungrammaticality of this sentence could in some sense be expected since in
general clitic climbing occurs when there is a control or raising configuration and
if the embedded verb is non~finite~ but in this case the verb is finite~ It could
be suggested that clitic climbing cannot occur in ~bbO~ above~ because there is
no obligatory control~ In fact~ Calabrese argues that in Salentino~ finite clauses
introduced by ku Cor ka~ cannot be considered control structures~ He provides
examples like the following~

Cbbl~ Lu Maryu ole ku ej bbete bbona
The Mario wants KU is goodssfm

~ Mario wants her to be good~

In this case~ the subject of the embedded clause doesn~t need to be bound by an
antecedent in the matrix clause~ Calabrese considers it a free pronominal that
can be related to a referent in the extralinguistic context or to an antecedent in
the discourse~

I will show in the next section that the reason for not having clitic climbing
in the sentence above cannot be related to the presence of a finite verb and
that indeed obligatory control is a crucial condition for the occurrence of clitic
climbingt

fi~ S ~ J Salentino of Brindisi and Taranto

Calabrese ClsJ S ~ mentions in a footnote data from a variety of Salentino which
is spoken in the provinces of Brindisi and Tarantot This variety of Salentino~ is
similar in all relevant respects to the variety previously discussed~ but it has an
additional peculiar property~ In fact~ if the matrix verb is ulire Cwant~ and if
there is coreference between the subject of the matrix clause and the subject of
the embedded clause~ the element ku can be omittedt

~bbZ~ a~ Voggyu ku kkattu nu milune
Want KU buy a melon

~ I want to buy a melon~

bt Voggyu kkattu nu milune
Want buy a melon

~ I want to buy a melon~
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Only if the element ku is omitted~ is it possible to have clitic climbing CbbU~~
however~ in this configuration~ the clitic also has the option of being attached to
the embedded verb~ as shown in ~SSSb~tas

CbSa ~ at Lu voggyu kkattu
Cl~Cacc~ want buy

~ I want to buy it~

bt Voggyu lu kkattu
Want cl~~acc~ buy
~ I want to buy it~

Therefore~ clitic climbing with the verb ulire is optional in this variety~ as in the
case of restructuring verbs in Standard Italian and contrary to the variety of
Salentino discussed in section fit S~ l where clitic climbing with restructuring verbs
is obligatory~ On the other hand~ if ku is present~ the clitic must attach to the
embedded verbi clitic climbing is not allowed Cb BIb~~

CSSl ~ a~ Voggyu ku lu kkattu
Want KU cltCacc~ buy

~ I want to buy it~

b~ ~ Lu voggyu ku kkattu
Cl~~acij want KU buy
~ I want to buy it~

Therefore~ it seems that clitic climbing is allowed with the verb ulire in this
variety of Salentino because there is a clear case of obligatory control~ This is
shown by the fact that only in this configuration is it possible to omit ku~

The lexical analysis of clitic climbing in terms of argument composition prot
posed for Standard Italian can be adopted to account for the data presented
above~ The fact that in this variant of the dialect~ ulire ~want~ is the only verb
in his class to trigger clitic climbing is accounted for by the fact that argument
composition is lexically constrained~ Parametric variation is thus handled in the
lexicon~

In the following sections~ I will present three possible analyses for the data dis~
cussed abovei they will be based on the different accounts previously proposed for
kut I will show that they can handle the data equally welli however~ the impos~
sibility of clitic climbing when ku is present would receive different explanations
in the different accountst

asThe peculiarity of this variation ofSalentino with respect to cli tic climbing is also recorded
in AIS ING CJaberg ds Jud lJAO~ where the variants ta voggyu ttakku and voyu lla ttakku ~I
want to attach it~ are mentionedt
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fi~StStl Clitic climbing and ku as inflectional element

In this section~ I will propose an analysis of clitic climbing based on the assump~
tion that ku behaves as an inflectional element~

The data presented in the previous section suggest that the verb ulire is char~
acterized by different subcategorization frames and it is associated with different
lexical entries~ In particular~ if there is coreference between the subject of the
main verb and that of the embedded verb~ it will subcategorize for a finite verb
and its complements~

Cbh
b

~ fSUBJ CNP M ~

WORM finite

~ CLTS I I
COMPS pa~t V

SUBJCNP EI ~

COMPS ap

The coreference between the subjects is represented by the presence of the tag
í ~ while the operation of argument composition is indicated by the tag z ~ In
this way~ it is possible to account for a sentence like CbSJa~ where clitic climbing
occurs~

~bSU ~ Lu voggyu kkattu
Cl ~~acc~ want buy

~ I want to buy it ~

It will receive the following representationt
~bbq VP

COMPS ~ffv cc~ MPS C í~~l~
V OV

CLTS fíOJ

lu voggyu kkattu

This representation will be similar to that provided for cases of clitic climbing in
Standard Italian~ the only crucial difference with respect to Standard Italian is
that in this case two finite verbs will form a verbal complex~

It should be noted that in the lexical entry for ulire given in ~hbb~~ the CLTS
feature of the embedded verb should be empty~ this implies that the arguments
of the embedded verb can be inherited by the main verb only if the former has
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not combined with a clitict It is because of this constraint that a sentence like
Chh A b~~ repeated below~ is ruled outi

Cbb~b~ ~ Lu voggyu ku kkattu
Cl~~acc~ want KU buy

~ I want to buy it~

Under the assumption that ku behaves as an inflectional af fix~ the verb form
ku kattu will be marked CLTS Ikul~ therefore it will not meet the requirements
imposed by the entry for ulire ~ This imp li es that the main verb cannot inheri t
the complements of the embedded verb and therefore it is not possible for the
object c litic to occur attached to voggyut In this way~ the sentence above is
ungrammatical for the same reason that a sentence like the following~ where the
c litics are sp lit~ is not possible in Standard Italian~

Lo voglio dargli
Cl~~acc~ want to give cl~cdat~

~ I want to give it to him~

Clitic climbing with the verb ulire is optional ~ in fact clitics can also attach
to the embedded verb~ both if the inflectional affix ku is present and if it is
omitted~ Therefore~ there will also be a lexical entry which is similar to the
non clitic climbing entry for restructuring verbs in Standard Itali an~ where ulire
subcatego rizes for a saturated VPi

~bhH~ SUBJ CNPO~

WORM finite

COMPS ~vp SUBJ ~NPM ~ ~

COMPS C ~

In this case~ it is required that the subject of the embedded verb and that of the
main verb should be referential~ but no constraint is imposed on the feature CLTS ~
In this way ~ it is possible to account for the fact that the inflectional element ku
can be optionally presentt Therefore both ~bbJb~ and CbSAa~~ repeated below~
will be allowed~s~

~bb S b~ Voggyu lu kkattu
Want clt~acc~ buy

~ I want to buy it~

a~It should be noticed that since in the entry for ulire presented in ~ S SH~ the mechanism of
argument composition is not triggered~ a sentence like C bbO~ ~ would not be allowed by this
entryt This is the correct result~
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~hbla~ Voggyu ku lu kkattu
Want KU cl~~acc~ buy

~ I want to buy it~

As already mentioned~ the inflectional affix ku can be optionally omitted only
in a control configuration~ therefore a sentence like the following would not be
grammatical since there the element ku is not present and there is no subject
coreferencet

Cbbg~ ~ Maryu voli vveni Karlu
Mario wants comes Carl

~Mario wants that Carl comes~

This sentence would be ruled out because it doesn~t meet the requirements in
either of the entries proposed for ulire~ in fact the index of the subject of ulire
is structure~shared with that of the subject of the embedded verb~ as indicated
by the tag Q ~ This implies that there must be coreference between the two
subjects~ contrary to what is exemplified above~

If there is no coreference between the subjects~ the element ku must be
present~ as shown in the following example~

ChfiO~ Maryu voli ku vveni Karlu
Mario wants KU comes Carl

~Mario wants that Carl comes~

This suggests that ulire subcategorizes also for a sentence introduced by ku~ as
in the other variety of Salentino taken into consideration~ Therefore~ also in this
dialect~ the verb ulire like other verbs of order~ desire~ etct will be associated
with the following lexical entry~ proposed in section fitJ~Zt

~b ST ~ verb

SUBJ CNP~

CLTS Jku~ ~~~I
COMPS ~S VFORM finite

MARKING unmarked

The entry requires that the verb subcategorizes for a finite S and the presence of
the inflectional affix ku is imposed by the CLTS feature~ accounting correctly for
sentence CbfiO~ above and ruling out Cbbg~t

fitStS~Z Clitic climbing and ku as VP marker

The analysis of clitic climbing just sketched can be adopted also under the as~
sumption that ku acts as a VP marker~ However~ an ungrammatical sentence
like Chbdb~ ~ repeated belowz
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~bSl b~ ~ Lu voggyu ku kkattu
Cl~Cacc~ want KU buy

~ I want to buy it~

where cli tic c limbing occurs in the presence of ku ~ would be ruled out for different
reasons than the ones proposed in the previous sectiont There I have related the
ungrammaticali ty of this example to the impossibi lity of having sp li t c li tics~

On the other hand ~ if ku is a marker which selects for a VP~ the ungrammat~
icali ty of sentence C bblb~ above is due to the presence of a VP node ~ Given the
lexical entry in ~bb S ~ ~ repeated below~

~h sb ~ fSUBJ CNPM ~

WORM finite

COMPS pp k V
CLTS f I

SUBJ CNPUI ~

COMPS pp

there will be a flat structure where the main verb inherits the complement of
the embedded verb~ Therefore in the case of clitic climbing there will be a se~
quence of two Ws~ however this configuration will not be available if ku is present
since it requires the presence of a VPt Under the assumption that ku is a VP
marker~ sentence C B bdb~ is ungrammatical for the same reasons that negation
blocks climbing in Standard Italiant

~bfil~ ~~ Ti devo non parlare
CL~dat~ must not talk
~ I must not talk to youl

In fact~ it could be assumed that negation in Italian is a lexical element that
selects for a VP and~ as in the case of ku~ it is the most external element in the
clitic clustertss

However~ if ku is omitted~ as in CbbJa~~ repeated below~ clitic climbing would
be correctly allowedz

CbSaa~ Lu voggyu kkattu
Cl~~acc~ want buy

~ I want to buy it~

As in the previous analysis~ the entry in CbbH~ ~ repeated belowt

ssFor an analysis of Italian negation within HPSG~ see Kim ~lJgS~
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SUBJ CNPO~

WORM finite

COMPS ~Vp SUBJ CNP EU ~ ~

COMPS C ~

will account for those cases where the clitic has not climbed~

~bSJb~ Voggyu lu kkattu
Want clt~acc~ buy

~ I want to buy it~

Cbbla~ Voggyu ku lu kkattu
Want KU cltCacc~ buy

~ I want to buy it~

In particular~ if ku is considered a VP marker~ CbSU~ will receive the following
representationz

~ b fiti~ VP

V VPffin ~ kul

voggyu VPffinl

ku V

lu kkattu

If there is no coreference between the subjects~ the element ku must be present~
as shown in the following example~

CbfiO~ Maryu voli ku vveni Karlu
Mario wants KU comes Carl

~Mario wants that Carl comes~

Therefore~ also in this variant of the dialect~ the verb ulire like other verbs of
order~ desire~ etc~ will be associated with the following lexical entry~ proposed in
section U~ Z ~
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cbsJÍ Íverb

SUBJ CNP~

COMPS ~S
~VFORM finite~~
MARKING ku

The entry requires that the verb subcategorizes for a finite S introduced by the
complementizer ku and it will account correctly for sentence CbfiO~ above~

fi ~S t S t S Clitic climbing and ku as V marker

The assumption that views ku as a V marker seems the most appropriate since
it incorporates both the complementizer and the affix properties of this element~
However~ additional constraints need to be imposed to rule out sentences like
~SSlb~~ repeated below~

~SS Ab~ ~ Lu voggyu ku kkattu
CltCacc~ want KU buy

~ I want to buy it~

where clitic climbing is blocked if ku is present~ In fact~ the entry for ulire
which allows for argument composition should be augmented with the constraint
MARKING unmarkedt

SUBJCNPO~
WORM finite
CLTS f I

COMPS pp k ~V SUBJ CNPED~ ~

COMPS O I
MARKING unmarked

In this way~ clitic climbing would be possible only if the marker ku is absent~
Therefore~ sentence ~Sb lb~ would be ruled out~ while a sentence like the following
would be correctly allowed~

CSSSa~ Lu voggyu kkattu
Clt~acc~ want buy

~ I want to buy it~

As in the previous anal ysis~ the lexical entry for ulire in ~bbH~ where the verb
subcategorizes for a VP~ will account for those cases where the cli tic has not
climbed~
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~bhSb~ Voggyu lu kkattu
Want cl~~acc~ buy

~ I want to buy it~

CbSla~ Voggyu ku lu kkattu
Want KU clt~acc~ buy

~ I want to buy it~

Therefore~ it seems that in the two previous analyses the impossibility of clitic
climbing in the presence of ku would follow as a consequence of the analysis
proposedt Under the assumption that ku behaves as an inflectional affix~ it would
be related to the impossibility of having split cliticst While if ku is considered
a VP marker the structure proposed would not allow for clitic climbing in the
presence of this element~ On the other hand~ while the assumption that ku is
a V marker better incorporates the hybrid status of this element~ the constraint
MARKING unmarked needs to be imposed to rule out ungrammatical sentences
like In this way~ clitic climbing occurs only if ku is absent~

G~A Conclusion

In this chapter I presented an analysis of Italian clitic climbingt I have shown that
an approach in terms of nonlocal features doesn~t provide an adequate solution
for the treatment of clitic climbing and long NP~movement~

I have proposed a better alternative which is based on the idea of argument
composition according to which the subcategorization requirements of the em~
bedded verb are passed up to the clitic climbing trigger verbt Such an analysis
can provide a uniform treatment of the different properties of Italian restructur~
ing verbs~ Furthermore~ it can be extended to account for another environment
where clitic climbing is triggered~ namely in the presence of auxiliary verbst I
have also shown that the approach proposed can properly deal with the dialectal
variation represented by Napoletano and Salentinot
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Conclusions

The research reported in this dissertation has lead to a number of new issues
which deserve further investigation~ In this chapter~ I will briefly discuss them~
together with the main findings from which they originatet

TA Main results and directions for future re~
search

Clitics represent a challenge for linguistic theory since they appear to be inde~
pendent words at the level of syntax while they are just part of words at the
phonological and morphological levelt Therefore~ an appropriate account of cliti~
cization has to take into consideration not only the syntactic properties of clitics~
but also their morphological and phonological behavior~ In this respect~ clitics
are crucial for the understanding of the interaction of the different modules of
the grammart

In this dissertation~ I have provided a comprehensive analysis of Italian cliti~
cization~ one which takes the properties mentioned above into considerationt In
particular~ I have presented motivations in favor of the affixal status of Italian cli~
tics and I have made a proposal about how they should be represented in prosodic
structure~ I have argued that the prosodic constituent Clitic Group doesn~t need
to be postulated because cliticization can be reduced to affixation~ if one clitic
attaches to the verb and to compounding~ when two or more clitics combine with
the verb ~chapter B~t I have also shown that the phonological behavior of cli~
tics in Napoletano constitutes additional evidence for this proposal~ However~ it
would be relevant to take other languages into consideration~ in order to assess
this proposal further~ It may also prove fruitful to extend the research to other
elements which~ like clitics~ have an hybrid status~ an example being the suffix
~mente ~ A y~t In particular~ ~mente exhibits an intermediate status between a

M
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member of a compound and that of a suffix~ even though a derivational onet
Given the affixal nature of Italian clitics~ I have proposed a lexical analysis

of cliticization to account for their behaviort Therefore~ clitics have not been
considered lexical items~ but featural information Cprovided in the lexicon~ to
be used in morphology and phonology for the realization of the cliticized verb
formt I suggested that clitic ordering should be handled within morphologyi in
particular~ the mechanism advocated to account for the rigid ordering of affixes~
namely template morphology could be adopted also in the case of clitics Cchapter
~~~

The lexicalist treatment of cliticization which I have proposed~ relies on the
use of Lexical Rules~ Within HPSG ~ another mechanism is available in order
to organize information in an economical way~ namely sort hierarchies~ More
generally~ sort hierarchies allow for an organization of the lexical information so
that those properties which are common to specific word types can be factored
out~ while lexical rules account for groups of words whose specific information
contents are related according to a recurrent patternt

Even though lexical rules are extensively used within HPSG ~ a certain line of
research has tried to explore the possibility of reducing their use and rely instead
only on the notion of sort hierarchies in order to express linguistic generalizations~
In this respect~ it might be relevant to investigate whether the basic insights
behind the lexicalist treatment of cliticization~ which I have proposed~ could
be incorporated in an approach which relies on the notion of sort hierarchies~
In fact~ it should be possible to factor out the properties of words~ affixes and
compounds and let clitics and eventually other elements with hybrid behavior
inherit only the relevant ones~ while still allowing for a representation of their
exceptional propertiest Such an approach might lead to a clearer specification of
the morphology~syntax interface in the case of cliticizationt

The syntactic distribution of clitics could constitute a problem for a an anal~
ysis of cliticization which considers clitics as affixes~ In Italian~ clitics undergo
clitic climbing~ therefore in this construction they do not attach to the verb that
subcategorizes for them but to a higher verb~ I have provided a solution to
this problem by proposing an analysis of clitic climbing in terms of argument
composition Cchapter fi~ ~ The crucial insight behind this idea is that the subcate~
gorization requirements of the embedded verb are passed up to the clitic climbing
trigger verb~ in this way no clitic climbing actually occurs~ I have mainly focussed
on cases of clitic climbing which are triggered by the presence of restructuring
verbs~ showing~ in addition~ that these verbs behave as a class with respect to
other phenomena such as long NP~Movement~ climbing of the clitic loro~ tough
constructions and auxiliary selection~ The argument composition analysis can
provide a uniform analysis of these phenomena and can equally well account for
clitic climbing in the presence of auxiliary verbs~ However~ clitic climbing is also
triggered in the presence of causative and perceptual verbs~ Preliminary research
has shown that the argument composition approach can properly account for the
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behavior of these verbs in Italian~ as also demonstrated by the results obtained by
Abeillé et aL ClJgS~ in the case of French~ However~ an appropriate formalization
of such a treatment deserves further investigation~

In this thesis~ I have also addressed the topic of dialectal variation~ taking
mainly southern Italian dialects into consideration~ In particular~ I have dis~
cussed the phonology of clitics in Napoletano ~chapter S ~ and clitic climbing in
Napoletano and Salentino ~chapter fi~t I have argued that the analysis in terms
of argument composition proposed for Standard Italian can be extended to ac~
count also for the variation represented by those dialects~ More generally~ I have
shown that within HPSG ~ the parametrization of linguistic variation occurs in
the lexicont

The analysis of cliticization developed in this work has mainly focussed on
object clitics~ However~ I have also discussed two other clitics whose behavior
is in certain respects different from that of the object clitics~ namely si and
loro ~chapter b~ ~ In particular~ si can receive several interpretations and I have
proposed that while a diachronic analysis could relate the different uses of si~ this
is not the case any more in a synchronic grammar~ As for loro~ I have compared
its behavior with that of the monosyllabic clitics and I have proposed an analysis
which can account for the similarities~ while being able to derive the differences~
Given the bisyllabic status of loro~ a study of its properties is particularly relevant
with respect to the issue of whether bisyllabicity Cvs~ monosyllabicity~ plays a
role in linguistic theory~

I have cast the lexical analysis of cliticization within HPSG~ one of the ad~
vantages of this framework is that it provides the basis not only for theoretical
linguistic work~ but also for computational implementations~ Therefore~ it will
be a future goal to provide an implementation of the treatment proposedt
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift wordt de status van Italiaanse clitics bestudeerd vanuit het

gezichtspunt van een lexicalistische theorie zoals Head~driven Phrase Structure

Grammar ~HPSG~ ~Pollard óa Sag lJHZ~ Pollard k Sag lWl~t Zowel hun fonol~

ogische als hun morfologische en syntactische eigenschappen worden bestudeerdt

Clitics vormen een object van studie dat bij uitstek geschikt is om licht te werpen

op de interactie tussen de verschillende modules van de grammaticat

Hoewel clitics een veelbesproken onderwerp vormen~ is zelfs hun definitie nog

steeds een punt van discussie~ De cruciale vraag is of het mogelijk is om tot een

coherent en uniform begrip van clitics te komen~ of dat er geen homogene categorie
van clitics bestaatt In dit proefschrift beargumenteer ik dat het gedrag van clitics

in het Italiaans en in bepaalde Zuid~Italiaanse dialecten laat zien dat ze geen

homogene klasse vorment Daarom probeer ik om~ in plaats van een zelfstandige

klasse van clitics aan te nemen~ te komen tot een ontleding van hun eigenschappen

die het mogelijk maakt ze te assimileren met andere welgefundeerde categorieënt

In wat volgt zal ik een overzicht geven van de inhoud van de afzonderlijke
hoofdstukken waaruit dit proefschrift is opgebouwd~
Na het inleidende eerste hoofdstuk~ volgt in HOOFDSTUK ti een beknopt overzicht
van HPSG ~ het theoretisch kader dat ik in mijn analyse van clitic~vorming hanteert
De fundamentele noties die aan die theorie ten grondslag liggen worden besproken~
en ook die elementen van HPSG die direct relevant zijn voor de in dit proefschrift
voorgestelde analyset

In HOOFDSTUK S wordt het centrale onderwerp van dit proefschrift geïntroduceerdz
clitics in het Italiaans~ De kwestie van hun status wordt besproken en er worden

argumenten aangevoerd die er op wijzen dat zij zich als affixen gedragent Het

tweede deel van dit hoofdstuk is gewijd aan de fonologische representatie van cli~
tics~ Het wordt beargumenteerd dat een juiste representatie van Italiaanse clitics

binnen de prosodische structuur mogelijk is zonder een specifieke constituent te

postuleren zoals de Clitic Group C~Hayes lJHJ~ ~ CNespor ós Vogel lJÓfi~~t Daartoe
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wordt een onderscheid gemaakt tussen die gevallen waarin één clitic aanwezig is~
en de gevallen waarin twee of meer clitics aan het werkwoord zijn gehecht~ In
het eerste geval worden clitics gereduceerd tot afFixen~ en in het tweede geval tot
samenstellingen~ Verder laat ik zien dat het fonologisch gedrag van clitics in het
Napolitaans additionele evidentie geeft voor dit voorstel~

In HOOFDSTUK ~I wordt een lexicale analyse van object clitics in het Italiaans
voorgesteld die een alternatief biedt voor de traditionele transformationele ver~
antwoording~ Clitics worden niet opgevat als lexicale elementen die onderworpen
worden aan syntactische regels~ maar als informatie die door het lexicon wordt
verschaft en die in de morfologie en fonologie wordt gebruikt bij de realisatie van
geclitiseerde werkwoordsvormen~ Ook wordt aandacht besteed aan de volgorde
van clitics~ Meer in het bijzonder wordt betoogd dat een puur syntactische be~
nadering geen goede oplossing kan geven en dat een morfologische benadering
meer adequaat is~ Aangevoerd wordt dat het mechanisme van template morphol~
ogy dat is voorgesteld om rekenschap te geven voor de vaste volgorde van affixen~
ook kan worden gehanteerd in het geval van cliticst Dit hoofdstuk bevat ook
de uitkomsten van een corpus~onderzoek waarin geïnventariseerd is welke combi~
naties van clitics in het Italiaans kunnen voorkoment

HOOFDSTUK S handelt over de analyse van twee speciale clitics~ si en loro~ waar~
van het gedrag in bepaalde opzichten verschilt van dat van object cliticst Het
hoofdstuk valt in twee afzonderlijke delen uiteen~ Het eerste deel handelt over
de eigenschappen van si~ dat verschillende gebruiken kentt De analyse die wordt
voorgesteld maakt onderscheid tussen het gebruik van si als argument~ en het
geval waarin het niet als zodanig wordt gebruiktt Het tweede deel van het hoofd~
stuk is gewijd aan de analyse van lorot De bijzondere eigenschappen van dit
clitic worden besproken~ met name de overeenkomsten en verschillen met andere
clitics worden uiteengezet en geanalyseerdt

In HOOFDSTUK fi wordt clitic climbing in het Italiaans besproken~ Er wordt een
lexicale analyse voorgesteld van deze constructie die is gebaseerd op het idee van
argument compositie ~ waarbij de eisen van subcategorisatie die een ingebed werk~
woord stelt~ worden doorgegeven aan het hogere werkwoord dat aanleiding geeft
tot clitic climbingt De nadruk ligt daarbij op gevallen van clitic climbing in de
aanwezigheid van restructuring werkwoordent Aangetoond wordt dat deze werk~
woorden zich gedragen als een zelfstandige klasse~ ook met betrekking tot andere
verschijnselen~ zoals Long NP~movement~ Tough constructies en de selectie van
hulpwerkwoordent De analyse in termen van argument compositie kan op uni~
forme wijze rekenschap geven van deze constructies~ Verder kan het ook gebruikt
worden voor clitic climbing in de aanwezigheid van hulpwerkwoorden~ Deze lexi~
cale benadering van clitic climbing kan tevens rekenschap geven van de variaties
die voorkomen in bepaalde Zuid~Italiaanse dialecten~ zoals het Napolitaans en
het Salentino~
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Questa tesi prende in esame i clitici italiani dal punto di vista di una teoria lessi~
calista quale Head~driven Phrase Structure Grammar ffiPSG~ ~Pollard óc Sag
lgST ~ Pollard k Sag lM~t In particolare~ vengono considerate le loro proprietà
fonologiche~ sintattiche e morfologichei i clitici rappresentano infatti un argo~
mento di centrale importanza per la comprensione delF interazione dei diversi
moduli grammaticalit

Anche se i clitici sono stati oggetto di molti studi~ non si è ancora raggiunto un
accordo riguardo ad una loro definizione~ Diventa fondamentale quindi chiedersi
se sia possibile arrivare ad una definizione chiara e coerente della categoria clitici
o se tale categoria semplicemente non esistet In questa tesi~ si sostiene che le
caratteristiche dei clitici in italiano ed in certi dialetti del sud dimostrano che non
è possibile definire una categoria clitici in cui gli elementi che vi appartengono
presentano un comportamento uniformet Per questo motivo~ invece di postulare
P esistenza di una classe speciale clitici ~ si è tentato di scomporre le loro proprietà
e di assimilarle a quelle di altre categorie ben definitet

Qui di seguito si riporta una descrizione dei vari capitoli che compongono
questa tesi~

II CAPITOLO Z ~ contiene una breve introduzione ad HPSG ~ la teoria gram~
maticale in cui viene formulata P analisi dei clitici~ Vengono presentate le nozioni
di base e quelle parti che sono rilevanti per P analisi proposta in questa tesit

Il CAPITOLO l introduce Pargomento principale di questa tesit i clitici italiani~
Il loro status viene preso in esame e vengono presentate delle motivazioni che
dimostrano che il loro comportamento è simile a quello degli affissit

La seconda parte del capitolo è dedicata alla rappresentazione fonologica dei
cliticit In particolare si sostiene che è possibile ottenere una rappresentazione
adeguata dei clitici italiani allF interno della struttura prosodica senza postulare
la presenza di un apposito costituente quale il Gruppo Clitico Cffiayes lJÓS~ ~
CNespor ót Vogel lJSfi~~ ~ A questo proposito si distinguono casi in cui un clitico
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è presente e casi in cui due o piu clitici sono attaccati al verbo~ Nella prima
situazione i clitici si comportano come affissi~ nella seconda come composti~ Le
caratteristiche fonologiche dei clitici napoletani costituiscono un~ ulteriore prova
in supporto di questa propostat

Nel CAPITOLO I~ si propone un~ analisi lessicale dei clitici oggetto italiani che
puó essere vista come un~ alternativa alle tradizionali analisi trasformazionali~ I
clitici non sono considerati elementi lessicali che sottostanno a regole sintattiche~
ma informazione presente nel lessico ed utilizzata in morfologia e fonologia per
la realizzazione della forma verbale cliticizzatat

Il problema delP ordine dei clitici viene preso in considerazione~ in particolare
si dimostra che un puro trattamento sintattico non puó fornire una soluzione
adeguata e che un approccio di tipo morfologico è piu appropriato~ Il meccanismo
proposto per tener conto delF ordine rigido degli affissi~ template morphology
CSimpson ót Withgott lJHfi~ puó essere adottato anche nel caso dei cliticit

Il capitolo contiene anche i risultati di una ricerca condotta sul Corpus italiano
per stabilire quali combinazioni di clitici sono possibili in italiano~

II CAPITOLO S è dedicato aW analisi di due clitici particolarit si e loro~ il cui
comportamento si differenzia sotto certi aspetti da quello dei clitici oggettot Il
capitolo è diviso in due parti indipendenti~ la prima tratta il clitico si e prende in
esame i suoi diversi usi~ Lf analisi proposta distingue un uso argomentale e uno
non argomentale di questo clitico~

La seconda parte del capitolo è dedicata alF analisi di loro~ Le particolari
caratteristiche di questo clitico sono discusse~ in particolare vengono considerate
e analizzate le somiglianze e differenze con gli altri cliticit

Il CAPITOLO fi prende in esame la salita dei clitici in italiano~ Viene proposta un~
analisi lessicale di questa costruzione che si basa suW idea della composizione dei
complementi secondo cui la lista di sottocategorizzazione di di un complemento
verbale governato da un verbo che determina salita dei clitici viene passata a
quesV ultimo~ fl verbo reggente si troverà ad avere come suoi complementi sia
il complemento verbale che i complementi di quesV ultimot In particolare~ sono
considerati i casi di salita dei clitici in presenza di verbi a ristrutturazione e si
dimostra che questi verbi si comportano come una classe a sé anche per quanto
riguarda altri fenomeni quali long NP~Movement~ Tough Constructions e selezione
degli ausiliari~ U analisi basata sulla composizione dei complementi permette di
formulare un~ analisi unitaria di queste costruzionit Inoltre puó essere utilizzata
anche per i casi di salita dei clitici in presenza di verbi ausilarit

V approccio lessicale nel caso della salita dei clitici permette anche di tenere
conto delle variazioni presenti in certi dialetti del sud come il napoletano e il
salentino~ I dati del salentino sono particolarmente interessanti perché in questo
dialetto è possibile avere salita dei clitici nel caso in cui la proposizione subordi~
nata sia di tempo finito~
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